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On an Integrated Production Inventory Model with Deteriorating Items
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P.O. Box 28282, Dubai, United Arab Emirates. E-mail: [cabid,ltadj]@aud.edu
American University in Dubai
Abstract
Typical models for the production planning problem assume a perfect production process. However, the
production process may be affected by several factors, one of these common causes being the
deterioration of the raw materials. In this case the quality of the items produced could be decreased and
the production could be reduced and/or stopped. Thus, we consider in this paper an integrated production
inventory model where items are subject to deterioration. Most of the previous models assume a single
production rate independent of the deterioration of raw materials while one recent model assumes one
possible shift in the production rate. This paper contributes to the existing literature by generalizing this
previous model to the case of unlimited shifts, to approach the real life problems in a more realistic way.
In addition, we relax the assumption of constant deterioration, production, and demand rates and consider
them general functions of time. To derive an optimal production schedule that yields minimum total cost,
we develop an exact formula for the total inventory cost per unit of time. An illustrative example with
sensitivity analysis is provided in order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
INTRODUCTION
Lot sizing decisions for production systems may require raw materials to be added at various stages of
production. By integrating the procurement and production subsystems, the degree of sub-optimality is
reduced. Therefore, a model which unifies the optimization for raw materials and final product that needs
them is preferable. Among the first contributors to this area is Goyal (1977) who considered an integrated
inventory system for a single product and non deteriorating items.
Another important aspect related to the production and inventory management is the deterioration of the
products during the storage. Many types of items deteriorate in the course of time. Ghare and Schrader
(1963) is the first extension of the classical EOQ model considering the combined effect of linear decay
in addition to the demand usage. Deterioration has a great influence not only on inventory management,
but on every area of production where items are stocked or forced to wait due to technical matters,
variabilities or disruptions / stochastic influences in the production process (Pahl et al. 2007).
Typical models for the production planning assume perfect production process. However this production
process may be affected by several factors. The deterioration of the raw materials is one of these common
causes. In this case the quality of the items produced could be decreased and the production could be
stopped and/or reduced. In our problem, we consider three types deterioration within the manufacturing
system and their impact on its various segments. The first type concerns the raw material deterioration,
denoted by j(t) in our model. The second type concerns the production deterioration, denoted by  in our
model. The last type concerns the final product deterioration, denoted by (t) in our model.
Most of the previous models assume a single production rate independent of the production deterioration.
Balkhi and Tadj (2008) generalize EOQ model to the case of time depending unit cost. Recently, Ben-Daya et

al. (2008) present a model relaxing this assumption but still assuming only one possible shift in the
production rate due to speed losses. In fact, the cycle starts with a certain production rate and after a
random time, the production rate shifts to a lower value. For the first time, we generalize this previous
model to the case of unlimited shifts to approach the real life problems in a more realistic way. In
addition, the basic Economic Production Quantity (EPQ) assumes constant production and demand rates.
In our model we relax these assumptions, incorporate a deterioration rate and take all of them as general
functions of time. We approach then an integrated production system where the final product is affected


by three kinds of deterioration. The first one is the one that has been widely used and concerns items
deterioration with time. The second one is concerned with the deterioration of raw materials. The third
one is due to the raw materials deterioration which affects the production process. Shortage is allowed for
the final product but only a fraction of the demand during the stock-out period is backlogged and the
remaining fraction is lost. However shortage is not allowed for raw materials.
We review now some of the literature related to the main features of our integrated production inventory
model with deteriorating items. Production inventory systems are concerned with the effective
management of the total flow of goods from the procurement of raw materials to the delivery of finished
products to the customers. Literature on production inventory models is abundant. For a complete
treatment of inventory theory and models the reader is referred to Zipkin (2000) and Silver et al. (1998).
For some recent literature on raw materials and deteriorating items, Balkhi (1999) assumes time
dependence of the production, demand, and deterioration rates of both final product and raw materials.
Law and Wee (2006) consider an integrated production-inventory model with both ameliorating and
deteriorating effects, in which the manufacturers treat livestock as the raw materials. They take into
account multiple deliveries, partial backordering and time discounting. The amelioration and deterioration
are assumed to follow the Weibull distribution. Leung et al. (2007) develop a robust optimization model
to solve production planning problems for perishable products in an uncertain environment. To better
utilize the raw materials, they use the concept of postponement to differentiate the production process into
two phases.
One of the main questions asked in this context is to find the optimal replenishment schedule for such a
production system with deteriorating items. We therefore present a methodology to determine the optimal
replenishment schedule with minimum total cost, including the production stopping and restarting times,
through the development of an exact formula for the total inventory cost per unit of time. The paper is
organized in the following manner. In the next section, we present our integrated inventory model. In the
third section we prove that our model is a generalization of a previous works. Section four tests the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed model using numerical example with sensitivity analysis.
Finally, the last section concludes the paper.
INTEGRATED INVENTORY MODEL
The variations of the integrated production inventory model proposed in this section are depicted in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: Variations of the integrated production inventory model.


The model is based on the following assumptions and notation.
1. A number m of raw materials is required to manufacture a single final product.
2. The demand, production, and deterioration rates of the final product are known functions of time, denoted
by D(t), P(t), and (t), respectively. We also assume that raw material j causes deterioration of the final
product at a rate j. Let

. The actual production rate is therefore
with P(t) > D(t).

3. The raw materials can be ordered from outside suppliers at infinite rate of replenishment so that the
arrival of any needed raw materials coincides with the start of the production run of the final product.
4. The raw materials are subjected to deterioration and the deterioration rate of raw material j is a known
function of time denoted by j(t), j=1, 2,…, m.
5. Shortage is allowed for the final product but only a fraction , (0    1) of the demand during the
stockout period is backlogged and the remaining fraction (1-) is lost. Shortage is not allowed for raw
materials.
6. Deterioration occurs when items are effectively in stock and there is no repair or replacement of
deteriorated items during a given cycle.
7. Lead time is assumed to be zero.
8. The stopping and restarting times are denoted as follows (see Figure 2)
T0: time at which the cycle starts.
T1: time at which the inventory level is at its maximum.
T2: time at which the inventory level reaches zero.
T3: time at which the backlog is at its maximum.
T: time at which the cycle ends.
The inventory cycle time is then T-T0 and (T0,T1)  (T3, T) is the production stage of the final product.
9. The inventory level of the final product is I(t) and the inventory level of raw material j is Ij(t), j=1, 2,.., m.
10. Since the decisions of stopping and restarting of the production occur in a single cycle and are only
related to the previous or next cycle through the initial inventory level, it is only necessary to consider the
problem in a single cycle.
11. The cost structure is as follows
a. for the final product
i.

h0: inventory holding cost per unit per unit of time.

ii. s0: setup cost per cycle.
iii. c0: item (production) cost per unit.
iv. b: shortage cost per unit per unit of time for backlogged items.
v. l: shortage cost per unit per unit of time for lost items.
b. For raw material j, j=1,…, m.
i.

hj: inventory holding cost per unit raw material per unit of time.

ii. sj: order cost per order.
iii. cj: unit cost



We also define rj for raw material j as the amount of raw material required to make one unit of the final
product.
A production cycle starts at time T0 at inventory level zero for the final product. For raw material j, the
inventory is at some positive level. The inventory levels change dynamically from cycle to cycle and
during each cycle. The problem is to determine the optimal production stopping and restarting times, such
that the total relevant cost per unit of time is minimized. The objective is to minimize the total cost per
unit of time. Due to the limitation of space, we present here only the total cost per unit of time obtained
after long mathematical developments. The details are available to the reader from the authors and will be
submitted soon to a mathematical journal.

There are available computer packages, such as GINO, that solve constrained nonlinear optimization
models such as ours numerically, and we propose in the next section an illustrative example.
GENERALIZATION OF THE PREVIOUS WORKS
We want to show here that the model studied by Balkhi (1999) and the model studied by Yan and Cheng
(1998) are special cases of our model.
1. Assume that shortage is not allowed and the only deterioration that takes place is that due to time.
Then, T2=T3=T, =1. In this case our formula for the total cost per unit of time reduces to the formula (13)
of Balkhi (1999).
2. Assume raw materials are not taken into account and deterioration of final product is due to time only
(and not to deteriorated raw material). Our formula for TCU agrees with the expression given by Yan and
Cheng (1998) for the total cost per unit time (equation without number on page 1291).
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed model we present a numerical example of an integrated
production system with two raw materials (m=2). We assume demand, production, and deterioration rates
are given by the following functions: D(t)=t, P(t)=5t, (t)=1/(1+t), 1(t)=0.01, 2(t)=1/(2+t). We also
assume T0=0, h0=2, c0=2, s0=5, =0.2, l=0.7, b=2, =0.27, h1=2, h2=11, c1=2, c2=3, s1=2, s2=3, r1=2, r2=1,
M1=4, and M2=3. The resulting model was solved using the GINO nonlinear code giving the following
optimal values T1* = 0.828067, T2*=0.939832, T3*=1.398464, and T*=1.602663 with a minimum total cost
per unit time TCU*=971.44.
Recall that even Balkhi's model, which may be the most general model up to date, does not consider the
influence of raw material deterioration on final product deterioration. To show this influence, different
values of  were assumed and optimal values were recorded. As can be seen on Figure 2, TCU decreases
as  increases. Figure 3 shows that T1* and T2* decrease as  increases while T3* and T* increase as 
increases.


 

    

   
   

  

   




  

CONCLUSION
Production management systems for deteriorating inventory problems pose a challenge to many
industries. Finding the optimal replenishment schedule for such system is an important task. In this paper
we present a methodology for determining the optimal replenishment schedule with minimum total cost.
To this end we develop an exact formula for the total inventory cost per unit of time. We present a
numerical experiment demonstrating the effectiveness of our method. In addition a sensitivity analysis
shows the effect of the production deterioration on the optimal total inventory cost per unit of time.
Moreover the effect of the production deterioration on the optimal stopping and restarting times is
presented. The analysis provided in this study is very useful for managers in designing a replenishment
policy. For future research, we can consider the case of multiple final products.
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ABSTRACT
Based on literature review and previous empirical study, a questionnaire based upon the
analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method was developed that consisted of 27 variables in four
levels provides an assessment of the decision-making priorities for FDI. The purpose of this
study is to explore determinant factors that affect multinational corporations (MNCs)
manufacturing firms interested in FDI in Vietnam and also serve as a reference for corporate
policymaking and further investment decision-making.
Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment, Vietnam
INTRODUCTION
Vietnam has made economic reform since 1986, and then a liberal foreign investment law
promulgated in 1987. After the implementation of the reform, the economy of Vietnam was
gradually stabilized, the annual foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows into Vietnam have
increased dramatically from USD 0.32 billion in 1988 to nearly USD 4.0 billion in 2005. The
Vietnamese economy has shown a remarkable performance as one of the fastest growing
economies in the world with the average growth rate over 7 percent per annum. The contribution
of the FDI sector in Vietnam economy to GDP was about 13.2 percent, and increased to 15.9
percent in 2005.
A number of studies have examined FDI in Vietnam (Matarazzi, 1999; Mai, 2002; Kokko,
Kotoglou and Krohwinkel-Karlsson, 2004), while little is known about determinants of FDI. The
purpose of this study are: (1) to identify the determinant factors behind multinational
corporations (MNCs) firms’ investments in Vietnam, (2) to investigate which factors have
significant priorities for the firms when giving devices or making decision to invest in Vietnam

by using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Jun et al.’s (1997) study proposed that determinants contributing to large FDI flows in Vietnam
are categorized into two factors: host country specific (“pull”) and global (“push”) factors. Pull
or host country specific factors have provided a powerful drive for active cross-border direct
investment flows. Push or global factors that have contributed to the increased capital inflows
include: global production cost saving, the skilled and cost-efficient labor forces, trade
liberalization, and declining transport and communications costs.
Albuquerque, Loayza and Servén (2002) referred to Caves’ (1996) theory and categorized the
determinants of FDI into two factors: global factors and local factors. Global factors also known
as ‘push’ factors, cause foreign direct investment to change across several countries. Local
factors, also known as ‘pull’ factors are country-specific and have no direct or indirect impact on
foreign direct investment into other countries.
Binh and Haughton (2002) summarized the variables that likely influence FDI and refer to them
as “possible influences”. In the research model, the determinants of FDI inflows including:
openness, market size, exchange rate, domestic savings are used in regression analysis.
Doanh (2002) presents the impacts of implemented FDI on economic development. Political and
social stability is the strength of Vietnam than that of regional countries. The internal market with
78 millions peoples is growing rapidly. And the well-educated labor forces with lower labor costs
are also a comparative advantage with other regional economies. Moreover, geographic location,
natural resources (oil, gas, bauxite etc.) are other factors that likely influence FDI flows into
Vietnam. The Law on FDI has been amended four times since it promulgated in December 1987
responding to the perceived needs of investors.
Mai (2002) uses regression analysis to analyse the pattern of regional allocation of FDI flows
into Vietnam, the impacts of FDI flows on economic growth of each region and finds that the
infrastructure, the quality of the labour force and the size of the local market are the most
important factors deciding the regional allocation of FDI flows.
Meyer and Nguyen (2004) find that the provincial authorities aimed to create a red carpet for
foreign investors using both formal and informal means to attract the inflow of FDI. Foreign

investors are highly appreciated that the local authorities provide a timely, clearly and consistent
interpretation of laws and regulations and have created flexible mechanisms to support their
investment plan.
Mirza and Giroud (2004) survey transnational companies (TNCs) with operations in the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and address a number of key issues that
Vietnam is able to continue to attract TNCs. The survey indicates that most of the motives are
“market seeking” which accounts for 45 percent of the respondents and then only 14 percent of
the reasons are broadly “efficiency seeking” while leaving aside the neutral reasons (e.g.,
political stability). In addition, the labour-related issues (cost, quality, capability development) is
the first reason for TNCs to invest in Vietnam, the government incentives/policies is the second
reason, and then the size of the local market.
Lan (2006) applies a simultaneous equation model to test the relationship between FDI and
economic growth in Vietnam. In the model, the FDI is determined by the economic growth rate,
market size, domestic investment, exports, human capital, labour cost, infrastructure, the growth
rate of labour, and real exchange rate and finds that FDI and economic growth are important
determinants of each other as their expected coefficients are positive and statistically significant.
METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION
The Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) model formulated by Saaty (1977, 1980) is an
intuitive, pair-wise comparison approach for analyzing complex real world multi-criteria
decision-making problems. Evaluating firm's strategic planning in FDI is obviously a complex
multi-criteria problem. The overall objective of this study is to explore determinant factors from
prior studies that affect MNCs firms interested in FDI in Vietnam and to provide a rating for
alternatives based on qualitative factors. Based on the literature review, previous empirical study,
and regarding the AHP decision method, a decision hierarchy process can be developed for
MNCs investors.
Following the theoretical framework presented in the previous chapter, a questionnaire based
upon the AHP mode formulated by Saaty (1977, 1980) was developed. The AHP model starts by
identifying the overall goal as the first-level. The second-level consists of host country specific
(“pull”) and global (“push”) factors, refers to Jun et al.'s (1997) and Albuquerque et al.'s (2002)
study. There are nine sub-factors in the third-level criteria, and 27 objectives in the fourth-level
criteria. A nine-point pair-wise comparison scale, from 1 to 9 with 1 representing the equal

importance of two factors and 9 being the highest possible importance of one factor over another,
was developed to facilitate the comparison process. The procedure surveyed 15 MNCs
manufacturing firms that had invested in Vietnam. 6 MNCs of them are based on Taiwan, 5
MNCs of them are based on Japan, and the rest of them are based on China. The author
interviewed the managers and officers of those firms and let them to fill in the questionnaire.
After the investigation, each level of the CRs are all less than the suggested upper bound of 0.1.
In addition, consistency ratio hierarchy (C.R.H.) associated with the comparisons was 0.018,
which is also less than 0.1, indicating that these comparisons were made with an acceptable
degree of consistency.
EMPIRICAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The results of the AHP based on the MNCs firms are shown in Table 1 and 2. In the level 2, the
data shows that the ranking of the first priority is the pull factors that accounting for 83.9%
respectively as shown in Table 1. This indicated that the host country specific factor is the
important factor attracting the firms to decide to invest in Vietnam.
The ranking of priorities in level 3 is lead by government policies, factors of production and
macro environment sub-factors (respectively 21.3%, 19.9% and 17.8%). The first 3 sub-factors
accounted for 59% of the 9 factors in level 3 as shown in Table 1. The last concern is geography
sub-factor, whose composite weight is 4.9%. Literature proposed that geography factor had a
positive impact on the FDI decision (Terpstra and Yu, 1988; Grosse and Trevino, 1996).
After conducting the priority of all objectives of MNCs manufacturing firms interested in FDI in
Vietnam, we observe that the labour costs saving is the first important objective with the
composite weight of 8.19% as shown in Table 2. The second consideration is the WTO, ASEAN,
ASEAN-PRC FTA policy (5.62%). Transportation networking is the third concern with he
composite weight of 5.56%. However, the FDI policy and taxes incentive are the less concern for
MNCs firms.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the AHP method, the results provide a clearer picture to investment in Vietnam and
guidelines for strategy formulation. It is found that the host country specific factors (pull factors)
is the important factor than the global factors (push factors). Government policies, factors of
production and macro environment factors are the more important sub-factors for MNCs firms to

do business in Vietnam than the other factors studied. Among all the objectives, the first five
important considerations are the labour costs saving, the WTO, ASEAN, ASEAN-PRC FTA
policy, transportation networking, the follow vendors or suppliers, and the labour regulation.
This study believes that government policies and factors of production have an important role to
play in Vietnam.
REFERENCES
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Table 2 Priority weight and composite
priority of level 4 factors
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Abstract
The degree of knowledge contribution is the key to the success of system development projects. “Knowledge
contribution” refers to knowledge that is provided to increase a team’s efficiency and achieve its goal. This study
proposes a research model exploring factors that influence the degree of knowledge contribution from a social cognitive
perspective. These factors include the affective commitment, relationship norms, and transactive memory system.
Additionally, this study argues that transactive memory system mediates the effects of affective commitment and
relationship on knowledge contribution. Research methodology is then presented. This proposal concludes with a brief
discussion of potential contributions.
Keywords: Knowledge contribution, social cognitive theory, affective commitment, relational norms, transactive
memory systems

Introduction
According to a survey of Stand group in 2001, only 28% of software projects are successful. Even now, the rate of project
failure is as high as 74% (Project Management Institute, 2006). These figures point out that in recent years, the results of
system development projects are unsatisfactory. Many studies point out that under an ever changing socio-technical
environment, knowledge sharing among team members is the key to the efficiency of development projects [13]. In the
past, studies on knowledge sharing assumed that shared knowledge was conducive to problems related to development
projects; the more knowledge was shared, the more the problems related to system demand and development technology
changes would be resolved effectively. However, previous studies showed that the resulting relations among knowledge
sharing system development projects were inconsistent. Some studies indicated that knowledge sharing had a positive
effect on projects [18], while others pointed out that there were no conspicuous relations [19]. Some studies continually
questioned the source of knowledge [21], the nature of knowledge [10], the quality of knowledge [3] and other problems
related to knowledge sharing. This study believes that the knowledge shared should be directed at problems that teams
encounter. In other words, knowledge sharing influences projects with knowledge itself, rather than the action of sharing
[22]. Hence, this study believes that the extent of “knowledge contribution” is the key factor that influences project
performance. “Knowledge contribution” in this study refers to a knowledgeable person providing relevant knowledge to
increase efficiency and achieve an organizational goal [4] [15] [22]. Knowledge contribution conceptualized as a high
order construct, consisting of two dimensions: “quality” and “breadth” [4] [15]. Knowledge quality refers to the
correctness, relatedness, completeness, reliability, and added value of knowledge [4] [15] [20]. Knowledge breadth refers
to knowledge related to various specific fields [15].
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Other than articulating the importance of knowledge contribution to system development team, this study also explores
factors influencing the extent to which knowledge contributed by IS team members from the social cognitive perspective.
According to social cognitive theory [2], this study argues there are three factors having impact on the extent of ISD team
members’ knowledge contribution to the project goals. They are affective commitment, relational norms and transactive
memory system (TMS). Affective commitment represents a partisan, sentimental attachment to the goal or value of an
organization and to one’s role in relation to the goals and values. It manifests in terms of psychological attachment,
identification, affiliation, and value congruence, is willingness to devote time and energy to assist the organization to
reach its goal [1].
Relational norms refer to shared normative expectation among parties about what constitutes appropriate behavior within
their relationship [9]. Relational norms are conceptualized as a tripartite that features the flexibility, information
exchange, solidarity dimensions [6]. Flexibility refers to the shared expectations that team members will be willing to
modify the original terms of the contract as socio-technical environments changes occur. Information exchange refers to
shared expectation that team members will be willing to provide any information whether or not they are obliged to do so.
Solidarity reflects an expectation of unity shared among team members versus competing against one another. It dictates
that team members work cooperatively together and stand by one another in the face of adversity or changes emerged
from socio-technical environments. TMS is a knowledge index system. This system is similar to a knowledge map that
shows the internal knowledge distribution of the team. In other words, team members know both the knowledge they and
other team members hold [14] [23].

Research Model and Hypotheses
Figure 1. presents the research model and hypotheses. Particularly, we argue that team commitment, relational norm, and
TMS have impacts on the extent of knowledge contribution. In addition, we propose that relational norms are influence
by affective commitment. Lastly, this model shows that TMS has a mediating effect on the relationship between affective
commitment, relational norms, and knowledge contribution. The following sections present the hypotheses shown in the
research model.

Affective
Commitment
Transactive

Knowledge

Memory System

Contribution

Relational Norms

Figure 1. Research Model

Affective Commitment and Knowledge Contribution
Highly affectively-attached team members would be more identified with and devoted to the team they work for.
Accordingly, when the team encounters problems in the course of systems development, they not only would share but
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also provide relevant and valuable knowledge [7] [8]. Even lacking the relevant knowledge for the problems, members
with high affective commitment would actively search the knowledge and share with members who need it. Accordingly,
this study hypothesizes.
H1: Affective commitment is positively associated with knowledge contribution.

Relational Norms and Knowledge Contribution
Relational norms, as defined as shared expectations regarding appropriate behaviors, act as governance blueprints and
serve to guide, control, or regulate proper and acceptable behaviors. Teams with established information exchange norms,
its members deem knowledge exchanges as necessary and are willing to provide correct and proper knowledge, thereby
increasing the extent of knowledge contribution. During the process of system development, when changes from
socio-technical environment arise members in teams with high relational norms tend to adjust themselves to the needs of
the team in order to solve problems. With this consensus, team members are more willing to provide relevant knowledge
to cope with external changes [13]. Norms of solidarity prompt members to view the team relationship as their foremost
priority. In order to maintain the relationship, team members are willing to behave in ways beneficial to the team [11] and
thus are willing to provide correct and helpful knowledge to the team to achieve its goal. Based on the aforementioned
argument, we hypothesize the following:
H 2: Relational norms are positively associated with knowledge contribution.

Affective Commitment and Relational Norms
Affective commitment involves the desire or intention to maintain a valued relationship into the future [5]. Accordingly,
durability and consistency are two outstanding features. Affectively committed individuals believe the relationship is
worth work on so as to ensure that the relationship endures indefinitely and thus tends to forego alternative relationships.
Consistent behaviors demonstrate reliability, credibility and benevolence. The presence of affective orientated
commitment cultivates shared trust and thus is conducive to the development of a shared expectation about what
constitutes appropriate behavior within their relationship [17]. Accordingly, we hypothesize the following:
H 3: Affective commitment is positively associated with relational norms.

Affective Commitment and TMS
Psychologically committed team members tend to highly involve in work activities and focus strong effort toward
helping the team achieve its goals. Consequently, committed members are more willing to communicate and keep close
collaboration with their teammates. A spirit of communication and collaboration enable the committed members develop
a schema of knowledge distribution in team [12] [16]. Thus, the following hypothesis is offered:
H 4: Affective commitment is positively associated with TMS.

Relationship Norms and TMS
The emergent nature of relational is a result of overt deliberate collective action, or unplanned cooperative evolution.
Thus, a significant amount of interaction would appear to be a central requisite of relational norm formation. An ISD
Team operated under established norms of flexibility, information exchange, and solidarity requires their team members
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to interact intensively so as to achieve the collective goals. Consequently, the frequent interaction facilitates their
understanding of one another’s knowledge and expertise and the creation a map of knowledge. Therefore, we offer the
following hypothesis:
H 5: Relationship norms have a positive effect on TMS.

TMS and Knowledge Contribution
TMS functions as a knowledge directory which enables team members to develop a map of knowledge in the ISD teams
[14]. A correct team knowledge distribution index allows a team to effectively utilize knowledge. When problems arise
during the system development process, the team with well-developed TMS is able to swiftly identify the member who
possesses relevant knowledge associated with the problems at hand. Thus, this study contends that TMS improves the
quality of knowledge sharing and can help the team to identify the right person to provide the precise knowledge that the
team needs. Hence, we offer the following hypothesis:
H 6: TMS has a positive effect on knowledge contribution.

Transactive Memory System as a Mediator
Although affective commitment and relationship norms increase the motivation of team members to share knowledge,
teams may not know who has the knowledge and skills to solve the problems arising during the process of system
development. In other words, a positive attitude and motivation for knowledge sharing does not warrant that the
knowledge shared is relevant and useful. The lack of a comprehensive repository of knowledge hinders a teams ability
to timely find the correct source of knowledge. Affective commitment and relational norms exert their impacts on
knowledge contribution through an effective TMS that guides the team to identify the right member to provide right
knowledge for problems solutions. The following hypothesis is thus offered:
H 7 (a): The effect of affective commitment on knowledge contribution is mediated by TMS.
H 7(b): The effect of relational norms on knowledge contribution is mediated by TMS.

Research Methodology
This study uses system development teams as the unit of analysis. The literature reviewed and the related constructs are
derived from the same level of analysis. This study will systematically follow steps first to develop the construct validity
and reliability of the key concepts included in the research model, and then to test nomological relationships. Pertinent
scales will be reviewed for their coverage of content and psychometric properties. Existing measures that have a
demonstrated reliability and validity will be used. The instrument will be a pilot tested on a representative sample of the
target population using conditions similar to those anticipated during actual data collection. Reliability and validity tests
will be performed to ensure that all areas of the domain of interest are covered and that the items truly measure what they
are supposed to. Respondents will also be asked to report problems encountered while filling out the questionnaire.
Feedback is thus obtained from participants in the pilot test regarding items selected, sentence structure, and
interpretation of constructs. The instrument will be modified accordingly.
Due to the fact that this study uses the team as the unit of analysis, members of ISD teams in the top ten SD companies in
Taiwan will be targeted as the main respondents. Cronbach’s Alpha and confirmative factor analysis will be applied
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again to assess construct reliability and validity for the measurement model. Partial Least Square analysis will be used for
path analysis among the exogenous variables and endogenous variables.

Expected contributions
1.

The results of this study help to clarify the difference between “knowledge sharing” and “knowledge contribution”.
Previous studies conceptualize knowledge sharing largely focus on the action of sharing knowledge, with the
underlying assumption that shared knowledge must be correct and valuable. However, this study argues that the
extent of knowledge contribution hinges on the content of knowledge itself rather than the action of sharing.

2.

This study explores the factors influencing the extent of knowledge contribution from a social cognitive perspective.
This study argues that affective commitment, relational norms, and TMS have impacts on the extent of knowledge
contribution.

3.

Other than discussing the factors influencing knowledge contribution, this study also seeks to uncover how team
cognition influences knowledge contribution. Social cognition (e.g. affective commitment and relational norms)
provides the motivation for team members to share their knowledge. However, this study contends that merely the
willingness to provide knowledge is insufficient to enhance the level of knowledge contribution. This study argues
that a well-established TMS plays a pivot role in enhancing knowledge contribution by directing the team to locate
the right person for right knowledge.
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ABSTRACT
This study analyzes the relationships between strategic leadership, organizational citizenship
behaviors and innovation performance. Prior research has not seriously studied the effect of
strategic leadership on innovation performance, nor has the study team subordinates’ altruism and
generalized compliance of behaviors been considered in the strategic leadership context.
Keywords: Strategic leadership, Organizational citizenship behaviors, Innovation performance
INTRODUCTION
An insufficient focus on measuring the leadership on a restricted range of individual, dyadic or
triad variables such as transformational leadership, transactional leadership, visionary (e.g., Elenkov
et al., 2005), or moral leadership, may have led to a failure to recognize the integrated measurement
in previous studies. Thus, it is important to identify a need for measuring strategic leadership in an
integrated perspective in future research. Previous researches have demonstrated that leadership
style has a significant impact on organizational citizenship behaviors, and then impact on corporate
performance. However, little attention has been paid to the relation of strategic leadership,
organizational citizenship behaviors, and innovation performance. Therefore, the purpose of this
research is to fill the gap and to further study the relationship between strategic leadership,
organizational citizenship behaviors, and innovation performance.
RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES
This research aims to explore the dimensions of strategic leadership, organizational citizenship
behaviors, and innovation performance, and their relationship through the literature review, and to
propose the research framework and hypothesis, as shown in Fig. 1.
Strategic Leadership
According to the literature review, this paper proposes that the dimensions of strategic leadership
should be: Visionary Leadership, Moral Leadership, Technical Leadership and Environmental
Construction.
Visionary Leadership
Visionary leadership paints an inspiring picture of what an organization can become. It can be seen
as a process, in this process, leader depicts the long-term vision of their future and a stated mission
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for the employees grow faster than their peers, communicate the vision with them, and empower
them to put their efforts into action, and finally to achieve the organizational vision and goals.
Figure 1. Conceptual framework

** p<.01, * p<.05

Moral Leadership
Ling and Fang (2003) advocate that the Chinese people believe that the virtue is the most important
characteristic of leadership. Accordingly, subordinates should be more satisfied with a leader who
punishes wrongdoers, treats subordinates fairly, and considerately, is trustworthy, and demonstrates
transformational leadership behaviors (Brown et al., 2005).
Technical Leadership
Technical leadership refers to one kind of suitable leadership type which managing a group of
relevant technology or scientific professional staffs. According to prior studies, this study conclude
that the roles strategic leader has played of technical leadership are as follows, (1) Serve as the role
of the organizational catalyst; (2) Serve as the gate keeper’s role.
Environmental Construction
The strategic leader must have the ability to integrate right person and technology working together,
create sense of ownership and trustworthiness within the organization, and support innovation and
learning. (Sosik et al., 2005; Hinterhuber and Friedrich, 2002)
Organization citizenship behaviors
Schappe (1998) propose that the two dimensions of OCBs are altruism and generalized compliance.
It has been used frequently in the OCBs literature and has been judged reliable and valid.
Accordingly, this study follows the method of Schappe’s for measuring the dimensions of OCBs.
Innovation Performance
Based on the above discussion, this research integrates the innovation performance indicators
according to relevant scholars’ (e.g., Calantone et al., 2002) works, and proposes that the product
innovation, process innovation and organizational innovation as the indicators of innovation
performance.
The relationship between strategic leadership, organizational citizenship behaviors and
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innovation performance
Leadership appears to have a significant influence on subordinate compliance to engage in OCBs.
Previous research finds that a particular leadership style is the quality of an employee’s relationship
with his or her leader that counts. Leaders who engage in unethical practices often create an
environment of allowance within the organization that is conducive to deviant employee behavior
that parallels that of the leader. Thus,
H1: Strategic leadership is positively associated with OCBs.
Prior research in OCBs has developed a framework to understand how to improve OCBs within
organizations due to these increases in performance. Logically this study assumes that OCBs will
foster a better work environment within the organization. This environment, in turn, should bring
out greater employee dedication, which yields greater productivity and performance. Thus,
H2: OCBs is positively associated with innovation performance.
The leadership styles and attitude toward supporting by the top management affect the innovation
ability and innovation performance. Top management defines the general conditions under which
teams work, but do not specify the tasks in detail, so that technical experts can achieve their full
potential and draw on their specialized knowledge without interference from top management.
Thus,
H3: Strategic leadership is positively associated with innovation performance.
METHOD
Measurement
Visionary leadership is adapted from the measurement defined by Conger & Kanungo (1998), Bass
& Avolio (1995), including four items (Cronbach’s α of 0.903). The scale of moral leadership is
adapted from the study of Brown et al. (2005), including four items (Cronbach’s α of 0.924).
Technical leadership is adapted from the study of Thite (2000), including four items (Cronbach’s α
of 0.898). Environmental construction is adapted from the measurement defined by Sosik ea al.
(2005), Hinterhuber & Friedrich (2002), Ireland & Hitt (1999), including four items (Cronbach’s α
of 0.930). Items for OCBs are adapted from Schappe (1998), including six items (Cronbach’s α of
0.903 for altruism and 0.945 for generalized compliance). The items measuring product innovation
are adapted from Cordero (1990), Abernathy & Utterback (1978), Zahra et al. (2000), including
nine items (Cronbach’s α of 0.925 for product innovation, 0.915 for process innovation and 0.909
for organizational innovation).
Pilot test
The pilot survey responses show satisfactory readability and understandability and an acceptable
level of internal consistency with the Cronbach coefficient alpha ranged from 0.783 to 0.986 for the
survey items. Thus all items are retained for the final versions of the surveys.
Sample
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The questionnaires were distributed in separate sets assuring participants of complete confidentiality.
The author personally distributed the questionnaires in the R&D department of high-tech
organizations in China. A total of 150 sets of questionnaires were distributed to leader and her/his
subordinates. Data were collected from dyads of 110 managers and subordinates. The response rate
was 68.67% for subordinates’ rating of strategic leadership of their leader and 68.67% for the
leaders’ ratings on OCBs of subordinates and innovation performance of self. All the values are
above the common acceptance level of 0.8, which indicated that the data attained had a high level of
reliability.
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
All the composite reliability estimates are 0.86 or higher, and the average variances extracted
(AVEs) are 0.61 or higher. Five common model-fit measures are used to assess the model’s overall
goodness-of-fit. The various goodness-of-fit statistics are summarized in Table 1 and do
demonstrate the good overall fit of the measurement model to the data. This study follows the
suggestion of Marsh and Hocevar (1985) to assess the efficacy of second-ordermodels by
computing the Target coefficient {T = x2 (baseline model)/x2 (alternative model)}. In our case, the
target coefficient was 0.97, indicating that the variation of the measurement model is satisfactorily
captured by the second-order measurement model.
Table 1 Goodness-of-fit measures of the research model
Chi-square
Fit Indices
d.f.
χ2/ df
NNFI
CFI
RMSR
RMSEA
(χ2)
Recommended Value N/A
N/A
≦ 3.0
≧ 0.9
≧ 0.9
≧ 0.1
≦0.08
1st-order Measurement 532.94
398
1.34
0.93
0.94
0.041
0.048
model
2nd-order Measurement 545.94
422
1.29
0.93
0.94
0.038
0.056
model & Structural
model
The significant structural relationship among the research variables and the standardized path
coefficients are presented in Fig. 1. All path coefficients are statistically significant and strongly
support the research model.
To test whether the relationship between strategic leadership and innovation performance are
mediated by OCBs, we applied the test logic of Baron and Kenny (1986). According to this logic, a
variable mediates a relationship if it reduces the path coefficient of a direct relationship once the
mediator is computed into the model. In this study, the direct relationship between strategic
leadership and innovation performance is β = .79 (p < .001). The path coefficient is reduced to β
= .34 (p < .01) once OCBs is introduced as a mediator. As a consequence, OCBs can be considered
a partial mediator between strategic leadership and innovation performance.
CONCLUSIONS
This study has provided evidence to show the organizational innovation performance in R&D
implementation. Strategic leadership has direct significant positive effects on OCBs and innovation
performance. In addition, result indicates that OCBs has a partial mediation effect on the
relationship between strategic leadership and innovation performance.
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Exploring Full-time Employees and Agency Workers with Agency Theory
Abstract
This study will explore the agency relationship difference within the banking industry
that exists between full-time employees and agency workers from the perspective of
agency theory. Furthermore, this study will strive to understand the agency problems that
are caused by this and the effects on agency costs in order to provide recommendations
for human resources management in the banking industry. After conducting this study, it
was discovered that that the information asymmetry and the risk factor for agency
workers made costs higher than full-time employees. Also, the self-restraint costs of
agency workers are also higher than that of full-time employees. In the future, contract
making should be considered from the factors of information asymmetry and risk
management in order to solidly reduce costs and attain the results of professional service.
Introduction
In the information based economy of the 21st century, human resources are the key to success for
corporations. That training investment is a resource has already replaced the idea that it is a cost.
However, in this environment of increasing competition and with the multi-faceted development
of society, the use of human resources has become increasingly flexible. The use of human
resources has developed beyond the traditional employer – employee relationship to include the
use of flexible agency workers. This reduction of costs along with the official implementation of
new retirement benefits has created an upwards trend in the human resources costs of industrial
fields. With the recent and rapid growth in dispatch personnel, more and more non-core positions
have been released to agency workers through the use of agencies. However, the actual operation
efficiency of dispatch personnel and the effect on corporation operation has come under scrutiny
by the academic and corporate world.
Human resources dispatching refers to the process in which agencies and agency workers agree to
a contract, after which the agency workers begin working at the assigned workplace and provide
labor as directed by corporation management (Jin-Jin Cheng, 2000). The difference between this
and traditional employment modes is that, while agency workers are employees of the
employment agency, they must work under the management of the third party employing
organization. This gap between actual employment and work is the main feature of agency
workers. The reason behind corporations of various nations utilizing flexible agency workers is
the reduction of management costs, hiring costs (Thomson, 1995;Segal & Sullivan, 1997;Katz &
Kruege, 1999), supervision costs (Segal & Sullivan, 1997), and administration work. The main
consideration of Taiwanese corporations in particular is the reduction of costs.
As the operation of human resources dispatching is still in its initial stages in Taiwan, current
labor laws do not contain effective laws and regulations regarding agency worker employment.
Thus, confusion about responsibility and roles often runs rampant. Also, corporations lack an
effective way of delegating jobs between full-time employees and agency workers. Due to a
general lack of systematic thought and overall values regarding this matter, the combination of
full-time employees and agency workers often lacks direction and coordination. Because of these
factors, human resources costs for corporations have actually increased instead of decreasing.
According to the 2004 “Study on Taiwanese Corporation Human Resources Capital Development
Agency Worker Usage Modes,” agency workers to client companies lack a sense of belonging,
loyalty, consistent quality, and have too much fluidity. These are the four major problems that
need improvement. In particular, the concern about consistent quality accentuates that lack of
technical ability that agency workers need to satisfy the requirements of corporations. As there is
large room for improvement, this study will explore the agency problems that exist in corporate
1
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human resources strategy between full-time employees and agency workers, and the effect on
agency costs.
Theory and Assumptions
1. Agency Theory
When the principal requests an agency to execute a certain action and gives a certain amount of
decision-making power to the agency, an “agency relationship” exists. (Jensen & Meckling, 1976)
Unlike the relationship between a master and a servant, the right to control is the essence of the
legal concept of the hiring party. (Coase, 1937) On the other hand, the agent has the freedom of
decision making while executing the given job (Batt, 1929).
There exist numerous goals behind contracts within a company. As with facilitating trade and
assigning of various elements of production, due to the fact that certain products are created
through united investment or team production, it is often impossible to effectively draw out the
relationship between inputs and outputs. This causes acts of laziness on the part of certain
individuals or groups who hold certain inputs (such as labor). This further requires supervision
(Alchain & Demse, 1972). Agency Theory is mostly concerned with the contract relationship
between corporation resource providers and resource consumers. Jensen & Meckling (1976) view
agency relationship as a form of contract, which contains regulations giving the agent certain
powers. However, the positions of the principal and the agent are different, and due to differences
in personal benefit, conflicts in interest occur. Thus, agency problems are formed \(Fama, 1980;
Eisenhardt, 1989).
That is to say, agency theory assumes that both the principal and the agent are rational, the owner
of the economic resources is the principal (banking management), and the employees charged
with controlling and using these resources (both full-time employees and agency workers) are the
agents. In the process of agreeing to agency contracts, both parties attempt to pursue the greatest
possible self-interest or wealth. Under this assumption, in order to avoid incorrect behavior on the
part of employees, the principal will attempt to find suitable incentives and supervision measures
in order to restrain the agents. In order to gain the trust of the principal, agents will restrain their
own behavior. This tendency is defined as agency cost (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Because the goals of the principal and the agents clash, supervision costs, the self-restraint costs
of the agents, and remaining losses are created (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). In particular,
supervision costs refer the costs incurred by the bank management in order to prevent laziness on
the part of employees. The self-restraint incurred by agents in order to gain the trust of
management is referred to as self-restraint costs, while any further costs created by differences in
self-interest on the part of the principal and agents is referred to as remaining loss.
Ever since Jensen and Meckling (1976) highlighted the price of agency costs to corporations,
numerous scholars have brought up many tools and methods to solve this problem, such as
limiting contracts to protect the creditor (Galai & Masulis, 1976), or reducing incentives for
incorrect behavior on the part of management personnel through competitively managing the
human resources market (Fama, 1980). These also have practical uses in the realm of economics
and finance (Laland & Srinivassan,1993).
2. Human Resources Dispatching
Human resources dispatching is a triangular arrangement relationship including employment
agencies, third party employing organizations, and agency workers, as is depicted in diagram 1.
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diagram 1 Triangular arrangement relationship on human resources dispatching
David Biggs, & Stephen Swailes (2006), Relations, commitment and satisfaction in agency workers and
permanent works, Employee Relations, 28(2).

As can be seen from diagram 1, the difference between this arrangement and traditional
employment contracts is that agency workers provide labor not for their employment agencies,
but for third party employing organizations. Agency workers have no direct contract with these
third party employing organizations, and the relationship between the two is limited to giving and
receiving commands(Bou-Chuan Tsai, 2000 : Ro-Shuan Wu, 2000). Under the overlapping
operation of the contract between agency workers and employment agencies and the contract
between employment agencies and third party employing organizations, agency workers have an
obligation to provide labor and services under the supervision and commands of the third party
employing organizations(Jun-yen Qiu, 1999; Jin-jin Cheng, 1999). In other words, this
non-traditional employment relationship includes the externalization of administrative control
and responsibility(Pfeffer & Baron, 1988). The labor and services provided by agency workers
for third party employing organizations has a disconnect between ordered commands and the
ability to use the people.
Although agency workers are legally employees of the employment agency, the benefits created
by their services are taken by the third party employing organizations. Thus, the results of their
work affect the overall performance of the employing corporation. It is indeed true that using
employment agencies can help corporations obtain the professionals that they need and save on
training costs(Lee, 1996). In the present environment of global competition, in order to quickly
respond to challenges, emphasizing flexible strategies in the workplace is necessary. However,
this affects more than financial benefits for the company. This also implies a complete change in
employment relationships. In other words, in order to effectively cut costs, corporations have
begun to reduce the number of full-time employees in favor of greater numbers of agency
workers.
Assumptions
The agency relationship created between the principal and agents through contract agreements,
within the context of this study, the agency problems are focused on the agency relationship
between banks, full-time employees, and agency workers. Banks sign labor contracts with
full-time employees, while the agency workers of the bank sign their contracts with employment
agencies. However, agency workers must follow the commands of the bank. As can be seen, the
banking industry has a different agency relationship between full-time employees and agency
3
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workers. To be more exact, banks have a direct agency relationship with full-time employees and
a indirect one with agency workers through the employment agency. Because the goals of the two
principals (banks and employment agencies) are different, the information asymmetry that exists
between the principal and the agent (agency workers), and the difference in risk views, agency
problems appear soon afterwards and affect organizational performance.
With the origin of agency relationships, when information is less transparent, the more unclear
employees are to the mission statement of their work. In order to ensure the achievement of
organizational goals, more supervision and performance inspection is needed. On the other hand,
due to the difference in goals between the two principals (employment agencies and banks) with
regard to agency workers and with banks cutting costs and the goal of employment agencies of
gaining profits, agency worker employment benefits are often sacrificed. While full-time
employees have opportunities for raises, stable job opportunities, and long-term employment as
employee benefits, agency workers have none of these things. Due to this fact, agency workers
are more likely to be opportunistic and cover up their actual performance compared to full-time
workers. Due to increased levels of information asymmetry on the part of agency workers
compared to full-time workers, increased supervision is necessary.
Assumption 1: The information asymmetry of agency workers causes supervision costs to
be greater than that of full-time employees.
From a risk perspective, the banking industry highly values and protects company secrets. Once
an employee leaks a company secret, the company is in an unfavorable position, especially on the
grounds of reputation. That is to say, if an employee leaks a company secret, the bank will have to
undergo a relatively large risk. Due to this fact, banks require suitable mechanisms and
regulations preventing employees from leaking company secrets. This leads to supervision costs.
Due to the general approval of company culture by full-time employees, full-time employees are
more likely to keep company secrets compared to agency workers. On the other hand, if company
secrets are indeed leaked, agency workers face the risk of being replaced. However, the benefits
forfeited by a full-time employee after being fired are still higher than the risks undertaken by
agency workers. At the same time, corporations have a more complete and efficient method of
managing full-time employees, and can reward or punish them accordingly. Full-time employees
do not require a separate set of regulations for management. As can be seen from the above, the
higher the risk to employees, the lower supervision costs have to be.
Assumption 2: The higher risk factor of agency workers leads to higher supervision costs
than those of full-time employees.
When the external environment is unstable, such as the situation from the beginning of the 2008
financial crisis up to now, under the effects of a recession, agency workers are often the first to be
laid off. In order to obtain opportunities to be hired as full-time employees, agency workers will
engage in more active performance, such as voluntarily working extra hours. On the other hand,
due to the flexible nature of an agency worker’s employment, an agency worker will need to meet
the performance tests of the employment agency as well as the banks in order to be hired for the
next period. Thus, self-restraining costs are higher for agency workers, as agency workers need to
gain the approval of both the banks and their employment agencies, while full-time employees
only need to meet to needs of the bank.
Assumption 3: The self-restraining costs of agency workers are higher than those of
full-time employees.
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Conclusion
Based on the above deduction, this study would recommend the banking industry to clear up the
agency problems and costs caused by the different employment relationships of full-time
employees and agency workers and to ponder ways to use the sharing of supervision and risks in
agency problems.
Although banks do indeed save on human resources costs by cutting down on full-time
employees and filling those spots with agency workers under the name of increasing competition,
but the working environment of bank employees will gradually deteriorate. This implies the loss
of intellectual property and relationship resources, which are two important factors in
determining the success and performance of a bank. Compared to the employment agencies of
Japan, Germany, the United States, etc., Taiwanese agencies have a focus and slant towards cost.
However, from the perspective of lowering labor costs for the client company, while the use of
agency workers is a flexible strategy, it is not a complete remedy for the problem. Corporations
should consider more than just simply lowering costs, but should also focus on the quality of the
employees, whether the employees meet the needs of the corporation, and whether or not the
incentives provided by the banking industry are able to keep high-quality personnel.
As the Taiwanese banking industry faces a mostly homogenous business environment, reducing
costs through the use of agency workers is feasible. However, a more concrete method of
assisting the Taiwanese banking industry in an increasingly competitive environment is by
increasing the overall quality of employees. In the present environment of increasing competition
and uncertainty, cutting costs is not the only choice. Creating value can possibly help create
favorable groundwork. Directly addressing the needs of the employees through communication,
cooperation, and mutual trust can reduce the fear and uneasiness felt by employees, thus creating
feelings of confidence and approval in outstanding employees. Not only will this allow
employees to work under a calm state, it also naturally has numerous benefits for organizational
performance. Also, this helps increase human resources flexibility and efficiency along with
growth in performance. All of this leads to a decrease in the dangers brought by uncertainty.
Creating an incentive regulation suited for agency workers is also needed, even to benefiting
many in society.
In the future, this study will add objective measuring standards and the perspective of
employment agencies in order to construct a more complete analytical mode and to provide more
solid reference.
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ABSTRACT
Sometimes senior managers or the big boss may directly raise their employees without the involvement
of the immediate manager of the promotees during the processes of evaluation, selection, and promotion,
which we labeled as “direct assignment”. Direct assignment could be found occasionally across firms. It is an
interesting issue, since when middle- or low-level supervisors have no substantial involvement in the
promotion of their staff, whether or not their power positions are somewhat attenuated? This study empirically
investigates ninety firms in China for the popularity of direct assignment, examining its effect on power
position, group cohesiveness and group effectiveness. The result reveals that direct assignment is
widespread in China, and it has a statistically significant negative impact on supervisor power position, group
cohesiveness and group effectiveness.
INTRODUCTION
    In the real world, senior managers and the big boss sometimes would raise an employee bypassing
official systems and even without the involvement of the immediate supervisor of the promotees during the
whole process of promotion. This case, in this study, is called as “direct assignment”. The power position of
mid-level managers may somewhat be attenuated by this kind of act. In addition to the direct impact on the
power position of the immediate managers, direct assignment also appears to exert an indirect influence on
group cohesion and effectiveness. After all, intuitively, it has violated the scalar chain principle, one of the
fourteen management principles proposed by Henry Fayol (1949).
Power position refers to the extent to which managers have the ability to influence others. French and
Raven’s (1959) divided power bases as five sources, including expert power, referent power, reward power,
coercion power, and legitimate power. Since direct assignment bypasses the immediate manager to raise an
employee, the promotee may be inclined to view senior managers or the big boss as the real source of power.
As a consequence, this intangibly and unintentionally weakens the power position of the immediate
managers.
On the other hand, group cohesion is an important characteristic of groups, which refers to group
attraction to its members and forces exhibited by group members in pursuit of shared goals. Cota et al. (1995)
proposed that the work of Carron et al.(1985) offered a promising future to cohesion research because “the
task-social and individual-group dimensions are important to understanding cohesion in many types of groups
and have been identified independently by other researchers”(p.576). The relation between power position
and group cohesion may be deduced through motivation theory. Managers with high power position possess
more motivational agents to be applied and, according to the expectancy theory of Vroom (1964), if
immediate mangers could increase the likelihood of attaining outcomes through increased power position,
then individuals would be more willing to make their efforts for group goals.
    This study concerns the popular focus in management research, the group effectiveness, exploring the
effects of direct assignment on power position, group cohesion and effectiveness. Group effectiveness could
be enhanced by stronger group cohesion makes sense. The proposition that group cohesion exerts an
influence on group effectiveness is also tested in this study and gets statistically significant result. The chain
effects from direct assignment to power position, group cohesion and effectiveness as a whole are all
supported in this study for firms in China.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
1. Direct Assignment
Direct assignment refers to senior managers or the big boss bypass their mid-level managers to directly
raise an employee and during the whole process of evaluation, selection, and promotion the immediate
manager of the promotee do not get involved. Middle managers, in this case, are not absent of the
recommendation rights to the promotion of their staff, however, senior managers or the big boss place in a
certain position not recommended by the immediate managers. This kind of acts might be found in a wide
variety of organizations in China, especially in family and small businesses.
2. Power Position
    In real life, we always could perceive the existence of power though it seems to be intangible. This
perception would be much stronger as seeing a party could be dominated by the other. Leanne E. Atwater
and Francis J. Yammarino (1996) presented that a leader's power has been defined as the ability to get
followers to do things they would not otherwise do (Dahl, 1957). Leaders possess varying amounts and types
of power and can use a variety of behaviors to exercise their power.
There are several typologies developed to distinguish the base of social power in organizations.
Nevertheless, French and Raven’s (1959) category is still the most widely accepted one, of which description
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of five bases of power (i.e., referent, expert, legitimate, reward, and coercive) are indicative of the differing
ways in which power can be expressed by leaders.
2.1 Direct Assignment and Power Position
Direct assignment gets round the immediate managers to raise low-level employees, who are susceptible
to view senior managers or the big boss as the real source of power, placing the hope of satisfying their
motivational stimuli on them. Intangibly, this act more or less weakens the power position of the immediate
managers. In other words, the power bases are composed of expert, referent, reward, coercion and legitimate
power (French and Raven's, 1959), and since salary, promotion, reward, encourage etc. all are stimuli for
most people, then as promotion power is deprived of, though unintentionally, the reward power of immediate
managers is correspondingly reduced.
3. Group Cohesion
Group cohesion, or cohesiveness, is a critical characteristic of groups, which refers to group attraction to
its members and forces exerted by group members in pursuit of shared goals. As argued by Lott and Lott
(1961) that cohesiveness is a group characteristic “which is inferred from the number and strength of mutual
positive attitudes among the members of a group”. In addition, Festinger et al. (1950) argued group
cohesiveness is a multidimensional construct, which consists of three components, including interpersonal
attraction, task commitment, and group pride.
Cota et al. (1995) proposed that the work of Carron et al.(1985) offered a promising future to cohesion
research because “the task-social and individual-group dimensions are important to understanding cohesion
in many types of groups and have been identified independently by other researchers”(p.576). In view of
these favors, this study adopts the task-social dimensions presented in Artemis Chang, Prashant Bordia’
(2001) study to measure group cohesion.
Jerry Gosenpud (1986) also suggested that a number of studies have been undertaken confirming that
cohesion elicits greater participation. The rate of absenteeism is lower, and the work effort is greater in a
cohesive group. In addition, communication between group members is more frequent in cohesive groups.
4. Power Position and Group Cohesion
The relation between power position and group cohesion may be deduced through motivation theory.
Managers with higher power position possess more motivational agents to be applied and the expectancy
theory of Vroom (1964) asserted that an individual's behavior is a function of the degree to which the behavior
is instrumental in the attainment of some outcomes, and the evaluation of these outcomes (Leon Reinharth,
Mahmoud A. Wahba, 1975). Thus, if immediate mangers could increase the likelihood of attaining outcomes
through increased power position, then individuals would be more willing to make their efforts for group goals,
enhancing their group cohesion.
Thibaut and Kelley (1959) also proposed the composition of a group is driven by two factor theory of
compensation and disturbed by the cost incurred by group interactions. As the compensation gained by
members is higher than the cost, the group could be formed, or otherwise members will leave the group. This
relation between power position and group cohesion is also supported by Shaw (1988) who proposed that the
determinants of group cohesion encompass leadership processes and pointed out that group will tend to be
more united as in the existence of positive leadership.
5. The relationship between Cohesiveness and Performance

The relation between group cohesion and performance received a widespread emphasis though its
researches have divergent results. Lott and Lott (1965) cited 34 studies published during 1950 to 1962
dealing with performance as consequence of cohesiveness, and provided an ambiguous finding that
sometimes the cohesiveness -performance relation was positive but sometimes negative.
Roland E. Kidwell et al. (1997) presented that in cohesive work groups, individuals tend to be more
sensitive to others and are more willing to aid and assist them (Sahachter, Ellertson, McBride & Gregory,
1951). Cohesiveness has been shown to lead to greater intra-group communication, stronger group influence,
and more favorable interpersonal evaluations within groups (Cartwright, 1968). Furthermore, Shaw’s (1976)
discussion on 10 studies of cohesiveness and productivity supported a positive relation between
cohesiveness and productivity and quality of performance.
METHODOLOGY
1. Research Model
1.1 Direct assignment and Power Position
The persons directly assigned might recognize the real source of power is more senior managers or the
big boss instead of their immediate supervisors. Therefore, they would somewhat ignore the authority of their
immediate supervisors, whose power position is attenuated. On the other hand, promoted by someone else
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than the immediate supervisor is equal to the deprival of reward power from those managers. According to
these inferences, we might posit the hypothesis as follows:
Hypothesis 1: direct assignment may negatively affect the reward power and then the power
position of immediate supervisors.
1.2 Power position and Group Cohesion
The higher the power position, the more motivational elements can be offered to staff. Furthermore, if
these stimuli are adequately combined with group tasks, as the assertions of motivation theory, group
members motivated will like to pay more efforts and commit more to group tasks, and thus has an effect on
group cohesion. Therefore the following hypothesis may be postulated:
Hypothesis 2: the power position of group leaders may positively affect the group cohesion.
1.3 Group cohesion and effectiveness
Members in highly cohesive group are quite willing to pay efforts to group task and strive to achieve
group goals. Given the same circumstances, highly cohesive group shall outperform than weakly cohesive
group. Thus, the third hypothesis is as follows:
Hypothesis 3: group cohesion may positively affect its effectiveness..
1.4 Power position and group effectiveness
The power position of group leaders relates to their ability to influence and deploy their staff. Leaders with
sufficient power can efficiently transfer and deploy their members and resources, adequately responding
fast-changing environment and competition, and thus supposedly performing with higher effectiveness.
Therefore, the hypothesis may be postulated as below:
Hypothesis 4: the power position of group leaders may affect group effectiveness.
1.5 Power position and group cohesion to group effectiveness
High power position could offer more stimuli to members, in addition strong group cohesion fosters
intensified mutual demonstration and encourage, both of them supposedly have an interactive effects on
group effectiveness. This study thus posits the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 5: group cohesion moderates the relation between leaders’ power position and
group effectiveness.
Power position
Reference
power
2
Expert power
Direct
assignment

1

Reward
power
Coercive
power

Cohesion
Task
commitment
4

5

3
Performance

Social
commitment

Legitimate
power
Figure 1 Research Model

2. Measurement
2.1 Direct assignment
   Direct assignment is measured by two items. The first question asks subjects whether or not their
immediate managers usually have no say on their promotion. The second question asks subjects whether or
not their units have a lot of supervisors not promoted by their immediate managers. The subjects are asked to
choose an adequate scale to represent their situation according Likert five point scale.
2.2 Power position
This study adopts “The Development of a Leader Power Inventory” developed by M. Afzalur Rahim
(1988). The items for each power source separately have seven items.
2.3 Group cohesion
For group cohesion, this study uses the question items verified in Artemis, C., & Prashant, B. (2001), of
which items are as following table:
Table 1 the measurement items for group cohesion

Group Cohesion-Task
Group Cohesion-Social
1. united in trying to reach its goal for performance 1. members rather go out on their own than as a team.
2. all task responsibility for any mistake
2. team members rarely socialize together
3. everyone tries to help if members have problems 3. like to spend time outside of work hours
4. communicate freely about each other’s
4. stick together outside of the team project
responsibility
2.4 Group effectiveness
Team effectiveness was measured using the scale developed by Henderson and Lee (1992). This scale
consists of nine items which assess perceptions of team efficiency, effectiveness and time utilization. The
following questions ask subjects to compare their project team to other teams:
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1. The efficiency of team operations. 2. The amount of work the team produces. 3. The team's adherence to
schedules. 4. The team's adherence to budgets. 5. The quality of work the team produces. 6. Effectiveness of
the team's interactions with people outside of the team. 7. The team's ability to meet the goals of the project.
8. The team could have done its work faster with the same level of quality. 9. The team met the goals as
quickly as possible.
3. Questionnaire Design and Sampling
The questionnaire is written in Chinese, using membership in a couple of Chinese internet forums as the
subject, totally receiving 104 firm respondents. The preliminary identification is preceded for the industry,
years of survival, capital amount, and sales of respondents, removing fourteen invalid questionnaires, thus
the total sample size is ninety of firms.
4 Statistical Analyses
The ninety questionnaires after preliminary clean works are engaged in reliability and validity analysis
and then preceding the descriptively statistical analyses for the popularity of direct assignment. The last step
is the process of regression analysis to determine the relations between independent variables and
dependent variables.
RESULTS
1. Reliability Analysis
The following tables give the results of reliability test. From Table 3, there is only one construct which
belongs to the minimum acceptable scope suggested by DeVellis (1991), who argued that the reliability value
of 0.600.65 is unacceptable, 0.650.70 the minimum acceptable scope, 0.700.80 good, and 0.800.90
great.
Table 3 the Cronbach's Alpha of each items measured
Expert
power

Referent
power

Reward
power

Coercive
power

Legitimate
power

Task
cohesion

Social
cohesion

Group
effectiveness

 













 

2. Descriptive Statistics
Direct assignment is measured by two items. The subjects are asked to choose an adequate scale to
represent their situation according to Likert five point scales from extremely unmatched to extremely match.
The first question asks subjects whether or not their immediate managers usually have no say on their
promotion. Figure 2 illustrates the descriptive statistics of respondents, which appears to be, in China, their
immediate managers still have some say on subordinate promotion. The second question asks subjects
whether or not their units have a lot of supervisors not promoted by their immediate managers. The
descriptive statistics are illustrated as the following figure 3. With the data, direct assignments appear to be a
widespread phenomenon in China.
40

Mean=2.59
Std.
Dev.=1.055
N=90

37

19

19

18

12

Mean=3.24
Std.
Dev.=1.127
N=90

16

8

7

3
Figure 2 whether or not their immediate
managers usually have no say on their

Figure 3 many supervisors not promoted by
their immediate managers

3. Regression Analyses
The results of regression analyses are listed in the following table4.
Table 4 Adjusted R Square and regression coefficients for each regression equation
Direct
Expert Referent Reward Coercive Legitimate Task
assignment power power
power
power
power
cohesion
Independent Direct
.039
.036
.126
.014
-.001
variables
assignment
-.225* -.217*
-.369*** -.159
-.102
Expert
.176
power
.430***
Reference
.116
power
.355**

Social
Group
cohesion effectiveness
-

-

.144
.392***
.054
.254*
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Reward
power
Coercive
power
Legitimate
power
Task
cohesion
Social
cohesion

.216
.474***
.037
.218*
.060
.265*

.163
.415***
-.007
.064
-.002
.098

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.129
.373***

.168
.421***
.101
.333**

 <0.001      <0.01    <0.05

4. Moderator Variable Analysis
   The statistical test results for interaction effect of reward power and task cohesion and of reward power
and social cohesion on group effectiveness are exhibited as the following table 4. Their interaction effects on
group effectiveness are statistically significant, in addition to their separately main effect, therefore the
moderating effect of task cohesion and social cohesion on the relation between reward power and group
effectiveness exist.
Table 5 Tests of Between-Subjects Effects, Dependent Variable: group effectiveness
Independent variable: task cohesion and reward power
Independent variable: social cohesion and reward power
Source

Type III Sum
of Squares
35.536a
597.819
9.180
8.586
16.026

F

Sig.

Corrected Model
7.919
Intercept
7859.520
Task cohesion
10.971
reward
7.055
Task cohesion *
6.584
reward
Error
2.282
Total
1291.389
Corrected Total
37.818
a. R Squared = .940 (Adjusted R Squared = .821)

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Type III Sum
Source
of Squares
F
Sig.
Corrected Model
32.478b
2.649
.003
Intercept
595.440 3010.642
.000
Reward
7.209
2.278
.029
Social cohesion
3.928
1.805
.103
reward * social
16.510
2.385
.011
cohesion
Error
5.340
Total
1291.389
Corrected Total
37.818
b. R Squared = .859 (Adjusted R Squared = .535)

5. Summary of Statistical Test
Table 6 Statistical test result for propositions in this study

Propositions
Results
Proposition 1: direct assignment may negatively affect the reward power and then the power Supported
position of immediate supervisors.
Proposition 2: the power position of group leaders may positively affect the group cohesion. Supported
Proposition 3: group cohesion may positively affect its effectiveness.
Supported
Proposition 4: the power position of group leaders may positively affect group effectiveness. Supported
Proposition 5: group cohesion moderates the relation between leaders’ power position and Supported
group effectiveness.
Reference
power
Group
cohesion-task

Expert
power
Direct
assignment

Reward
power
Coercive
power

Performance
Group
cohesion-social

Legitimate
power
Insignificant
P value>0.01

Not effect of Direct
assignment

Significant Effect of
Direct assignment

Moderator effect of
group cohesion

Figure 4 Statistically significant causal relations

CONCLUSIONS
This study investigates the popularity of direct assignment in China, sampling 90 firms, the result of which
shows that mid-managers have a certain amount of promotion recommendation power. Nevertheless, the
phenomenon that more senior managers or the big boss promote employees as low-level supervisors
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bypassing middle managers is still popular. Under the environment characterized with more professional
divisions, accelerated volatility and intensified competition, the need for rapid, professional, and efficient
responses is more urgent, middle- and low-level managers thus need more space and power to exert their
influence on their immediate subordinates. Entrepreneurs and mangers in China therefore appear to need
more deliberately rethinking the strategies of their power exercises and allocations.
Furthermore, the result of this study indicates that direct assignment may negatively affect the power
position of managers, particularly the reward power. Besides, it is also showed that power position may
positively impact on group cohesion and effectiveness, and group cohesion may independently and positively
act on group effectiveness. In addition, group cohesion plays a moderator role on the relation between power
position and group effectiveness. In other words, both the power position and group cohesion have a
significant effect on the group effectiveness, and the contribution of immediate managers to group
effectiveness is conditioned by the extent to which their group gets together. The implication is, except power
position, the consolidation of group cohesion is also an important issue.
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ABSTRACT
In developing countries, 70% of the deaths are tobacco-related. In other words,
cigarette smoking is the major preventive cause of death worldwide.
Consequently, smoking cession is rated as a top priority for health care system.
Hope contributes to one’s life fulfillment and longevity, manage his or her
goals, and adapt to his or her everyday life challenges. Although hope
influences one’s behavior significantly, the relevant research of health
promotion programs is still insufficient. The aims of this article are to propose
four hypotheses about the effect of hope advertising appeals on smoking
cessation.
INTRODUCTION
Cigarette smoking is the major preventive cause of death worldwide (Oster, Colditz,
& Kelly, 1984), and various efforts of social marketing have been addressed this
problem. Although fear appeals use commonly for antismoking campaigns (Biener,
McCallum-Keller, & Nyman, 2000; DeJong & Hoffman, 2000), they still remain
controversial, ethic concerns and real effectiveness especially (Elliott, 2005; Hastings,
Stead, & Webb, 2004). Now, hope advertising appeals should be respected for such
condition because of the following reasons. First, in the motivational theory of
emotions in advertising, Rossiter and Percy (1987) propose that hope is one of four
basic emotions, and in many industries, hope is a marketable entity (MacInnis & de
Mello, 2005). Second, MacInnis and de Mello (2005) suggest that consumer’ hope
would influence consumers’ brand attitudes, satisfaction and other variables. Third,
the prior empirical studies has proven the benefits in explaining outcome-related
performance in other arenas, such as job (Peterson & Byron, 2008; Shorey & Snyder,
2004), and medicine (Little & Sayers, 2004; Lohne & Severinsson, 2006). Even
though its relevance to human behavior, little has been investigated about the use of
hope appeals in social marketing. As the above, the key question becomes “will fear
appeals do the job more or less successfully than alternative approaches?” (Hastings,
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Stead, & Webb, 2004), which is another research issue that this article attempts to
investigate.
In this article, we select self-efficacy to quit smoking as the criterion which has been
supported as an important predicator of smoking cessation behavior (Badr & Moody,
2005; De Vries & Backbier, 1994; DiClemente, Prochaska, & Gilbertini, 1985) to
propose the relationship between appeal designs (i.e., fear and hope appeals) and the
self-efficacy to quit smoking.
LITERATURE AND HYPOTHESES
Snyder et al. (Snyder et al., 1991) develops the construct, hope, with a
cognitive-based definition. According to his definition, hope combines two
components, including Will (agency) and Ways (pathways), was as a process.
Specifically, pathways reflects a person’s perceived capacity to produce cognitive
routes to desired goals (Snyder, 1994). Agency consists of the individuals’ thoughts
regarding their ability to initiate and continue movement on pathways toward goal
achievement. Such two components are distinct, but interrelated.
Bandura (1997) differentiates between expectancies of self-efficacy (one’s belief in
one’s ability to perform a specific behavior) and expectancies of outcome or
response-efficacy (one’s belief that a specific behavior will produce a desired
outcome). For persuasive messages to be effective, both the perception of a certain
level of threat and confidence in one’s ability to avert the threat seem important. In
the present article, we focus on self-efficacy to quit smoking, because researchers
provide that self-efficacy as the significant predicator of smoking cessation behavior
(Badr & Moody, 2005; De Vries, Mudde, & Willemsen, 1998; DiClemente, Prochaska,
& Gilbertini, 1985). Curry and colleagues (1997) indicate that the difference between
people who feel strong hope and people who feel weak hope is that former perceived
that they have personal control over the occurrence of desired outcomes to let them
feel he or she can control goal achievement by a person result in generating
confidence, that is, self-efficacy. Considerable research suggests that “pathways”
thinking (i.e., the perceived ability to generate multiple, plausible routes to achieve a
yearned-for goal) enhance hope by affecting perceptions of possibility (Curry et al.,
1997; Snyder, 2000). If a person knows the multiple ways to achieve goals, they will
possess more confidence, self-efficacy. So, we propose the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1: there is a positive relationship between the hope-aroused level and
self-efficacy to quit smoking.
Research has found that, people higher in hope tend to likely to attain their goals by
achieving sub-goals which are driven from lofty goals (Snyder, 1994; Snyder et al.,
1991). In addition, research has shown that high hope individuals are better able to
cope with obstacles because they prone to have multiple routes, allowing they to
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better handle or avoid the stress and negative emotions often associated with setbacks
(Snyder, 2002). As above explication, by constantly achieving sub-goals and
overcoming obstacles, hopeful persons will maintain and enhance their self-efficacy.
Therefore, we propose hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 2: hope appeals could maintain a person’s self-efficacy to quit smoking.
Rogers (1983) addresses the protection motivation theory (PMT) to explain the effects
of fear appeals in precautionary motivation and self-protective action. The model
assumes that threat information is only effective in inducing attitudinal and behavioral
change if people believe that the recommended action can avert the threat (referred to
as response efficacy; Rogers, 1983) and they feel confident to perform the
recommended action (referred to as self-efficacy; Bandura, 1997; Rogers, 1983), are
they willing to perform the recommended threat-averting action. Moreover, Witte
(1992) also proposes the extended parallel model (EPPM) which points out that if an
individual perceived threat significantly and thinks that he has the ability to avert the
threat, “danger control”, he will likely to acceptance of the recommended action. In
contrast, high levels of threat and low perceived efficacy yields “fear control”, which
consists of efforts to reduce the unpleasant experience of fear by avoiding, ignoring,
or denying the means of the message. Thus, when an individual thinks he lacks the
skills to prevent the threat, he may be motivated to respond defensively to a
threatening message.
According to the nature of hope and hypothesis 1, this research infers that the process
of hope arousing can increase self-efficacy to quit smoking through raising the will
(to enhance motivation) and ways (to give the instruments) of stopping smoking, but
the effects of fear appeals focus on engendering strong negative emotions, perceived
threat and fear, rather than highlighting the skills of smoking cessation. Therefore, this
article proposes below hypothesis.
Hypothesis 3: the hope-aroused appeals have a better effect of self-efficacy to
quit smoking than the fear-aroused appeals.
When recipients do not have sufficient self-efficacy (confidence) in their abilities
to avoid the threat, the greater sense of threat with loss framed messages may result in
defensive processing, fear control reaction, along with time and lead to dilute or even
reverse the expectancy impacts. Therefore, this article proposes below hypothesis.
Hypothesis 4: the hope-aroused group has a better continued effect of self-efficacy
to quit smoking than the fear-aroused group.
CONCLUSION
Many people are still smoking regardless of the knowledge that tobacco smoking is
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potentially damage health and even disservice one’s life. This phenomenon makes us
to think multiple ways to improve it. In this research, we propose positively emotional
arousal, hope appeals, to evaluate the effect on self-efficacy to quit smoking and
reduce ethical concerns have been addressed among fear appeals and we hope that
this article can contribute theoretical and empirical work to complement the research
field of hope and as a pioneer in the health promotion programs.
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ABSTRACT
Product returns prevail in the retailing industry. In this paper, we investigate pricing and
inventory decisions for two competing retailers who are facing customer returns that are
proportional to sales and that increase with retail price. We assume two retailers provide a single
and substitutable product with price-dependent demands. By comparing the results from
Bertrand-Nash Equilibrium (BNE) with those from Stackelberg-Nash Equilibrium (SNE), we
find that two retailers should have different strategies when facing two different forms of
customer returns.
Keywords: Pricing, inventory, customer returns, competition, game theory
INTRODUCTION
Customer returns prevail in the real business world. Strauss (2006) reported that “Returned
goods add up to a $10-billion-a-year headache for Canadian merchants, and the problem is only
getting worse”. In the United State, returned goods are estimated to exceed $100 billion per year
[Pralle and Stalk (2006)]. Dealing with customer returns affects not only the cost and
profitability of the product providers, but also the long-term customer relationship.
Pralle and Stalk (2006) mentioned several approaches to handle customer returns issue as
follows. (1) Returns could be made more difficult or costly by erecting as many barriers as
customers could stand. For example, some retailers only give a partial refund to the customer or
exercise the returns policy with constraint. They might only allow customers to exchange
returned items for other products with the same store value, rather than refund customers.
Customers will take the risk of keeping unwanted products, and retailers might turn away their
customers to competitors who have a liberal returns policy. (2) A liberal returns policy could be
set to encourage customers to buy more products and promote customers’ loyalty. Such an
approach forces retailers and manufacturers to bear the risk of the returned products that, at the
end of the selling season, become costly because they can only be either discarded or resold in
the secondary markets at a discount. Chen and Bell (2009) address the simultaneous
determination of price and inventory replenishment when the firm faces customers return. They
examine the cases for a single retailer who faces customer returns. The quantity of returned
product is a function of both the quantity sold and the price. They do not address the competition
issue in their model.
In this paper, we consider a problem with two competing retailers. Both retailers face customer
returns and competing in a common market with price-dependent demand. The returned
products arrive at the end of season and cannot be resold in the current selling period. We
investigate the impact of customer returns on decisions of pricing and ordering for both retailers
under the BNE and the SNE cases.
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MODELS
We denote two competing retailers as retailer 1 and retailer 2. Each retailer should determine
retail price and order quantity at the beginning of the selling season. The demand of each retailer
[ D1 ( p1 , p2 ) and D2 ( p1 , p2 ) ] depends on its own price and the price of its competitor,
where p1 and p2 are retail prices for retailers 1 and 2, respectively. The objective for each retailer
is to maximize its own profit:
Max Π i ( p1 , p2 ) = ( pi − wi ) Di ( p1 , p2 ) − pi Ri ( pi , Di ( p1 , p2 )), where i = 1, 2 and
pi

(1)

wi is the production cost for retailer i. Ri ( pi , Di ( p1 , p2 )) is the returns quantity of retailer i. It is
reasonable to assume that wi < pi . We also assume that the product is the seasonal product. Thus
unsold inventory has not salvage value at the end of selling period. For the linear demand case,
demand functions for retailers 1 and 2 are:
⎧ D1 ( p1 , p2 ) = α a − b1 p1 + γ 1 p2 , and
⎨
⎩ D2 ( p1 , p2 ) = (1 − α )a − b2 p2 + γ 2 p1.

(2)

a > 0 and bi > 0 ( i = 1, 2 ). In (2) above, α and ( 1 − α ) (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) represent the potential market
shares for retailer 1 and retailer 2, respectively. a is the potential market size. γ i is cross price
sensitivity which reflects the degree of substitution between two retailers’ product. bi is price
effect for retailer i. We assume that γ i < bi which implies that the retailer’s own price effect is
greater than the cross-price effect. Following Chen and Bell (2009), the general form of returns
function is:
Ri ( pi , Di ( p1 , p2 )) = βi Di ( p1 , p2 ) + λi pi ,
(3)

where 0 ≤ β i < 1 and λi ≥ 0 ( i = 1, 2 ). β i is the fraction of sales returned and λi is the number of
additional items returned per dollar increase in price pi . With deterministic demand, the retailer i
will set order quantity Qi to meet its demand Di ( p1 , p2 ) .
To investigate the impact of customer returns in a competition environment, we start with two
benchmark models: the monopoly model and a competing model with the absence of customer
returns. We then examine the impact of customer returns on pricing and inventory decisions of
two competing retailers under the BNE and the SNE cases.
Monopoly Model with Customer Returns

In this case, we consider a problem when a retailer is a monopoly who faces customer returns.
To mitigate the negative impact of customer returns, when customer returns that are proportional
to quantity sold, the retailer should increase retail price and reduce order quantity to cut demand
and eventually reduce the amount of customer returns. When customer returns increase with
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retail price, the retailer should reduce price and order more products. Thus reduce the amount of
customer returns. Moreover, both forms of customer returns result in a reduction in of both
retailers’ profit.
Competing Model without Customer Returns

In the Bertrand-Nash equilibrium (BNE), each retailer determines its optimal price conditional
on its competitor’s price decisions. In the Stackelberg-Nash equilibrium (SNE), we assume that
retailer 1 is the leader while retailer 2 is the follower. Retailer 1 moves first and incorporates
retailer 2’s objective function into its decision. After retailer 1 announces the price, retailer 2
makes the price decision.
Comparing the solution of the BNE case to the SNE case, we conclude that with the absence of
customer returns, both retailers are more profitable under the SNE case. The results also suggest
that even if the order quantity of the leader retailer in the SNE case is less than that of in the
BNE case, it is still profitable due to a higher marginal profit in the SNE case.
The Impact of Customer Returns on Decision of Prices and Order Quantities

We first consider two common cases: when both retailers face customer returns that are
proportional to sales and customer returns that increase with the price of the product.
We find that when customer returns are proportional to sales, under both the SNE and the BNE
cases, as compared to no-returns case, both retailers should raise optimal prices and reduce order
quantities to mitigate products returned by their own customers. However, each retailer should
raise price and order more produces when observing customer returns in its competitor’s sales.
This implies as the competitor raises the price, more customers will shift from competitor’s
market segment.
In addition, if customer returns that increase with the price of the product, under both SNE and
BNE cases, as compared to no-returns case, both retailers should cut prices and order more
product to reduce the amount of products returned by their own customers. However, each
retailer should cut price as well as reduce order quantity when it observes customer returns in its
competitor’s sales.
We also can conclude that for both forms of customer returns, the impact of customer returns
from the retailer’s own customers on its pricing and inventory decisions is more significant than
the impact on its competitor’s pricing and inventory decisions. This suggests that to attract more
demand from its competitor, the retailer should change a smaller amount in pricing and inventory
as compared to the change in its competitor’s price and order quantity when it observes customer
returns in its competitor’s sales. When the retailer is aware of customer returns from its own
customers, it should raise price in a higher magnitude than the price increased in its competitor.
Under both BNE and SNE cases, if customer returns are proportional to sales, each retailer’s
profits is enhanced by the increase of customer returns in its competitor’s sales whereas is
worsened by the increase of customer returns from its own customers; if customer returns
3
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increase with the price of the product, the increase of customer returns in either retailer’s sales
leads to an reduction in profit for both retailers.
The results suggest that when customer returns are proportional to sales, an increase customer
returns rate in its competitor’s sales results in an incremental in the retailer’s profit since to
mitigate the impact of customer returns results from its competitor, the retailer should raise both
the price and order quantity. However, as the customer returns rate increases in its own sales, the
retailer incurs a profit loss. When customer returns increase with the price of the product, if the
retailer observes more products to be returned in its competitor’s sales, the retailer should cut
price and reduce order quantity to maximize its profit. When customer returns from its own
customers increase, the retailer should cut price in depth and increase order quantity to mitigate
the negative impact in its profit.
Comparing the Bertrand-Nash Competition to the Stackelberg-Nash Competition

For both returns forms, the prices of both retailers are higher in the case of SNE than their
corresponding prices in the case of BNE, the order quantity in the leader retailer is fewer while in
the follower retailer is more in the case of SNE than those in the BNE case, and the profits of
both retailers are higher in the SNE case than in the BNE case.
However, when customer returns are proportional to sales, if the retailer 2 encounters a much
higher customer returns rate (β2) as compared to the customer returns rate (β1) the retailer 1
encounters, the retailer 1 can gain a higher profit from the case of SNE as compared to the case
of BNE while the difference in profit between the case of SNE and the case of BNE for retailer 2
decreasing as β1 or β2 increases. If the retailer 2 encounters a much lower customer returns rate
(β2) as compared to the customer returns rate (β1) the retailer 1 encounters, the difference in
profit between the case of SNE and the case of BNE for both retailers decreases as β1 or β2
increases. When customer returns increase with the price of the product, the difference in profit
between the case of SNE and the case of BNE for both retailers decreases as λ1 or λ2 increases.
CONCLUSIONS

This research provides insights and implementations for both competing retailers:
(1) The pricing decision highly depends on the form of customer returns. This suggests that
both retailers’ managers should collect data on sales and the amount of customer returns,
identify the form of customer returns, and make the corresponding pricing and ordering
decisions to mitigate the impact of customer returns.
(2) Our results provide a mechanism that allows managers to identify opportunities to price
to enhance profit. If the product substitution is small enough, after collecting the data and
identifying the form of customer returns that the retailer faces, if managers are aware of
customer returns that are proportional to quantity sold, the retailer should raise price to
cut back the demand and thus reduce customer returns; if the retailer’s managers know
that it faces customer returns that increase with the price of the product, the retailer
should cut the price and order more products to reduce customer returns.
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(3) With competition involvement, when both retailers make order quantity decisions, each
retailer should be aware that the exact form and level of customer returns its competitor
faces and take into order its order quantity decision. When customer returns are
proportional to sales, if its competitor encounters a much higher customer returns rate (β2)
as compared to the customer returns rate (β1) it encounters, the retailer should raise the
price and increase order quantity; if its competitor encounters a relative equivalent level
of customer returns rate (β2) to the customer returns rate (β1) it encounters, the retailer
should raise the price and adjust a small amount in its order quantity; and if its competitor
encounters a much lower customer returns rate (β2) as compared to the customer returns
rate (β1) it encounters, the retailer should raise the price and reduce order quantity. When
customer returns increase with the price of the product, if its competitor encounters a
much higher customer returns (λ2) in sales as compared to the customer returns (λ1) it
encounters, the retailer should cut the price and reduce order quantity; if its competitor
encounters a relative equivalent level of customer returns (λ2) to the customer returns (λ1)
it encounters, the retailer should cut the price and change a small amount in the decision
of its order quantity; and if its competitor encounters a much lower customer returns (λ2)
as compared to the customer returns (λ1) it encounters, the retailer should reduce the
price and order more produces.
The results highlight the importance of information on customer returns. In the case of
SNE, with the bargain power, the retailer 1 might be easy to acquire information on what
form and level of customer returns the retailer 2 faces, and share its own customer returns
information with retailer 2. However, in the case of BNE, two retailers should negotiate
how to share each other’s information on customer returns to make sound pricing and
order decisions.
(4) Our findings also raise a cautionary note for revenue managers: if the retailer raises the
price of a “cheap” product in response to low inventory it could find any revenue gain
nullified by the cost of the increase in returns that results as customers come to expect
more from the higher priced product. If the retailer lowers price in response to excess
inventory, it might find that the revenue it expects to gain from additional sales will be
nullified by the increase in customer returns and, in the end, might produce more unsold
product from customer returns.
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Abstract
This study suggests that marketers can adopt
narrative online advertising to design consumers’ virtual
experiences. It identifies four important elements,
interactivity,
vividness,
entertainment
and
self-referencing, of narrative online advertising, and
demonstrates the effects on the attitudes toward the
products and purchase intentions. Three moderating
variables are also proposed in this framework: product
involvement, purchase involvement, and advertisement
involvement. In order to examine the framework, this
study conducted a survey and collected 816 samples via
an online survey system. The study used AMOS5.0 to
estimate the structure model and moderating effects. The
results indicate that interactivity, vividness, entertainment
and self-referencing have positive effects on attitude
toward the product. Further, there are several variables
verified to serve as moderators in the relations between
the elements of narrative online advertising and attitude
toward the product, and between attitude toward the
product and purchase intentions.
Key words: narrative online adverting, experiential
marketing, attitude, involvement.

1.

Introduction

In
recent
years,
online/internet/website
advertisements have become popular for marketers and
advertisers. Because of the characteristics of the Internet,
online advertising break through the traditional
commercial communication between consumers and
marketers. Consumers can control the speed, time and
process for viewing an advertisement. Consequently, the
features of online advertising become richer than ever
(Zeff and Aronson, 1999).
Pine and Gilmore’s The Experience Economy (1999),
proposed that a company should switch their focus from
products to experiences. Providing a wonderful
consumption experience can be companies’ weapons to
defeat their competitors. Schmitt (1999) suggests
experiential marketer should view consumption as a
holistic experience. From this perspective, consumers are
in part of the consumption process and participate in
creating a good experience. Among the steps of
consumption process, advertising has been seen as an
important and the initial position of consumption process.
However, only few researches discuss how to design a
good advertising experience.
A recent online advertising for a NISSAN
automobile in Taiwan was designed as an animation of a
detective story and users play the detective to find the
answers. This advertisement program was designed to
launch a new car, and included evidence of the new car’s
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information trying to enhance consumers’ memory
imperceptibly. This kind of online advertising is distinct
from banner advertising that it encourages users to
participate in the advertising. Online narrative
advertising program is a good practice that helps to
create the advertising experience. Consumers imagine
themselves in the vivid and interesting story, and Internet
technology allows consumers to control their
participation in the ads. Marketers and advertisers can
influence the consumers’ attitudes toward the product
through the online narrative advertising and then increase
the purchase intention.
However, the research of the online narrative
advertising experience is scant and few studies have
indicated what elements were incorporated in this type of
advertisement to improve the effect of advertising. The
purpose of this research is to examine the effect of online
narrative advertising toward the product attitude and
purchase intention. In this study, we discuss narrative
online advertising and identify its elements in adapting
the concept of experiential marketing, propose a research
framework, and examine the causal effect relationship
among the elements of online narrative advertising,
attitudes toward the product, and purchase intention; and
examine the moderating effects of advertising
involvement, product involvement and purchase
involvement.

Literature and Hypotheses
Development
2.

Online advertising
Online advertising has gone through several stages,
the birth, the boom, the bust and the revival (Hollis,
2005). Online advertising began in 1994 when the first
simple static banner ads appeared on the Hotwired site
(Adams, 1995). In 1996, online advertising spending
grew dramatically and in the United States the online
advertising spending had grown to US$8.2 billion in
2000 (IAB, 2000) The boom of the online ads was
characterized by the experimentation and the rise and fall
of a plethora of new online companies and advertising
formats. Narrative advertising is defined as including a
variety of advertising type such as drama ads,
transformational ads, slice-of-life ads, and so forth (Puto
and Well, 1984; Mick, 1987; Stern, 1994). Narratives are
dissimilar to scripts, which present a commonly
experienced event by abstract form (Abelson, 1981).
Narrative theory suggests that people tend to combine
their interpretation of experience and others by narrating,
or telling stories (Padgett and Allen, 1997). Jerome and
Bruner (1986, 1990) suggest two ways of that people
understanding experiences: paradigmatic and narrative
mode of thought. Paradigmatic mode is relational or
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logical psychological functioning. Narratives use the
affective attribution to persuade the consumers. Narrative
constructer consists of two elements: chronology and
causality. Time is constructed in narratives as episodes
which include a beginning, middle, and end. A narrative
story should organize all the elements into a framework
and establish the relationship between the elements and
allow for causal inference. (Escalas, 2004)
Interactivity
“Interactivity” is a main feature of the Internet.
Users are able to control and exert two-way
communication to gain the instant information
transmission (e.g., Liu and Shrum, 2002; Liu, 2003).
Interacting with consumers can provide many benefits to
companies. Marketers can convey more information to
and gather feedback from their consumers through
interactions with their consumers via the Internet.
Online narrative advertising is a new marketing
campaign. Seuer (1992) suggests that increasing the
extent of interactivity will allow people to experience
heighten levels of simulated presence in the virtual
environment. Good telepresence can influence
consumers’ favor and feeling toward the product in the
narrative online advertising. Past studies also indicate
that interactivity can induce more positive attitude
toward sites, brands, and purchase intentions (e.g., Ko,
Cho, and Roberts 2004; Fiore, Jin, and Kim, 2005).
Additionally, experts who serve in advertising and
academia suggest that interactivity is a significant
characteristic which is worth directing greater attention to
the narrative online advertising. Therefore, we consider
that consumer interaction with narrative online
advertising can enhance his/her hedonic experiences in
browse for an online advertising and then affect their
attitude toward products. According to above inference,
we propose the hypothesis:
H1a: There is a positive effect of interactivity on the
attitude toward the product.
Vividness
Steuer (1992) defines vividness as “the
representational richness of a mediated environment as
defined by its formal features; that is, the way in which
an environment presents information to the senses.”
Some researchers in psychology believed that vividness
is the most important factor in determining the
availability of information (Nisbett and Ross, 1980).
Vividness effect not only conveys more appealing
information but also helps people recall and store the
information (Sundar and Kalyanaraman, 2004).
Designing the website with the concept of vividness can
bring some positive effects to marketers. A higher level
of vividness in the website will intensify the participants’
perception of telepresence on the site. According to
Green and Brock’s (2000) perspective, vividness can
increase elaborations of message and induce persuasions
of narrative advertising. A good narrative advertisement
associated with vivid virtual realities, which can induce
people to remember the product or brand. Also, vividness
is conducive to increasing user’s positive attitude toward

websites (Coyle and Thorson, 2001). Experts who serve
in advertising and academia consider that the offer of an
overall sensory enjoyment is important to a good online
advertising. Thus, we suggest that vivid and animated
narrative online advertising is beneficial to consumer’s
positive attitude toward products, and we propose the
hypothesis:
H1b : There is a positive effect of vividness on the
attitude toward the product.
Entertainment
Adding entertainment machine to the message is a
significant factor in ingratiating people. How online
advertising can draw consumers’ attention and attract
them to stay in the advertising which is important for
advertisers. Satisfying online-users’ entertainment needs
could solve the problem. Entertainment is a reason of
people noticing the advertisement and willing to stay in it.
If people feel pleasure and fun they may hold a better
attitude toward the product. Furthermore, entertainment
value is regarded as a positive mediator between the
presence of the website and the attitude toward the
product (Holzwarth, Janiszewski and Neumann, 2006).
Experts also suggest that the creation of entertainment
value is an important element of the narrative online
advertising due to the overload of the online advertising.
In accordance with prior research and expert interviews,
we propose that entertainment feeling can induce people
to stay in the online narrative advertising, to increases the
remembrance of product information, and then hold a
favor attitude toward the product. Therefore I propose the
hypothesis:
H1c : There is a positive effect of entertainment on
the attitude toward the product.
Self-referencing
Self-referencing can increase the elaboration of
message then improve persuasion when message
arguments are strong (Burnkrant and Unnava, 1989).
Burnkrant and Unnava (1995) found that increasing
self-referencing led to the increase of the persuasion if
the person was not induced to elaborate on the message.
Practitioners in advertising indicate that an attractive
story is main point to attract consumer’s notice, and the
contents of the story usually related to consumers. Hence,
we propose that self-referencing of narrative
advertisement can reflect consumers’ related experiences
of products and affect the attitudes toward the products.
Therefore, we proposed the hypothesis
H1d: There is a positive effect of self-referencing
on the attitude toward the product.
Attitude toward product and Purchase intention
“Attitude” is a popular issue in consumer behavior
study. Attitude in consumer behavior is a complex and
multi-dimensional cognitive state. Consumers prefer a
specific brand in terms of the attributes of the brand in
his memory (Howard and Sheth 1969). Purchases
intentions are personal conscious, which means that
people prefer to a brand and plan to carry out a behavior.
Whereas, the individual intention usually accompanies
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strong attitude toward products, brands, events, etc. Most
academic studies and most companies rely on
consumers’ purchase intentions to forecast their adoption
of new products or the repeated purchase of existing ones
(Jamieson and Bass, 1989). According the Theory of
Reasoned Action (TRA) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975) and
TPB (Ajzen 1985), attitude is a determinant of
individual’s intention to perform a particular behavior.
Furthermore, many studies have indicated that the
relationship between attitude and intention (e.g., Shu and
Han, 2003). Therefore, we propose that the consumer’s
attitude toward the product is a determinant of their
purchase intention. The hypothesis is as follows:
H2: Attitude toward product is positive related to
purchase intention.
Involvement
Involvement plays an important role on consumer’s
shopping behavior and is considered as a moderator
between attitude and intention (Petty, Cacioppo, and
Schumann, 1983). Kokkinaki (1999) tested the moderator
effect of involvement on TRA model, and he found the
product involvement moderated attitude and product use
intention. However, there is an obscured moderated effect
on attitude and purchase intention. According to the past
finding, we infer reasonably that product involvement
and purchase involvement would moderate the effect of
the attitude toward the product and purchase intention.
The Attitude toward the product would influence the
purchase intention, while the product highly involve with
the consumer’s live, which would enhance the
relationship between the attitude toward the product and
purchase intention. Furthermore, if the purchase decision
is more important to consumer, he/she may more
probably plan to buy it after he/she hold a positive
attitude. Therefore, the hypotheses are proposed as
follows:
H3: The Attitude toward the product has a more
positive effect on purchase intention when
product involvement is higher than when it is
low.
H4: The Attitude toward the product has a more
positive effect on purchase intention when
purchase involvement is higher than when it is
low.
However, advertising message involvement is
distinct from other types of involvement, and message
involvement exists as an individual evoked by a
particular message at a special time point. For high
advertising message involvement, advertisement attitude
is formed through a more elaborate thought process.
Furthermore, the effects of advertising message
involvement on the attitude toward the ad have been
examined by Laczniak and Muehling (1993). They report
that individuals with high advertising message
involvement would have more the attitudes toward the ad
confidence. Therefore, we propose that the degree of an
individual involve with an advertisement would
positively interfere with his attitude toward the product

and the elements of narrative online advertising, thus,
advertisement involvement positively moderate the
relationships between the elements of narrative online
advertising and attitude toward the product. The
following hypotheses are as follows:
H5a: Interactivity has a more positive effect on the
attitude toward the product when advertisement
involvement is higher than when it is low.
H5b: Vividness has a more positive effect on the
attitude toward the product when advertisement
involvement is higher than when it is low.
H5c: Entertainment has a more positive effect on
the attitude toward the product when
advertisement involvement is higher than when
it is low.
H5d: Self-referencing has a more positive effect on
the attitude toward the product when
advertisement involvement is higher than when
it is low.
Research Framework
The main purpose of the study is to examine the
effect of narrative online advertising constructed of four
elements on attitude toward product and purchase
intention. Four elements are interactivity, vividness,
entertainment, and self-referencing. Examining the
elements of narrative online advertising performs the
experience to consumers and the experience would
influence the attitude toward product and then
intermediately influence purchase intention. As a
consequence, according to the related literature and
expert interviews, a primitive conceptual framework
(Figure 1) was proposed including variables as the
followings:
(1) Independent variables: Online narrative advertising
elements (interactivity, vividness, entertainment,
self-referencing).
(2) Intermediate variables: Attitude toward product.
(3) Dependent variables: Purchase intention.
(4) Moderating variables: Product involvement, purchase
involvement and advertisement involvement.

3. Research Methodology
For conducting this research, a questionnaire was
developed mainly adopting measures from prior research
studies and expert opinions. Furthermore, a pilot test
was conducted and a final version of the questionnaire
was posted on a website for respondents to fill up the
questions. In order to investigate the effect of the object’s
advertisement experience on the product attitude, we
chose four products online advertisements to be the
tested objects, a car, a MP3 player, a perfume, and a
potato chip brand. These advertisements were chosen
dependent on the definition of online narrative
advertising in this study. The final questionnaire was
composed of six main parts: product involvement and
purchase involvement, the elements of online narrative
advertising (interactivity, vividness, entertainment and
self-referencing), advertisement involvement, attitude
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toward product and purchase intention, and
demographics.
At the beginning of the survey, subjects chose a
product type, and answered questions pertaining to it.
The first part included product involvement and purchase
involvement which were moderators. Product
involvement measured the degree of the importance of
the merchandise to the subject and purchase involvement
measured the degree of the importance of the decision
making to the subject. Upon finishing the first part, the
subject would link to the Internet and see a product
advertisement. The second part comprised of interactivity,
vividness, entertainment, and self- referencing which
were independent variables. In this part, subjects were
asked to provide their perceptions and feelings to the
advertisement which they chose in the beginning. The
third section was used to test the other moderator
effect---advertisement involvement, which measured the
extents of subjects involve with the advertisement. The
fourth section included two dependent variables which
were attitude toward the product and intention to
purchase. The final portion was the demographics about
the respondents and simple internet-using information
about themselves. In the study, all items were measured
on 7-point Likert-type rating scales, with anchors of 1 =
strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree, except the last
part (individual information part).
This research collected data through a questionnaire
survey on the website. All subjects were asked to choose
and see one online advertisement thus the questionnaire
was established on the website. The questionnaire was
posted on the website named Chunghwa Telecom Online
Questionnaire (http://qqq.cht.com.tw/webfor/index.htm)
for about three weeks.
Sample characteristics
Of the 1281 questionnaires collected, 816 of these
were regarded as valid. This resulted in a usable response
rate of 63.7%. The lower than expected response rate was
probably due to viewing the complete the advertisement.
Some subjects answered the questions but did not see the
advertisement. Therefore, the analysis that follows was
base on these 816 respondents. Within the valid sample
of the four specific product types, 229 subjects chose car,
109 subjects chose perfume,
One hundred thirty-two subjects chose the potato
chip brand, while 346 chose the MP3 player. The
sample’s demographics were as follows: 47.4% were
male and 52.6% were female. Respondents ranged in age
from under 20 years old to over 60 years old, with the
mean age group 21-30 years old. Thus, the subjects were
mostly students (62.4%), next were service industry
(8.5%).

4. Data Analysis
Statistical Packages for Social Science (SPSS12.0)
and Analysis of Moment Structure (Amos 5.0) are main
analytic tools used to analyze the data for descriptive
statistics, EFA and CFA as well as reliability test. The
validity and reliability tests showed that our collected

data were adequate for further analysis.
Structural Model
This study adopted five common indices to
evaluate the model goodness of fit: goodness-of-fit index,
Adjusted goodness-of-fit, Comparative fit index, Normed
fit index, and Root mean square error of approximate.
Findings showed the value of 2 /df which is used to
evaluate the model’s fit. If the value statistically high,
which indicates the data differ from the model and the
result did not match the recommend index [Chi-square =
972.198, degrees of freedom = 258]. Another index used
to valuate model fit is RMSEA which is a variant of
Chi-square statistic value that express the extent of the
data deviate from the model. The values are higher than
0.10 which means the model fit is bad, those less than
0.008 which show a reasonable model fit, and values less
than 0.005 indicate a good model fit. The value of
RMSEA in this study was 0.058 which fitted the standard
level of good model fit. The value of CFI and NFI were
0.960 and 0.946, which closed to 1, and indicated that the
data was good fitness for the structural model. The fit
statistic numbers were as following:
goodness-of-fit
index (GFI) = 0.913, adjusted goodness- of-fit (AGFI) =
0.890, comparative fit index (CFI) = 0.960, normed fit
index (NFI) = 0.946, and root mean square error of
approximate (RMSEA) = 0.058. The indices what
mentioned above reflected the good fit of the overall
measurement model with the data. The hypothesized
causal paths of the research model were all supported by
the data. Figure 4-1 displayed the hypotheses causal
paths among structure model, and of the 2 hypotheses
and four sub-hypotheses were significant at the 0.05 or
0.001 levels. The four factors of narrative online
advertising;
Interactivity
(I),
Vividness
(V),
Entertainment (E), and Self-referencing (S) had direct
positive relations to attitude toward the product (A), and
whose standardized paths coefficients to attitude were
being 0.10, 0.12, 0.19, and 0.44, respectively. Four
sub-hypotheses (H1aH1bH1c H1d) were significant and
the result provides support for hypothesis H1. As for
hypothesis H2, the causal link between attitude toward
the products and purchase intention was positive
significant, and the parameter estimate value is 0.84. The
variance explained value (R2) for the path between two
dependent variables meant the overall explanatory power
of the model. As for R2 value, interactivity, vividness,
entertainment, and self- referencing were able to explain
55 percent of the variance in consumers’ attitudes toward
the products. Furthermore, the variance value in purchase
intention explained by the attitude toward the product
was 70 percent, which indicated high explanatory power
in the model.
Moderating Effect Testing
Three moderating effect followed the conduction of
Atuahene-Gima and Murray (2004) and tested through
AMOS 5.0. The results of advertisement involvement
moderating the relationship between the four narrative
online advertising elements and attitude toward the
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product are discussed below. Model 1 tested a main
effect model which only includes the effects of
interactivity,
vividness,
entertainment,
and
self-referencing (R2=0.29). Model 2 added the moderator
directed effect of advertisement involvement, and which
contributed 1% (R2=0.30) more than the variance
explained by independent variables. Besides, added
advertisement involvement into Model 2, which reduced
the main effect of vividness on attitude toward the
product (the coefficient is reduced form 0.16 to 0.11).
Interaction terms were added in the model 3 and the
explained variance increased 10% (R2=0.39). H5a were
not supported by the prediction of the study that
advertisement involvement negatively enhances the
relation of interactivity and attitude toward the product.
Furthermore, interaction of vividness and advertisement
involvement was the largest moderating effect and it
absorbed the main direct effect of vividness (= -0.10,
P<0.001 ) on attitude toward the product. However the
advertisement involvement positively and significantly
moderated the relations of vividness and attitude toward
the product, thus, H5b (= 0.38, p < 0.001) was supported.
H5c, which examined the moderating effect between
entertainment and attitude toward the product, was not
supported. Consistent with H5d (= 0.31, p < 0.001),
self-referencing has more positive effect on attitude
toward the product when advertisement involvement is
higher than when it is low.

5. Discussion and Conclusion:
Results of the study highlight the important
elements of narrative online advertising and the effects
on the attitude toward the product and eventually
increase the purchase intention. The results support the
discussions and implications for both theory and practice.
According to the results, this study provides explanations
and suggestions to practice.
The primary purposes of this research were to
identify important elements of the narrative online
advertising, find the effect on attitudes toward the
product, and ultimately possess the positive impacts on
purchase intentions. The results support most of the
hypotheses which means adoption of experiential
Online narrative advertising
elements:

Interactivity

Vividness

Entertainment

Self-referencing

H1

marketing on the narrative advertising is a good way to
create a wonderful experience on the process of seeing
narrative online advertising. Although more and more
companies use narrative persuasion to design their
television advertising, owing to the low cost of online
advertising, narrative online advertising is a good choice.
Moreover, the characteristics of the Internet narrative
online advertising can provide more virtual experiences
than traditional advertising. In this study, the conclusions
of the research suggest that narrative online advertising is
a good form to practice experiential marketing on online
advertising, and it is an efficient work on the attitudes
toward the product and then increase the intention to
purchase. This kind of online advertising can draw more
consumers’ attention and allow them to immerse in the
atmosphere and scenarios of the advertisement online. As
experiences are derived from the individual’s heart each
one’s experience totally differentiates from others. This
is the reason why divergent degree of advertisement
involvement, product involvement and purchase
involvement are key moderators in the research.
From the business perspective, online advertising is
an important linkage of providing a series of hedonic
purchase experience. Marketers are suggested using
narrative online advertising to create the virtual
experience, and designing it according to the four
important elements. Marketers can design an
advertisement to contain a story or a key subject, increase
the degree of interaction on the interface of the websites,
and use technology to create a vivid virtual entertainment
to involve consumers. Future research can choose
different products or product types to examine the
framework, find influences of different products to the
relationships between narrative online advertising on
attitudes toward the products and purchase intentions,
respectively, and test the model and design a new
advertisement to avoid the error between groups. Besides,
experimentation can exclude unrelated interference from
the advertisement and make sure the pure effects on the
narrative online advertising.
Note: Due to the page limitation, References, Figures
and Tables were removed and are available upon request.

H2

Attitude toward
product

Purchase
intention

H3
H5
Product
involvement
Advertising
involvement

H4
Purchase
involvement

Figure 1. Research Framework
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Abstract

At present, the lathing process is the main cause of
errors in preciseness and smoothness of piston rods.

In this study we will examine a statistical process control
system for a process management system. The shock
absorber piston rod is an essential part of the suspension
equipment that absorbs the shock and vibration of an
automobile. Because it greatly affects the shock absorption,
a high level of precision and smoothness is needed. Its
processes are composed of turning, grooving, milling, rolling,
inspection and finally packing. In the processes of piston rod
manufacturing, it is the lathing process that can cause the
most quality errors. This is because of the insert
components of the machinery. If the insert components
result in abrasion and breakage, they cause many errors.
Therefore a process control system for monitoring and
preventing problems is needed for the lathing. This system
measures the change of insert components and senses the
occurrence of errors in the early period of the process.
Monitoring with this system can protect against error
through compensation in the piston rod manufacturing
process.

This is because the piston rod processing tools often
break and cause abrasion on the rods. Therefore an
automatic process control system must be developed to
constantly measure and manage the lathing process for
preciseness and smoothness. In this study we explore
the development of a statistical process control system
(SPC)

which

can

perceive

the

errors

early

and

compensate for them.

2. Needs of Study
The shock absorber piston rod manufacturing process
includes lathing, grooving, milling, rolling, inspection and
finally packing as seen below in Fig. 2. Lathing, which is
performed 2 or 3 times, is for the forming of the main of the
piston rod. Grooving is for equipping the stopper to
determine the condition of a stroke. Milling and rolling are
for equipping and assembling the shock absorber.

1. Introduction
①

The shock absorber piston rod is an essential part of

(cellular manufacturing)

the suspension equipment that absorbs the shock and
vibration of an automobile. Because it greatly affects

Groov’g

shock absorption, a high level of precision and
Fig. 1 shows the form of a shock
mill’g

③

lathˉg

smoothness is needed.
absorber piston rod.

②

⑤
Inspec.

roll’g

④

<Fig. 2> Piston Rod Manufacturing Processes

drawing

pictures

As previously mentioned, the lathing process has the
highest error rates among all the processes. The error rates
level affects as much as 71% of the net profit of the
company relevant to this study, so process innovation is
needed as seen below in Table 1.

<Fig. 1> Shock Absorber Piston Rod
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<Table 1> Company Profit Loss for 3 Years (2003~2005)

<Table 3> SPC Details of Development
Items

Items
Amount of
Sales(A)

2003

2004

2005

Total

5,694

9,713

15,206

30,613

100

206

693

999

Net Profit(B)
Cost Loss
Due to

Contents
Places

Manufacturing
Measuring
of
method
Measurement
Tools
Tools

120

210

380

710

C/A (%)

2.1

2.1

2.5

C/B (%)

120

102

58

2.3

Display System

System displaying data and errors

71

Tool Compensating
Program

Manufacturing Tool Compensating
Program

Data Storing System

Inspection of Data and Data
Storing Program

<Table 2> Plan of Process Innovation

Difficulty in
Incomplete
measuring and a lot
inspection
of time for
Negligence and
measuring
error in inspection
No prompt
inspection
No record for
inspection

Tools
which are appropriate for
automatic measurement
Data communication method and
programming program

The statistical process control system (SPC), which has
been developed for process management in this study, has
the necessary functions to perceive errors early and record
and analyze them and to completely examine every part of
the rods from beginning to end. This system can also
estimate the needed changes in size and then automatically
compensate and exchange tools for the lathing process.

Phenomenon

Choice of methods
which is most appropriate for
automatic measurement

Data Input/Output
System

Error(C)

Problem

Defined significant measuring
points

Innovation Plan
Manufacturing of
Total Inspection
Tool

3.1 Plan of Measured Points
There are 11 measured points on each piston rod as seen
in Fig 2. We discovered the strong correlation of 0.96
between the width of the host part and the width of the
piston part as seen in Fig. 3. The strong correlation shows
that the two widths are dependent on each other. Therefore
when we measure the width of the host part we can manage
the size of the total width.

No early perception
Prompt inspection
of error
Impossibility to
Inspection data
document factors
storage in real time
and time of error

Manual
compensating by
workers

No timely
compensation

Compensation with
automatic Tool

No process
monitoring

Impossibility to
estimate change in
rod size

Display of the
changes in size
and process

<Fig. 2> Shock Absorber Piston Rod Inspection Points
Coefficient of Correlation :0.96

3. Developing Contents
First, we must develop the measuring tools for the
manufacturing process. We do this by defining a number of
measured points on the rod, then by considering the
characteristics of these points. Next, we must design
appropriate tools to match the characteristics of the points.
Here, measuring tools and measuring methods are needed
for guaranteeing the precision and being appropriate for
automatic measuring. There must be few errors in the
function of R&R (Repeatability and Reproducibility).
The
SPC details of development, including the contents of the
measuring tools and the measuring method, can be seen in
Table 3.

<Fig. 3> Correlation Analysis
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3.2 Method and Tools of Measuring
<Table 4> Conditions of Measuring Tools
Items

Specification

Precision

width : 0.0005mm, length : 0.001mm

Data Printing

Printing available

Repeatability
Precision

width : 0.001mm length : 0.005mm

Method of
Measuring

Automatic measuring and computing
available

The air micrometer is best for measuring width and the
electrical micrometer is best for length if we consider
precision, region, cost and maintenance. See Table 5 for
an analysis of measuring tools.
<Table 5> Analysis of Property of Measuring Tools

Measuring
Tools

Width
Precisi
on

Laser
Micrometer
Air
Micrometer

Range Cost
Too

Good Good

high
Aver

Good Good

Electrical Partly
Micrometer good

age

Length
Mainte Precisi
nance

on

Range Cost

Difficult Good

Not

Too

good

high

Not

Easy Good

good

Mainte
nance
Difficult

Proper Easy

Good Proper easy Good Good Proper Easy

3.3 Measuring Actuators from a Flow Chart
Measuring actuators includes alignment, transferring,
measuring tools for length, measuring tools for width,
pushing-out tools and the body as seen in Table 6 and
Table 7. Fig 4. is the Flow Chart of Actuation.
Turn out badparts
Turn out cylin. downward
(2 time repeat)
bad
lengt
h
data

Up-down cylin.
downward

Processed parts
turn out

good

Sensor inperceived
Alignment &
Cylin. backward

No parts to be measured

alarm

Sensor perceived

Part
verify’
g

Left-light cylin.
forward

Up-down cylin.
downward
Length measuring finished

Up-down cylin.
downward
Left-light cylin.
backward

Length cylin.
backward

Up-down cylin.
upward

Left-light cylin.
backward
Left-light cylin.
forward

Turn out
badparts
Turn out cylin.
downward
(1 time repeat)

no
Width
Veryf’
g

alam

Up-down cylin.
upward

yes

Left-light cylin.
backward

Up-down cylin.
downward

Tools of data computation include the data
communication tools, the communication program and the
data management system which transmit and record data.
The specification data computation is as seen in Fig. 5, 6.

Left-light cylin.
forward

Length cylin.
forward

Alignment &
Cylin. forward

3.4 Tools of Data Computation

Up-down cylin.
upward

alarm

parts to be measured

<Table 7> Measuring Tool for Length
Specification/
Picture
Key Parts
Function
Measuring
width of V
PR18-5DN
block and
perceiving
sensor
Measuring
CDM2F32cylinder
25A-C73L
Measuring
O.D. 8.02
probe
Length control
TM-20 screw
screw
Length control
Fixing
handle and
measuring
fixing bolt
block
Cross roller
Measuring
guide (VR4block
80*7Z)
equipped

Up-down cylin.
upward

Left-light cylin.
backward

Processed parts
verifying

<Table 6> Measuring Tool for Width
Specification/Fun
Picture
Key Parts
ction
Measuring
length of V
PR18-5DN
block and
perceiving
sensor
Measuring
CDQ2B12-25Dcylinder
A73L
Measuring
DP-10
probe
Length
TM-20 screw
control screw
Length
control
Fixing measuring
block
handle and
fixing bolt
Cross roller guide
Measuring
(VR4-80*7Z)
block
equipped

Left-light cylin.
forward

Left-light cylin.
forward

Up-down cylin.
upward

Goods acceptable
turn out

bad

good

<Fig. 4> Flow Chart of Actuation

Widt
h
data

<Fig.5> Data Computation System(1)
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parameters.

3.6 Display Tools
Display tools visually show the value of length and width.
They display the value of the goodness or badness of parts.
When abnormal things happen, an alarm and buzzer start
working for workers. The alarm can be heard even at a
long distance .
- Interface : RS－232C
- Port : Serial (9pin)
- Method : Asynchronous
- Character : Data bit = 8bit, Stop bit =1, No parity bit
- Baud rate = 9,600bps
<Fig.6> Data Computation System(2)
Data communication program has the function to save the
data automatically in real time and can support 39port as
the serial port. There is also a function of port setting to
choose the baud rate and data bit. The composition of
communication files and screen is as shown in Fig. 7

<Fig. 9> Screen for Trend of Data Change and
Management Program
Through the SPC (Statistical Process Control) system we
developed an analysis of its efficiency is as shown in Table
8.
<Table 8> Analysis of the Results

<Fig. 7> Screen for Data Communication Program
The data management program is for utilizing and
recording measured data.
The operating system is
Windows XP, with a multi-port for enlarging the port. Data
is saved as a text file (or CSV ; comma separated value file).
This file can be used in EXCEL. EXCEL is a general
program and is used for the sake of convenience. Through
the data, the information of goodness and badness of parts
and the data trend can be perceived.

<Fig. 8> Screen for Trend of Data Change and
Management Program

3.5

Automatic Tool Compensating Program

When the size of a rod is changed due to the abrasion of
the insert tools, the program manages the size on the value
of X and Y and measures the changes of length and width
caused by the tools. This program is considered the G code
by macro, which is used in CNC lathing and configures the
limit values for tool compensation by modifying the

Items

Units

Before

After

Number of workers

Person

4

2

Number of inspectors

Person

2

1

Error rates

%

2.5

0.55

Amounts of average
production per day

Unit

14,400

17,000

4. Conclusion and Further Study
In this study we considered developing the SPC
(Statistical Process Control) as a process management
system which can measure precision changes and
perceive the occurrence of errors early through monitoring,
and then compensate for errors in the shock absorber
piston rod manufacturing process. For this we developed
the actuators, the computation system and a
compensation system. As a result, we reduced the error
rates by 1/5, greatly lowered the amount of work for
employees and increased production. For further study, we
need to consider the scalability and integration of the
system and to consider a simulation study which concerns
the trade-off between cost and efficiency. Based on this
simulation we can build a more efficient manufacturing
system.
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Strategic Resources and Supply Chain Performance: A Resource-based View
Abstract
Although a lot of researchers have investigated the diversity and commonality of supply
chain (SC) performance measurement, research systematically exploring the relationship
between strategic resources and the SC performance measures in strategic management is
limited. This study explores the strategic resources that explain superior SC performance
based on a resource-based view (RBV). Furthermore, we apply the theory of constraints
to measure SC performance.
1. Introduction
It has been well studied about why some organizations (e.g. firms) outperform others.
Although a lot of researches have done to understand the performance differences
between firms, not a lot is known about the association between the resources and SC
performance. On the other hand, substantial studies (e.g., Barney, 2001) have examined
the theoretical insights of the resource-based view (RBV), which serves as the paradigm
of this article, associated with organizational performance. However, there are limited
researches focusing on SC performance from the RBV.
The problem of how to measure resources and their effects on SC performance is
meaningful but implicit. In this article, we will provide a theoretical discussion about
what resources can be sources of successful performance of supply chains. In addition,
the theory of constraints (TOC) is used to measure SC performance. Thereafter, a
conceptual framework is presented to illustrate the association of strategic resources on
SC performance.
2. Resource-based Theory and Organizational Performance
Recently, great effort has been devoted to reinforcing the theoretical insights of the
resource-based view of strategic management. One of the key challenges researchers face
with is how to define a resource. Wernerfelt (1984) defines a resource as “anything which
could be thought of as a strength or weakness of a given firm” and “(tangible and
intangible) assets which are tied semipermanently to the firm”. Barney (1991)
complements this definition by including “all assets, capabilities, organizational
processes, firm attributes, information, knowledge, etc” as firm resources. Barney (1991)
further classifies firm resources as three categories: physical capital resources, human
capital resources, and organizational capital resources. The organizational capital
resources includes a firm’s formal reporting structure, its planning, controlling and
coordinating systems, and its relations with other firms among groups. The RBV suggests
a resource-based way to investigate the causality of persistent interfirm performance
differences within an industry (Barney, 1991).
However, only a few papers explore what specific resources are capable of serving as
determinants of successful SC performance (Hult et al., 2002; Hult et al., 2006; Hult et al.,
2007). We consider those resources and capabilities that are built within supply chains
and are difficult to imitate and transfer: cultural competitiveness (Hult et al., 2002),
knowledge development (Hult et al., 2006), and supply chain structuring.

3. Supply Chain Performance Measures
The main contribution of this paper is to apply the theory of constraints (TOC, refer
Goldratt and Cox, (1992) for TOC) method to explore the SC performance from a
resource-based view. Goldratt (1990) conceived the association between the actions and
their effects on the system’s goal and the actions are evaluated by their effects on three
system-level dimensions: Throughput, Inventory and Operating Expense. These three
measures could be employed to measure financial performance of a supply chain. A
supply chain, which is composed of a couple of independently managed companies, must
avoid the use of local measures which encourage local thinking at the expense of global
objectives. The three measures provide a simple but effective way to connect local
actions to the overall SC performance evaluations.
Other than financial performance measures, nonfinancial performance measures
contribute as well to the success of a supply chain. Cycle time is a key metric for directly
evaluating SC performing (Nichols et al., 1996). In our study, cycle time includes all the
time factors which contribute to the time taken from order placed to order received by the
customer. Reliability measures the gap between what agreed and the outcome. Reduction
of variability to increase reliability is recognized as a critical aspect of SC performance
(Johnson and Davis, 1998). Flexibility describes the amount of variation in product types
or the adjustment in production quantity without deteriorating other performance factors.
We refer to Gunasekaran and Kobu (2007) for a list of performance measurements.
Their 27 KPIs (Key Performance Indexes) are condensed and recast into the six
mentioned measures: Throughput, Inventory, Operating Expense, Cycle Time, Reliability,
and Flexibility. In the new competitive environment, the metrics to evaluate supply chain
performance must be comprehensive and tractable. This set of six performance measures
is meaningful and efficient in that it is explicit and expedient to collect, document and
analyze for each category, and then the results could be translated into useful information
for decision-making directly.
4. Resources and Supply Chain Performance Measures
Culture competitiveness as a supply chain-specific resource
Hult et al. (2002) examine the effects of cultural competitiveness within supply chains on
order fulfillment cycle time. Culture competitiveness is claimed by Hult et al. (2002) to
be a strategic resource within supply chains. Culture competitiveness is intangible but can
be assessed indirectly through more tangible dimensions. Three constructs--entrepreneurship, innovativeness, and learning---are viewed as indictors that explain the
intangible resource: culture competitiveness. We complement Hult et al. (2002) by
measuring culture competitiveness in multiple dimensions (see Figure 1).
Knowledge development as a supply chain-specific resource
Knowledge is the “information whose validity has been established through tests of
proof” (Liebeskind, 1996). Knowledge development refers to a phenomenon wherein
actions lead to the following four dimensions in supply chains: knowledge acquisition,
information distribution, shared meaning, and achieved memory (Hult et al., 2004). It has
been shown that the four dimensions enhance supply chain performance. Hult et al. (2006)
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demonstrate knowledge as a strategic resource to SC performance. We propose the
association between the organizational knowledge and the Throughput, which
complements the research by Hult et al. (2006) (see Figure 1).
Supply chain structuring as a supply chain-specific resource
How the organizational structure of a firm affects its performance has been studied in
various ways and it is well known that organizational structures influence the behavior of
group members (Dalton et al., 1980). Hall (1977) identifies two basic functions: to
minimize the impact of individual variations on the organization and to carry out the
organization’s decisions, activities and etc. The structure includes the dimensions of
“structural” and “structuring” (Campbell et al., 1974). “Structural” represents
organizational physical characteristics, while “structuring” refers to the policies and
activities which prescribe or restrain the behavior of organization members. The
structuring dimension is arranged into specialization, formalization, and centralization to
prescribe behavior (Dalton et al., 1980). Supply chain structure is different from those
typical organizations’; the members of a supply chain are put together because they all
contribute to fulfilling specific customer orders, not because they are affiliated to a
central office. Only “structuring” will be studied since the physical structure of a supply
chain is less meaningful to supply chain total performance. Supply chain structuring
provides a foundation to a supply chain within which the supply chain members interact
with each other.
Supply chain performance or effectiveness that depends on supply chain structuring
could be envisioned in a various way. One of the difficulties that researches face from the
RBV is to measure strategic resources due to the intangibility of those resources. As
suggested by Godfrey and Hill (1995), we will explore observable variables that
collectively explain an unobservable resource. The relationship among supply members
is one of important indicators of structuring. Supply chain coordination could be viewed
as another indicator of structuring. Supply chain coordination is a series of activities
which are taken by the independently managed parties in a supply chain to act in the
same way as one single decision maker to improve SC performance. Hoegl and Wagner
(2005) conduct an empirical study to argue that buyer-supplier collaboration is positively
related to performance. A typical supply chain is decentralized and managed separately,
while supply chain coordination makes supply chains being operated by a single decision
maker. The purpose of supply chain coordination is to centralize all members in a supply
chain as far as possible. In addition, one of the important sources of the coordination is
knowledge (Hansen, 2002). Therefore, we can assume that organizational knowledge
development is positively correlated with supply chain structuring.
In order for structuring to be a supply chain-specific resource, it must provide value to
the supply chain. The empirical study conducted by Hoegl and Wagner (2005), and the
researches by Kotabe et al. (2003) and Takeishi (2001) have both shown that structuring
contributes to supply chain profits. As such, structuring is a valuable resource in a supply
chain in that it determinedly and globally reduces cost and diminishes bullwhip effects by
smoothing order quantity along the supply chain. Rareness of resources means they are
infrequently found. Generally, structuring is relatively rare as a strategic resource. Its
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elements tend to be socially complicated and could not be easily acquired in markets and
must be developed specially between specific companies. Third, structuring must be
inimitable. Unique historical conditions and events determine supply chain member
relationships, whether faithful, trustful and harmonious or not. So does supply chain
coordination. Causal ambiguity is applied here because it is difficult to identify the causal
source of the superior SC performance. Moreover, structuring is intangible, which is not
easily transferred or bought because it is embedded in the supply chain (Grant, 1996). A
strategic resource also must not be substitutable, meaning that there is no strategically
equivalent resource existing and is available to the supply chain. The structuring in this
study includes supply member relationship and supply chain coordination. It seems
unlikely that strategic alternatives exist that lead to an equitable outcome, although it may
be possible for supply chains with a subset of these capabilities to compete with a
different subset possessed by the supply chain. With the four critical attributes,
structuring could work as a supply chain-specific strategic resource that contributes to
superior SC performance.

Figure 1: Framework of SC performance measurement based on RBV
5. Contribution and limitation of the Research
One of the contributions of this article is to apply the theory of constrains to the
measurement of strategic supply chain performance, which complements the research
stream of strategic supply chain measurement. We have shown that a resource-based
view is helpful to explore supply chain performance research. The study also claims
supply chain structuring as a strategic resource for SC superior performance. Additionally,
this study highlights that SC performance critically needs to incorporate more ideas from
the RBV. Although the major goal of this article is to conceptualize a construct of SC
performance measurement and its dimensions, yet further research needs to validate the
conceptual framework.
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Stakeholder Service Expectations: The Contemporary Fire Department
Robert S. Fleming
Faye X. Zhu
Rohrer College of Business / Rowan University

ABSTRACT
The contemporary fire department faces many unprecedented challenges as it seeks to
deliver an enhanced array of services in a manner that meets, and where possible exceeds, the
expectations of the stakeholders that it serves. The intent of this paper is to present insights with
respect to stakeholder expectations of fire departments that the authors have gained through their
research of contemporary fire departments and the stakeholders that they serve. Through
understanding stakeholder expectations, the contemporary fire department can position itself to
more fully respond to these expectations.
BACKGROUND
Contemporary fire departments around the world face many challenges as they seek to
ensure their preparedness to respond to an increasing range of emergency incidents ranging from
traditional firefighting, to emergency medical services delivery, vehicle and specialized technical
rescue, hazardous materials response, and the ever-present threat of terrorism. This preparation
begins with the determination of an appropriate scope of operation based on the emergency
service needs of the jurisdiction served by the fire department. The determination of an
appropriate and acceptable level of service is also essential.
In recent years, many contemporary fire departments have recognized the importance of
adopting a customer focus, developing an understanding of the expectations of the communities
that they serve, and developing strategies to enhance organizational preparedness to effectively,
efficiently and safely respond to and mitigate fires and other emergency situations to which the
fire department is dispatched. Interestingly, the fire department is routinely dispatched to an
expanded array of emergency situations and expected to be prepared and capable of successfully
managing the incident and resolving it appropriately, in accordance with the established
priorities for incident management, which in order of priority are: (1) life safety; (2) incident
stabilization; and (3) property conservation.
While we are all familiar with state and federal responses to major emergency incidents,
it is often not recognized that the fire department and other local emergency response agencies
will be on the incident scene for many hours before state and federal assistance and resources
arrive. It is during these critical early hours in an incident that crucial decisions impacting
incident outcomes must be made by the “first responders.” This reality reinforces the importance
of the fire department being prepared to respond to all anticipated local risks and hazards.

THE STAKEHOLDERS OF THE CONTEMPORARY FIRE DEPARTMENT
Stakeholders are individuals or groups with an interest, claim, or stake in an organization,
in what it does, and how well it performs. The stakeholders of an organization can be further
categorized as internal stakeholders and external stakeholders. The internal stakeholders of a
business enterprise would include: stockholders; board members; employees; and managers, as
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1 – Internal Stakeholders – Business Enterprise
 
  

  

The internal stakeholders of the contemporary fire department while including its
members and officers would also include other fire departments and emergency response
organizations within the local emergency response system that count on the fire department for
automatic or mutual aid, as shown in Figure 2. These stakeholder groups would include:
emergency medical services; law enforcement; and emergency management agencies.
Figure 2 – Internal Stakeholders – Fire Department
  

  
   
  
    

The external stakeholders of an organization include all other individuals and groups that
have some claim on the organization. Figure 3, delineates the typical external stakeholders of a
business enterprise, including: customers; suppliers; creditors; governments; unions; local
communities; and the general public.
Figure 3 – External Stakeholders – Business Enterprise






 
   

The external stakeholders of the contemporary fire department, presented in Figure 4,
include such traditional stakeholders as suppliers, creditors, and unions. It should be noted that
the authors have categorized governments under internal stakeholders and will recast customers,
local communities, and the general public, as those who live in, work in, or travel through the
community.
Figure 4 – External Stakeholders: Fire Department

 
 




STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATIONS OF COMTEMPORARY FIRE DEPARTMENTS
Review of the literature will reveal that there are a number of recognized definitions of
quality. In the opinion of the authors, the most relevant with respect to contemporary fire
departments is the “user definition” wherein quality is defined in terms of stakeholder
expectations.
Products are usually considered to have the following quality dimensions: aesthetics;
conformance; durability; features; perceived quality; performance; reliability; and serviceability.
The literature reveals that important dimensions of service quality include: accessibility;
accuracy; completeness; consistency; convenience; responsiveness; and timeliness. Personnel
attributes associated with quality for a product and/or service offering include: communication;
competence; courtesy; credibility; reliability; and responsiveness.
The challenges of the contemporary fire department in service delivery include the fact
that it provides mission-critical, time-sensitive services that are typically labor-intensive in

nature and must be customized to the specific needs of a given emergency situation. The fact
that these services are unscheduled and thus result in varying transaction volumes further
complicates the challenges of meeting the expectations of fire department internal and external
stakeholders.
Research conducted by the authors has revealed that the expectations of fire department
stakeholders include those service attributes shown in Figure 5. These service expectations
include: accessibility; completeness; consistency; courtesy; effectiveness; efficiency;
professionalism; responsiveness; and timeliness. These expectations could be summarized as
follows. When someone with an emergency, such as a fire in their residence, calls the 9-1-1
Center to report the emergency, they expect that the fire department will be available, will
respond and arrive in a timely manner, will bring all necessary apparatus and equipment, will
bring the necessary number of knowledgeable and skilled personnel, who will resolve the
emergency situation in a timely and complete manner, and will enact all of these responsibilities
in a professional and courteous manner.
Figure 5 – Stakeholder Service Expectations – Fire Department


 

  

   

   

  

 

 

   



  

While the fire department should strive to fully meet the expectations of its stakeholders,
it is also desirable that it goes beyond these expectations, where possible, and thus exceeds
stakeholder expectations. A pertinent example of this would be that the fire department may
have fully met each of the above expectations with respect to responding to the fire in a
residence and may have consequently held the fire spread to the room of origin and its contents,
referred to in the fire service as a “one room and contents fire,” and thus a desired outcome.
After the fire department leaves the incident scene to return to quarters the resident now faces an
array of challenges regarding putting their life back together.

By taking the extra time to assist the resident in understanding the actions that he or she
must now take, the fire department has an excellent opportunity to exceed the expectations of its
stakeholders, in this case the resident whose house suffered the fire. A growing number of
contemporary fire departments, as part of their commitment to customer service, now distribute a
brochure prepared by the United States Fire Administration (USFA) called After the Fire!
Returning to Normal. The intent of this publication is to provide the fire department with a tool
to assist fire victims and thus enable the fire department to both meet and exceed stakeholder
expectations. Topics covered in this informative publication include: the first 24 hours; if you
are insured; if you are not insured; valuing your property; replacement of valuable documents
and records; salvage hints; a word about fire department operations; and emergency and
nonemergency numbers.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The contemporary fire department has an essential public safety role within the
communities that its serves and protects. Through fully appreciating the various internal and
external stakeholders that depend on the fire department and their respective expectations, the
contemporary fire department can better prepare to meet and exceed any and all reasonable
expectations that these stakeholders may have for the fire department. This understanding will
contribute to an enhanced level of fire protection, customer satisfaction and quality of life in the
communities serviced by the fire department. The authors advocate additional research in this
area, including both case studies and empirical research.
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Delivery of Emergency Services: A Supply Chain Perspective
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, supply chain management has become a topic of growing interest to both
the academic and practitioner communities. Much of this interest has related to building a
strategic framework to analyze supply chains in the interest of ensuring a strategic fit. While the
vast majority of this work has concentrated on for-profit businesses, limited emphasis has been
devoted to non-profit service organizations, such as emergency services. This paper presents a
conceptual perspective to supply chain management within emergency services.
BACKGROUND
Emergency service organizations have the noble mission of protecting the lives and
property of those who live in, work in and travel through their response districts. Primary public
safety agencies that fall within emergency services include: fire departments; emergency medical
services; and law enforcement agencies. These emergency response agencies provide primary
service coverage to areas in relatively close geographic proximity to their stations. Additionally,
they provide mutual or automatic aid to surrounding communities and other emergency service
organizations.
In responding to any emergency incident, three priorities guide the actions of emergency
responders. These incident priorities in order of importance are: (1) life safety; (2) incident
stabilization; and (3) property conservation. Based on these priorities, those responsible for
incident management “size up” the incident and consequently formulate and implement strategic
goals and tactical objectives.
The stakeholders of the emergency response organization have expectations that must be
understood and addressed. Ideally the emergency service organization will fully meet these
expectations, with exceeding the expectations of stakeholders being desirable. It must be
recognized, however, that at times stakeholder expectations may be unrealistic or impractical,
such as the situation where a resident expects the fire department to arrive within two minutes
after they place a call to an emergency communications center and the fire station is physically
located five miles away.
A MODEL FOR DELIVERY OF EMERGENCY SERVICES
Traditional supply chains typically include a number of stages: (1) raw material or
component parts suppliers; (2) manufacturers; (3) wholesalers or distributors; (4) retailers; and

(5) customers, as shown in Figure 1. The needs of customers and the roles of each stage will,
however, determine the appropriate supply chain in a given situation. The objective of every
supply chain should be to maximize the overall value generated, represented by the difference in
the final value of the product or service delivered to the customer and the effort expended
throughout the supply chain in responding to that customer’s needs.
Figure 1 – Traditional Supply Chain



The success of a supply chain is typically determined in terms of supply chain
profitability, or the total profit that is shared across all supply chain stages. From this
perspective, the greater the profitability the more successful a supply chain would be considered.
Analysis of appropriate supply chains for the delivery of emergency services requires a radical
shift in mindset. This paradigm shift goes beyond that required as we move from consideration
of supply chains dominated by for-profit entities to those comprised of non-profit organizations,
and must incorporate consideration of the mission-critical public safety services provided by
emergency service organizations.
From the field of strategic management we recognize the importance of gaining and
sustaining a competitive advantage. Figure 2 illustrates the role of resources and capabilities in
contributing to distinctive competencies that influence strategies that contribute to competitive
advantage and consequently to financial performance. According to this model a fire department
would utilize such tangible resources as land, fire stations, apparatus, equipment and materials,
along with intangible resources such as the knowledge and skills of its members and its
reputation within the local and larger emergency service communities coupled with its
capabilities to put these resources to productive use, to produce distinctive competencies that
enable it to respond to emergency situations in a manner that meets the expectations of its
internal and external stakeholders while aligning with its organizational mission and standing
priorities of life safety, incident stabilization and property conservation.
Figure 2 – Elements of Competitive Advantage



The nature of the delivery of emergency services dictates that the traditional supply chain
model, and the stream of processing that it incorporates, must be modified significantly. While
contemporary emergency service organizations routinely engage in non-emergency activities
such as training, preplanning buildings, inspecting buildings, and delivering public education
presentations, the vast majority of their work involves mission-critical response to emergency
incidents. The characteristics of the services that these organizations deliver include: time
sensitive services; immediate service consumption; varying transaction volumes; unscheduled
service delivery; intangible deliverables; customized services; and labor-intensive services.
The customers, or recipients of the services provided by emergency service
organizations, have an array of expectations with respect to the services that they will receive
including: accessibility; responsiveness; timeliness; effectiveness; efficiency; consistency;
completeness; professionalism; and courtesy. Meeting and exceeding these expectations can
prove challenging for contemporary emergency service organizations and has precipitated
discussions in many communities about investigating new organizing and service delivery
strategies including: consolidations; mergers; and regionalization.
These discussions relate directly to the essential issue of achieving a strategic fit between
the supply chain and the strategies pursued in the interest of achieving organizational mission
and fully responding to the emergency service needs of a community. The three basic steps to
achieving strategic fit are: (1) understanding the customer and supply chain uncertainty; (2)
understanding the supply chain capabilities; and (3) achieving strategic fit. Several of the
attributes normally considered in understanding the customer: the quality of the product needed;
the service level needed; and the response time that customers are willing to tolerate, are of
utmost importance given the nature of emergency service delivery.
Demand uncertainty is a given in emergency services and thus presents significant
challenges with respect to physically locating emergency services facilities and determining
appropriate and necessary staffing levels. The use of automatic and mutual aid from surrounding
response agencies often proves invaluable in managing the fluctuating demand for services
without building excessive and prohibitively costly human resource, apparatus and equipment
cadres that at times would experience significant slack or downtime.

Understanding the supply chain, the second step in achieving a strategic fit, provides
insights regarding how a supply chain must function in the interest of meeting its customer’s
needs and expectations. The time-sensitive, mission-critical services provided by emergency
service organizations result in a compressed supply chain. When a resident experiences a fire in
their home, they place a call to the appropriate 9-1-1 Center where call takers and dispatchers
promptly receive the call, solicit pertinent information, advise residents to leave the house, and
dispatch the fire department and other appropriate response agencies.
The fire department responds to the incident scene, where an Incident Commander
evaluates the situation and formulates appropriate strategic goals, consistent with incident
management priorities, and implements the necessary tactics to achieve these strategic goals and
effectively, efficiently and safely bring the situation under control. The success of the fire
department in doing so is in large part determined by its resources, capabilities and resulting
distinctive competencies. Figure 3 presents the supply chain for the above fire department
response.
Figure 3 – Fire Department Response Supply Chain

When someone living in, working in or traveling through a community becomes injured
or experiences a medical condition requiring treatment and/or transport the process, as with a fire
emergency, begins with calling the local 9-1-1 Center. In addition to soliciting pertinent
information, if the Communication Center staff is properly trained in Emergency Medical
Dispatch (EMD) protocols, they may provide life-saving instructions to the caller for use until
the time that emergency medical services (EMS) personnel arrive on the scene. Depending on
the community, its available emergency medical services resources and the patient’s needs, the
emergency medical services response will consist of some combination of basic life support
(BLS) and advanced life support (ALS).
Unlike the fire scenario above, where all fire department services are rendered on the
incident scene, emergency medical services calls usually involve the transport of the patient to a
hospital or trauma center, once again based on system capabilities and patient condition and
medical needs. An appropriate supply chain for an emergency medical services call is thus
portrayed in Figure 4. Once again the resources, capabilities and resulting distinctive
competencies of the emergency medical services system are instrumental in patient outcomes.
Figure 4 – Emergency Medical Services Response Supply Chain



A similar supply chain could be developed for the delivery of law enforcement services.
The first component in such a supply chain would, as with fire and emergency medical
emergencies, involve calling a 9-1-1 Center. The second stage would involve an appropriate
response based on the reported situation. The third stage would vary based on the specifics of
the situation, with some situations where the incident terminates through resolution on the
incident scene and others that involve transport of involved actors.
An important caveat to the above models which appear and are fairly simplistic, is that
the initial response that is dispatched in terms of apparatus, equipment, human resources, and
specialized resources will be appropriate and proportionate to reported conditions. The response
will be “rightsized” based on the incident scene evaluation conducted by emergency response
personnel.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The importance of emergency service organizations, elected and appointed officials, and
community leaders ensuring that appropriate emergency service resources are in place to respond
to an increasing array of emergency incidents cannot be overstated. Through understanding
community needs and expectations, appropriate resources, capabilities and distinctive
competencies can be established. Fully understanding the unique supply chain involved in the
effective, efficient and safe provision of emergency services must be the starting point in
ensuring emergency service organization readiness to meet and exceed stakeholder expectations.
It is the desire of the authors that this conceptual paper will provide insights to practitioners as
well as encourage further related research, including case studies and empirical research.
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Abstract
To ensure high outgoing product quality and to reduce the cost of scrapping good products, repetitive
testing is a common practice in the final testing stage of a chip manufacturing. Decisions on setting
initial lot size and the number of testing repetitions is crucial to the effectiveness of the testing
process. The task of setting the retest rule is often difficult in practical situations due to uncertainties
in both incoming product quality and testing equipment condition. In this paper, we investigate a
repetitive testing process where the testing equipment may shift randomly from a normal state to an
inferior state and, correspondingly, testing result may result in different testing errors. We develop a
cost model that helps us to find optimal decisions on setting retesting rule. Through analyzing our
model and designed numerical experiments, we will discuss effects of testing system parameters,
such as, incoming product defective rate, testing equipment shift rate, and testing errors, as well as
decision parameters on system performance. The outcome of this research may potentially provide
practical insights for designing efficient repetitive testing system.
Key words: Testing process Design, Repetitive Testing, Random Testing Equipment Shift.

1. Introduction and Literature Review
The final chip testing process is crucial stage in ensuring high outgoing product quality in
semiconductor manufacturing. Design an effective chop testing process is difficult. It needs to
assess conformance of multiple characteristics of outgoing products to their standards (See for
example Raouf, Jain and Sathe (1983)), at the same time, to keep costs in testing, scrapping
conforming products, and passing non-conforming products low. In order to achieve high outgoing
product quality, a repetitive testing process is often used to reduce testing errors. However, chip
testing needs expensive automatic testing equipment, repetitive testing increases testing related costs.
This research is a continuation of our earlier paper (Ding and Gong (2008)) published in
European Journal of Operational Research in the direction of considering more realistic type II
testing errors caused by testing equipment uncertainties. The investigated the (P2) repetitive testing
process that repetitively testing rejected products that failed the previous testing cycle. That is, only
the products that have failed previous testing cycles will be retested in the next cycle and, at the end
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of testing cycles, those products that failed all predetermined testing cycles will be classified as
defectives. (Ding, Greenberg and Matsuo (1998) [2] showed that, under most of practical
assumptions for incoming product quality level and testing equipment accuracy, as those assumed in
Jaraidi et. al. (1987) [4], the process that retests the rejected items is more effective than the one that
retests the accepted items.) Ding and Gong (2008) developed a quantitative model to determine
optimal levels on batch size and the number of testing repetitive cycles that minimizes the costs in
test operations, testing equipment setup and costs of type I testing errors, under that assumption that
the testing equipment may shift from normal to abnormal status over time. The paper, however,
assumes that the type II testing errors corresponding to both in-control and out-of-control testing
equipment equal zero to avoid complexity in quantitative model analysis. This simplification may
restrict area of application of the research since type II errors do exist and should not be ignored in
applications. In this research, we study a repetitive testing process of which testing equipment may
make both type I and type II testing errors corresponding to its in-control and out-of control states.
To limit the volume of this paper, readers are refer to (Ding and Gong (2008)) for more
comprehensive review of related literature.As a summary, this paper we investigate a repetitive
testing process where the testing equipment may shift over time and, as a result, may cause different
levels of type I and type II testing errors corresponding the different testing equipment states. We
develop a quantitative model to determine optimal levels on batch size and on the number of
repetitions for the testing process. By using the established model, we examine the effects of testing
equipment shift rate, testing types, and the testing and quality related costs on system performance
and on the optimal decisions.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the model setting and
notation to be used in developing the cost model for the testing process. In section 3, we use
numerical analysis to examine the effects of testing equipment shift and type II testing error on total
system cost and decision parameters. Finally, a concluding remark is given in section 4.
2. Model Description and Formulation
In this section, we will describe the process of repetitive testing and testing equipment to be used in
the testing process in the following contexts.
The Testing process: Consider an automatic 100% screening repetitive testing process with N
repetitive testing cycles. The testing process begins with an initial batch of Q products
predetermined by the decision maker at the beginning of the testing process. The testing process is
described as following: In the first testing cycle, all Q products will be tested. A product passing a
test cycle is classified as a conforming product; otherwise, a rejected product by a testing cycle will
be re-tested in the next testing cycle, or be classified as a defective and be discarded if all N testing
cycles have been completed. Testing operations are assumed continuously without interruption
(testing equipment setup) as soon as it is started.
Testing equipment: The testing equipment is assumed to have two-performance states: normal
and abnormal. At the beginning of the testing process, a setup is performed to adjust the testing
equipment to the normal state. The automatic testing process assumes that the testing equipment
condition is non observable and there will be no equipment setup during the entire testing process.
However, equipment condition may be shifted randomly to the abnormal state and once it is shifted,
it will remain in the state until remaining testing cycles are completed. The assumption is reasonable
in semiconductor testing process where highly automated testing equipment runs almost continuously.
The testing equipment condition is not known to the operator until the testing process is stopped and
2
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machine condition is checked. We assume that the testing equipment shifts randomly following a
Geometric distribution of the number of testing operations performed. That is, the testing equipment
may shift to an abnormal state with a fixed probability after performing each testing operation
(Similar assumption was used in Porteus (1986)). Two types of testing errors (type I and type II)
corresponding to both equipment statues (in-control and out-of-control) are assumed.
Decisions: Two decision variables are considered in designing an effective testing process
described above: i) initial testing batch size; ii) the number of repetitive testing cycles. A large batch
size helps a lower cost on equipment setup but will lead to poor outgoing product quality since it will
lead to longer abnormal testing time. Similarly, a large number of repetitions would reduce the
chance of scrapping conforming products but also result in high testing cost. In this paper, we seek
to determine the decision variables that maximize the total payoffs from the testing process. The
total payoff is calculated by subtracting costs on testing, equipment setup, and opportunity loss
caused by accepting non-conforming products from the total revenue to be generated.
In order to formulate the system into a quantitative model, we define the following notations.
p the nonconforming product rate in the incoming batch of products
N the number of repetitive testing cycles to be used in testing each batch (a decision variable)
Q the initial testing batch size (a decision variable).
The performance measurements to be considered in our model are as follows:
w revenue to be generated for each conforming item passes the testing process
c cost of performing test operation on one product
cs cost of one testing equipment setup
cβ cost of accepting a non-conforming item
In addition, we will also use the following notation in model formulation.
the total number of products to be (re)-tested at the beginning of the nth testing cycle, n =
1, 2,…, N. Q(1) = Q.
Qα(n) the number of conforming products rejected in the nth testing cycle, n = 0, 1, 2,…, N.
Where Qα(0) denotes the number of conforming items in the initial batch of Q items.
Qβ(n) the number of nonconforming products rejected in the nth testing cycle, n = 0, 1, 2,…, N.
Where Qβ(0) denotes the non-conforming items in the initial batch of Q items.

Q(n)

Due to the uncertainties in the rate of defective in the initial batch of the products and testing
outcomes, except for Q(1), all Q(n), Qα(n) and Qβ(n), n = 1, 2, 3, …, N, are random variables. The
expectation of Q(n) can be expressed as
E(Q(1)) = E(Qα(0)+Qβ(0))= Q(1) = Q
E(Q(n)) = E(Qα(n–1)+Qβ(n–1)), for n > 1.
The model is to maximize the total expected payoff E(P(Q, N)) corresponding to each incoming
product that is determined by subtracting expected costs on i) testing equipment setup; ii) the testing;
and iii) the opportunity cost due to accepting non-conforming products from the expected total
revenue generated from conforming products passed the testing process.

3
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N
1⎛
⎛
⎞⎞
E(P(Q, N)) = Q ⎜w[(1–p)Q – E(Qα(N))] – ⎜cs+ c ∑ E(Q(n)) + cβ(pQ− E(Qβ(N)))⎟ ⎟
⎝
⎝
⎠⎠
n=1
N
N
1⎛
⎞
= [w(1–p)–c –cβ p] – Q⎜cs + ∑ anE(Qα(n)) + ∑ bnE(Qβ(n))⎟
⎝
⎠
n=1
n=1
where an = bn = c, for n < N–1, and aN = w, bN = –cβ.

(2.1)

E(Qα(n) and E(Qβ(n)), for n = 1, 2, …, N in the above model (2.1) are functions of initial testing
batch size, parameters of testing equipment shift rate, and type I and type testing errors.
We are able to derive, after a lengthy mathematical derivation, that E(Qα(n) and E(Qβ(n)) can to
be calculated recursively. The expressions of the recursive relationships as well as derivation have
been omitted here in the paper to limitation of the paper size. Interested readers are encouraged to
contact the author for detailed derivation and related results.
3. Numerical Experiments
Numerous examples have been tested for various issues relating effects of incoming product quality,
testing equipment shift rate and type I and type II testing errors on system performance and optimal
decision parameters. In this section, we would like to present some of them.
Effects of Type II Testing Errors on System Performance. The following Figure A and B show
the Changes in Expected total system payoff when the probability of Type II Testing Errors changes
from a 0.02 to 0.18 under different testing equipment shift rates. Different curves in the Figure
corresponding to different incoming quality levels.
Figure B. ν = 0.10
Figure A. ν = 0.02
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The rest of the system parameters used in the examples are
Process Parameters
αG
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0
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0

c
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Cost Parameter
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cβ
$20

$50

r
$10

The results show the type II testing error will have fairly significant impact on system performance,
especially, when the testing equipment shift rate in large.
Effects of System Parameters on the Optimal Number of Testing Repetitive. The following three
Figures show the optimal number of repetitive testing cycles under different testing equipment
condition shift rate. Most of the numerical experiment show that the optimal number of testing cycle
4
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repetitiveness is between 1 and 3. Two observations can be made from the figures. i) The defective
rate in the incoming lot and type II errors caused by testing equipment has a joint effect on the
optimal number of testing repetitive. An increase in type II testing error and defective rate lead to a
smaller number of the testing repetitiveness, which may be explained by an overall reduction on
testing operations. ii) The curves in the figures that divide the number of repetitiveness move
downward as the shift rate of testing equipment condition increases. The above explanation can be
verified by the next three figures, with the value in the table represent the optimal initial batch size
(where 300 is set as the upper limit in the experiments.)
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4. Conclusion
The research establishes a quantitative framework of repetitive testing process with fairly general
system setting. The research result may provide practitioners with useful information in designing an
efficient testing process.
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INTRODUCTION
Most multistage production systems are characterized by yield variability at
each stage. Past research has addressed the issue of yield variability in the context of
production planning, with greater emphasis given to serial production systems. As
such, given the yield variability in multistage systems the issue is to find the
production levels that should be maintained in order to meet demand and at the same
time minimize production costs (Lee and Yano, 1988; Tang, 1990; Akella et al., 1992,
Wein, 1992; Denardo and Lee, 1996; Denardo and Tang, 1997; Hwang and Singh,
1998; Gaglioppa et al., 2008).
Yield losses, in general, result in an increase of production cost due to rework
and product scrapping. As a result, firms frequently make investments to improve the
yield of their production systems. The problem in a multistage system becomes more
interesting, as the firm must allocate its capital resources for yield improvement to a
number of production stages.
Hadjinicola and Soteriou (2003) present a model that allocates the limited
capital resources of the firm to the various stages of a multistage production system in
order to improve the yield of the production stages and, at the same time, minimize
the annual cost incurred from defects. Their model considers the interplay of four
factors on the allocation of capital resources. These factors are: (1) the current mean
yield of the production stages, (2) the cost of achieving the yield improvement at each
production stage, (3) the cost incurred to the firm from a defect observed at each
1
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production stage, and (4) the annual number of products processed at each production
stage.
In general, the results show that a production stage which processes a large
number of products and exhibits low cost for implementing the yield improvement,
low mean yield, and high cost incurred to the firm from defects observed at this
production stage, tends to be a candidate for a higher yield improvement. This implies
that more capital resources should be allocated to this production stage.
One important factor that was not taken into consideration in the Hadjinicola
and Soteriou (2003) study was the variability of yield. Their model assumes that each
production stage is characterized by an average yield. However, production stages
with highly variable yields should affect the decision to allocate capital resources for
yield improvements. For example, do you allocate more resources to production
stages characterized with higher yield variability? What is the interplay between yield
variability and the mean of the distribution when making production improvements?
Under what conditions is yield variability a more influential factor than low mean
yield, when making production improvement decisions?
This paper extends the work by Hadjinicola and Soteriou (2003) in four ways.
First, it takes into consideration yield variability in the allocation of resources for
improving the stages of a multistage production system. Second, it allocates capital
resources for yield improvements in a multi-product environment. Third, it
incorporates in the model a minimum yield that the production stage should have,
after yield improvement has been implemented. Fourth, the model incorporates the
order that a particular production stage has in the production sequence, thus capturing
the effect of the sequence on the allocation of capital resources for yield
improvements.
MODEL FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In the model formulation, we use the following notation, in which we refer to
both semi-completed and completed products as simply products:
yij: Yield of production stage i for product j. Yield is a random variable following
some distribution f(yij). It is implied that 0 ≤ yij ≤1. i=1,…,N and j=1,…,K.
cij:

Expected cost incurred from a defect of product j at production stage i. This
production cost is a function of the order (Sij) that production stage i has in the
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sequence of production of product j. Furthermore, the expected cost is also a
function of the yield variability (σij) of product j at stage i.That is, cij=c(Sij, σij).
nij: Annual number of units of product j, processed at production stage i. In
multistage production systems, not all stages process the same number of
products.
N:

Number of production stages in the multistage production system.

K:

Number of different products processed by the multistage production system.

AC: Annual expected cost incurred from defects observed in all production stages.
B:

Budget available for improving the yield of the production stages.

hij:

A parameter that characterizes the investment needed to improve the yield loss,
1-yij, at production stage i for product j. This parameter characterizes the
cost/yield trade-off. Examples in practice leading to the estimation of this
parameter can be the use of a higher grade raw material, which improves the
yield or the use of a new handling system that reduces the breakage of products.

εij:

The remaining percentage of the initial yield loss (1-yij) after improvement in
yield has been established. In other words, 1-εij represents the percentage
improvement or reduction in the initial yield loss at production stage i for
product j. It follows that 0 ≤ εij ≤ 1. As a result, a small value of εij implies a
high yield improvement at production stage i for product j.

Consider an arbitrary production stage i of a multistage production system operating
in steady state. The annual expected number of defects to occur in stage i producing
all, or a subset of the K products is given by:

As a result, the annual expected cost incurred from all defects observed in stage i
equals to:

Aggregating over all production stages, the annual expected cost incurred from
defects observed in all production stages is given by:

Let Yij be the mean yield at production stage i for product j. This is given by:
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For the general case of a multistage production system, the equation that
minimizes the annual expected cost incurred from defects observed in all production
stages is given by:

subject to

The first condition of the above program represents the budget constraint of
the firm. The budget is to be allocated among the various production stages in order to
improve their yield. In the above program, the decision variables εij, i=1,…,N,
j=1,…,K, capture the yield improvement of stage i for product j, since small values of
εij imply a large percentage reduction in the initial yield loss, 1-yij, of stage i for
product j. The cost for improving the yield loss at production stage i from 1-yij to
εij(1-yij) is equal to hij[(1/εij)-1]. It is evident from this cost function, that small values
of εij require a lot of capital resources for the respective yield improvement to be
achieved. Also note that the budget allocated to improve the yield of production stage
i for product j, is a non-linear function of εij. The reason for using such a formulation
is to capture the fact that an additional reduction in the yield loss will require more
capital resources than an equivalent reduction previously implemented. This known
concept is found in the economics literature, often referred to as diminishing marginal
returns (McCloskey, 1985). The second constraint ensures that the resulting mean
yield, after improving a production stage, is greater than a lower bound.
Preliminary results obtained from the solution of the model show that stages
with high yield variability absorb a higher proportion of the capital resources
allocated for yield improvement. As the variability of the yield increases, the amount
allocated to this stage for yield improvement increases. The interplay between low
yield and low yield variability is contrasted with high yield and high yield variability
also points to interesting results. It appears that yield variability plays a more
important factor in the decision to allocate resources for yield improvement than the
level of yield in the various stages. In addition, we observe that the order that a
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production stage has in the production sequence of a particular product affects the
allocation of resources. Production stages used at later times in the production
sequence appear to absorb more resources for yield improvements. This occurs since
a defect occurring in later production stages may result in rework or scrap requiring
more cost as more value has been added to the product in earlier production stages.
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A Means-End Framework of Customer Relational Benefits in China

ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to explore the means-end nature of customer
relational benefits in China. After analyzing 30 laddering interviews with
consumers conducted in Shanghai, we extract six relationship attributes, eight
relationship consequences, and six relationship values. Then, these twenty
elements are incorporated into a means-end hierarchy of customer relational
benefits in China. Finally, managerial and academic implications were also
discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Since the concept of relationship marketing was introduced in the 1980s (Barnes,
2001), few scholars have viewed it as a kind of paradigm shift from the transactional
orientation to relational orientation (Grönroos, 1994). In the early stages of
relationship marketing, relevant studies focus on the effect of a long-term relationship
on business success (Morgan and Hunt, 1994; Heskett, Sasser, and Schlesinger, 1997;
Lemon, White, and Winer, 2002). However, the business relationship should be
beneficial not only to the companies but also to the customers. Several supported the
latter point of view (e.g., Gwinner, Gremler, and Bitner, 1998; Reynolds and Beatty,
1999; Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, and Gremler, 2002), and understanding what benefits
customers receive from business relationships is recognized to be quite helpful to
customer relationship management.
In the extant literature, Gwinner et al. (1998) suggest that customers are willing to
maintain long-term exchanges with firms due to a number of customer relational
benefits (CRBs), including confidence and social and special treatment benefits.
Although the classification of customer relational benefits has been studied,
reexamination of this issue will contribute to the progress of research and commercial
applications (e.g., Reynolds and Beatty, 1999; Patterson and Smith, 2001;
Hennig-Thurau et al., 2002). On the other hand, past studies on customer relational
benefits mostly utilized consumer samples in North America. However, a relationship
itself is dependent on the culture, and the cultural context leads to differences of
interpersonal exchange patterns within each culture (Triandis, 1995). Thus,
relationship marketing may represent different meanings in the different cultures
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(Palmer, 1997). In this study, we attempt to explore the nature of customer relational
benefits in China. The importance of relationship marketing in China has been
emphasized in prior research (e.g., Wong and Chan, 1999). Since the Chinese culture
is typically characterized by “guanxi” (Tsang, 1998; Wong, 1998), the strategies of
relationship marketing may differ from those in the Western countries. We believe
that research in a non-Western culture (e.g., Chinese culture) will help expand the
current interpretations of customer relational benefits and the practical applications of
cross-national relationship marketing.
Essentially, customers develop and maintain long-term relationships with firms not
only to receive particular positive consequences (i.e., customer relational benefits,
Gwinner et al., 1988; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2000) but also to achieve their life goals
(Bagozzi, 1995). According to means-end theory (Gutman, 1982, 1984; Reynolds and
Gutman, 1988), consumers choose certain goods or services in order to pursue their
achievement of goals. Therefore, hierarchical analysis of means-end chains from
attributes to consequences to values will be able to explain the linkages between
goods/services and their personal meanings (Reynolds and Gutman, 1988; Olson and
Reynolds, 1983; Valette-Florence and Rapacchi, 1991). In this paper, we believe that
such an approach to exploring the underlying structure of customer relational benefits
will help to uncover the origins of various relational benefits and bring to light the
relationships between customer benefits and personal values through means-end
analysis.
The objectives of this study were to explore the means-end nature of customer
relational benefits in China and construct a hierarchical value map for those benefits.
The value hierarchy reflects consumers’ decision to maintain a long-term relationship
with a service provider. In the following section, literature on relationship marketing,
customer relational benefits and means-end chain theory is briefly reviewed. Then, we
describe our research methodology and study findings. Finally, research conclusions,
managerial implications, research limitations and suggestions are discussed.
LITERATURE REVIEW
1. Relationship Marketing in China
Since the concept of relationship marketing has been proposed, it has drawn attention
from marketing researchers and practitioners. In the beginning, relationship marketing
focused on firm marketing behaviors. For example, Morgan and Hunt (1994) defined
relationship marketing as “all marketing activities directed toward establishing,
2
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developing, and maintaining successful relational exchanges (p. 22).” In addition to
the supplier perspective, a number of scholars have also centered on relationship
marketing in consumer markets (e.g., Sheth and Parvatiyar, 1995) and paid attention
to consumer willingness to become a relational partner with a company (Gwinner et
al., 1998; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2000).
It is commonly acknowledged that the relationship itself depends on the culture
(Palmer, 1997). The difference seems more obvious between Western and Chinese
society. According to Ambler (1994), the Chinese believe that a successful long-term
relationship should be developed first, and then transactions follow; whereas the
Westerners tend to make transactions first, and a relationship may be established if the
transactions are successful. In Chinese society, relationship is identical to the term
“guanxi,” which represents social interactions, relationships, or connections at either
the interpersonal or social level (Tsang, 1998; Wong, 1998). Although it is not a
specific phenomenon for every society to establish or continue relationships, the
Chinese make guanxi more subtle and complex than Westerners (Ambler, 1994; Tsang,
1998). Thus, a number of studies have started to investigate how to conduct
successful relationship marketing in Chinese society (e.g., Yau, Lee, Chow, Sin, and
Tse, 2000; Wong and Chan, 1999).
Firms that received superior benefits from their partnership may show their
commitment to the relationship (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). Davies et al. (1995)
investigated the benefits of guanxi by utilizing 150 usable responses from 1000
Chinese executives in Hong Kong and found that guanxi can smooth business
transactions and provide sources of information and resources. Thus, guanxi may
result in a kind of sustained competitive advantage in China (Tsang, 1998). More
importantly, the relational paradigm of marketing recognizes that both parties of the
business exchange are able to cooperate with each other and benefit from the
relationship (Bagozzi, 1995; Chang and Ding, 1998). However, the reason for
customer willingness to maintain a long-term relationship remains unknown.
Although prior studies have investigated relationship marketing in Chinese society,
most of them applied the supplier perspective (e.g., Gu, Hung and Tse, 2008; Leung et
al., 2005), leading to a knowledge gap of relationship marketing from the Chinese
customer’s perspective.
In this study, we attempt to fill this gap by addressing the issue of customer relational
benefits, which refer to those positive outcomes resulted from a customer’s active
relationship development with a company (Gwinner et al., 1998). Due to the different
3
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relationship beliefs existing in Western and Chinese culture (Ambler, 1994), Chinese
consumers may possess more active motivations to establish and maintain long-term
relationships with companies in pursuit of certain physical or psychological benefits.
Since the Chinese market is becoming attractive to foreign companies, understanding
a Chinese consumer’s decision to enter the guanxi with a company contributes to the
implementation of marketing strategies and resource allocation for those firms that
attempt to enter the relation-oriented market.
2. Customer Relational Benefits
Although it is important for firms to establish and maintain relationships with
customers, consumers may also actively search for long-term relationships with
companies. Bendapudi and Berry (1997) identified two patterns of relationship that a
consumer maintains with a firm. One is called “constraint-based relationship
maintenance” which occurs from a customer’s dependence on a company due to
social, psychological, or economy-related costs. The other is “dedication-based
relationship maintenance” derived from a customer’s trust in and willingness to rely
on the relationship partner. The latter generates customer relational benefits which
primarily emerge from the transaction relationship itself (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2002).
In service industries, customer relational benefits are defined as “those benefits
customers receive from long-term relationships above and beyond the core service
performance” (Gwinner et al., 1998, p102). Those benefits can exist in different levels
regarding relationship exchange parties: the personal-level benefits result from a
customer and an employee, the company-level benefits occur between a customer and
a company, and the brand-level benefits exist between a consumer and a certain brand
(Hennig-Thurau et al., 2000).
With respect to the dimensionality of customer relational benefits, Barnes (2001)
mentions a number of dimensions about relationships on the basis of social
psychology and his efforts on consumer research, such as the trust/confidence aspect
(trust, keeping of promises, ethics, etc.), social aspect (provision of social support,
familiarity, community and the like), and practical/economical aspect (commitment,
getting preferential treatment, cooperation and so on). Also, Berry (1995) emphasizes
two kinds of relational benefits that customers receive in a long-term business
relationship, including risk-reducing benefits and social benefits. Recently, Gwinner
et al. (1998) conducted both qualitative and quantitative studies to investigate
relational benefits in service markets from the customer’s perspective. After
factor-analyzing a total of 299 usable data, Gwinner et al. (1998) concluded three
kinds of customer relational benefits, including confidence benefits, social benefits,
4
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and special treatment benefits. First, confidence benefits represent that a consumer
can reduce a great deal of uncertainty in long-term transactions and establish the trust
or confidence of service providers. Second, social benefits refer to interpersonal
relationships resulting from a long-term service encounter between consumers and
service personnel. Finally, special treatment benefits involve better prices or extra
services which firms offer to regular customers.
In summary, prior studies have presented similar classifications and contents of
customer relational benefits. Although researchers have paid more attention to
customer relational benefits from the customer perspective, the issue of customer
relational benefits still remained at the consequence level of means-end chains
(Reynolds and Gutman, 1988). Moreover, customers treated the long-term
relationships as a means to fulfill their goals (Bagozzi, 1995). Insights from
means-end theory reveal that the relational characteristics producing these relational
benefits and the meanings derived from relational benefits have not yet been
discussed in extant literature, leading to a gap between academic research and
practical applications of customer relational benefits.
3. A Means-End Framework of Customer Relational Benefits
From the perspective of means-end theory, customers personally give certain
meanings to products or services in their minds, and those meanings correspond to
personal values (Gutman, 1982; Olson and Reynolds, 1983). A means-end chain
represents “how a product or service selection facilitates the achievement of desired
end states” (Gutman, 1982, p60). It is similar to Rosenberg’s (1956) expectancy-value
theory, which insists that a behavior performed by an individual is expected for the
pursuit of certain values. The mean-end methodology is efficiently utilized in
consumer market segmentations, brand positions, communication strategies, and
commercial advertising effect testing (Claeys, Swinnen and Vanden, 1995), as well as
consumer behaviors (e.g., Bagozzi and Dabholkar, 1994; Manyiwa and Crawford,
2002; Pieters, Baumgartner, and Allen, 1995).
As we mentioned previously, customer relational benefits imply those positive
outcomes which resulted from long-term business interaction between customers and
firms and then drive consumers to maintain the relationships. Therefore, consumers
frequently transact with a specific firm to satisfy their needs pertaining to the
long-term relationship and to obtain benefits from the relationship (Hennig-Thurau et
al., 2000). Consistent with the means-end chain approach, those relational benefits,
which are derived from specific properties of the long-term relationship, lead to
5
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achievement of personal goals or values (Reynolds and Gutman, 1988). In the
following, we first present a means-end model serving as our conceptual framework
(see Figure 1) for analyzing and interpreting the cognitive structures of relational
benefits that consumers receive (Gutman, 1984; Reynolds, 1985).

Gutman (1982, 1994) suggests that there are three levels of abstractions identified in a
means-end chain, including attributes, consequences, and values. Attributes refer to
the concrete and abstract characteristics of products/services (Peter and Olson, 1996).
Due to consumer perceptions of either concrete or abstract attributes, consumption
consequences are generated. As for customer relational benefits, relationship
characteristics or attributes serve as the basis of positive consequences which
consumers receive from frequent interactions with a firm. For example, customer
familiarity with employees may be considered an attribute which may produce
relational outcomes. Thus, we identify these fundamental characteristics associated
with customer relational benefits as relationship attributes.
Consequences indicate positive and negative outcomes when goods/services are
purchased or used by consumers (Gutman, 1982). Functional consequences refer to
the tangible performances of using a product or service (e.g., drinking a Coke relieves
one’s thirst), and psycho-social consequences refer to the psychological and social
effects that consumers receive from the utilization of goods/services. Among these
consequences, the desirable outcomes that consumers pursue in the consumption
process are also called benefits (Peter and Olson, 1996). Therefore, customer
relational benefits can be viewed as the positive consequences that customers obtain
from the long-term service relationship. For instance, consumers establish a
friend-like relationship with familiar service employees due to frequent commercial
interaction. The customer-employee fraternity is a kind of positive relationship
consequence (Gwinner et al., 1998).
6
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The most abstract level is values, which refer to enduring beliefs guiding consumer
actions in different contexts (Lai, 1995). Consumers essentially prefer specific
consequences because those consequences facilitate their achievement of important
values (Overby et al., 2004), which are considered important constituents of
relationship marketing (Ravald and Grönroos, 1996). According to Rokeach (1973),
there are two types of human values: terminal values involve beliefs about the
end-state of existence that people strive to attain (e.g., freedom, pleasure or success),
and instrumental values relate to beliefs about the mode of conduct to attain terminal
values (e.g., buying a luxury, or working hard). Therefore, consumers’ regular
patronage of a specific company enables the satisfaction of customers’ intrinsic needs;
that is, consumers treat long-term relationships as a way to achieve their life goals
(Bagozzi, 1995). For example, consumers may develop a friendship with salespersons
through frequent interactions to fulfill their social needs, such as belonging.
METHOD
1. Data Collection
Laddering is a useful technique for collecting means-end data (Reynolds and Gutman,
1988), which can be classified into two types: (1) qualitative or soft laddering using
in-depth interviews (e.g., Gutman, 1982; Overby et al., 2004) and (2) quantitative or
hard laddering using a pencil-and-paper questionnaire (e.g., Walker and Olson, 1991;
ter Hofstede, Audenaert, Steenkamp and Wedel, 1998). Since the present research is
an exploratory investigation of the hierarchy of customer relational benefits in China,
we utilized the laddering interview as the main data-collecting technique.
Two interviewers were trained to conduct all interviews. Each interview lasted 1 hour
to 1.5 hours and was tape-recorded and transcribed for further analysis. Interviewers
focused on respondents’ consumption experiences in the service markets and
encouraged respondents to present numerous means-end elements and ladders
regarding the long-term business relationship. The interview procedure started by
asking interviewees to identify the service providers with which they frequently
transact, followed by more abstract questions in terms of the interviewees’
motivations and feelings in the attempt to develop or maintain the long-term
relationship with the identified service providers. Finally the interviewees were
guided to think and describe the importance of the long-term business relationship to
their lives or self-concepts. In each interview, a question suggested by Reynolds and
Gutman (1988), “why is it important to you,” was frequently asked to uncover and
7
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determine the ladder of abstraction between means-end elements.
2. Sample
We recruited a total of 30 Chinese consumers to participate in our laddering
interviews in Shanghai. Two reasons were addressed to support the appropriateness of
our sample. First, a number of studies revealed that around 30 respondents were
adequate to elicit means-end ladders (e.g., Gutman, 1984; Reynolds and Gutman,
1988). Second, Shanghai is an appropriate city for the present study due to its
commercial and economical representativeness in China (National Bureau of
Statistics of China, 2008).
The participants had a wide range of consumption experiences in the Chinese service
market. They were aged between 20 and 50 years old (mean = 33.77) and included 19
males and 11 females in various careers, such as student, business, information
technology, education, and service sector.
3. Data Analysis
Data analysis in the present study comprised three steps recommended by Reynolds
and Gutman (1988). First, two of the authors serving as independent coders conducted
content analysis on our qualitative laddering data. Before starting to analyze the
interview data, two coders together reviewed the contents of all interviews to clarify
definitions for long-term relationship attributes, benefits, and values. According to
these definitions, each coder independently extracted means-end elements from the
contents. The intercoder reliability was 85% and represented the acceptable reliability
for our result of content analysis (Krippendorf, 1980). Disagreements were resolved
by discussion so that all elements were classified. Analysis indicated that a total of
twenty elements were elicited in this stage, as shown in Appendix 1.
According to twenty means-end elements identified by content analysis, we then
calculated the ladders of means-end structure for each respondent. After computing
the total numbers of means-end ladders from all interviews, we developed an
implication matrix for customer relational benefits and obtained a result of 140 direct
linkages in our means-end framework.
Following the development of the implication matrix, we constructed a hierarchical
value map for customer relational benefits. Reynolds and Gutman (1988) mentioned
that the importance of setting a cutoff was to avoid the influences of redundant
connections and to present the most stable set of value chains in a certain research
8
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theme. They also suggested that researchers can establish different cutoff levels which
permit researchers to evaluate several solutions. Unlike the developed countries,
service industries in China are still growing. We believed that a lower level of cutoff
was helpful to present a more complete overview for customer relational benefits.
Therefore, the cutoff of the present study was set to a level of cutoff = 3 consistent
with Reynolds and Gutman’s (1988) recommendations, and it accounted for 87.14
percent of all the direct relations.
RESULTS
1. Means-end Meanings for the Long-Term Service Relationship
Relationship attributes. Six relationship attributes represent the characteristics of the
long-term relationship that consumers maintained with service providers, including
“sincere treatment from employees (A01),” “improved service quality (A02),”
“history development (A03),” “affinity with service environment (A04),” “familiarity
with service personnel (A05),” and “acquaintance with service procedure (A06).”
Such attributes differed from those in the discrete transaction relationship because
they were developed through customer frequent patronage with the same service
provider. Due to these relationship attributes, consumers can receive numerous
relational benefits from the service firms.
Relationship benefits. Eight relationship benefits refer to customer desirable outcomes
derived from long-term relationship attributes, including “customization (C01),”
“choice simplification (C02),” “social network extension (C03),” “fraternity (C04),”
“special treatment (C05),” “economic gain (C06),” “risk reduction (C07),” and
“information sharing (C08).” Consistent with Gwinner et al.’s (1998) classification,
we classified our relationship consequences into the confidence, social, and special
treatment dimensions. In this study, risk reduction can be viewed as a kind of
confidence benefit; social network extension and fraternity were social benefits;
special treatment benefits comprised the elements of special treatment, economic gain,
and customization. Furthermore, two additional benefits resulted: choice
simplification and information sharing.
Relationship values. Six relationship values represent those enduring beliefs that
regular customers hold regarding continuous service relationship, including
“self-esteem (V01),” “safety/security (V02),” “interpersonal harmony (V03),”
“belonging (V04),” “pragmatism (V05),” and “being economical (V06).” These
relationship values underlying positive consequences of the long-term relationship
9
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encouraged consumers to maintain their frequent interactions with and develop their
loyalty to the service providers. In particular, certain relationship values were
extracted in line with traditional values in Chinese society, such as guanxi harmony
(Wong and Chan, 1999).

2. Hierarchical Representation of Customer Relational Benefits in China
In Figure 2, we generated fifteen complete attribute-consequence-value (ACV) chains
for the long-term service relationship. These chains represented regular customers’
perceptual orientations for their decision-making in the long-term service relationship.
In the following, we first discuss the dominant ACV linkages for relational benefits
consistent with Gwinner et al.’s (1998) work, and then we present two additional
value chains for another two benefits that we found in this study.
For the confidence benefit (i.e., risk reduction), the connection of “improved service
quality risk reduction safety/security” is the most dominant. It reflected that risk
reduction was primarily rooted in the attribute of improved service quality which
represents the reliability of service performance and professional skill. Regular
10
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patronage can lower uncertainties or anxieties within a business transaction. Thus, a
customer will trust the long-term service provider who provides excellent services and
in turn gives customers a sense of safety and security.
Pertaining to social benefits (i.e., social network extension and fraternity), analysis
shows that three means-end chains for social network extension led to different
relationship values: (1) “familiarity with service personnel social network extension
self-esteem,” (2) “familiarity with service personnel social network extension
interpersonal harmony,” and (3) “familiarity with service personnel social network
extension fraternity belonging.” These links revealed that familiarity with service
personnel was fundamental for developing a long-term social bond with the service
provider. Chinese customers can receive respect or ‘face’ from the service provider
and remain harmonious in their social network. On the other hand, the element of
social network extension can develop an advanced benefit, fraternity. Commercial
friendship in the service market has been found to be important (Price and Arnould,
1999). Regular customers were able to obtain the feeling of belonging from this
friend-like affection.
For special treatment benefits (i.e., special treatment, economic gain, and
customization), only special treatment and customization had complete ACV chains.
First, the linkage of “familiarity with service personnel special treatment
self-esteem” indicated that customers may often obtain some special treatment from
their familiar service employees, such as service priority. When attaining those extra
services, the feelings of being respected will arise. Second, two chains were important
for customization: (1) “history development customization pragmatism” and (2)
“history development customization risk reduction safety/security.” As transaction
frequencies increase, the service provider can accumulate customers’ transaction
records and service preferences, and in turn, those customer data can help the service
provider to offer fast and exact services to their customers. Therefore, customization
can result in transactional efficiency for regular customers. On the other hand, the
tailored services based on prior service history will reduce customers’ uncertainties,
and in turn, enhance their confidence toward the needed services.
Finally, we also presented the perceptual orientations of the other two benefits; that is,
choice simplification and information sharing. First, the linkage of “affinity with
service environment choice simplification pragmatism” was dominant for choice
simplification. It revealed that choice simplification can help frequent patrons to save
their time and energy with respect to decision making or product searching by means
11
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of customers’ well-developed knowledge about the service environment, shopping
routes, and product locations. Thus, simplifying consumption choices reflected
customers’ pragmatic tendency toward decision making processes. Second, we still
sketched the value chain for this new element although it lacks a complete ACV chain
for informational benefits. The connection of “familiarity with service personnel
social network extension information sharing self-esteem” indicated that the benefit
of information sharing was derived from the social interaction with service employees
with whom customers were very familiar. Giving regular patrons more information
than the other customers in advance will make them feel more respected and enhance
their self-esteem.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Conclusion
The primary objective of this study was to utilize a means-end framework (Gutman,
1984; Reynolds and Gutman, 1988) of relationship attributes – relationship
consequences – relationship values to analyze customer relational benefits in a
relation-oriented society (i.e., China). This framework explains the reasons why
customers actively maintain a long-term relationship with a specific service provider.
A total of 30 Chinese consumers in Shanghai were selected to participate in our
laddering interviews, which were further used to construct a means-end hierarchy of
customer relational benefits in China.
Although extant literature has paid attention to customer relational benefits (Gwinner
et al., 1998; Hennig-Thurau et al., 2000), recent studies have focused on the
relationship between customer relational benefits and consumer loyalty
(Hennig-Thurau et al., 2002; Patterson and Smith, 2001). However, the research scope
of customer relational benefits remained limited, especially for cross-cultural
investigation. In this study, we utilized a different approach (i.e., means-end chain)
to re-construct the structure of customer relational benefits. In addition, this study also
found six relationship attributes and six relationship values. Those elements were
incorporated into several means-end chains for the hierarchical representation of
customer relational benefits. These chains reflect consumers’ cognitive perceptions of
their decisions to enter into and maintain a long-term relationship with service firms.
Among these value chains, two linkages were the most dominant. One is “improved
service quality risk reduction safety/security,” and the other is “affinity with service
environment choice simplification pragmatism.”
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2. Managerial Implications
Our findings have a number of managerial implications for service practitioners. First,
our value hierarchy of customer relational benefits should contribute to the
implementation of customer relationship management in China, especially in
restaurants, hairdressing, and shopping. This article goes beyond the existing
classifications of customer relational benefits (Gwinner et al., 1998) to explore how
these benefits emerge from the long-term transactions and link to consumer values
and shopping goals. Such knowledge implies a value-oriented strategy for customer
relationship management to facilitate customers to maintain the relationship in service
industries.
On the other hand, service personnel play an important role in maintaining relations
with their customers, especially in the high-contact service industry (Bowen, 1980).
The means-end hierarchy of customer relational benefits can also be applied to service
personnel training. It is crucial for service employees to perform service behaviors
leading to consumer values (e.g., self-esteem) for maintaining the customer
relationship and enhancing customer loyalty.
Finally, past research has revealed that the means-end chain approach can serve as an
important tool for market segmentation. According to our findings, service
practitioners are well aware of the motivations of consumers’ active relationship
maintenance. Therefore, service marketers can utilize the typology and means-end
hierarchy of customer relational benefits to manage their customers. For example,
customers can be classified into pragmatic, risk-aversion, or self-esteem seeking
groups. Service firms are able to provide them with different kinds of relational
benefits to encourage their loyalty.
3. Limitations and Suggestions
Several limitations should be addressed in this study. First, this study aimed at
consumers’ general experiences in the service market but failed to focus on a specific
category of the service industry, such as health care and hair salon. Future research is
encouraged to investigate customer relational benefits in a given service category.
Second, respondents with a wide range of service experiences in Shanghai were
selected to join our interviews. Since an urban sample was used in this study, the
results may not represent the viewpoint of rural consumers in China. Therefore,
service marketers should be careful about interpreting the findings of this study.
Finally, we only collected a total of 30 interviewees in China. Although the sample
was adequate to elicit most means-end elements related to customer relational benefits
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(Reynolds and Gutman, 1988), future research is suggested to verify our hierarchical
relations of customer relational benefits by using hard laddering in a large-scale
survey (ter Hofstede et al., 1998).

Appendix 1. Descriptions of Relationship Attributes, Benefits, and Values
Elements
Definitions
Relationship Attributes
 Sincerity and courtesy that employees express to
 Sincere treatment from employees
 Improved service quality



 History development



 Affinity with service environment



 Familiarity with service personnel
 Acquaintance with service procedure



regular customers.
Better quality service and trustworthy skills/knowledge
that service firms offer to frequent customers.
Service preferences and transaction record which are
accumulated gradually in the long-term relationship.
To attain affinity with product allocations and shopping
routes in the service factory.
To be familiar with the service employees over time.



To be acquainted with the service offerings and
procedures.

Relationship Benefits
 Customization



 Choice simplification



 Social network extension



 Fraternity



 Special treatment



 Economic gain



 Risk reduction



 Information sharing



The tailored offerings that the services firm gives to its
regular customers.
To reduce frequent consumers’ choices and simplify
the decision-making processes.
To extend customers’ social network and make
interpersonal interaction with the service providers.
To develop friendship or share emotions with the
service employees.
To obtain service priority or unique services from the
long-term service providers.
To receive price discounts or extra gifts from the
long-term service providers.
To avoid transactional risks and uncertainties over
time.
Internal message or real-time news that the service firm
sends to regular patrons in advance.

Relationship Values
 Self-esteem
 Safety/security
 Interpersonal harmony
 Belonging
 Pragmatism







 Being economical



Being respected, honorable, and full of pride.
Being confidence toward the services.
Keeping a smooth relationship and harmonious guanxi.
To attain belonging to a group.
To accomplish a commercial transaction in the most
efficient way, including time saving and energy
saving.
To obtain psychological and economic feedback
pertaining to money saving or less payout.
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Governance Mechanisms of Inter-organizational Knowledge Transfer—
A Conceptual Framework
ABSTRACT
This study develops a framework for understanding inter-organizational knowledge
transfer in light of information processing theory. We argue that inter-organizational
knowledge transfer is shaped by the twin problems of knowledge characteristics:
uncertainty and equivocality. Organizations that develop governance mechanisms to
overcome these issues will enjoy superior inter-organizational knowledge transfer
performance. A framework for understanding inter-organizational knowledge is
proposed and conclusions drawn.

INTRODUCTION
Knowledge has become a dominant source of sustainable competitive advantage (Lyles
and Salk, 2007) and capacity development (Teece et al., 1997) for enhancing organizational
performance (Lane et al., 2001) and innovation (Tsai, 2001). Exploitation of knowledge
requires moving it among actors within and between organizations. Inter-organizational
knowledge transfer is a more complex phenomenon in the multifaceted nature of the
boundaries, cultures, and processes and far from easy to achieve (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008).
The nature of knowledge itself is one of the basic and common challenges in inter- and
intra-knowledge transfer and is explored unclearly in related research (Lam, 1997; Szulanski,
1996; van Wijk et al., 2008). Consequently, we argue that a critical task for
inter-organizational knowledge transfer is creating organizational capacities to overcome
barriers caused by knowledge characteristics for achieving predicted performance.
Our current understanding of how the nature of knowledge affects the transfer process
and how the various organizational mechanisms used in knowledge transfer contribute to the
performance of inter-organizational knowledge transfer is still quite limited (Easterby-Smith
et al., 2008). Further, few researchers have focused on the perspective of fit between task
requirements and organizational capacities necessary to achieve performance in
inter-organizational knowledge transfers. We fill this gap using information processing theory.
We propose that organizational performance depends on the fit between the requirements
of knowledge transfer and the capacities of governance structure. The objective of our study is
to identify the capacity of organizations to fit the requirements of the knowledge-transfer
interaction to achieve optimal organizational performance. This involves two steps: (1)
1
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identifying the features of knowledge itself that impede transfer of knowledge and (2)
identifying the governance structures that facilitate inter-organizational knowledge transfer.
We develop a conceptual framework based on information processing theory to carry out
these tasks.
This paper is structured as follows. First, we provide a brief literature overview on
information processing theory and on knowledge transfer. Second, we draw on
information-processing theory to account for the essential problems of knowledge
characteristics in inter-organizational knowledge transfer, and then to develop our conceptual
framework. Third, we identify three requirements of inter-organizational knowledge transfer
and two capacities of governance mechanisms. Finally, we state contributions of our research.
1.0 Theoretical Background
1.1 Informational Processing Theory
Information processing reflects uncertainty (Galbraith, 1977) and equivocality (Daft and
Lengel, 1986) stemming from the diverse activities and differential cognition of actors in
organizational tasks. Organizations may, via variation in the design of organizations, create
sufficient capacities to overcome two problems of information: uncertainty and equivocality
(Daft and Lengel, 1986). Further, the theory consists of three essential components:
information processing requirements (needs), information processing capacities, and the fit
between the two to obtain optimal performance (Galbraith, 1973).
Uncertainty

Galbraith defined uncertainty as the difference between the amount of

information required to perform the task and the amount of information already possessed by
the organization (1977). The underlying assumption of this view is that more information
serves to reduce uncertainty. Thus, an uncertain situation is dealt with by gathering and
processing data to diminish the information gap (Daft and Lengel, 1986).
Equavocality

Equivocality is the problem of understanding and interpreting existing

information differently and is defined as ambiguity (Daft and Lengel, 1986), the existence of
multiple and conflicting interpretations of the organizational environment (Daft and
Macintosh 1981). Equivocality is reduced through shared observations and discussion until a
common grammar and course of action can be agreed on (Weick, 1979).
1.2 Inter-organizational Knowledge Transfers
Two key aspects of knowledge transfer are knowledge movement and the application of
knowledge (Ko et al. 2005). In this paper we emphasize the movement of knowledge
2
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(Szulanski, 1996) and examine knowledge transfer in a dyadic exchange (Argote and Ingram
2000)

between

firms,

a

firm-level

analysis.

Given

the

foregoing,

we

define

inter-organizational knowledge transfer as the process through which organizational actors
such as teams or units exchange knowledge (experiences) with other actors (van Wijk et al.,
2008).
Relevant researches (Szulanski, 1996; Dyer and Hatch, 2006) validate that knowledge
characteristics are one of the basic and common challenges in inter-organizational knowledge
transfer (van Wijk et al., 2008). Therefore, we argue that knowledge characteristics, as a
source of equivocality, being transferred should be regarded as a key impediment in
conceptualizing the performance of inter-organizational knowledge transfer.
1.3 Fit in inter-organizational knowledge transfer
Whether knowledge is transferred successfully depends on how easily that knowledge
can be transported, interpreted, and absorbed (Hamel et al., 1989). Information processing in
organizations is conceptually greater than merely obtaining data to reduce uncertainty; it also
involves interpreting equivocal situations (Daft and Lengel, 1986). We argue that successful
inter-organizational knowledge transfer is achieved through the capacity of organizations to
develop governance mechanisms that reduce uncertainty and equivocality derived from
knowledge itself in knowledge transfer activities.
2.0 Conceptual Framework
Our research model draw on a summary concept of the information processing views
(Galbraith, 1973; Daft and Lengel, 1986) to develop a theory-based conceptual framework
(Figure 1) in which contains two main constructs: the information processing barriers and the
information processing capacities. First, we identify information processing barriers include
three main characteristics of knowledge. Second, we provide two dimensions of governance
mechanisms (Sobrero and Schrader, 1998) which characterize the structuring of
inter-organization relations to overcome the uncertainty and equivocality arising from
characteristics of knowledge during knowledge exchange activities. Finally, we defined fit as
matching (Venkatraman,
1989) between two related variables: requirement, and theCapabilities
capacity
Requirements
of inter-organizational
knowledge transfer.
Knowledge characteristics
 Knowledge Ambiguity
 Knowledge Tacitness
 Knowledge Diversity

Fit




Governance Mechanisms
Contractual Coordination
Procedural Coordination

Inter-organizational knowledge performance
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
2.1 Requirements: Information processing barriers
According to information-processing perspective, we identify the barriers arising from
the three knowledge characteristics which impede knowledge movement between
organizations.
Knowledge Ambiguity

Knowledge ambiguity refers to the inherent and irreducible

uncertainty in identifying what the underlying knowledge components and sources are and
how they interact (van Wijk et al., 2008). Ambiguity arise from a difficulty in understanding
the logical linkages between actions and outcomes, inputs and outputs, and causes and effects
related to technological or process know-how (Simonin, 1999). Such a lack of understanding
and differing interpretation we define as equivocality in information processing.
Knowledge Tacitness

Tacit knowledge is defined as knowledge that is non-verbalized,

intuitive, and unarticulated (Polanyi, 1967). Zander and Kogut (1995) found that the degree to
which capacities are codifiable and teachable (non-tacit) significantly influences the speed of
transfer. Further, tacit knowledge is hard to formalize and difficult to communicate or share
with others because it is highly context specific (Nonaka, 1994). Consequently, tacit
knowledge travels poorly between organizations (Zander and Kogut, 1995).
Knowledge diversity

The difficulties in the transfer of knowledge arise from the way that

knowledge is formed, structured, and utilized between firms (Lam, 1997). Such diversity can
cause serious operational difficulties in cross-border collaborative work, or erode the patience
and motivation of the parties involved in the transfer. Further, unrelated knowledge will be
difficult to acquire and may have limited value because of a lack of common language for
understanding the knowledge.
2.2 Capacities: governance mechanisms
We regard governance mechanisms as organizational capacities. That means
organizations may, via structural design, reduce uncertainty and equivocality during
inter-organizational knowledge transfer (Premkumar, et al., 2005). Therefore, we posit two
fundamental dimensions of governance mechanisms.
Contractual coordination

Contractual coordination refers to the mutual exchange of rights

among the parties involved in a relationship in order to govern the combination of agents or
functions towards the production of results (Sobrero and Schrader, 1998). The nature and
characteristics of these rights can encompass the definition of a command structure and an
4
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authority system used to govern the exchange. According to this understanding, the
governance structure encompasses how partners obligate themselves to a specific course of
action or establish a general commitment to a specific relationship via contractual
mechanisms.
Based on the above analysis, we propose that contractual coordination mechanisms may
maintain, in part, information quantity and communication channels that make
inter-organizational transaction feasible and lead to reductions in uncertainty in the
knowledge transfer process. Frequent and continued contact may enable the formation of
shared representations of the task environment and enhance coordination.
Contractual coordination mechanisms provide institutions for achieving the alignment of
incentives among the partners. However, it is impossible to deduce how they are actually
employed to coordinate the activities of the partners and to predict the differential
interpretations of the actors in the relationship. Therefore, we next propose procedural
coordination mechanisms to resolve the insufficiency.
Procedural coordination

Procedural coordination involves the mutual exchange of

knowledge for the combination of agents or functions in the production of results (Sobrero
and Schrader, 1998). The purpose of procedural coordination is to enable actors to exchange
sufficient information so that they can adjust their mutual behavior in a meaningful way for
any given associated distribution of rights among the partners. Consequently, procedural
coordination mechanisms develop effort for joint action (frequency of information exchange)
and commitment (Bensaou and Venkatraman, 1995) to achieve mutual understanding (Postrel,
2002) and inter-organizational routines (Dyer and Singh, 1998).
Intensive interactions between partner firms may justify investments in mechanisms of
coordination (Zaheer and Venkatraman, 1994), and may also bring about a superior capacity
for coordinating through the formation of inter-firm routines (Dyer and Singh, 1998). Such
routines may reduce equivocality between actors and embody knowledge about how
coordinating actors will behave. Further, the interaction partners have to adjust their cognitive
frameworks and have to develop a joint language.
Scholars have argued that organizational knowledge transfer is facilitated by similarities
in organizational structures and compensation practices, in dominant logics (Lane and
Lubatkin, 1998; Mowery et al., 1996) and in businesses (Lane et al., 2001). Therefore, shared
vision and systems are likely to form and contribute to inter-organizational knowledge
transfer. Further, successful knowledge transfer depends on the ease of communication
(Arrow, 1974) and on quality relationship between the source unit and the recipient unit.
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3.0 Fit of Requirements and Capabilities
To define the concept of fit, we identify two governance mechanisms for cooperating
organizations to process knowledge transfers. First, the contractual coordination mechanism
uses appropriate structures for inter-organizational relationships to reduce the effect of
uncertainty. Second, the procedural coordination mechanism removes and/or overcomes
major barriers about the effect of uncertainty and equivocality. The structural design involves
creating processes and mechanisms that increase the organization's capacity to acquire
knowledge and process knowledge transfer.
4.0 Conclusions and Contributions
Based on information processing theory, we argue that the design of organizations should
provide sufficient capacities to meet information requirements for understanding
organizational performance (Galbraith, 1973, 1977). We posit two governance mechanisms,
contractual coordination and procedural coordination, allow cooperative parties to coordinate
the process of inter-organizational knowledge transfer for overcoming the transfer barriers to
achieve the expectation performance. The paper proposes a differential perspective and
thought to the research context of inter-organizational knowledge transfer. We suggest that our
research regard inter-organizational knowledge transfer as information processing is valuable
in integrating the relevant existence literature and in providing the interface.
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ABSTRACT
To meet the increasing demands for environmental manufacturing products, Green Supply Chain
Management (GSCM) is widely used in manufacturing industry. The implementation of GSCM
involves almost all aspects of companies’ operation. As one of the most important components
of business operations, product development is also impacted by the GSCM. In this paper, we
particularly investigate the impact of GSCM on product development performance. To support
this argument, their integrative impact on firms’ performance and the ancestors of GSCM will be
investigated as well.
Keywords: GSCM, product development, new product, firm performance
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, due to the increasing environmental demands, manufacturing firms have
implemented various kinds of environmental practices (Lewis and Gretsakis, 2001; Sarkis, 1995,
2001) and attempted to comply with environmental certificate such as ISO14001 to achieve the
balance point between financial and environmental performance. Among all these alternatives,
Green Supply Chain Management (GSCM) has emerged as an important method for companies
to achieve both high financial and environmental performance (van Hock and Erasmus, 2000).
As a strategic technique, GSCM has added the environmental concerns in the companies’ whole
operational process including the product development, which is recognized as one of the most
important operational processes and the basis of companies’ core competency. Therefore, in the
outcome-level, how the GSCM implementation influence the product development performance
1
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becomes a critical research question. However, there is little research investigation that hit this
topic. To fill the research gap, this study provides the related literature review and attempts to
develop a conceptual framework of impact of GSCM on product development performance. To
specify and support the argument, this paper also investigates their integrative impact on
company’s performance.
2. THEORY DEVELOPMENT
In the firm-level, adoption of GSCM is stimulated by both internal and external factors.
Integrating the environmental concerns, GSCM can facilitate the product development
performance, and then impact the new product performance, which contributes to the firm
performance. Besides, GSCM can also directly improve the companies’ performance not only
financially but also environmentally. Based on the previous discussion, we propose the
conceptual model in Figure 1.
Firm performance
Environmental Performance

P1a

P2

GSCM

Financial Performance
P1b
P3
P5b
Product development
performance

P4

P5a

New product
performance

Figure 1. The research framework
2.1.
GSCM
In the academia, there exists sufficient literature which talks about various aspects of GSCM,
such as comprehensive reviews on green design (Zhang et al. 1997), repairable inventory (Guide
et al. 1997c, 1999a), production planning and control for remanufacturing (Bras and McIntosh
1999; Guide 2000; Guide et al. 1997b,c), issues in green manufacturing and product recovery
(Guide et al. 1996; Gungor and Gupta 1999), reverse logistics (RL) (Carter and Ellram 1998;
Fleischmann et al. 1997) and logistics network desi6gn (Fleischmann et al. 2000, 2001;
Jayaraman et al. 2003). In other angle, large body of research on GSCM addresses a variety of
issues ranging from organizational research and practice in GSCM (Hall, 2000; Geffen and
Rothenberg, 2000; Theyel, 2001) to prescriptive models for evaluation of GSCM practices and
technology (Faruk et al., 2002; Handfield et al., 2002; Sarkis, 2003).
The key point of GSCM is adding the environmental component to Supply Chain
Management (SCM). It involves addressing the influence and relationships between SCM and
the natural environment. Additionally, as similar as the SCM, the boundary of GSCM depends
on the goal of the research. The definition and scope of GSCM in the literature has ranged from
green purchasing to integrated green supply chains flowing from supplier to manufacturer to
2

customer, and even recycling (Zhu and Sarkis 2004). In this paper, we focus on the firm-level
rather than the whole supply chain, which includes many different organizations and different
processes. Hence, we define GSCM as “a process which integrates environmental concerns into
supply-chain management, including product design, material sourcing and selection,
manufacturing processes, delivery of the final product to the consumers as well as end-of-life
management of the product after its useful life.”
2.2. Firm performance
Typically, the firms’ performance has been represented by their financial performance, such
as productivity and profitability. However, environmental factor could be considered as one of
the important indicators of firms’ performance especially in the GSCM context. In this paper, the
financial performance is defined as “the level of company’s profitability (Cowen, Ferreri and
Parker, 1987)”; the environmental performance as “the degree to which that companies emits
oxic pollution given its size (Hart and Ahuja, 1996)”. Adding the environmental concern in
companies’ operation, GSCM could facilitate the growth of companies’ environmental
performance, which could contribute the improvement of the related financial performance by
building good environmental image, creating new market share. Based on the previous
discussion, the following proposition is proposed.
Proposition 1a. Companies having higher levels of adoption of GSCM practices will have better
environmental performance.
Proposition 1b. Companies having higher levels of adoption of GSCM practices will have better
financial performance.
In the last decades, scholars increasingly have realized that the environmental and financial
performance is not conflicting. Many of them indicated that between the environmental and the
financial performance, there is kind of “win-win” relationship (Nelson 1994; Panayotou and
Zinnes 1994; Esty and Porter 1998; Reinhardt 1999). They suggest that firms may be both green
and competitive (Porter and van der Linde 1995; Reinhardt 1999). And there are some successful
examples (Denton 1994; Deutsch 1998; Graedel and Allenby 1995; Porter and van der Linde
1995; King 1995). Based on the previous discussion, the following proposition is proposed.
Proposition 2. Companies having better environmental performance will have better financial
performance.
2.3. Product development performance
Product development, recognized as a cross-functional and knowledge-intensive work (Hong
et al., 2005) is becoming more and more important in the rapidly changing business environment.
Specifically, in this paper, adapting the previous research (Tan and Vonderembse, 2005), we
define product development performance as “the extent to which product development time,
design quality, and development productivity goals are achieved (Tan and Vonderembse, 2005)”.
Implementation of GSCM can impact the whole product development process. For example, the
environmental concerns could require the product development practices process use green
materials, modify the manufacturing requirement to get better environmental performance, and
consider the recycling of the product after its use. Based on the previous discussion, the
following proposition is proposed.
3

Proposition 3. Companies having higher levels of adoption of GSCM practices will have better
product development performance.
2.4. New product performance
New product, as the outcomes of the whole manufacturing process is critical for companies
and new product performance plays a key role in determining companies’ performance (Cooper,
1987). In this paper, we define the new product performance as “the extent to which new
product’s creativity and short-term financial performance is achieved” Based on the previous
discussion, the following proposition is proposed.
Proposition 4. Companies having better product development performance will have better new
product performance.
As the outcomes of companies’ whole business process, new product performance plays an
important role in determining the companies’ performance. Based on the previous discussion, the
following proposition is proposed.
Proposition 5a. Companies having better new product performance will have better
environmental performance.
Proposition 5b. Companies having better new product performance will have better financial
performance.
3. CONCLUSION
This study attempted to explore and identify the relationship between GSCM implementation
and multiple performance outcomes (i.e., product development performance, new product
performance, financial and environmental performance. In this paper, a conceptual framework
and the related construct are proposed and defined to specify the relationships (See Table 1). Due
to the scarcity of the relative literature, this present research will contribute to the existing
research stream. This research also presents some managerial implications. First, those who are
closely exposed to environmental concerns of the firm (i.e., supply chain managers) will see the
benefit since this framework provides the multiple dimensional impacts of GSCM
implementation. Second, particularly, managers of the firm will have better picture of what exact
impact of GSCM on financial performance such as profitability or productivity which are the
main concern of the firm. Therefore, in implementation stage, mangers will be more willing to
adopt feasible tactics or strategies to reap the financial benefit of the GSCM.
However, there are some limitations of this paper as well. First, as a conceptual paper, this
present study didn’t go into the level of finding items for future empirical test. As a follow-up, it
might be good to develop questionnaire items to test this conceptual framework. Second, it is
more appropriate to look at the impact of GSCM implementation from long-term perspective. In
that regard, longitudinal study is quite necessary to see the actual impact of implementing GSCM.
Therefore, there are some possible directions for future research.
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Table 1: Construct definitions
Variables
Global Supply Chain
Management

Product development
performance
New product
Performance
Environmental
performance
Financial performance

Definition

A process which integrates environmental
concerns into supply-chain management,
including product design, material sourcing
and selection, manufacturing processes,
delivery of the final product to the
consumers as well as end-of-life
management of the product after its useful
life.
The extent to which product development
time, design quality, and development
productivity goals are achieved
The extent to which new product’s creativity
and short-term financial performance is
achieved
The extent to which companies emits toxic
pollution given its size
The extent to which companies achieve
profitability

Scholarly literature
Samir (2007)

Tan and
Vonderembse, (2005)
Moorman and Miner
(1997)
Hart and Ahuja (1996)
Cowen, Ferreri and
Parker, (1987)

* Reference will be available upon request. Author(s) can be contacted via
Huangniu515@hotmail.com (Chenglei Huang).
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Abstract
A novel statistical procedure is developed by performing
ANOVA in the correlated populations and Tukey’s method
of multiple comparison for systematically selecting the
appropriate variables in a DEA model. The
appropriateness of the variables selected by the proposed
procedure is tested by using the real-life data of non-life
insurance companies in Thailand during 2002-2005. The
Pearson correlation coefficient between the efficiency
scores of DMUs in the input-oriented CCR-DEA model
and the cost to income ratios is significantly negative as
expected.
Introduction
In principle the resources in an operation of a DMU may
be classified as controllable variables of the DMU: input
variables and output variables and environment variables
which are the external and uncontrollable variables and
affect the input and/or output variables of the DMU
(Klimberg et al., 1995). The environment variable may be
considered as an input variable if its effect causes the
increase in the resource consumption in the operation and
may be considered as an output variable if its effect
decreases the resource consumption (Buossofiana et al,
1991).
The number of variables in a DEA model should be as
small as possible and is suggested to be less than one third
of the number of DMUs (Friedman et al., 1998). The
increase in the number of variables in a DEA model does
not decrease the efficiencies of DMUs and the number of
efficient DMUs in the DEA model (Nunamaker, 1985).
The variable selection is very crucial and greatly affects
the calculated efficiency scores of DMUs in the DEA
model.
The variables in a DEA model may be selected in at least 3
different approaches. Firstly, the variable selection is based
on the subjectivity of the expert in the related fields of the
problem under the study (Golany et al., 1989). The result
depends highly on the experience and subjectivity of the
so-called expert. Secondly, the variables in a DEA model
are selected by various statistical tests. The statistical
approach is extensively studied in the literature. The
variable that highly correlates with the existing variable in
the DEA model is excluded from the model (Lewin et
al.,1982; Chilingerian, 1995), but such variable may not be
superfluous and the inclusion of such variable in the model
may change the DEA result (Nunamaker, 1985). The
correlation concept may be applied to include the variable,
one at a time, that has the highest correlation coefficient
with the efficiency scores of DMUs in the DEA model.

However, the variable selection based on correlation
coefficients may be not sufficient and may also have to
consider the casual relationship between the variable and
the efficiency scores (Norman et al., 1991; Sigala et al.,
2004). Several statistical tests on the difference in the
efficiency scores before and after elimination of a variable
in the DEA model are proposed (Banker, 1993, 1996;
Kittelson, 1993; Lovell et al., 1997; Pastor et al., 2002).
Lovell et al., 1997 suggest the variable selection by
computing the efficiency scores of DMUs in the DEA
model using all pre-determined variables referred to as the
full model. After arbitrarily eliminating one variable in the
DEA model the efficiency scores of DMUs are recomputed and compare the corresponding scores in the
reference model which, in the first iteration, is the full
model. Let ρ be the ratio of the efficiency score of DMU
after elimination of the variable and the corresponding one
in the reference model. The value of ρ is, therefore, not
greater than 1. The objective is that when one variable is
eliminated most of ρ s approach 1. The distribution of
ρ is shown to be truncated binomial (Pastor et al., 2002).
However, from the empirical studies the distribution of ρ
can be approximated by the binomial distribution. The
dimension in the DEA model may be reduced by using the
principal components (Ueda et al., 1997; Zhu, 1998;
Vargas et al., 2000; Adler et al., 2001). Only the first few
principal components may replace all input variables and
output variables.
The third approach of variable selection in a DEA model is
not based on statistical significance testing but based on
the average of efficiency score of DMUs (Wagner et al.,
2007). The algorithm starts with the full DEA model
including all n pre-determined variables and let E* be the
efficiency vector of DMUs in the full DEA model. The
efficiency scores of DMUs are recomputed by dropping
one variable at a time and are represented by the vector E1i
when the number of variables decreases to (n-1) and the ith
variable is temporarily dropped. The average of the
efficiency score differences E*- E1i denoted by the scalar
D1i is calculated. The kth variable is permanently
eliminated if

k = arg min(D1i )
1 ≤ i ≤n

*

Let E1 be the vector of efficiency scores of DMUs in the
DEA model after one variable is permanently eliminated.
The procedure is repeated as described above until at least
one of the following conditions is satisfied:
1. the average of the efficiency score difference
is less than the given threshold.
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2. the efficiency score difference of a DMU is
greater than the given threshold.
3. the number of efficient DMUs is less than the
given threshold.
In this paper we propose a novel statistical procedure
based on ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison
(Montgomery, 2005) for variable selection in a DEA
model. The procedure is tested with the real-life data of
non-life insurance companies in Thailand.
Input and Output Variables in Non-Life Insurance
It is well-known that the efficiency scores of DMUs in a
DEA model are sensitive to the input and output variables.
In the non-life insurance sector, the input variables are
classifies into 3 categories: labor, business services and
materials, and capital. The labor is disaggregated into the
agent labor which is a variable cost and the executive and
the permanent employees which are a fixed cost. The
capital is also suggested to separate the capital into the
physical capital, debt capital and equity capital (Cummins
et al., 1998, 1999).
The output variables in the insurance sector are similar to
the financial sector in the sense that most of them are
intangible. There are many definitions of the output
variables in the DEA model. For examples, the output
variables are defined as premiums (Fecher et al., 1993;
Gardner et al., 1993) and are modified to be the incurred
benefits and change in reserve (Kim et al., 1995; Cummins
et al., 1999). The output variables are defined as the
number of effective policies (Bernstein, 1991; Weiss,
1986).
Output Variables
In this study the number of effective policies is used as the
output variable since it is the physical not monetary
variable and is separated into 3 output variables: the
number of motor insurance policies denoted by MIP which
has the highest market share in the Thai non-life insurance
sector, the number of fire-insurance policies and personal
insurance policies, denoted by FIP of which loss ratios are
very low and both have a similar non-complicated
insurance procedure in Thailand and the number of other
insurance policies denoted by OIP including marine
policies and miscellaneous policies which exclude
personal insurance policies.
Input Variables
The pre-determined input variables in this study are
focused on the four physical variables: the number of
executives, EXE, the number of staff, STAFF, the number
of branches, BRANCH, the number of sub-branches,
SUB_BR. The computer expense, COM_EXP which is the
monetary variable is included as an additional input
variable since some members of staff may possibly be
replaced by the computer expense.
In Thailand fifty eight non-life insurance companies
continuously operate during the period of 2002-2005. The
data of pre-determined input and output variables are
shown in Table 1. In 2002 the number of effective non-life
policies is 12,773,753; 77.14 percent are MIP, 12.25

percent are FIP and the remaining are OIP. The number of
effective non-life policies increases to 20,619,396 in 2005
which represents the average annual growth of 17.31
percent. During the short period of 2002-2005 the market
shares of non-life insurance policies greatly change. FIP
decreases to 8.09 percent and OIP increases to 14.55
percent in 2005. But MIP remains fairly constant and
increases slightly to 77.36 percent in 2005.
The number of executives in the non-life insurance sector,
EXE, is 2,531 in 2002 and increases to 3,077 in 2005
which is equivalent to the average annual growth of 4.68
percent. The average annual growth of STAFF is 3.89
percent, slightly less than the average annual growth of
EXE. The value of STAFF increases from 14,071in 2002
to 17,189 in 2005. The average annual growth of
BRANCH and SUB_BR is only 2.47 and 1.68 percent
respectively but the average annual growth of COM_EXP
is 18.54 percent during the same period.
A Statistical Procedure of Variable Selection
The algorithm of variable selection starts with the full
DEA model similar to the ones proposed in the literature
(Pastor et al., 2002; Wagner et al., 2007). In the first
iteration the full DEA model is referred as the reference
model and the efficiency scores of DMUs are computed.
Let the number of input and output variables be n. The
efficiency scores of DMUs are recomputed n times by
temporarily removal one of the variables, one at a time, in
the DEA model of (n-1) input and output variables. The
statistical procedure of variable selection may be
summarized as follows:
1. Perform ANOVA in the correlated
populations with the null hypothesis that the averages of
efficiency scores are not different. If the test cannot reject
the null hypothesis go to Step 2; otherwise go to Step 5.
The rejection of the null hypothesis implies that there must
be at least one model in which the average of efficiency
scores of DMUs is different from the reference model.
2. Select the model of (n-1) input and output
variables in which the average of efficiency scores is
closest to that of the reference model and refer the selected
model as the new reference model.
3. The efficiency scores of DMUs are
recomputed (n-1) times by temporarily removing one of
the input variables, one at a time, in the DEA model of (n2) input and output variables.
4. Let n = (n-1) and go back to Step 1.
5. Test the multiple comparison by Tukey’s
method. If there exist some models in which the average of
efficiency scores is not different from that of the reference
model select the model of (n-1) input and output variables
in which the average of efficiency scores is closest to that
of the reference model as the new reference model and go
back to Step 4; otherwise no additional variables can be
eliminated from the reference model without significant
change in efficiency scores.
The procedure is terminated if both of input variable and
output variable are decreased to 1 since the DEA model
needs at least one input variable and one output variable.
In this case, it may imply that the pre-determined variables
are inappropriate to describe the efficiency scores in the
DEA model.
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The data of Thai non-life companies during 2002-2005 are
used in this study and without any loss of generality, the
DEA model is set to be an input-oriented CCR model, the
pre-determined three output variables, MIP, FIP and OIP
are assumed to be appropriate and left unchanged and the
selection is focused only on the five pre-determined input
variables, EXE, STAFF, BRANCH, SUB_BR, and
COM_EXP. The variable selection starts with the 2002
data. In Step 1 the ANOVA test in the correlated
populations rejects the null hypothesis with p-value <
0.0001 and the result from the multiple comparison test by
Tukey’s method at the significant level 0.05 may be
summarized as shown in Table 2.The underline means that
the average efficiency scores of DMUs in the CCR-DEA
models in the underlined group are indifferent at the
significant level 0.05. The SUB_BR variable is, therefore,
permanently eliminated from the DEA model and the DEA
model with four input variables, EXE, STAFF, BRANCH,
and COM_EXP is now referred as the reference model.
Again, in Step 1, the ANOVA test in the correlated
populations rejects the null hypothesis with p-value <
0.0001 and the result from the multiple comparison test by
Tukey’s method at the significant level 0.05 may be
summarized as shown in Table 3. It is found that at the
significant level 0.05 the average efficiency scores of
DMUs in the reference model and in the model without the
COM_EXP variable are indifferent. Therefore, the model
without the COM_EXP variable is now referred as the
reference model.
The ANOVA test in Step 1 again rejects the null
hypothesis with p-value < 0.0001 and the result from the
multiple comparison test by Tukey’s method at the
significant level 0.05 in Table 4 shows that the average
efficiency score of DMUs in the reference model is
different from the rest and the reference model with three
output variables and three input variables, EXE, STAFF
and BRANCH will be used to describe the efficiency
scores of DMUs in 2002 in the input-oriented CCR-DEA
model. Similarly, the input variables in the input-oriented
CCR-DEA model in 2003, 2004 and 2005 are selected to
be EXE, STAFF and COM_EXP; STAFF, BRANCH and
COM_EXP; EXE, STAFF, BRANCH and COM_EXP
respectively. The efficiency scores of DMUs are shown in
Table 5.
Correlation between the operating costs and efficiency
scores
In principle, the higher efficient DMU should operate at
the lower operating cost. If the efficiency score from the
DEA model is meaningful the Pearson correlation
coefficient of efficiency scores and the measure of
operating costs is expected to be negative. The measure of
operating cost should be independent of the size of DMU
and, therefore, the cost to income (CTI) ratio is selected as
the measure of operating cost. The cost in the CTI ratio is
the total cost excluding the claims which closely depend
on the quality of the policy and the single-stage DEA
model does not include such quality in the analysis. As
expected the Pearson correlation coefficients of efficiency
scores in the CCR-DEA model with the selected three
input variables, EXE, STAFF and BRANCH, and three
output variables, MIP, FIP and OIP and CTI are negative

with p-value = 0.0163, 0.0487, 0.0918 and 0.0260 in 20022005 respectively.
Conclusion
The variable selection in the DEA model is important and
the result is sensitive to the selected variables. This article
proposes to select the variables systematically based on the
significance tests. The ANOVA in the correlated
populations and the Tukey’s multiple comparison test are
used in the variable selection procedure and the efficiency
scores of DMUs in the CCR_DEA models with such
variable selections from the data of Thai non-life insurance
companies during 2002-2005 are shown to be meaningful
and negatively correlated with the CTI ratios at a
significant level 0.10.
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Table 2 Results from Tukey’s multiple comparison in iterations 1
Average efficiency scores

REFERENCE
0.6672

SUB_BR
0.6443

COM_EXP
0.5973

STAFF
0.5943

EXE
0.5553

BRANCH
0.5412

Table 3 Results from Tukey’s multiple comparison in iterations 2
Average efficiency scores

REFERENCE
0.6443

COM_EXP
0.5745

EXE
0.5502

BRANCH
0.5295

STAFF
0.5203

Table 4 Results from Tukey’s multiple comparison in iterations 3
Average efficiency scores

REFERENCE
0.5745

BRANCH
0.4785

Table 5 CCR Efficiency Scores and CTIs of DMUs During 2002-2005

EXE
0.4279

STAFF
0.4174
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Abstract
This paper explores the influence Intranet technologies have on work practices of academics in Australia. It examines
the changes in the administrative load of academics over time due to the advent of these technologies. The paper presents
a preliminary analysis of survey findings. It suggests that this change of administrative responsibilities from general staff
to academic staff shifts the work from staff whose time is accountable through either payment of overtime or flexi-time
arrangements to staff that have no boundaries on the hours they work. This has a detrimental effect on other staff
members (notably academics) who have no managerially accountable flexi-time or overtime provisions because their work
is outcome based and not activity based. The paper suggests that outcome based workers need to have some clearly
defined boundaries with respect to the type and amount of administrative work they do. The study revealed significant
correlations between length of service of academics and negative perceptions of information technology. In addition there
was a general perception amongst academics that Intranets do not help with work, or reduce working hours, or lead to
more control over their own work.
Introduction
This paper examines the use of an Intranet at a large university in Australia and how the use of intranet technology has
affected the work practices of academics in the institution. While the dimensions and extent of academic work have been
subject to recent examination, including work intensification (for example, Bryson 2004; Kinman and Jones 2003;
Anderson, Johnson and Saha 2002; Soliman and Soliman 1997; Willmott 1995), this has not included discussion of
Intranet technologies and their use. Laudon and Laudon (2007, p. 19) describe an Intranet as “an internal corporate
network based on internet technologies. Organisations use intranets to coordinate their internal activities”. Indeed, “for
most business firms today, using Internet technology is both a business necessity and a competitive advantage” (Laudon
and Laudon 2007, p. 19).
There is a great deal of literature describing the benefits of Intranet technologies. For example, Richardson and Denton
(2005) discuss the use of an Intranet for team building. They suggest that Intranets are able to provide feedback and a
common vision for a team and this is an integral part of developing teamwork in organisations. In addition, researchers
such as Murgolo-Poore, Pitt, Berthon and Prendegast (2003); Alodiedat and Eyadat (2008) have provided evidence of the
usefulness of the technology. The authors of this paper agree with this aspect of the literature, and the effectiveness of
Intranet technology in disseminating corporate information is not questioned. However, what is questioned is the way the
technology has affected the working lives of academics.
In contrast to the optimistic views of the use of Intranet technology described above, other researchers, for example
Currie and Kerrin (2004), are less optimistic about the technology and suggest that it may not be as effective and suggest
that factors such as power and culture within an organisation can have major impacts on the effectiveness of Intranet
technology. They suggest that “technical fixes merely harden existing practices and routines rather than open up new
directions” (Currie and Kerrin 2004, p. 9). This is in direct contrast to the Vaast and Walsham (2004) study that suggests
that users adapt their practice to the information technology. Vaast and Walsham (2004) provide an overview of some
information systems literature that indicates that, over time, users adapt their practices to the introduced information
technology. These are shown in Table 1. Vaast and Walsham (2004) discuss the changing practices associated with IT
and provide evidence to support the literature through a case study on the use of use of Intranet technology in a major
insurance company they refer to as Insura. This company is based in Europe with headquarters in Paris.
Table 1 – Changing practices due to the introduction of an Intranet (adapted from Vaast and Walsham 2005)
Reason for
Details of the practice
Source (as cited in
changing practice
Vaast and Walsham
2005)
Recurrent
as agents repeat actions regularly, over time there is a change in
Bourdieu (1980, 1990):
practice
Law, (1994)
Mutually bounded
The gradual adaptation of practice over time. The technological
Lave 1988: Suchman,
and situated action
artifact or the properties encapsulated in the technology. Orlikowski
1987; Orlikowski
(2000) suggests that agents have a technology-in-use approach to IT
(2000)
practice in that they only use features of the artifact that suit their
purposes, ignoring others.
Members of a
Practice is socially shared and different communities act different
Bourdieu, (1977);
community engage ways to an IT change
Giddens, (1984)
in practice
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The study outlined in this paper examines the perceptions of academic staff in relation to the use of an Intranet at a
major Australian University and how it affected their working life. In particular, the study was concerned with the effect
the Intranet had on the amount of administrative tasks an academic was expected to do. This was then compared to the
“details of the practice” shown in Table 1 and based on Vaast and Walsham’s 2004 study. The research was instigated
because anecdotal evidence suggested that the extra workload associated with the use of the Intranet was a major concern
amongst academics. With this concern in mind, the following research question was developed.
Research question: Does the use of the Intranet by academics push routine administrative tasks away from
administration officers with bounded work hours to academics with unbounded work hours?
It is conjectured in this paper that more work is pushed on to academic staff to do administrative jobs. This is because
Intranet technologies such as the teaching support system Blackboard and Enterprise Resource Planning systems such as
Peoplesoft have inbuilt features that facilitate the delivery of administrative objects such as course outlines, course results
and course evaluations, collection of research statistics and routine administration tasks such as booking rooms and
facilities. This shifts the work and responsibilities from administrative staff who can claim overtime for work over a 38
hour week to academic staff who are not entitled to overtime payments and whose time is not accountable by the system.
It is further conjectured that the shift from time accountability for academics to outcomes accountability means that more
administrative work can be pushed on to academics for no cost to the employer
The Study
This study is based on a survey of academics across a range of discipline areas from a large Australian University. The
survey sought to elicit information from academics on their perceptions of the use of the intranet system implemented by
management. The Intranet presently facilitates the following tasks:
1. Record academic outputs such as publications and external research grants
2. Publishing of course outlines
3. Recording of student feedback survey results
4. Interrogation of financial cost centres
5. Booking of resources such as rooms and equipment.
The Intranet promotes standardisation and limits variation. This is in line with wider moves within the University sector
that support accreditation and quality assurance systems (Morley 2005). This standardisation of functions is especially
seen in relation to teaching administration: standardisation of course outlines, assessment handling and so on have
increased due to accreditation and measurement regimes.
Method
A four page questionnaire was developed and surveys sent out to the total population of academics at one campus of a
large Australian University (n=754). The survey asked questions about their perceptions of the corporate intranet that they
all had to use in order to do their work. The survey consisted of a total of 24 questions of which ten were demographic in
nature, 11 were questions on individual perceptions of the intranet and the remainder open ended questions. The 11
perception questions were based on a 7 point likert scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree, each had provision for
further comments. A total of 754 questionnaires were sent out via the University internal mail system and 234 were
returned giving a response rate of 31 percent.
Analyses were conducted on the data related to perceptions of the Intranet and associated comments. The initial
analyses involved descriptive statistics including correlations of likert scores.
Results
The demographics of the sample are shown in table two. Note that correlations for these factors are shown in
subsequent tables.
Table 2 – Demographic information for the total sample.
Attribute
Number
Percentage of total sample
Gender (Male)
125
Gender (Female)
108
Time as academic (1-5 years)
44
Time as academic (6-10 years)
52
Time as academic (11- 15 years)
53
Time as academic (16-20 years)
36
Time as academic (over 20years)
45
Faculty of Science, Engineering, Environment and
49
Technology
Faculty of Arts, Education and Law
69
The Business School
49
Faculty of Health
65
Faculty not stated
1
Significant correlations from the data set are shown in tables three, four and five.

53.4
46.1
18.8
22.2
22.6
15.4
19.2
21
29.6
21
27.9
0.5
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Table 3 – Significant correlations with gender, time at university, time as an academic and hours worked per week (*
P<0.5, **P<0.01)
Gender
Time at
Time as
Age
Hours per
University
academic
week
Gender
Time at University
Time as academic
Age
Hours per week
e-learning software helps with work
e-learning software reduced hours
control over work increased
Intranet equals higher work output expectations
Intranet leads to control
Intranet equals longer work hours
Management providing good admin support

1
-.090
-.201(**)
-.024
-.014
.030
-.034
.031
.118
.011
.061
.039

-.090
1
.745(**)
.492(**)
.044
-.132(*)
-.193(**)
-.308(**)
.222(**)
-.088
.205(**)
-.152(*)

-.201(**)
.745(**)
1
.536(**)
.198(**)
-.177(**)
-.073
-.246(**)
.206(**)
-.054
.207(**)
-.151(*)

-.024
.492(**)
.536(**)
1
.136(*)
-.132(*)
-.118
-.179(**)
.174(**)
-.104
.217(**)
-.029

-.014
.044
.198(**)
.136(*)
1
-.090
.002
-.174(**)
.148(*)
-.136(*)
.138(*)
-.073

There are significant correlations between the time an academic has been at the University and negative perceptions of
information technology with significant negative correlations indicating a perception that e-learning software associated
with the Intranet does not help with work, or reduce working hours, or lead to more control over one’s own work (Table
3). In addition there is a negative perception regarding whether management is providing good administrative support to
academics with respect to IT. The significant positive correlations related to higher work expectations and longer work
hours. As time as an academic, was closely correlated to time at university and age, similar correlations were found for
those two variables as well.
Table 4 shows significant negative correlations between the number of years spent working at the University and
whether the Intranet reduces administrative workload and whether e-learning software is helpful. This indicates a general
displeasure with the intranet and a perception that the technology has increased administrative workload and produced an
expectation for increased work output as well as having to work longer hours. The correlations in Table 4 indicate a strong
perception by staff that IT is providing management with a tool that gives them increased managerial flexibility but they
are not providing enough support.
Table 4 - significant correlations for the six variables of increased administrative workload, the benefits of e-learning
software, whether e-learning software reduces working hours, whether the respondent has control over his or her work,
whether the intranet leads to centralised control and whether the intranet leads to higher work output expectations (*
P<0.5, **P<0.01)
Administrative
e-learning e-learning
control
Intranet
Intranet
workload
software
software
over work
leads to
equals higher
increased
helps with
reduced
increased
centralised
work output
work
hours
control
expectations
Administrative workload increased
1
-.167(*) -.248(**)
-.243(**)
-.047
.274(**)
e-learning software helps with
-.167(*)
1
.361(**)
.238(**)
.247(**)
-.041
work
e-learning software reduced hours
-.248(**)
.361(**)
1
.303(**)
.096
-.111
control over work increased
-.243(**)
.238(**)
.303(**)
1
.028
-.253(**)
Intranet leads to centralised control
-.047
.247(**)
.096
.028
1
.069
Intranet equals higher work output
.274(**)
-.041
-.111
-.253(**)
.069
1
expectations
Intranet leads to control
-.167(*)
.167(*)
.109
.148(*)
.128
-.128
Intranet equals longer work hours
.277(**)
-.177(**) -.177(**)
-.180(**)
.070
.442(**)
The intranet has resulted in me
-.063
.578(**)
.281(**)
.298(**)
.219(**)
.003
having to undertake more tasks
Intranet increases management
.199(**)
-.072
.027
-.051
.063
.439(**)
flexibility
Management providing good admin
-.219(**)
.280(**)
.097
.282(**)
.077
-.168(*)
support
Intranet from home
.076
.163(*)
-.002
.011
.167(*)
.099
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Table 5 shows significant correlations with respect to perceptions of longer hours being associated with increased
managerial flexibility and having to do more tasks at home. There is also a negative correlation between increased
management flexibility and management support, although there is also a positive correlation between good management
support and having to undertake more tasks. This appears to be an inconsistency that needs to be investigated further.
Table five - Significant correlations with the intranet leading to more control by management (or possibly surveillance),
increasing the number of working hours needed to be done, having to undertake more tasks, increasing the flexibility of
management, perceptions of managerial support and whether the intranet is accessed from home.
Intranet
Intranet
The intranet
Intranet
Management
Intranet
leads to
equals longer has resulted
increases
providing
from
control
work hours
in me
management
good admin
home
having to
flexibility
support
undertake
more tasks
Intranet leads to control
1
.005
.139(*)
-.038
.067
.090
Intranet equals longer
.005
1
.002
.413(**)
-.116
.180(**)
work hours
The intranet has resulted
.139(*)
.002
1
.089
.200(**)
.214(**)
in me having to
undertake more tasks
Intranet increases
-.038
.413(**)
.089
1
-.172(*)
.065
management flexibility
Management providing
.067
-.116
.200(**)
-.172(*)
1
-.001
good admin support
Intranet from home
.090
.180(**)
.214(**)
.065
-.001
1
Discussion and Conclusions
The concerns expressed in this study are very similar to those expressed in the early stages of a study conducted by
Vaast and Walsham (2004) on the French insurance company (Insura). The company introduced an intranet for their sales
staff to access and initial concerns about the technology were expressed in the following ways (Vaast and Walsham 2004);
1. Mistrust of management and a perception that the intranet did not help them with their work
2. Doubts about the usefulness of the intranet provided. A perception that it was of little use
3. Agents only used the intranet for work they considered crucial (such as sales registrations as it related directly to
their pay check).
4. Because the agents did not use all the features, the functionality of the system was limited. For example no one
would fill in a “best practices” folder due to a culture of competitiveness, this competitive culture meant that there was a
perception that other agents could “profit” from their experience.
This study has some similarities to the Insura case as it also revealed a mistrust of the intranet and a perception that it
did not help them with their work. However the selective use of the system for crucial activities only such as was the case
in Insura, was not an option at the University as it was dictated by management that staff would have to use the system
because the previous manual system was no longer made available. The sales agents at Insura considered the intranet in a
negative way and as a result used the IT in a very minimalist way. Vaast and Walsham (2004) describe ways that Insura’s
head office changed the way the intranet was perceived. They describe how users went from “dissonance to consonance”
through “a model of practice change with IT use” (Vaast and Walsham page 84). It is suggested that the approach used in
the Insura case could have application in the university environment described in this paper and that academic staff may
eventually become more enthusiastic about the use of the technology if management can provide a positive view and this
leads to a better perception of its value by academics..
However, the other study quoted in the introduction (Currie and Kerrin 2004) indicates that power and organisational
culture is a major determinate in the lack of adaptation to the use of the Intranet for knowledge sharing. In their study the
culture of sales staff in the Global Pharmaceutical company was based on individuals retaining their personal knowledge
in order to keep their jobs and the intranet was view as a technology which would reduce an individual salesperson’s
competitive advantage over their peers. The use of the technology in this case study is not based so much on knowledge
sharing as on the mechanics of operations of the technology. Functions such as form filling for objectives such as
developing course outlines, recording course results and evaluations have traditionally been handled by administration
staff with boundaries on their hours of work but these functions are now undertaken by academics with no work
boundaries and work is judged on work outcomes. In addition, concerns were expressed that new initiatives were
continually being introduced such as an evidence portfolio of research achievements for example and this further
exacerbated the problem. Issues such as the fostering of team building are not a feature of the system – its focus is on
routine administrative functions. However, it is interesting to note that cultural and power issues do play an important role
in the effective use of Intranet technology and this study indicates that power issues could be associated with
management’s continual use of the Intranet to record administrative process such as student feedback and research output
statistics. The power exerted by management by enforcing the use of the Intranet and continually pushing of routine
administrative jobs on to academics with unbounded outcome based hours of work needs to be investigated further.
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Universities’ transformation into ‘business-like forms of organisation’ has been ‘rapid and far-reaching’ (Marginson
2002. p. 420). In this case study university the Intranet is one of the tools of the transformation of business systems,
together with a major way academic staff are asked to prove that the paperwork associated with their teaching and research
performance is collected and then measured and judged by management. This is not the only motivation of course, but it is
one role. Staff saw it as both adding to the workload and/or allowing greater services to be delivered to students. It could
add hours and tasks or sometimes make them more manageable as a range of tasks could be completed at home as well as
in the office, and at any hour. As academic work is bound by tasks and output, and not hours, there is always the
possibility that pushing administrative tasks to the end-user, that is the academic, will increase workloads. This opens the
way for further research on the complexities of the use of the Intranet by academic staff. Changes within universities, from
the well-documented increased workloads, hours and work intensification, to the increased surveillance and measurement
of academic activity, will all have an impact on the perceptions and usage of new technologies.
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Abstract
Rapidly advancing technology and knowledge affect
business performance and status of a company greatly.
Especially, technology in mobile communication field
becomes ever more complicated, and the competition
becomes steeper. Under the circumstance of
technological complexity and fierce competition with
ambiguous boundary among the industry and countries,
the importance of technology roadmap (TRM) is
emerging as a means to secure competitive edge of a
company, and in practice, many companies are relying on
the TRM. Nonetheless, only a few research have been
conducted to investigate how the preparation and use of a
TRM affects capability of a company.
Therefore this research examines how and to what
extent companies utilize a TRM in the IT field that is
marked by radical technological transformation and
strong competition. Also, the research examines
effectiveness of a TRM for its impact on dynamic
capability of a company. To this end, the research
examines theoretical background of TRM and conducts
several
theoretical
frameworks
regarding
its
establishment. The research suggests a framework, on
which a case study is that examine utilization of TRM in
a company, and draws implications and a conclusion.

1. Introduction
1.1 Research background and objective
Accordingly to Adler et al. [1], radically changing
competition environment and technological innovation
not only affect short-term business performance of
individual companies but also long-term survival of
them.
Especially, in the ICT field, the 2G network has
evolved into 3G, CDMA and WCDMA co-exist and fight
for the technological standard, and recently Mobile
Wimax (Wibro) entered the market. In addition, the
network technology that offers Internet service now
features Gbps-level speed, surpassing the previous
Mbps-level. Also, in terms of contents provision, the era
of simplistic web service is over, and now the contents
are widely provided in UCC format using images and
movies. Through fixed or wireless network, all the
information is accessible whether a user stays at one
place or moves around, which results in need for ever
more complicated technology.
Moreover, with advancing network technology, an era
of limitless competition has arrived among global

companies as well as domestic enterprise. Under the
circumstance of technological complexity and fierce
competition with ambiguous boundary among the
industry and countries, technology roadmap (TRM) is
emerging as a means to secure competitive edge of a
company, and in practice, many companies are relying on
TRM. Nonetheless, only few research have been
conducted to investigate how the preparation and use of a
TRM affects capability of a company. Therefore, as
mentioned above, the research inquires how and to what
extent IT companies utilize TRM and examines the
effectiveness of TRM for its impact on dynamic
capability of a company. To this end, the research
examines theoretical background of TRM and conducts
several
theoretical
frameworks
regarding
its
establishment. The research suggests a framework, on
which a case study is based that examines utilization of
TRM in a company, and draws implications and a
conclusion.

1.2 Research methodology
Integrating business strategy with technological
considerations is a critical element in management
planning. Thus, technological strategy cannot be
separated from management strategy of a company, and
technological resources need to be considered as part of
management planning. TRM provides justification for the
need of technology, provides a mechanism that enables
the specialists to predict the future technology, offers a
framework for technology development planning, and
facilitates a better decision-making regarding investment
in technology development[22]; naturally, TRM greatly
affects dynamic connection among technological
resources, organizational goals and changing business
environment, and ultimately supports technology
management and planning of a company [29] .
Hence, a company can identify valuable technology
and knowledge that helps to cope with the rapidly
changing business environment, internalize them, and
pursue innovation through technology management and
planning based on TRM. This research presumes that
preparation and use of a TRM is closely linked to
dynamic capability of a company that facilitate use and
extension of both tangible and intangible resources, to
generate and transform new resources, which enhances
competitive edge of a company. To verify this, the
research draws a list of dynamic capability that a
company can acquire by using a TRM, and based on the
list, conducts a case study of a company (T mobile
communication company) to examine how the utilization
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level and method of a TRM affects business performance.
The research illuminates effectiveness of a TRM from a
perspective of Dynamic Capability theory.

2. Main Subject
2.1 Outline of TRM
Kostoff & Schaller[31] , Petrick & Echols[26]
defined TRM as a method of technological planning to
explore future direction of technology development and
alternatives to satisfy needs of a uncertain future. A
primary role of TRM is to suggest prospect of
advancement rate of technology and its limitation, and to
help explore new technological alternatives that enable to
overcome the limit and to create new technological
innovation, and to facilitate establishment of mid-to-long
term technological strategy accordingly. In addition,
based on the technological level, TRM provides chance
of success as well as grounds for the planning to
contribute to planning business strategies for each period
of development.
Motorola created a concept of TRM in 1980s, which
began to be used for technological forecast and planning
in technology-intensive mega-corporations. Charles H.
Willyard of Motorola introduced a concept of TRM in
the research paper titled ‘Motorola's Technology
Roadmap Process’ published in 1987. He introduced a
role of a product roadmap as a structured tool to manage
and plan complex technology environment of a company,
and emphasized strategic planning that demonstrates
relationship between market status and technology
development. Specific methods of drawing a roadmap
were yet to be established, and accordingly, the argument
was limited in its capacity to clarify a relationship
between technology planning and product planning.
Robert Galvin published ‘Science Roadmap' in 1998 and
‘Roadmapping- Practitioner's update' in 2004 to further
introduce role of TRM in Motorola, and explained that

the utilization of TRM has steadily increased. James
Richey
published ‘Evolution of Roadmapping at
Motorola’ in 2004 based on case studies of roadmap
planning in a single enterprise, and presented Vision
Synergy, which was ‘on-line technology roadmap’ that
Motorola recently adopted. However, the scope of
research was limited to the aspect of how to establish a
roadmap.
Pieter Groenveld
of Phillips published
‘Roadmapping Integrates Business and Technology’ in
1997 to suggest a TRM as a means to integrate product
and technology centered on time axis and to include
realms of business and technology. In terms of a roadmap
methodology,
he
suggested
sharing
of
product-technology strategy that applies QFD (Quality
Function Deployment) and Innovation Matrix. However,
the research lacked consideration of flexible market
situation and only provided a vague procedure of
drawing a roadmap without incorporating feedback.
Nowadays, TRM is widely used as a main method for
technology planning in an industry cluster and in many
countries as well as individual companies. However, as
the companies utilize a TRM for practical reasons, a
more systematic approach toward the subject has been
missing.

2.2 General framework of TRM
Based on a common framework, a TRM can be
established through four stages: definition and scope,
direction setting, technological roadmap, implementation
plan and investment strategy. TRM helps to form a series
of questions regarding future business goals and
implementation plan to realize the goals(Table 1).
A TRM has a structure that defines vision of a
company, its scope and implementation method, and
explains the agendas to be performed. Also, it
demonstrates when to draw and advance the whole
structure along the predefined time period [29].

[Table 1] TRM’s framework stages [29]
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[Figure 1] TRM framework [29]

2.3 Resource based view
Porter[23]established 5 Forces Theory based on a
supposition that whether a business management
environment is favorable or hostile has great influence on
competition and determines competitive edge of a
company. The five forces include competitor, purchaser,
supplier, substitutes and new entrants. These forces
compose the industrial environment and affect
competition among companies significantly.
However, by 1980s, new theories emerged in
opposition to Porter’s. One of them is Resource Based
View (RBV) that argues that resource of a company
determines its competitive edge rather than external
environment. Barney [20] suggested that the following
four are critical elements of a company’s resource to
maintain competitive edge. According to the theory of
Michael Porter, in a single industry, companies with the
same
external
environments
should
produce
commensurate outcomes, but the reality is different.
Many pointed out theoretical weakness of the theory. The
fact that certain companies show outstanding
performance despite very poor environment also suggests
that Porter’s theory needs modification. RBV theory is
based on an observation that the company outcomes vary
greatly even when the external environment is more or
less the same, and thus the factors must be inside a
company that determines a company’s business
performance.
However, RBV theory is highly static, and dubious in
whether it can help a company to maintain competitive
edge and to adapt to a dynamic market environment
[9][12]. Also the theory can hardly explain how a
company’s resources are transformed into competitive
edge [42].

2.4 Dynamic capability
Dynamic Capability theory is derived from RBV
theory, and emphasizes that a company’s dynamic ability
to create and modify new resources on its singular

resource is essential in sustaining competitive edge [34].
Henderson
and
Cockburn[16]
regarded
company-specific resources underlined in RBV theory as
‘component competence’ and defined Dynamic
Capability as an ability to generate new resource and
capability by integrating internal and external resources
in a strategic manner, while adapting to changing market
environment. In addition to an ability to utilize and
extend resources (incremental change) that was included
in RBV theory, Dynamic Capability theory also
emphasized an ability to re-organize existing capability
and resource (architectural change) and to reconstruct
them (radical change). Also the theory attempted to
distinguish between resource and innovative capability
[16].
Dynamic Capability theory does not restrict resources
required by a company to internal source. In addition to
internal financial resource, facility, knowledge pool and
business management tactics, Dynamic Capability theory
considers external supplier, consumer, resources of the
business partner such as a university and a research
center as significant source of intangible resource.
In Dynamic Capability theory, specific elements vary
depending on characteristics of a company, but several
common features can be found [12]. Wang and Ahmed
[40] classified these common features in three groups.
There are adaptive capability, absorptive capability and
innovative capability. These three elements are most
critical in Dynamic Capability theory, closely intertwined,
and support an ability of a company to integrate,
re-organize and re-invent resource [12].

3. Research framework
Through technology management and planning based
on TRM, a company can identify technology and
knowledge that is suitable for the rapidly changing
business environment, internalize them and pursue
innovation. The expected benefit of TRM is very similar
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to that of Dynamic Capability theory in a sense that it
helps to utilize both tangible and intangible resource of a
company that has value and emphasizes an ability to
generate and revise new resources.
This research examines whether TRM can play a role
as an enhancer for dynamic capability of a company and
verifies its effectiveness. A case study was conducted for

T mobile communication company. The research
identified survey lists to determine whether utilization of
TRM corresponds to requirements of Dynamic
Capability theory more objectively. The survey list was
drawn from the literature review based on three main
components of Dynamic Capability theory.



[ Table 2] Dynamic Capability Perspectives
Capability
Perspectives
R&D investment

Absorptive
capability

A capability of acquiring knowledge capability
for establishing collaborative development with
partners

Assimilation

A capability of understanding and
sharing technology and knowledge
A capability to applying new technology
and knowledge

Exploitation

A capability to utilize new technology and
knowledge

Motivation

A capability to motivate organizational
members to change

Flexibility

An ability to increase responsiveness due to
market changes

Evolvement

Search for market
opportunity

Marketing
investment

Innovative
capability

R&D Investment Capability

Acquisition

Transformation

Adaptive
capability

Definitions

Reference
Tsai, 2001

Zahara & George, 2002
Rocha, 1997
Szulanski, 1996
Teece, 1981
Van den Bosch, et al., 1999

Adler et al, 1999
Gibson & Brinkinshaw, 2004

An ability of responsiveness and evolution due
to changes in company’s prioritization.

An ability identify and searching new market
opportunity

An ability to invest resources for potential
market opportunity

Productive
innovativeness

A capability to develop new products and
services at right time with commercialization.

Market
innovativeness

A capability of market search, entry,
advertisement and promotion

Process
innovativeness

New way of development process and
management process

Behavioural
innovativeness

Ability to change organizational culture
and adopting new innovative ideas

Chakravarthy, 1982
Hambrick, 1982
McKee, 1989
Miles & Snow, 1978
Oktemgil & Gordon, 1997

Avlonitis et al.,1994
Capon et al., 1992
Hurley and Hult, 1998 Miller
and Friesen, 1983
Wang and Ahmed, 2004
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Absorptive Capability includes capacity for R&D
investment, ability to acquire technology in tandem with
partner companies and in accordance with technological
advancement, ability to comprehend and share
technological information, ability to materialize and
utilize acquired technology and to acquire necessary
information by reconstructing technological information.
The research identified five survey items related to
Absorptive Capability as follows.
R&D Investment : What are the factors that affect
decision-making in R&D investment? Can TRM include
or affect such factors?
Acquisition : Whether accumulated knowledge
from technological development in collaboration with
business partner is reflected in TRM and whether the
knowledge would affect the future technological
development.
 Assimilation : How does TRM affect ability to
share information and knowledge among partner
companies/main
supervising
department/support
department/application department?
 Transformation : Whether TRM include items
required to re-construct and apply technology, and
whether utilization of TRM affects time required to
re-construct and apply the technology.
Exploitation : Is it possible to predict
commercialization period of technology by using TRM,
and are companies actually using TRM to commercialize
technology?
Adaptive Capability includes ability to provide
motivation, flexibility to adapt to changing market
condition, ability to stimulate changes accompanied by
changing business priority, ability to seize a market
opportunity, ability for resource investment in marketing
activities by using TRM.
 Motivation : Does use of TRM provide proper
motivation to the staff in pursuing necessary changes?
 Flexibility : Does use of TRM enable forecast of
changing market condition and prompt response to it?
 Evolvement : Is business priority considered in
developing and utilizing TRM, and is prompt reaction
possible in case business priority is modified?
Search for market opportunity : Is research
underway for future market in developing TRM, and
does the use of TRM improve an ability to create a new
market and seize market opportunities?
  Marketing Investment : Does use of TRM
improve an ability to decide resource properly and
promptly that needs to be put into the newly identify
market?
Innovative Capability addresses on whether it is
possible to supply innovative products to a market,
perform innovative marketing activities, and innovate
processes, organizational culture and behaviors related to
innovative products and marketing activities.

 Productive Innovativeness : Is TRM capable of
innovating commercialization of products and services?
 Market Innovativeness : How does TRM affect
market innovation (market study, entrance, advertising
and promotion)?
 Process Innovativeness : Does use of TRM affect
development of new management and new product in
terms of a process?
 Behavioral Innovativeness : Does use of TRM
affect organizational culture and behavioral innovation
(e.g. adaptation to new thinking)?
As organized above, three types of Dynamic
Capability - Absorptive Capability, Adaptive Capability,
Innovative Capability – and 4~5 components for each
type are defined as follows. The research examines
interview results on the components by the Dynamic
Capability types, and analyzes TRM from a perspective
of Dynamic Capability in order to illuminate how TRM
effectively affects a company’s capability based on
Dynamic Capability types and components. The
identified components of Dynamic Capability induce
continuous evolution of Dynamic Capability, linked with
the existing learning mechanism of the organization.

4. Case study of T mobile communication
company
4.1 Company overview
T mobile communication company opened the
first-generation analogue mobile phone era in 1984 in
Korea. The company is Korea’s leading mobile
communication provider, and was the first to
commercialize CDMA (code division multiple access)
technology, to provide 2.5-generation CDMA2000 1X
service, and to commercialize third-generation
synchronizing, HSDPA and HSUPA in the world. The
company is a top-ranking mobile communication
provider, but it is working to build diversified growth
engines to provide even more value to customers through
various convergence service that will lead to the new era
of communication and broadcasting convergence.
Also, T company is making inroads to the global
market based on world-class technology and rich
experiences in Korean market. The company has
achieved remarkable growth in Mongolia, China,
Vietnam, U.S, and plans to become a ‘global
convergence leader’ by fortifying current business,
exploring new business opportunities that blend Internet
and media contents, and by actively seeking partnership.
The global market has infinite potential, and provides
an arena for T company to export wireless Internet
technology, platform solution and various contents. It
will be a chance to showcase IT power of Korea to the
world. Thus, the company makes extraordinary effort to
strengthen national competitive edge in IT to become a
convergence leader that pioneers the global IT market
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with innovation.

4.2 Overview of case study
The research adopted case study methodology to
examine a case of TRM application in light of
relationship between TRM and Dynamic Capability of a
domestic IT company. To do so, the research selected the
leading IT company of Korea, T mobile communication
company, and collected basic data as well as TRM
related data from R&D departments.
The R&D organization of T company launched on
establishment of TRM since 2005, but its scope has
changed due to annual re-organization of R&D division.
However, the company utilizes self-made 4-step
methodology and hires consulting specialists for the parts
unmanageable in-house, and could efficiently establish
TRM of enormous volume covering Internet and
communication field with minimal staff in order to apply
to R&D activities.
R&D task-force members were interviewed who led
the preparation of TRM since 2005, and various data and
information on current condition of TRM was collected.
Based on the data, the research built a framework for a
case study, and confirmed the questionnaire items for an
interview that were drawn from three types and 14
components identified from TRM framework from a
perspective of Dynamic Capability. Then a list of
interviewees was finalized. An in-depth interview was
conducted for leader-level staff who participated in TRM
preparation for R&D division of T mobile
communication company. A case study was completed by
organizing the interview result, illuminating how TRM
was established and utilized as well as its expected
outcomes.

4.3 TRM use in T mobile company
T mobile communication company started to draw up
TRM for each department to apply to R&D activities
even before 2005. It was not exactly in a TRM format,
but closer to technical document in terms of format. It
could be viewed as a beginning stage of developing TRM.
Before 2005, the company distinguished between
network researchers in charge of the existing mobile
communication network and platform researchers in
charge of R&D for Internet and new business fields.
Platform researchers raised a need for TRM first, and
a Task Force (TF) was organized on the project since
2005. With no basic knowledge or methodology about
TRM, TF members received training from external
specialists and focused on learning TRM theories and
methodology through workshop and meetings. Based on
this, a self-made four-step methodology was established.
The first step is to build a technology reference model
as a technology classification framework to establish
mid-to-long term TRM. T mobile communication
company decided that it is hard to ensure expertise and
objectivity with internal staffs only and to complete the
project on time. Consequently, the company sought
assistance from a consulting firm, and conducted

benchmarking for world-class IT institutes including
TOGAF (The Open Group Architecture Framework),
Oracle, Microsoft, IBM, HP as well as five corporations
in building a technology reference model. Based on the
model, technologies were classified and yearly
technology development history was drawn up.
The second step is to establish a technology
assessment model through in-depth analysis of the
company’s technology, competitive edge and expected
impact of individual technological factors on the future
business. Part of the consulting document on
technological value assessment commissioned by the
platform researchers to a consulting firm in 2004 was
used during the process.
The third step draws core technology by analyzing
business environment. Using two measurements of
technological competency and business impact of the
technology assessment model, the process conducts
self-evaluation of R&D and business division, and
identifies 8 broad categories of technology to focus in
order to ensure future business competency through
multi-faceted analysis of inside and outside of the
organization in three fields: fortifying business
competency, identifying growth option and reinforcing
global competency. The technology categories are further
divided into 23 lists (medium category) and 54 elements
(narrow category).
The items identified in different categories can be
added or deleted according to convergence/division of
departments as well as changing business environment,
providing flexibility that is required in TRM.
Lastly, the fourth step is to establish ‘to-be TRM’ by
applying the technology assessment model. Priority on
tasks and strategies are set by applying the model in
terms of securing core technology in both Field A
(competitive
technology)
and
Field
B
(under-development technology). By mapping the tasks
and strategies with each factor of the technology
reference model, TRM is established for platform R&D
division for year 2006-2007. Based on this, network
researchers and platform researchers are merged as
service researches. In consideration of the organizational
restructuring and changes in industry environment, the
broad/medium/narrow classification is redefined in order
to draw up TRM for R&D area that covers the entire
value chain ranging from contents, platform, network to
terminal. In 2008, a need for SRM (service roadmap)
emerged, which is in process of preparation accordingly.
The effort reaches so far as to establish PRM (product
roadmap) for mobile devices, which are important items
of the company. TRM is updated annually.

4.4 Comparison between before and after
applying TRM
In order to analyze preparation and use of TRM for T
company, first of all, the changes in R&D organization
were examined. T mobile communication company
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performs yearly organizational restructuring in
accordance with changing technological and business
environment so as to adapt with flexibility.
The company invests significant amount of R&D
resource in developing both fixed and wireless
convergence service based on the Internet, in addition to
wireless Internet service through communication
network.
The R&D division largely consists of network
researchers in charge of mobile communication
infrastructure and platform researchers in charge of
developing new business, convergence service and
applications. These two functions sometimes merge and
separate according to changes in technological and
business environment each year, enabling flexible
response to changing environment.
The responsibility of network researchers include
access network for developing mobile communication
technology, core network in charge of system within
switching center such as MSC, HLR, SMSC, and
terminal development for R&D related to mobile
communication devices, as well as planning division
covering the entire network. Platform researcher
organization is operated flexibly according to business
projects each year. Basically, the organization deals with
developing service, application, service platform, mobile
device and planning R&D projects.
TRM began to be utilized since 2005. Technological
development planning in a similar format of TRM was
used before, but it lacked several elements to be regarded
as TRM. As R&D functions of network and platform
researchers merged as service researchers in 2005, TRM
began to be developed and updated each year. By 2008,
network and platform researchers (currently C&I
technology institute) are drawing up and updating TRM
in their respective fields under supervision of the
planning division. For network researchers, the in-house
planning team is in charge of drawing up TRM each year
in cooperation with R&D team. Virtual TF is organized
with internal staff to establish TRM.
By 2008, the scope of TRM mapped out by network
researchers is quite limited compared to the previous
TRM, partly because the task is solely operated by the
internal staff. Related domestic and overseas vendors and
professional research institutes provide assistance in a
limited capacity.
The tasks of R&D organization can be roughly
divided into two categories: research on precedence task
to develop fundamental technology for future, product
and service development for commercialization. Recently,
the management board began to pay heightened attention
to future technology, and a need is rising to share TRM
target, which is reflected in 2008 TRM (comment from
the network researcher part).
TRM drawn up by network researchers is distributed
to each business division and planning team of the
marketing division to seek business opportunities through
convergence of market and technology. It is also used in
R&D division to improve work efficiency with better
understanding of the technology.

Before TRM was adopted, other departments were
unfamiliar with R&D activities; TRM facilitated sharing
technology-related
information
among
different
departments and enhance understanding of R&D
activities. Officially, by 2008, TRM has been updated
annually, and starting from 2009, it will be updated
semi-annually. TRM is also updated occasionally when
standard specifications change or other changes occur.
In TRM, priority in R&D investment is given to
developing service and products in need of immediate
commercialization, while precedence research is
relatively harder to justify the investment. TRM can help
to secure budget required for R&D activities and justify
its expenditure from the budget department
In a decision-making for investment in strategic tasks
to secure future technology, TRM provides a big picture
that spans mid-to-long term planning, and based on this,
R&D staff established specific action plans and
implement them. Accurate measurement of qualitative
and quantitative effect of TRM is difficult, but it is
evaluated to be useful in interpreting the direction of
technology development.
Often part of TRM is provided as requirement
materials to the vendor in R&D partnership, and utilized
for technology development. The development pattern in
partnership with a vendor can be divided into two types:
a) provides development specifications and purchases the
developed products (large scale) b) development in form
of outsourcing (small scale).
Previously developed technology is shared among
organizational members by using in-house KM
(Knowledge Management) system in order to improve
reuse of the technology and to apply in developing
advanced service and products based on fundamental
technology.
A single page of Technology Landscape is illustrated
to demonstrate core technology for each field. As a
follow-up for TRM, “R&D capacity strengthening task”
is in process, which is more detailed than TRM and
assigns the tasks to specific employees. Also, a reward
will be given to outstanding performances in 2008 to
provide incentive.
TRM includes how Emerging Technology would
affect business, however, its scope is limited to
technology-related parts, and other parts such as
commercialization of technology and product or
marketing follow the existing well-established process of
the company.
TRM does not take into account business priorities,
and does not cover immediate short-term tasks. TRM can
be updated every six month, but without drastic changes
in the industry, currently it is updated once a year.
As another effort to follow up TRM, “MNO R&D
capacity strengthening tasks” are in process that address
on current technology level of the company, its capacity,
when to secure technology required for a project, which
field to focus, how to secure internal and external
capacities and business impact depending on whether
technology capacity is secured or not.
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5. Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
The objective of the research is to examine
effectiveness of TRM for its impact on Dynamic
Capability of a IT company by analyzing TRM
methodology, extent and method of its use. To do so, the
research conducted theoretical review of several
perspectives regarding background and preparation of
TRM. Based on the result, a framework was established,
and a case study was conducted, which involved an
in-depth interview with core members of a select
company in regard to utilization of TRM.
The framework defined three types of Dynamic
Capability: Absorptive Capability, Adaptive Capability,
Innovative Capability. The examination of effectiveness
of TRM for its influence on the three types of Dynamic
Capability showed that:
5.1.1 Absorptive Capability
TRM is used as a technical document in negotiating
with a R&D partner and as a tool to justify a research
project in terms of Dynamic Capability. By specifying a
scope of technology acquisition, TRM contributed to
preventing waste of resource and to increasing efficiency.
In particular, for R&D activities in the field of
Internet, a need has emerged to align technology with
service, and TRM expanded to include SRM (service
roadmap)/ PRM (product roadmap). For R&D in
communication field, the fine classification of
technology was rather insufficient, and needed to be
supplemented. For now, TRM is used as a reference in
performing a project.
5.1.2 Adaptive Capability
TRM covered parts related to technology, not
addressing on motivation for its active use. However, the
interviewees remarked that TRM is very helpful in terms
of Adaptive Capability by reducing effort to acquire
approval for research project and to secure budget. In the
beginning, TRM provided three-year planning with
annual update, but currently it covers five-year planning
with semi-annual update to improve flexibility.
In particular, Adaptive Capability improved in
Internet-related R&D as the once technology-oriented
TRM expanded to cover SRM (service roadmap)/ PRM
(product roadmap). Meanwhile, the interviewees agreed
that systematic and specific motivation lacked to
encourage active use of TRM, which needs to be
supplemented.
5.1.3 Innovative Capability
Considering
the
characteristics
of
mobile
communication and Internet business, the existing
company organization and processes sufficiently cover
structured and systematic devices for innovative future
business such as task force involved in exploring future
business opportunities, annual re-structuring of

organization, CEO-led effort to improve the work
environment, commercialization of innovative new
services each year (color ring, Melon, gifticon, mobile
banking, etc.). Thus, they were not included in TRM. A
closer inspection of the processes and systems for
innovation is in order.
In the final analysis, the inspection of theoretical
background of Dynamic Capability and the case study
based on an interview demonstrated that due to synergy
effect with learning mechanism and existing processes of
the company, TRM has induced constant evolution of
Dynamic Capability level.
Technology acquisition and learning level are
continuously refined due to annually repeated training,
and the technology level of the company improves as the
experiences are officially put into processes and
documentation. TRM is in the center of creating a virtual
cycle ranging from technology to service and products.

5.2 Future research tasks
So far TRM has been widely used in manufacturing
companies. However, this research examined the
utilization of TRM in a communication service company
for its influence on improving Dynamic Capability of the
company. The research suggests the following
implications.
First of all, TRM made great contribution to
Absorptive Capability, which was defined as part of the
Dynamic Capability in the framework, while not
affecting Adaptive Capability or Innovative Capability
greatly. Secondly, considering characteristics of a service
company, business strategy is required to align
technology with services and products (e.g. mobile
phone), and accordingly the scope of TRM expanded to
have greater influence on Dynamic Capability. Thirdly,
the link between TRM and marketing, promotion of the
company was rather weak as the fields are supported by
the existing process. A systematic improvement is
required to increase process efficiency. Due to
complicated interview questionnaire and lack of time, it
is regretful that the interview could not produce more
profound findings. Lastly, here is the list of several
limitations raised from the research and the case study,
hoping it would provide a better direction for future
research.
Firstly, different sets of interview questionnaire will
be useful for different divisions of a company as they
have widely varying level of understanding and
implementation of TRM and Dynamic Capability.
Secondly, research on methodology to quantify impact of
TRM and Dynamic Capability is required. Thirdly, the
number of interviewees for the case study was rather
small, which made it hard to generalize the research
result. Fourthly, the effect of improved TRM-applied
Dynamic Capability on customer value was not
addressed in the research.
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THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN AUSTRALIA:
NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
Professor Robin Kramar and Professor Peter Steane
MGSM, Macquarie University, NSW 2109, Australia.
ABSTRACT
The article reports empirical research findings on the trends in HRM role. It identifies
competencies expected in this role at present and emerging competencies required by HR
and line managers in the future. The findings indicate that managers expect HR will
increasingly encompass responsibilities for developing human capital as a strategic
imperative of business, as well as the traditional functional expert roles. The findings
suggest a greater shift in strategic importance for HRM. Emergent competencies in other
areas are identified, such as advocacy, conflict management, and succession and
leadership development. Both HR and line managers would continue to be functional
specialists, with a trend for people working in different segments of the HR profession, or
in a particular phase in their career, recognising a need for a different mix of
competencies.
INTRODUCTION
For more than a decade it has been argued human resource management (HRM) needs to
change. Models of HRM emphasize the importance of HRM activities contributing to
business outcomes and the ability to demonstrate that these activities add value to
financial outcomes. Survey research (Kramar 2006; Sheehan, Holland and De Cieri 2006)
indicates HR is more actively involved in strategic decisions and that HR assists line
managers manage their employees. In spite of these developments claims for the further
transformation of HR and the development of new competencies continue to be made
(Ulrich and Brockbank 2005). This paper reports on a study which explores trends in the
role (what is done) of HRM in general and the role of line managers in managing people.
It also identifies the competencies (how the role is done) necessary to perform this role.
The expectations of managers’ about the future role and competencies required by HR
and line managers are also explored. The implications of these findings for
understanding HRM are briefly discussed.
HRM: role and competencies
HRM or the HRM function, defined as both the department itself and the domain of
activities that we call HR, views the processes of people and work management as
essential for organizational success and the achievement of strategy. Organisational
success is expressed in terms of contributing to competitive advantage, creating value and
contributing to organizational performance measures such as return on assets, customer
satisfaction and financial market indicators. HR processes can contribute to
organizational success in a number of ways, for instance, by improving employee
performance, eliciting and reinforcing the behaviours necessary for the achievement of
strategy, engendering employee loyalty and commitment and building a distinctive
culture through ‘bundles’ of HR practices.
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Various models have been developed to describe the role of HR managers and the HR
function in contributing to organizational success. These models identify a number of HR
roles, with particular emphasis given to the business partner role. HR performs these
roles in partnership with other managers, external providers, governments and trade
unions. One model identifies four roles required of an HR leader. These are the
employee advocate, human capital developer, strategic partner and functional expert
(Ulrich and Brockbank 2005). The human capital developer role recognizes the
importance of building a workforce for the future, while the employee advocate role
seeks to make the employment relationship mutually beneficial. The functional expert
refers to HR practices delivered in a number of ways, such as through technology,
policies, menus and interventions. The strategic partner role involves multiple dimensions
such as business expert, change agent, knowledge manager and being a consultant and
adviser. One advantage of the model is that they acknowledge that HRM involves
administrative activities, management of legal and employee relations issues and at the
same time undertakes business oriented, strategic activities. The role of strategic partner
or business partner has influenced the vocabularies of HRM and approach to HRM for
more than a decade (Francis and Keegan 2006: 231-2). In addition, the broader concept
of partnership is an integral part of HRM and the HRM roles. Partnerships between the
HR manager and the senior management team, line managers and external consultants.
The roles undertaken by HR require a range of competencies business knowledge, HR
delivery, HR technology, personal credibility and strategic contribution (Ulrich and
Brockbank 2005: 221-242). HR professionals require knowledge of the business, the
business drivers, detailed knowledge of HR tools, labour markets, industrial relations
issues and legislation, and a knowledge of technology and its potential applications. They
need the skills to develop relationships with a variety of stakeholders, communicate
effectively, advocate, persuade, and appear credible. They also need to demonstrate an
ability to achieve results, collaborate, make change happen, foster learning, generate and
share ideas and build enduring relationships with targeted customers.
The role undertaken by line managers typically involve people management, providing
technical expertise, managing operational costs, organizing and monitoring work
processes, checking quality, dealing with customers and measuring operational
performance. The competencies involved in the people management aspect of the line
managers role involve the delivery of HR policies such as recruitment and selection,
performance appraisal, grievance and conflict management, training, coaching and
guidance, involvement and communication, work-life balance and recognition
(Hutchinson and Purcell 2003). Significant core competencies associated with line
manager work involve identifying competencies and appraising.
HRM involves dealing with competing stakeholder interests and values and the use of
competencies associated with building ‘bridges’ or dealing with situations where the
‘bridges’ cannot be built because of value-role conflict. HR also faces the challenge of
balancing four competing values – strategic ethical, legal and financial values. This
requires competencies to manage the tension between these values when integration is
not possible. HR requires competencies that create a ‘unique and powerful perspective’
in which customers, shareholders, managers and employees ‘see aspects of the business
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environment that go beyond what other disciplines bring and that add substantially to
business success (Ulrich and Brockbank 2005: 8). This section is based on the
assumption that HR will continue to evolve and that it is going to continue as a
profession. However, it also assumes the nature of the concepts, activities and
competencies required by the profession could change and the activities Although writers
differ in their predictions about the way HR will evolve, they agree that the HR role will
be a generalist role focusing on increasing employee abilities and organizational
capabilities (Losey, Meisinger and Ulrich 2005, pp408- 414). This will require a focus on
the importance of people and talent management systems, providing integrated solutions,
strategic alignment and execution, enabling capacity for change and collaboration,
shaping culture and enabling ethical behaviour, and rethinking organizations as
capabilities rather than structures. New roles, such as Chief integrative officer,
productivity czar and chief effectiveness officer could also emerge.
Additional competencies will be required for performing these roles. These include
understanding mental models, mindsets as a way of understanding foundations of
organizational success. Knowledge of talentship decision science which is a process that
enables identification of “pivotal talent pools” and the implications of talent segmentation
for HRM and organizational outcomes. Knowledge and skill to design policies, practices
and structures that enable teams to manage across horizontal boundaries, between
functions, businesses and between geographies An ability to collaborate with a other
experts such as financial, marketing, manufacturing,,public relations experts so that their
areas can improve their outcomes. An ability to recast definitions of organizational
success from financial to sustainability. Sustainability is a concept that includes values,
governance, transparency, ethics, diversity, social responsibility, employee and human
rights, supporting the community and protecting the environment.
RESEARCH METHODS
The study relied upon qualitative semi-structured interviews of 53 HR executives
leadership professionals and line manager from across a range of industries and
organisational size. The data captures these practitioners views of people responsible for
over 400,000 employees. Table 1 provides details about the industry and organisations of
the interviewees. The focal questions of the project concerned the role and competencies
required of both HRM directors and line managers roles in managing people. The analysis
included Miles and Huberman’s (1994) checklist matrix as a detailed format to categorise
verbatim comments under a range of sub-headings. This checklist matrix comprises the
substantive analytical frame of the study and allows the authors to outline the trends evident
in the HR profession as perceived by director and line manager levels.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In almost all organizations both HR managers and line managers reported that the HR
department provides consulting services to line managers, including advice about
practices such as recruitment, occupational health and safety and equal employment
opportunity. It also develops HR policies, draws up contracts for employment and
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engagement of consultants and manages redundancies and terminations. In addition,
members of the HR department were identified as providing training in areas such as
performance management and selection. The HR department is therefore seen as the
source of expert knowledge about processes associated with managing people and about
legal compliance issues. These activities are consistent with the roles outlined by Ulrich
as administrative/functional expert and the roles of “contracts manager’ and ‘clerk of
works” identified by Tyson and Fells. HR professionals are also seen as managing the
process of workforce reduction and engaging consultants and providers of services from
outside the organization. These activities are also an indication of the above roles. An
integral part of this role is also providing advice to line managers through consultation
about how “best t manage” their people.
These managers predicted that in five years time HR would be providing more consulting
services to line managers, be responsible for developing and retaining talent, would
become more strategic and assist the business, drive change and foster engagement.
These managers also indicated that they would be involved in less processing work.
Comments were made about employees being able to do the processing work themselves
through the intranet. Managers in all the organizations indicated that “capability
management” and the need for succession planning and workforce planning would
become an important part of HR’s role. This was a clear indication of the prediction that
the human capital developer role would become more important.
Strategic roles such as driving strategic change, developing leadership capabilities,
planning and executing off shoring/outsourcing were identified by many HR and line
managers. Driving change was seen as designing strategic initiatives that enable people in
organizations to work in new ways and with new skills. These initiatives were seen as
contributing to the development of new cultures Similarly, a number of HR managers
commented on developing leadership capabilities, including developing the ability to take
a strategic view of the business, “think outside the square” and think tactically.
Many of the line managers remarked that in the future they would like HR to be able to
assist them more effectively in thinking in a strategic way about issues associated with
their staff. Line managers wanted HR to provide them with information about sources for
the skills they needed, ways of securing these skills including building up the skills of
existing staff, models for thinking about organizational architecture and assisting them
with implementing change. In addition, line managers also wanted advice about how to
manage diversity among their employees. Many of the HR executives and the leadership
and development specialists indicated that it would be important for HR professionals to
demonstrate their value to the business through metrics and measures that indicated how
they added value to the business.
As with the roles, there was considerable agreement about the competencies that HR
would require in the future. These competencies included knowledge, skills and personal
abilities in the following areas such as business acumen, budgeting skills, drivers of the
business, laws and legal issues, IT capability, superior knowledge of HR processes, work
structures, talent management, statistical knowledge. Personal skills included
interpersonal skills, persuading, conflict management, counselling, providing feedback,
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managing differences between people, negotiation, influencing, problem solving,
coaching, work with line managers, visioning, strategic thinking, “thinking outside the
square”, ability to engage employees, build strong relationships with business leaders,
emotional intelligence skills, ability to evaluate research, analytical skills,
communication, project management and research skills. Abilities in the future included
making change happen, get results, understand how HR can contribute to the business
and communicate this to other people, self knowledge, personal credibility, awareness of
how behaviour impacts other people and the reasons this occurs.
It was expected line managers would become even more responsible and accountable for
managing and developing people and their performance, and that they would be
undertaking more HR activities. Most of the managers considered this responsibility
would involve line managers managing performance from “start to finish”, managing
poor performance, nurturing and developing their staff, retaining talent and making more
HR decisions. Many line managers interviewed thought that line managers would be
more involved in contract negotiation and in driving team performance. In the finance
and banking, transport and logistics, engineering, construction and technology industries
it was predicted line managers would be even more involved in workforce planning and
succession planning activities.
The competencies required to undertake this future role included the ability to manage
personal differences, such as age, ethnicity and gender, a basic knowledge of HR
processes such as recruitment and selection, rewards and appraisal. Other frequently cited
competencies were persuading and influencing skills, managing conflict, foster learning,
team building, interviewing and planning skills.
CONCLUSION
The views about HR roles in the future indicate that managers expect HR will
increasingly undertake the human capital developer role, the strategic partner and
functional expert roles. The human capital developer role would be undertaken through
succession planning, leadership development and talent management initiatives. The
strategic partner role would involve developing HR initiatives to assist the business,
driving change, building culture and engagement. Functional expert role involved
knowledge of functional and legal HR processes and assisting line managers in their use.
The comments did not indicate a broadening of the roles suggested by Losey, Meisinger
and Ulrich (2005). They did indicate an emphasis on the strategic (business) partner role.
This probably reflects the fact that the managers were asked for predictions about
developments in 5 years time, while the literature reviewed does not specify a time frame.
key driver for the growing importance of the human capital developer role. The findings
It appeared that line managers would take on more of the employee advocate role. HR
would rely increasingly on line managers to understand the needs of employees as a
means of managing their performance. This understanding would also provide
information for talent management, succession and leadership development. Both HR and
line managers would need to be functional specialists. Line managers will require
knowledge of HR policies, be able to implement them in the spirit intended and provide
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feedback to HR about the policies effectiveness. HR will be responsible for developing
the policies in terms of strategic requirements and developing measures to assess the
policies impact on the business.
Although there were definite trends, the role of HR and line managers varied across
organizations. A number of multinational organizations had sophisticated approaches to
HRM and they indicated that the existing trend of devolution to the line managers for
managing people responsibilities would strengthen a little. Other organizations indicated
this trend would be much stronger as would the involvement of HR in strategic decisions.
The study indicated HRM will continue to evolve and that HR professionals will continue
to work in partnership with senior managers, external providers and especially with line
managers. It also revealed that in order to understand the future role of HRM it is
necessary to take into account the context of the organization. Characteristics such as the
nature of the industry, extent of unionization, sophistication of the existing approach to
HR, local/multinational structures emerged as important influences. In addition, it
indicates that in order to understand the work of HR professionals it is necessary to
identify the areas of segmentation within HR and the stages of HR careers. In large
organizations the expert knowledge of HR and the provision of this advice to line
managers is most likely to be undertaken by generalist, more junior staff, while
involvement as a strategic partner and involvement in decisions about organizational
strategy and direction would be undertaken by senior executives. People doing the work
in different segments of HR represent different stages of HR careers and at each stage
they require a different mix of competencies.
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Abstract
Many researchers agree that post-merger information
systems integration plays a vital role in determining the
success of M&As, but research on this issue remains at
an early stage. Most M&A research related to IS
integration are case-specific and anecdotal in nature and,
therefore, rare in suggesting empirical evidence. In
particular, the role of IT leadership teams, as a control
tower of two IT organizations in the post-merger IS
integration process, is critical due to their authority and
power can change the overall IT organizational structures
and affect organizational performance. Nevertheless,
there has been few research works on IT leadership teams
and firm’s post-merger IS integration performance. This
research aims to suggest the mechanism of IT leadership
teams and firm’s post-merger IS integration performance
based on Upper-Echelons Perspective, which examines
the relationship between the top management team’s
characteristics and organizational performance. By
reviewing current literatures on post-merger IS
integration and Upper-Echelons Perspective in the
strategic management, this paper proposes an integrative
model and hypotheses to empirically verify the
relationship between IT leadership teams and the success
of post-merger information systems integration.
Keywords: Merger and Acquisition, Post-Merger
Integration, Information Systems Integration, IT
Leadership Team

1. Introduction
For the past few decades, a great number of
companies have forayed into mergers and acquisitions
(M&As) in a strategic effort to achieve sustainable
growth and competitive advantage in the rapidly
changing marketplace. While businesses have undertaken
M&As in pursuit of various goals such as high growth
rates, market share gain, market/product diversification,
realization of scale economies, circumvention of legal
regulations, globalization, market expansion, avoidance
of risks and timely responses to market changes [23] [39]
[42] [44], many of them have failed to elicit synergy and
experienced many problems such as decrease in
productivity, loss of market share, reduction in profits,
loss of competent staff, etc. [30].
Many researchers agree that post-merger information
systems integration plays a vital role in determining the
success of M&As [19] [29] [42] [24] but research on this
issue remains at an early stage.
To date most literatures in this area is case-specific
and limited to a single aspect of business, e.g. financial,

and lacks empirical investigations. Furthermore, Brown
et al. [9], based on their empirical research, suggested
that an IT leadership team should be formed quickly to
function as a PMO (Project Management Office) in the
overall post-merger IS integration processes. However,
there are almost no studies on IT leadership teams, and
even fewer focus on the background characteristics of the
IT leadership team members or the effects of their
consensus on the M&A. This study, therefore, aims to
empirically examine the effects of various characteristics
of an IT leadership team on the success of post-merger IS
integration at an organizational level, from the
upper-echelons perspective [21], which argues that the
background characteristics within a top management
team can partially influence firm performance. This
research aims to suggest the mechanism of IT leadership
teams and firm’s post-merger IS integration performance
based on Upper-Echelons Perspective, which examines
the relationship between the top management team’s
characteristics and organizational performance.

2. Research Model
2.1 Research Model
This paper is based on the premise that as Brown et
al.[9] study, integration of IT leadership teams is an
important factor for the success of post-merger IS
integration and, as upper-echelons perspective [21]
asserts, the cohesiveness of the team partially influences
the success of the IT organization’s IS integration. At the
end of the day, the results of IS integration within the
entire IT organizations should reflect the performance of
the IT leadership team which serves as a control tower
throughout the integration process. The two variables that
have the most influence on the cohesiveness of IT
leadership teams are consensus and conflict. Consensus
is regarded in the field of strategic management as an
important pre-condition for firm performance while
conflict often becomes an important source of problems
due to the uncertainty and differences caused by mergers
or acquisitions. To achieve the objective of this paper,
which is to evaluate the relations between the
cohesiveness of an IT leadership team and the
performance of post-merger IS integration, this research
proposes the model presented in Figure 1.

2.2 Hypothesis Development
Alaranta[1] presents components for evaluating the
success of post-merger IS integration and conducts a case
study to assess them. She claims that political power
struggles negatively impact efficient IS staff integration,
which is one of her IS integration evaluation components.
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Alaranta[1] expands Motwani et al.[31]’s framework to
summarize factors that have a negative impact on IS
integration. She identifies political and power structure
issues, culture fit and overall merger management as
M&A factors. Wijnohoven et al.[44] has modified the
strategic alignment model in the IS field to present a
framework that fits the context of M&As. They state that
deciding which IT integration strategy to adopt depends
on the firm’s political process. Schuler & Jackson [39]
also stated power and politics as main causes of M&A
failures. As these previous studies have shown, political
power struggles are heavily responsible for conflicts in
mental integration of two IT organizations, which leads
to the following hypothesis;
Hypothesis 1: An increase in political power struggles
will result in more conflicts within the IT leadership
team.
In his empirical study with 44 companies, Stylianou
[42] uses organizational and IS factors as determinants
affecting the performance of post-merger IS integration.
Among these factors, the author identifies the IS
compatibility of the two organizations’ previous
organizations and system complexity as factors related to
IS integration success. In addition, Robbins & Stylianou
[35]’s updated study uses the same research model to
confirm that standardization differences have a negative
impact on post-merger IS integration performance.
Alaranta [2] extends Motwani et al. [31]’s research to
illustrate that differences in organizational and
management IS maturity can result in conflicts between
IT organizations. In conclusion, technological differences
between the two IT organizations’ IS can be viewed as
determinants that hinder integration and generate
conflicts, prompting our next research hypothesis that:
Hypothesis 2: An increase in technical heterogeneity
will result in more conflicts within the IT leadership
team.
Hambrick et al.[22], in his study on relations between
heterogeneity of a top management team and firm
performance, concludes that differences in top executives’
background characteristics can influence the strategic
choices and the outcomes of the team and even of the
organization. They studied the background characteristics
of top executives, focusing mostly on demographic,
functional and educational background and heterogeneity.
Although IT leadership teams are different from top
management teams in terms of characteristics and levels
within the organization, it is not unreasonable to assume
that homogeneity has a positive influence on consensus
building regarding the vision, strategies and processes of
M&A. Hence, the following hypothesis is formulated;
Hypothesis 3: An increase in Team homogeneity will
result in a higher level of consensus on the merger or
acquisition within the IT leadership team.
Schuler & Jackson[39] identify top executives’
leadership as the most important success factor in M&As.

In the same context, Robbins & Stylianou[35]also argued
that executive management support of IS integration
activities is critical for the success of post-merger IS
integration. In addition, Schweiger & Ivancevich [38]
examine the human resource perspective of M&As and
find that top executives’ attention, support, and
change-management efforts are critical for mental
integration of staff. In short, top management’s efforts –
i.e. leadership, commitment and support – can be an
important factor in building a consensus within the IT
leadership team on the vision, strategies and processes of
the merger or acquisition. Thus, the following hypothesis
is proposed;
Hypothesis 4: An increase in the top management
team’s commitment and support will result in a
higher level of consensus within the IT leadership
team on the merger or acquisition.
Anxiety, in the M&A context, means an employee’s
concern that uncertainty caused by a merger or an
acquisition may affect his or her career path. Anxiety is
recognized as an important source of conflicts [28] and
anxiety over job security caused by a merger or an
acquisition prevents employees from working in a
proactive way and causes stress at work [12]. Conflicts
between an employee’s original, pre-merger role and a
new, post-merger role have been found to have a negative
impact on the productivity [28]. Cultural clashes between
two IT organizations involved are another type of conflict
in a merger or an acquisition. Weber & Pliskin[43] have
conducted an empirical study on cultural differences and
concluded that managing cultural differences is very
important in an integration process of organizations. In
sum, anxiety, concerns over job security, role conflicts
and conflicts caused by cultural differences can prevent
the success of integration of IT leadership teams, which
yields the following hypothesis;
Hypothesis 5: An increase in anxiety, job security
distress, role conflicts and conflicts caused by cultural
differences will result in a lower level of cohesiveness
within the IT leadership team.
Research on top executives, albeit not pertaining to
M&As, indicates that consensus among top executives on
business objectives, strategies, processes, etc. plays an
important role in the organization’s performance [17].
Dess & Origer’s [17] investigation of the relationship
between top management’s consensus level and
performance finds that in situations of high market
dynamism, a low level of consensus results in better
performance, while in stable markets, a high level of
consensus tends to outperform. Since the present study
aims to evaluate the effects of the level of consensus
within an IT leadership team on the success of
post-merger IS integration, the level of consensus will
have direct effects on the mediator variable – the level of
cohesiveness within the IT leadership team – rather than
on the performance. This allows us to frame the
following hypothesis:
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Hypothesis 6: An increase in the level of consensus on
the motives, vision, strategies and processes regarding
the merger or acquisition will result in a higher level
of cohesiveness within the IT leadership team.
These concerns with inter-team conflicts and
consensus show that forms of agreement and good (or
bad) working relationships within IT teams may either
prevent or promote IT integration in the course of merger
or acquisition processes. Technological differences and
political power struggles can cause conflicts and
consequently decrease the level of cohesiveness within
an IT leadership team. In addition, top management’s
commitment and support and the team’s homogeneity
affect the level of cohesiveness within the IT leadership
team via the mediation of the level of consensus on
M&A-related issues. We can thus further hypotheses:
Hypothesis 7: An increase in political power struggles
and Technical heterogeneity will partially affect the
level of the IT leadership team’s cohesiveness via the
mediation of conflicts.
Hypothesis 8: An increase in Team homogeneity and
Top management’s commitment and support will
partially affect the level of the IT leadership team’s
cohesiveness via the mediation of consensus level.

background heterogeneity were adopted here, despite the
fact that their study was not specifically on M&A context.
Despite that the top management and IT leadership teams
are not on the same level within companies, it was
assumed that a team’s homogeneity is conducive to
consensus building. Hambrick et al. [22] explained age,
socioeconomics roots, career experiences, educational
background, etc., but, in this study, only demographic,
functional and educational factors were used for the
measurement of team homogeneity.
Technological heterogeneity was measured using 4
items: IS compatibility differences; IS standardization
differences; IS complexity differences; and IS maturity
level differences. Some former researchers like
Alaranta[1] include differences in IT staff’s competence
levels, which this study considers to be far out of context
and, therefore, was excluded from the evaluation.
As previously mentioned, IT leadership teams’
cohesiveness is determined by presence or lack of
conflicts and consensus. The level of conflicts was
measured using: anxiety; job security distress; role
conflict; and cultural clashes. For the assessment of
consensus level, the measures borrowed from Dess &
Origer [17]’s study on consensus within top management
teams were modified to fit in the M&A context.
Finally, IS Team’s cohesiveness level was assessed
by the measurement items adopted by Alaranta’s
researches. Alaranta[1] [2] mentions several measures
such as: perceived closeness among team members;
number or level of decisions made in the presence of a
conflict of interests; discontentment with the role within
the team; degree to which members put their team before
themselves. These measures were used for the
assessment of an IT leadership team’s cohesiveness, as
shown in Table 1.

3.2 Sample and Data Collection

[Figure 1] Proposed Research Model

3. Research Method
3.1 Operational Definitions and Measure Items
In this research, the top management team’s
commitment and support – was measured as shown in
table 1 using the three items: executives’ commitment
[38]; executive management’s support of IS integration
activities [39]; and CEOs’ leadership [35].
Second independent variable - political power
struggle – was assessed using following measurements:
political maneuvering to protect their status; political
maneuvering to protect their power; political
maneuvering to protect their prestige [38] [1] [42] [44].
Team homogeneity, the measurement used by
Hambrick et al.[22] to evaluate top management teams’

We surveyed Korean companies with experience in a
merger or an acquisition and in IS integration were
included
in
the
sample
for
this
study.
KOSPI/KOSDAQ-listed companies that had engaged in a
merger or an acquisition since 1985 were initially
selected. In this process, parent companies that had
simply acquired their own subsidiaries by buying their
stocks or low-profile cases of small-sized companies
were excluded from the study. A company must have
assets totaling over KRW 100 billion to apply for listing
on KOSPI while companies with total assets worth KRW
3 billion and 99.9 billion can be listed on KOSDAQ. To
limit the sample to companies large enough for
consideration, KOSDAQ-listed companies whose assets
are valued lower than KRW 50 billion were excluded
from the study while all companies listed on KOSPI were
considered. In addition, companies that did not perform
IS integration were excluded as well, leaving 132
companies on the final list. Out of these companies, 61
participated in the survey, and 5 of those surveyed that
had completed a merger or an acquisition before 1990
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were excluded to minimize recall bias. Consequently, the
final sample consisted of 56 companies, representing a
response rate of 46%. Considering that Robbins &
Stylianou[35] conducted their study with 44 companies,
the sample of 56 companies representative of Korea’s
situations can be considered to be appropriate in size.

The questionnaire was designed based on a 7-point Likert
scale, with the unit of analysis being businesses. The
chief information officer responsible for IS integration at
each company was surveyed.

[Table 1] Operational Definition and Measure Items

4. Result and Analysis
4.1 Reliability and Validity of the Constructs
In order to test the reliability of the instrument, this
study used Cronbach’s alpha(α), which indicates the
internal consistency of a set of items in the scale. Whilst

there is no absolute standard for reliability evaluation, an
alpha over .6 is generally considered to be representing
an appropriate level of reliability for exploratory studies,
and an alpha over .7 is generally accepted for studies that
adopt the same measures used in previous studies [32]. It
shows alpha coefficients higher than .7 across all of the
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variables, indicating that the research model has high
reliability. To evaluate the construct validity, a factor
analysis was performed. The minimum Eigen value of 1
and the minimum factor loading of .5 were used and, for
orthogonal rotations, varimax rotation was adopted. The
results of the analysis are summarized in Table 2. In
general, the value of factor loading indicates the degree

of relationship of variables to each factor, where a value
between .45 and .54 is considered to be fair, between .55
and .62 good, between .63 and .70 very good, and
over .71 excellent [13]. All the variables have factor
loading values over .7, with the exception of 1
measurement item demonstrating an excellent level of
construct validity.

[Table 2] Factor Analysis and Reliability Analysis

4.2 Testing the Hypotheses and Result Analysis
To test the research hypotheses, a multiple regression
analysis was performed. Table 3 shows the results of the
multiple regression analysis for Hypothesis 1 to 6.
Among the independent variables for the conflict
variable, political struggle was accepted while
technological heterogeneity was rejected. This result
suggests that technological differences between two
organizations’ IT systems do not cause conflicts within
IT leadership teams in post-merger integration. In
addition, as many researchers have pointed out, political
struggles were found to act as a major source of conflicts.
For the consensus variable, the top management
team(TMT)’s commitment was found to be relevant, but
the IT leadership team’s background homogeneity was
not influential. This result shows that the theory
suggested by the upper-echelons perspective does not
apply to top-level teams other than top management
teams. A possible interpretation for this is that unlike top
management teams, the background characteristics of the

members do not influence consensus building in such
teams driven by goals of the success of IS integration in
M&A-specific environments.
In turn, the consensus and conflict variables were
found to exert influence on the level of cohesiveness.
Consensus was shown to have strong influence with a
coefficient of .3111 while conflict had less influence with
a coefficient of .0639. Conflict, in particular, fell within a
95% confidence interval between .1856 and .3057,
meaning that conflict may have negative influence in
some cases. The implication of this result is that a certain
amount of conflict can raise the level of a team’s
communication and cohesiveness, but too much of it can
negatively affect the team’s cohesiveness.
The test results for the mediating effect of each
variable are summarized in Table 4. The evaluation of
mediating effects was performed using the mediation
regression analysis technique proposed by Baron &
Kenny[4]. This technique assesses mediating effects
through a 3-step regression analysis. The first step is a
regression analysis of the independent and mediator
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variables; the second step is a regression analysis of the
independent and dependent variables; lastly, the third
step is a regression analysis of the independent and
mediator variables. If the results of these three regression
analyses satisfy the following four conditions, mediating
effects are confirmed;
First, the first regression analysis must indicate that
the independent variable has significant influence on the
mediating variable. Second, the second regression
analysis must indicate that the independent variable has
significant influence on the dependent variable. Third,

the mediating variable must have significant influence on
the dependent variable. Lastly, the regression coefficient
for the impact of the independent variable in the second
stage must be greater than that in the third stage. In
addition, the distinction between complete mediation and
partial mediation can be done as follows; if the impact of
the independent variable on the dependent variable is not
significant when the mediating variable is controlled in
the third stage regression analysis, it is complete
regression; however, if significant, it is partial regression.

[Table 3] Multiple Regression Results of Constructs

[Table 4] Test Results of Mediating Effect

5. Discussion and Conclusion
This study has empirically studied the cause-effect
relations between the integration of IT leadership teams,
which Brown et al.[9] consider the most important first
step in a post-merger IS integration process, and the
organizational performance of post-merger IS integration.
On the theoretical basis of the upper-echelons perspective
and the consensus-performance theory, this study has
confirmed that the cohesiveness of an IT leadership team
has positive influence on the success of post-merger IS

integration.
The result of the analysis reveals that team
homogeneity does not influence consensus building. This
suggests that unlike top management teams, which have
autonomy, authority and responsibility, the cohesiveness
of IT leadership teams, due to their nature driven by the
mission of IS integration, is influenced by the top
management team’s support, regardless of the level of
team homogeneity. In addition, technological differences
between the existing IS of two IT organizations involved
were found not to be a cause of conflicts. Instead,
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political power struggles were shown to be a major
source of conflicts.
The findings of this research implicates that, in
order to raise the cohesiveness of the team and, thereby,
build consensus among the members, top management
teams should provide support for IT leadership teams
while making efforts to prevent political power struggles
in order to eliminate possible causes of conflicts. In
addition, the measures used in the model of this research
can be utilized in future studies as critical success factors
to assess the success of post-merger IS integration.
This study bears three major academic implications:
First, it is the first study to empirically confirm the
relations between IT leadership teams and the success of
post-merger IS integration. Second, it adopts the
upper-echelons perspective, which argues that firm
performance is partially determined by the top
management team’s background characteristics, and
develops the theory that the characteristics of IT
leadership teams providing theoretical foundations for
future research. Third, this study, as an initiative
contribution to studying integration and cohesiveness of
IT leadership teams, provides a basis for future research.
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Impact of Cyberloafing on Emotions and Work
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Abstract. This study examined the impact of cyberloafing on employees’ emotion and work. In
general, men were more likely to report that cyberloafing has a positive impact on work. Our
findings also suggest that browsing activities have a positive impact on employees’ emotion
while emailing activities have a negative impact. Results of our study provide useful insights on
employees’ attitudes towards cyberloafing.
Keywords: Cyberloafing, email, browse, Internet, gender, work, emotion
1. Introduction
In recent years, abuse of company’s
Internet resources by employees has received
a considerable amount of attention. The term
cyberloafing has been used to describe
voluntary acts of employees using their
companies’ Internet access for non-work
related purposes during working hours (Lim,
2002). Cyberloafing is conceptualized as a
form of production deviance (e.g. Lim, 2002)
as it constitutes an unproductive use of time.
While companies are concerned with
productivity loss associated with cyberloafing,
some scholars have noted that cyberloafing
can serve as a palliative coping strategy
against negative workplace experiences (e.g.
Oravec, 2002). This is especially important as
employees today are keeping longer hours at
work and are likely to experience fatigue and
burnout (Maslach and Leiter, 1997). Thus, it
is imperative for scholars to examine how and
when cyberloafing can have a positive effect
on work so that its potential benefits can be
harnessed.
This study examined the impact of
cyberloafing on employees’ emotion and
work. We also examined if men engaged in
different types of cyberloafing activities from
women and if there is a gender difference in
the time taken to switch from cyberloafing to
work. Results of our study are instructive for
-1-

organizations in their efforts to understand the
impact of different types of cyberloafing
behaviors on individuals and work.
2. Method and Respondents
Data for this study were obtained
through the use of mail survey. Respondents
were selected from the alumni list of a large
university in Asia. A package containing the
questionnaire and a cover letter describing the
purpose of our study was sent to 500
respondents. A total of 191 completed surveys
were collected, yielding a response rate of
38%. Men comprised 34% of our respondents.
The average age was approximately 28 years
old (SD = 6.70), and their average working
experience was 4.5 years (SD= 6.56 years).
3. Results
3.1. Gender differences in cyberloafing
Findings showed that men were more
likely to cyberloaf compared to women. Men
and women also differed significantly in the
amount of time they spent on cyberloafing.
Men reported spending slightly over an hour
(61 minutes) a day on cyberloafing, while
women reported that they spent about 46
minutes. Respondents were also asked to
indicate whether they felt that it was
appropriate for them to use their workplace
Internet access for personal purposes during
working hours. About 97% of men and 85%

of women reported that it was acceptable for
employees to cyberloaf at the workplace.
We also investigated whether men and
women engaged in different kinds of
cyberloafing
activities.
Findings
are
summarized in Figure 1.

on work. Figure 2 showed that about 75% of
respondents agreed with the statement that
“cyberloafing helps make work more
interesting”, and 57% reported that engaging
in cyberloafing help them deal with practical
issues and personal issues.

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE

Interestingly, both wired men and
women were equally unlikely to look for
employment and engage in online games.
This is because they found it difficult to
rationalize that looking for employment
online is beneficial for work and companies
are likely to have policies that prohibit
playing of online games.

We also examined if the different
types of cyberloafing activities have a
different impact on emotion. Results of
analyses showed that respondents who
engaged in emailing activities were more
likely to report negative emotions (β = 0.16*,
p < 0.05) while those engaged in browsing
activities are likely to report positive
emotions (β = 0.17*, p<0.05).

3.2. Time taken to switch from cyberloafing to
work
Interestingly, we found a significant
gender difference in the amount of time taken
to switch from cyberloafing to work. Our
findings showed that men took 4 minutes
while women took 10 minutes to switch from
cyberloafing to work.
Prior research on Internet activities
found that while women were as likely as
men to go online, they engaged in more
relationship building online activities
compared to men (Thayer and Ray, 2006).
Women prefer a more interactive and
synchronous experience (Sanchez-Franco,
2006). Activities which are targeted at
relationship building require more attention
and focused energy. These findings suggested
that for women, transition from cyberloafing
to work requires greater decompression,
resulting in the relatively longer time for them
to switch from cyberloafing to work.
3.3. Impact of cyberloafing on work and
employees’ emotions
Our
findings
revealed
that
cyberloafing generally has a positive impact
-2-

One reason for this is that browsing
activities provided employees with an avenue
of escape from work stress. Given the long
working hours and demanding workload,
occasional browsing of non-work related
websites provide some respite from work,
allowing employees to temporarily take their
mind off work.
Compared to browsing activities,
emailing activities are cognitively taxing as
employees need to expend effort and energy
to craft email replies. As employees cannot
choose when and what non-work related
emails they receive, personal email messages
may thwart employees’ attentional resources
as they are less within the individuals’ control.
Research on emailing found that even though
most unsolicited emails are unimportant,
employees often feel a compelling need to
reply to them (Macklem, 2006). When
employees reply to these unimportant emails,
their workflow is interrupted. In turn is likely
to result negative emotions as they experience
difficulty in completing their work
requirements.
.

3.4. Gender differences in impact of
cyberloafing on work
Results of our study revealed a
significant gender difference in the perceived
impact of cyberloafing on work. Women tend
to feel that cyberloafing detract them from
work while men felt otherwise. A summary of
these findings are shown in Figure 3.
INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE
Insights drawn from past studies may
help to explain these differences. Fallows
(2005) found that while men use the Internet
to obtain information, women seemed more
overwhelmed by the volume of information.
Men also reported higher levels of confidence
in Internet use compared to women. Taken
together, these findings suggest that men are
more confident in their Internet use and this
may encourage them to apply the general
information obtained from cyberloafing to
work demands.
4. Discussion
Findings from this study revealed that
cyberloafing is generally prevalent at the
workplace in Singapore.
These findings are instructive in that
they highlighted that not all cyberloafing
activities are dysfunctional. Browsing
activities allow for some relief at work and
motivate employees to perform better. Thus,
in designing workplace Internet policies,
companies should allow employees some
leeway in using the company’s Internet access.
Results of our study suggest that while
men in general reported that cyberloafing is
beneficial to work, women reported otherwise.
Insights drawn from Conservation of
Resources (COR) theory (Hobfall, 1998) may
help to explain this gender difference. COR
theory explains that people with fewer
resources are more vulnerable to resource loss
-3-

while those with greater amount resources are
more capable of resource gain. Studies on
Internet use informed us that men have more
personal resources with regard to Internet use
compared to women (e.g., Fallows, 2005; Teo
and Lim, 2000). Premised upon COR theory’s
argument, we argue that men who cyberloaf
at work were more likely to experience
resource gain and are better able to apply the
seemingly non-work related information from
surfing the net to specific work goals.
Women, on the other hand, have been found
to be less confident in using the Internet. This
resource scarcity renders them vulnerable to
more resource losses such as perceived time
wasted and loss of attentional resources.
Consequently, this leads them to perceive that
cyberloafing has a negative impact on work.
5. Limitations and Conclusion
There are several inherent limitations
in this study. First, the cross-sectional nature
of the data precludes us from drawing casual
inferences. To draw casual inferences among
the variables, a longitudinal methodology
would be needed.
Second, while findings from this study
suggested that browsing activities do have a
positive impact on employees’ emotions and
men reported that cyberloafing has a positive
impact on work compared to women, we did
not examine the specific mechanisms through
which cyberloafing impact work. Future
research should focus on the specific gains
(e.g., motivation and skills) that could
possibly arise from cyberloafing and how
these gains are instrumental in facilitating
work processes and role enhancement.
As we enter the brave new workplace
where the Internet plays an increasingly
important role, cyberloafing remains an issue
of real concern to organizations. Thus, it
behooves organizational scholars and human
resource practitioners to understand and

manage the potential dark side of
cyberloafing and harness its potential benefits.
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Abstract
 International New Ventures (INVs), the newly developed unique enterprises, have highly drawn
attention by academia in recent years for those mainly inherited from three disadvantages with
small scale size, new establishment and cross abroad operation respectively. Confronting the
drastic competition among the global market, how INVs cope with various obstacles to
internationalize, survive, and moreover having high growth in international market? Based upon
the intellectual capital approach, this study explores how INVs adopt intangible assets and
integrates their capability to build activities and investment to internationalize rapidly, achieve
high growth and even more to upgrade their performance.
In addition, the antecedent factors of capability building include the characteristics of internal
organization of entrepreneur team work ship (such as human capital and organizational capital) and the
external suppliers or customers who possession of both in quality and quantity establishment as well as
leverage (such as customer capital or relational capital).Building upon the above-mentioned
fundamental logics, the study proposes a conceptual framework and case studies based on intellectual
capital perspective for the performance of INVs.
Key words: capability building, international new ventures, intellectual capital, intangible assets,
internationalization performance
Introduction
An international new venture (INV) is defined as a business organization that, from inception, seeks
to derive significant competitive advantage from the use of resources and the sale of outputs in
multiple countries (Oviatt & McDougall 1994). This research concurrently executes interviews with
three case high-tech companies respectively. The major findings of this research prove is the capability
building of INVs, in certain degree, which can clearly explain the international expansion and output
performance. Additionally, the main results showed IC has positive impact on the human capital (i.e.
opportunity and risk perception, business experience and level of motivation), organization capital (i.e.
firm capacity to adapt quickly to change and the advanced technology upgrading), and customer
capital (i.e. development of internal and external business networks) those of are important intangible
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assets, and which seem to be related positively to the performance of INVs. Moreover, we draw four
propositions from the results. Finally, the discussion and conclusion of this paper and implications as
well as research limitations are discussed.
Literature Review
The Conceptualization of IC
Previous research has identified three prominent aspects of IC: human, organizational, and social
capital (Subramaniam & Youndt, 2005). Human capital is defined as the knowledge, skills, and
abilities residing with and utilized by individuals (Schultz, 1961), whereas organizational capital is the
institutionalized knowledge and codified experience residing within and utilized through databases,
patents, manuals, structures, systems, and processes (Youndt et al., 2004). The third aspect, social
capital, is defined as the knowledge embedded within, available through and utilized by interactions
among individuals and their networks of interrelationships (Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Brooking
(1996) grouped intellectual capital into four categories: Markets Assets, human-centered Capital,
Intellectual Property Assets and Infrastructure Assets. Edvinsson & Malone (1997) classified
intellectual capital into three categories: customer capital, innovation capital, and process capital.
Recent IC frameworks
Human capital
Education: Number studies indicate that the entrepreneur’s level of education is positively
associated with firms’ survival and growth (Bates, 1995). Experience: The knowledge base acquired
in schools, college or continuous education programs can be enriched with business experiences, for
instance, some of these experiences are associated with the prior involvement of entrepreneurs in
managerial positions studies show that firms are more likely to succeed when entrepreneurs have
occupied a management position in a former company (Stuart and Abetti, 1990). Motivation:
Entrepreneurs who feel strongly motivated to overcome the adversities of his initial years of business
operations and to achieve challenging growth goals for their ventures are expected to show a better
business performance.
Organization Capital
Business strategies
Business strategies are the result of managerial decision, decisions that are constrained to the
resources of a firm. A larger amount of financial capital provides and entrepreneur with more
flexibility to undertake a wider array of strategies, and therefore, would influence positively business
performance (Duchesneau and Gartner, 1990). Sandberg and Hofer (1987) found that firms which
emphasized a “product differentiation” type of strategy outperformed the rest of start-up companies,
whereas other studies showed that business strategies oriented towards the production of highly quality
products were related positively to firm survival and growth (Kalleberg and Leicht, 1991).Besides that,
some external factors have to do with location-specific advantages or industry-specific advantages
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(Sandberg and Hofer, 1987).
Firm characteristics
Both firm’s resources and business strategies are considered into the contents of organizational
capital. There is one variable related to the renewal and development component of organizational
capital (Roos et al., 1997). (1) Level of adaptation to the market (i.e. changes in items such as the
numbers of new products, quality and prices of products, customers, suppliers, firm location, partners,
and so on).
Relational capital (Customer capital)
Relational capital is defined as the advantage created by a person's (or organization) location in a
structure of relationships. It explains how some people (or organizations) gain more success in a
particular setting through their superior connections or link to other people (external organizations or
customers).
Internationalization Performance
This article focuses on young Taiwanese high-tech enterprises, which at founding or shortly
afterwards seek an international presence. These types of enterprises have been named Born Global
(Rennie 1993; Knight & Cavusgil 1996; Madsen & Servais 1997), Global Start-ups (Oviatt &
McDougall 1994), and International New Ventures (McDougall et al. 1994). We adopt the name
“International New Ventures” here to emphasize the age of the firms when going international. Our
focus is on the age of the enterprise when it becomes international instead of its size. Oviatt &
McDougall (1997) argued that if internationalization occurs within the first six years, it is likely to
have occurred during the venture’s formative stage. This six-year limit has been used widely in the
literature on international new venture as one criteria for defining an international new venture
(McDougall et al. 1994; Oviatt & McDougall 1994, 1997; Zahra, Ireland & Hitt 2000).
IC and Performance of Internationalization in INVs
The term of intellectual capital is used as a synonym for intangible or knowledge assets since the
work by Stewart (1991). A joint perspective for intellectual capital (understood as strategic resources
and capabilities), led us to raise its assessment in order to state its consistency as such. The different
types of intellectual capital represent different types of intangible resources and capabilities. However,
numerous studies suggest that young firms are fragile and the failure rate of business start-ups remains
high over time. Roos et al. (1997) examine the linkage between IC and the values creation process of a
company from a dynamic perspective. Also, Bontis et al. (2000) suggests the existence of a significant
positive relationship of intellectual capital with business performance. The authors found that
organizations’ efforts to manage knowledge and develop their structural capital led to relatively higher
business performance.
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Methods
Research Design
The study presented here was designed to investigate the IC (building capability) in
technology-based INVs and their role influence in early internationalization. The case study method is
most appropriate for studying “why” and “how” questions (Yin 1991), and seems justified here as
research questions how INVs build up IC capital and how it benefits them in their early
internationalization. According to Spender (1996), the case study is a necessary methodology if we
aim at understanding why things are as they are.
Traditionally, there are several prejudices against the case study strategy such as the lack of rigor, as
the findings will largely depend on the strengths and attitude of the researcher (Yin, 2003).
Methodologically, this paper used case study strategy as well as corporation annual report,
documentation supported by the cases enterprises. Based on IC approach, this study endeavors to
identify and explain how the intangible assets impact on the performance of INVs in Taiwan. To
develop an in-depth understanding of the relationship between IC and the performance of
internationalization, this study both utilizes in-depth interviews and conducts a semi-structure
questionnaire with top management team (managers) who directly involve the formation of INVs. In
addition, all interviews were recorded and transcribed.
Interview Protocol
The first in-depth interviews with these two INVs managers were conducted on November 14, 2008
and November 18 respectively. Afterwards, the second structured interviews were held about two
weeks right after the respondents’ response the semi-structure questionnaire of November 31, which
lasted about two hours and half. This not only allowed for the completion of the questionnaire which
forms the basis of this study but allowed for the collection of qualitative data on respondents’
experiences. Finally, after all the interviews were completed, they were transcribed and the forwarded
to the respective respondents for reviewing and approval.
Table 1 and Table 2 insert here
Results and Propositions Development
This paper found some relationships of IC (building capability) with internationalization performance
of INVs in the case enterprises of this research. Based on the literature reviews and integrate the case
corporations, we identify the specific issue for discussion and analysis.
Table 3 insert here
Respectively, according to the following three elements of IC framework, “human capital”,
organizational capital” and “customer capital”, we herewith draw three propositions to argue when
case enterprises integrate their IC, which lead INVs internationalization and growth rapidly. Human
capital comes from the knowledge, the attitude and the intellectual agility of employees (Roos et al.,
1998) and it originates from competence, attitude and intellectual agility (Dzindowski, 2000), and the
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results suggest the education, motivation, experience of top management teams (TMT), for instance,
the CEO of case #1 and case #2 who posses the above-mentioned characteristics and they will enhance
the performance of internationalization in INVs. Based on the analysis and results, herewith, we draw
the following proposition:
Proposition 1: The vision, motivation, education, and experiences of TMT will impact on the
performance of internationalization of INVs.
Bassi et al. (1997) expressed IC in firm, which is employees' brainpower, know-how, knowledge,
and processes, has always been a source of competitive advantages. In addition, Stewart (1997)
classified organizational capital is ability of operating efficiency and Ross et al., (1998) argued the
value of structural capital comes from relationship organizational value, reflecting the external internal
foci of the company, plus renewal and development value, which is the potential for the future. Case
#1 and Case #2 does not only strongly propose new product development (NPD) but also have been
recognized with numerous awards. Consequently, based on the above analysis, we draw the following
proposition:
Proposition 2: The more efforts and excellence in innovate products will impact on the
performance of internationalization in INVs.
Stewart (1997) thought the knowledge of enterprise’s tangible assets including products or services,
is less important than their intangible assets including the employees’ talent, efficiency, and customer
relationships. In addition, Kaplan & Norton (1996) also argued IC is the accumulating values that an
enterprise invests on its customer, supplier, workflow, technology, and innovation to increase its future
value. Furthermore, well management in environmental protection is also the requirement for both
Case #1 and case #2 designated suppliers and contractors who obtaining certification of ISO 14001. In
sum, we hence draw the following proposition:
Proposition 3: The better interactions among individuals and their networks in suppliers,
customers, will impact on the performance of internationalization in INVs.
Discussion
This section addresses the applicability of these ideas to the practical concerns of managers. It is
suggested that IC is beneficial for an early international venture in many ways. This study has
examined the benefits associated with IC, which appears to be highly advantageous to early
international ventures. Not only does it facilitate the creation of capability and offer access to
international opportunities, it also facilitates their integration. Moreover, it reduces resource scarcity
and decreases the liabilities of newness and foreignness.
From the aspects of IC- human capital, organizational capital (structural capital) and customer
capital (relational capital), the internal environmental management, such as the experience, education
and motivation from the CEO at Case #1 and Case #2 (human capital); the NPD and the process of
production in certification, such as ISO-9001, 9002 and 14001(organizational capital) lead the Case #1
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and Case #2 to enhance their speed and growth of internationalization; the establishment of external
network with partners, such as customers and suppliers who requested Case #1 and Case #2 to follow
for green design (Customer capital).Thus, the present study offers two implications for INV
practitioners trying to manage and measure IC when internationalizing.
Conclusion
The internationalization process of the Case #1 and Case #2 INVs did not follow the establishment
chain proposed by the Uppsala model (Johanson & Wiedersheim-Paul 1975; Johanson & Vahlne 1977)
or the mainstream pattern of internationalization identified by Luostarinen (1979). At the same time,
venture capitalists were pressuring the case firms to internationalize rapidly. Therefore, venture capital
enables early and fast internationalization, but at the same time, it also pushes the firm to
internationalize earlier and faster. They possessed IC at these markets, which contributed to increased
access to information and opportunities, and decreased liabilities of newness and foreignness to
enhance the performance of internationalization in INVs.
Research Limitations
Not surprisingly, this study has certain limitations restricting its Statistical generalizability of the
results. As in most surveys on performance of internationalization, the data were collected merely by
two case studies as well as utilizing self-reports with in-depth interviews which may involve
single-method variance. In addition, both the case #1 and case #2 in this study are from Taiwanese
hi-tech firms, which is a limited geographical and industry focus.
TABLE 1 Profiles of Case enterprises in this study
Item
Case #1
Case #2
Capital (million US
25.76
23.94
dollars)
Founded
1986
1990
Taiwan Stock Market
2000
2000
(IPO)/year
Initial of
1987
1991
internationalization
Employees
251
220
Main Products
Industrial Panel PC; Industrial PC Multimedia/Scan Converters; 
TFT-LCD
Video Presentation Products
Business Model
OEM 8%; ODM 92%
OEM 32%; ODM 68%
Foreign Sales
33.19% (based on year of 2001)
21% (based on year of 2001)
Growth
Subsidiary
6
7
Key foreign
AEI 35%; EEAB 27%
CompUSA 15%; Fry’s Electronic
customers
Company 23%
Foreign Sales
100% export
90% export
(USA 47%; Europe 35%; Asia 13%;
(USA 42%; Europe 36%; Asia 7%;
other regions 5%)
other regions 5%)
Entry Mode
Initial: by external networking of Initial: by external networking of
venture members
venture members; foreign branch,
Later: by traders, agents;
subsidiary of itself
wholesalers, branch and FDI Later: by subsidiaries of USA, German,
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BSI certificate in ISO
9001(1994)
CE Mark certificate in Compact
Board (1996)
All-in-one PC/104 CPU Module
successfully proposed by Central
American (1997)
OTC stock company (1999)
Attains TL9000 certification
(2002)
Becomes a public limited
company on Taiwan Stock
Exchange (2001)
Technology (Su Zhou) factory
attains 3C and ISO-9001
certification (2004)
Awarded the Computex Taipei
Best of Choice Award (2005)
Awarded the 14th Taiwan
Symbol of Excellence Award
(2006)
TABLE 2 Respondents’ Profile
Interviewee
Case #1
Title of respondent
Chairman and CEO
Responsibilities of
Global business strategy planning
respondent
Working experience
21
(year)
Prior Experiences
Had acquired extensive foreign
sales experiences from the
high-technology industry
Award

UK and Central America;
Foreign prospect agents
Certified by Microsoft WHQL
(1994)
Awarded by USA 0 & 1 Byte in
VGA-Aver Pro of best multimedia
products (1994)
First lunched in presentation
products and Scan Converter
Award of Innovation in Global
Consuming electronic show (2000,
2001 and 2003)
Best Products of the Year Award
(2000)
Symbol of Excellence Award (2001,
2002)
Design & Engineering Showcase
Award (2002)
Media & Methods - Award Portfolio
Winner (2002~2003)
PC World Best Buy Award (2003)
International CES - innovations
Awards (2003~2007)
Case #2
Chairman and CEO
Global business development and
corporate brand efforts
17
Held a variety of software engineering
positions and had acquired extensive
experiences from the high-technology
industry
EMBA, International Business
Master, Electrical Engineering

Education
EMBA, International Business;
Background
Master, Electrical Engineering
Entrepreneurial
Key member of three venture team
Key member of six venture team
Venture Team
TABLE 3 Summary of Research Result
Framework
Dimension
Case #1
Case #2
Entrepreneur’s
Founded INVs with co-founders Founded INVs with
Vision
inception
co-founders inception
Responsible for Global business
strategy planning
Entrepreneur’s
EMBA in IB
EMBA in IB
Education
Master in EE
Master in EE
Human
Entrepreneur's
Had acquired extensive foreign
Held a variety of software
Capital
Experience
sales experiences from the
engineering positions and had
high-technology industry
acquired extensive
experiences from the
high-technology industry
Entrepreneur’s
Expand foreign sales globally
Expand foreign sales globally
Motivation
regardless liability of foreignness
regardless liability of
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foreignness
Organization Business Strategy
al
Funding
Capital
Innovation

Relational
Capital
(Customer
Capital)

Co-founders 70%; Angels: 30%
14th Taiwan Symbol of
Excellence Award
Computex Taipei Best of Choice
Award

Co-founders 100%
Best Products of the Year
Award
Symbol of Excellence Award
Design & Engineering
Showcase Award Media &
Methods
Award Portfolio Winner
PC World Best Buy Award
International CES Innovation Awards
TQM/ISO-9001/ISO-9002/IS
O-14001/OHSAS 18001

Certification

ISO-9001/ISO-14001/TL9000

Industry-specific
advantages
Networking with
intra-industry
(relations with
suppliers and
customer)

Hi-Tech Industry

Hi-Tech Industry

An associate member of Intel
ICA program
A member of Intel ACPP
Program
A public limited company on
Taiwan Stock Exchange
As an OTC stock company
Founded in 1986 and early
internationalization in 1987
Branch office in New Jersey
(1997)
Sales Offices in Europe and
China (1998)
Europe office in Limburg,
Germany (2001); Technology (Su
Zhou) Inc (2001)
Singapore office (2004)
U.S. West Coast Sales Office in
Brea, California

Certified by SONY Green
Partner

Speed of
Internationalization
Growth o Foreign
Subsidiary
Performance
of
Internationa
lizationon
INVs

Foreign Sales

33.19% Growth (based on 2001)
~References upon requested~
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Founded in 1990 and early
internationalization in 1991
U.S. West Coast Sales
Office in Brea, California
(1991)
U.K Sales Office in Milton
Keynes (1998)
German Sales Office in
Frankfurt (2000)
China office in Kunshan
(2000)
Spain Sales Office in
Madrid (2000)
Thailand Sales Office in
Bangkok (2005)
France Sales Office in
Paris (2005)
21% Growth (based on 2001)

Best Practice Supplier Integration:
A Multiple-Case Study in the Chinese Automotive Industry
ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to identify influencing factors of supplier integration in the Chinese
automotive industry. An inductive approach based on grounded theory was chosen that comprised
data collection through 30 case interviews with automotive companies in China. Buyer leadership was
found to be an important antecedent for building motivation, trust and commitment on the one hand
and for inducing necessary changes in mindset, organizational set-up and processes on the other hand.
Keywords: supplier integration, China, automotive, collaborative relationship
Introduction and Literature Review
Despite the rapid growth of the Chinese automotive industry, the collaborative capabilities of
domestic suppliers are still limited. In addition to lacking basic process management skills (Eberhardt,
McLaren, Millington, & Wilkinson, 2004), problems can be found in a historical shortage of R&Dcapabilities. In consequence, key components are still designed outside China and are imported by or
sourced from global suppliers with operations in China (Holweg, Luo, & Oliver, 2005).
The existing body of supply chain management research is replete with empirical studies on
supplier selection, supplier relationship management, supply chain integration and management
(Bowersox, 1999; Frohlich & Westbrook, 2001; Malhotra, Saeed, & Jayaram, 2008). Furthermore,
scholars and managers have put the purchasing function in a company into a more strategic setting
(Möller & Törrönnen, 2003; Narasimhan & Das, 2001; Ulaga, 2003; Watts, Kim, & Hahn, 1995). As
supported by a vast amount of evidence collaborative approaches may result in improved product
quality, shorter lead times and a higher responsiveness of the supply chain, lower cost and increased
customer satisfaction (Bennett & O'Kane, 2006; Humphreys, Huang, Caddena, & McIvor, 2007).
Besides collaborative production planning (Bennett & O'Kane, 2006; Fawcett, Osterhaus, Magnan,
Brau, & McCarter, 2003) collaborative product development (Takeishi, 2001) can be identified as a
main form of collaborative relationships.
The goal of this paper is to contribute to theory building of supplier integration in the specific
context of the Chinese automotive industry by analyzing empirical data gathered from a series of
exemplary cases. Thus, the paper aims at answering the following research questions: 1. How is
supplier integration characterized in the Chinese automotive industry? 2. What are antecedents to
supplier integration in the Chinese automotive industry? 3. What role does leadership play for supplier
integration in the Chinese automotive industry?
Methodology
Due to the current lack of knowledge in this field of research, an exploratory approach without prior
assumptions or propositions was chosen. The data was collected through semi-structured interviews
lasting, on average, two hours with purchasing, quality, supply chain and general managers from
automotive OEMs and suppliers. These informants are typically involved in sourcing projects and the
direct interaction with suppliers. Within a week after each interview, detailed case scripts were written
and distributed to the respective participants in order to ensure overall data accuracy (as per Yin,
2003).
The participating companies were of various countries of origin, all of which had manufacturing
operations in China. As a unit of analysis, dyadic relationships between buyers and suppliers at an
organization level were chosen. To select respondents, a theoretical sampling approach was deployed,
differentiating between country of origin and whether the brand was considered a premium or nonpremium brand. As a result, a total number of 30 companies were selected for further analysis, which
is appropriate when the phenomenon of interest is clearly observable (Eisenhardt, 1989). Due to the
confidentiality of the data collected, all company names were anonymized. The observed companies
were categorized by the country origin, by the market focus (premium/non-premium), and by firm
category (OEM, first-tier, and second-tier supplier).
Analysis and Results
Upon completion of each interview, the voice recordings were transcribed into a text format resulting
in more than 650 pages of textual material. The data was then imported into and analyzed with the
qualitative data analysis tool QSR NVivo 7.0.
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Supplier Integration
The first construct that emerged out of the interview analysis was supplier integration (SI). The
overall concept turned out to be similar with the common definitions in literature where buyers (i.e.
OEMs/first-tier suppliers) and their suppliers try to improve supply chain performance through joint
activities in regard to information exchange, data transparency increase, production planning etc.
(Malhotra et al., 2008).
The construct emerged by letting respondents elaborate on collaborative efforts carried out jointly
with suppliers in order to drive supply chain performance (e.g. cost reduction, quality assurance,
delivery reliability). The explorative investigation showed that supplier integration in the Chinese
automotive industry is very multi-faceted. The respondents revealed that supplier integration takes
place at many levels involving a broad range of expertise from both sides. The main activities of
supplier integration take place in the areas of joint production planning, joint product development,
and strategic planning. Communication technologies and patterns and organizational adaptations were
further analyzed as “foundations” that facilitate supplier integration. The results showed that these
activities take place with domestic suppliers in China only at a very low level and are driven mostly
by the buyer. The buyer takes the initiative and responsibility in joint production and product
development projects. Also information exchange takes place in most of the cases manually. Also
regarding the organizational linkages, such as IT interfaces that facilitate the information flow or
logistical systems that facilitate the material flow, domestic suppliers are at a very immature level.
Collaborative Supplier Capabilities
Out of the empirical data, it appeared that the key driver behind the extent to which SI can take place
hinges on a set of supplier capabilities that enables interaction and collaboration between the buyer
and the supplier. The collaborative supplier capabilities pinpointed as most critical for facilitating
supplier integration were process and performance management capabilities, communication and
autonomous problem solving capabilities, planning capability as well as engineering and innovation
capabilities.
Process management capability i.e. the capability to plan execute and control a process effectively
appeared to be one of the most import ones as most respondents claimed that it enables producers to
achieve quality, delivery, productivity, and the end also cost levels effectively and on a consistent
basis. Performance management capability was seen as a prerequisite to pursue operational targets
and performance systematically. Communication and an autonomous problems solving capability
appeared to be very important as well. In a complex supply chain, improvements can only be achieved
and risks can only be mitigated if a proactive attitude and communication style could be accomplished
among suppliers. Planning capabilities are interlinked with performance and process management
capabilities. Planning with accurate, reliable and timely information is a first step to achieve stable
and efficient processes. Finally, engineering and innovation capabilities were seen by most of the
respondents (21 cases) as a basic requirements to key suppliers that want to be integrated into global
production and development network.
With the above discussion in mind it is clear that successful supplier integration in the Chinese
automotive industry requires a certain set of capabilities. This leads therefore to the following
proposition:
P1. The aggregate level of collaborative supplier capabilities has a positive impact on supplier
integration.
Supplier Collaboration Readiness
Following the discussion about the importance and impact from collaborative supplier capabilities on
supplier integration, the next question is indeed how such supplier capabilities can be developed and
maintained. The data analysis revealed the following dimensions.
Quality mindset/customer orientation. In instances where successful buyer-supplier interaction had
taken place it was evident that a quality mindset permeated the supplier organization from top to
bottom. Examples of such values and beliefs were a perceived importance of quality, zero tolerance
for defects, paying attention to details in operations, continuous improvement and an acknowledged
importance of the customer.
Top management support. According to the data it seems difficult to build and nurture the same
kind of thinking throughout the organization unless supported by senior management. Collectively,
these values and beliefs can be summarized as top management mindset.
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Strategic alignment. The results also showed that those suppliers that were successfully integrated
had a high degree of strategic alignment with the buyer. Strategic alignment was defined with the
congruence of competitive strategies, goals, business structures, and manufacturing priorities between
buyers and suppliers.
Willingness to learn/improve. In parallel with the strategic orientation among successful
collaborative supplier-buyer relationships those suppliers also showed a great interest in learning and
improving. The willingness to learn and improve also seemed to be coupled with the supplier mindset
in a sense that suppliers must have acknowledged the need for improving performance in order to
invest time and money in training and improvement activities.
Long-term orientation. Product development in the automotive industry is a costly and lengthy
process. Thus, it is no surprise that well integrated suppliers had adopted a long-term view where
expenses today were perceived as investments in future benefits. This factor proved to be one of the
more common problems when dealing with domestic suppliers in China.
Trust. In buyer-supplier relations characterized by a high degree of supplier integration the data
shows that a high level of trust from the supplier’s side was prevalent. In contrast, in those instances
where the level of trust was low suppliers were not willing to take the financial risk implied from
engaging in new automotive development projects, investments in new equipment/machinery and
staff training activities.
The elements identified above might be aggregated to a conceptual construct called supplier
collaboration readiness. They represent the “bricks and mortar” needed to build collaborative supplier
capabilities. Without top management support, willingness to learn and improve, the right strategic
orientation and a trust in a non-opportunistic relationship it is not possible to develop and maintain the
required supplier capabilities necessary for successful supplier integration. The second proposition is
therefore defined as follows:
P2. Supplier collaboration readiness has a positive impact on the level of collaborative supplier
capabilities.
Buyer Leadership
Another aspect that emerged out of the coding of the transcribed interviews was the role of leadership.
Most recent leadership research has primarily focused on ”influencing a group of people to achieve a
common goal” within one’s own organization (Northouse, 1997, p. 3) by virtue of formal power and
authority (French & Raven, 1959). The data analysis of this study indicates that leadership might in
fact also span across firm boundaries.
It turned out that leaders who allegedly had managed to facilitate a high degree of collaborative
readiness among the suppliers had taken a systematic approach. They did not only focus their efforts
on one function but rather targeted the senior management among their suppliers and actively worked
at a very personal level to convince these managers to adopt values, beliefs, make strategic
adaptations, investments in new machinery/equipment etc. in line with the strategic orientation of
their own company.
In sum, it can be said that the local supply leaders serve as the “organizational interface” between
the domestic suppliers and the internal customers located outside of China. Thus, the third proposition
is defined as follows:
P3. Buyer leadership effectiveness has a positive impact on supplier readiness.
Continuous Supplier Development
Another construct that emerged during the axial coding of the interview data turned out to be
continuous supplier development. Conceptually, the construct involves activities from organizing
relevant training for the supplier at various levels (e.g. FMEA, APQP, TQM etc.) to consulting
activities at the supplier’s facilities.
The fact that supplier development is a common and acknowledged practice in the automotive
industry is no news. However, the results indicate a more idiosyncratic side of the concept. In fact, it
seems that supplier development activities must take place on a continuous basis. Most respondents
agreed that it was seldom enough to invest once into some supplier development activities for a
specific supplier. In many of the cases supplier performance started to become volatile and drift away
from target levels as soon as supplier development activities were stopped. The fourth proposition is
thus defined as follows:
P4. The level of continuous supplier development has a positive impact on the level of
collaborative supplier capabilities.
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Internal Constraints
The data coding also revealed that the challenges concerning supplier integration in the Chinese
automotive industry are not only related to the domestic suppliers. In fact, many cases indicated that
some of the biggest bottlenecks were related to internal issues. One of the most prevalent internal
challenges was identified as unrealistic headquarters expectations. This was manifested as an
outspoken frustration over under-achievement both among the local supply managers as well as the
managers at the headquarters. Finally, it also turned out that the higher the quality requirements, the
higher difficulty to achieve supplier collaboration readiness. The problems were exacerbated in those
instances where the product mix was high and where purchase volumes were relatively low. The
explanation for this fact is simply that the “capability gap” between the buyer and the supplier
increases as complexity increases due to more stringent requirements. Based on the above discussion,
the fifth proposition is defined as follows:
P5. The level of internal constraints is negatively moderating the relationship between buyer
leadership effectiveness and supplier readiness.
Cultural Distance
The axial coding results suggest that the importance of culture for successful supplier integration play
a somewhat ambiguous role. On the one hand, some respondents claimed that there are no cultural
differences and that culture has no impact – it is business as usual no matter where you are. On the
other hand, some respondents claimed that cultural difference between China and the West are
significantly and severely limiting the chance for success. Regardless of any conceptual culture
frameworks elaborated in the literature, cultural distance is almost always manifested in differences in
interpersonal communication
Clearly, the coding revealed culture to be an influencing factor. It turned out that cultural
differences and a lack of cultural understanding in many cases hinder supply managers from
effectively doing their job because it makes actions and counter-actions of the supplier more difficult
to anticipate. It is also more difficult to provide adequate stimuli and value propositions for suppliers
due to the inherent cultural gap. Therefore, the sixth proposition is stated as follows:
P6. The level of cultural distance is negatively moderating the relationship between buyer
leadership effectiveness and supplier readiness.
Collectively, the six propositions form a causal framework identifying important antecedents to
supplier integration in the Chinese automotive industry. An overview of the conceptual framework is
depicted in Figure 1.
[Insert Figure 1 about here]
Conclusions
The developed conceptual framework is based on an extensive analysis of recent and current supplier
integration practices in the Chinese automotive industry. The elements identified through the
interviews and their direct and indirect linkages provide a solid ground for further research and adds
to the theory development in this specific area (Malhotra et al., 2008). The study results contribute
specifically by adding a specific perspective on supplier integration analyzing the antecedents of
supplier integration in the Chinese automotive industry. Elements such as buyer leadership
effectiveness might not be as relevant in a Western context but seem to be of importance in this
specific context. The data analysis has revealed that there seldom exist concepts such as “one face to
the customer or supplier” as each sourcing or product development project is executed by crossfunctional teams from both sides with representatives from purchasing, production, logistics, product
development etc.
The identification of a supplier readiness element is a further result of the analysis. The
interviewees have often stated that the development of collaborative capabilities of Chinese suppliers
is a key challenge. The results provide a starting point to further analyze the single elements of
supplier readiness in the Chinese context and emphasize the prominent role of supplier development
activities in this aspect. The focus on such continuous programs is an important aspect in
understanding the concept of supplier development and integration at least in the analyzed context.
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework of antecedents to supplier integration.
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Supplier Integration in the Chinese Automotive Industry:
Current State, Key Challenges and Critical Supplier Capabilities
ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to provide a descriptive analysis of supplier integration practices in
the Chinese automotive industry, particularly to identify key challenges and the perceived
capabilities needed to be successful. The results are based on case interviews with thirty
automotive original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and suppliers of various countries of
origin, but with manufacturing operations in China. The research findings indicate that
supplier integration currently takes place at a very low extent, and that a lack of critical
supplier capabilities as well as buyer-side constraints act as inhibiting factors.
Keywords: supplier integration, China, automotive
Introduction and Literature Review
The existing body of supply chain management research is replete with empirical studies on
supplier selection, supplier relationship management, supply chain integration and
management in a Western context (Bowersox, 1999; Malhotra, Saeed, & Jayaram, 2008).
Hereby, a new paradigm evolved among numerous scholars positioning the purchasing
function in a company into a more strategic setting emphasizing the importance of supplier
management for the generation of competitive advantage (Möller & Törrönnen, 2003;
Narasimhan & Das, 2001; Ulaga, 2003), especially for the automotive industry (Eisenbarth,
2003; Wolters & Schuller, 1997). The complexity of tasks in the automotive industry calls for
division of labor and strongly suggests the implementation of collaborative concepts and
approaches in such a networked industry. A vast amount of evidence supports the notion that
collaborative approaches spanning across firm boundaries significantly contribute to
improved product quality, shorter lead times and a higher responsiveness of the supply chain,
at lower cost and increased customer satisfaction levels (Bennett & O'Kane, 2006;
Humphreys, Huang, Caddena, & McIvor, 2007).
Besides joint production planning (Bennett & O'Kane, 2006), joint product development
(Binder, 2007; Holweg & Pil, 2007; Takeishi, 2001) can be distinguished as a primary form
of collaboration with suppliers..
Based on the literature review, looking specifically at purchasing and supply management
in the Chinese automotive industry, there is an apparent gap in the existing body of research.
Therefore, the goal of this paper is to provide an overview of the current state of supplier
integration in the Chinese automotive industry by analyzing empirical data gathered from a
series of structured and analytical cases. More in-depth, the paper aims at answering the
following research questions: 1. To what extent is supplier integration taking place in the
Chinese automotive industry? 2. What are the key challenges that hinder supplier integration?
3. What collaborative supplier capabilities are needed to enable supplier integration?
Methodology
Due to the current lack of knowledge in this field of research, an exploratory approach
without prior assumptions or propositions was chosen. The data was collected through semistructured interviews lasting, on average, two hours with purchasing, quality, supply chain
and general managers from automotive OEMs and suppliers. These informants are typically
involved in sourcing projects and the direct interaction with suppliers. Within a week after
each interview, detailed case scripts were written and distributed to the respective participants
in order to ensure overall data accuracy (as per Yin, 2003).
The participating companies were of various countries of origin, all of which had
manufacturing operations in China. As a unit of analysis, dyadic relationships between buyers
and suppliers at an organization level were chosen. To select respondents, a theoretical
sampling approach was deployed, differentiating between country of origin and whether the
brand was considered a premium or non-premium brand. As a result, a total number of 30
companies were selected for further analysis, which is appropriate when the phenomenon of
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interest is clearly observable (Eisenhardt, 1989). Due to the confidentiality of the data
collected, all company names were anonymized. The observed companies were categorized
by the country origin, by the market focus (premium/non-premium), and by firm category
(OEM, first-tier, and second-tier supplier).
Analysis and Results
Upon completion of each interview, the voice recordings were transcribed into a text format
resulting in more than 650 pages of textual material. The data was then imported into and
analyzed with the qualitative data analysis tool QSR NVivo 7.0.
Level of integration
The analysis indicates that the overall level of supplier integration is very low in the Chinese
automotive industry. Collaborative production planning processes are rather manual and
reactive. There was only one case found where respondents reported automatic production
planning processes. Advanced logistics concepts such as JIT (two of the cases) and VMI (ten
of the cases) are still the exception. The focus for the time being lies clearly of process
stabilization.
The analysis here showed that overall joint product development activities took place to a
very low extent, and that product development activities for new products took place only
among four out of the thirty interviewed companies. In all cases, the buyer took the initiatives
and major responsibility for involving domestic suppliers in product development activities.
Domestic suppliers turned out to be rather reactive than proactive in this field. Twelve of the
companies turned out to carry out product-related modifications to the local needs. However,
much more frequently, domestic suppliers were involved in process-related modifications of
the product specifications (in 18 cases). In sum, the majority of domestic suppliers lack
genuine “black-box”-engineering capabilities.
Automotive companies involves domestic suppliers in all kinds of long term planning, such
as capacity, demand or product planning as well as sharing of new ideas, and agreement of
long-term goals. Ten firms shared ideas with domestic suppliers, 13 involved domestic
suppliers into capacity planning, eight into demand planning, and nine firms did collaborative
cost planning by sharing financial information cost breakdowns with domestic suppliers.
Finally, nine firms communicated strategic goals with domestic suppliers. Here, the most
influential factor seemed to be the maturity of the buyer-supplier relationship; automotive
firms doing business with domestic suppliers for a longer period were found to involve them
also in long-term planning.
Information exchange between buyers and suppliers in the Chinese automotive industry
turned out to take place at a more basic level, with a more frequent use of telephone (rated in
average as 3.9 on a scale from 1 to 5) and e-mail (rated in average as 4.9 out of 5). Therefore,
the communication technologies and IT infrastructure put in place also turned out to differ
significantly compared to the West (Daly & Cui, 2003). Overall, the use of standardized
communication technologies proved to be very low among domestic suppliers, both for the
internal business processes within the company as well as for the information exchange
between with the buyer; only in one instance information exchange took place through a
standardized electronic interface, namely Web-EDI. Apart from that, data exchange in terms
of RFx (and corresponding responses), specifications, drawings etc., were either transferred
via email (occurred to some extent in all 30 cases). In one case information exchange took
place via Internet through the File Transfer Protocol (FTP), and in five cases via conventional
mail.
Key challenges
This study highlighted a number of reasons for the low level of supplier integration (cf. with
Table 1). On the supplier side, the key factors influencing this were process instability, lack
of planning and project management capabilities, lack of learning effectiveness, lack of
engineering capabilities, fluctuating quality levels, lack of proactive communication and
accountability. On the buyer side, bottlenecks were seen to be language barriers, lack of
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cultural understanding, “over-engineered” product specifications and internal resistance.
Although significant cost reduction was generally possible to achieve in China, there were
also isolated cases where costs actually increased because of the necessity to import supplies
due to a lack of capable suppliers. However, on the positive side, there was the perception that
domestic suppliers were relatively flexible, adaptive (adaptable?), willing to learn, and to
make necessary investments to improve product/process quality and delivery reliability.
[Insert Table 1 about here]
Critical supplier capabilities
The complex tasks in today’s automotive industry very often require the buyer and the
supplier to work collaboratively. Two overarching themes emerged that characterize the
automotive industry specifically: 1) From an engineering perspective, the accuracy and
precision of technical specifications and in particular the specific composition of materials to
a large extent define the functionality and the quality of a car. 2) Given the high complexity in
the automotive industry, the focus is on failure prevention from the very beginning. This
means that processes need to be planned more rigorously and with more resources at the
beginning, to avoid “fire-fighting” later.
Several other supplier capabilities were identified to be critical (Table 2): 1) Process
management capability as the capability to plan, execute and control a specific activity in a
stable manner, with pre-defined input and output factors (indicated in 29 cases); specific
process capabilities in the field of quality, precision manufacturing, project management, and
delivery 2) Organizational learning capability as the ability to either absorb new knowledge or
to transform existing knowledge to make use of it (indicated in 12 cases); 3) Performance
management capability as the ability to effectively control and measure the performance of a
process (indicated in eight cases); 4) Communication/autonomous problem solving capability
as the ability to communicate effectively and proactively and coupled with that, the ability to
solve problems autonomously (indicated in 22 of the cases); 5) Planning capability as the
ability to develop and follow plans with milestones and deliverables (indicated in 15 of the
cases); 6) Engineering/innovation capability as the ability to work either independently or
collaboratively with the buyer in joint R&D projects.
[Insert Table 2 about here]
Conclusions
So far, most research in the field has focused on supplier integration in a Western context.
This study provides a perspective of idiosyncrasies by deliberately considering China-specific
factors that affect supplier integration in the Chinese automotive industry.
This study examined the current state and key challenges to supplier integration in the
Chinese automotive industry. The results indicate that the level of supplier integration is
currently very low, and that the key bottlenecks are primarily related to a set of collaborative
supplier capabilities needed to enable effective buyer-supplier collaboration. This is in line
with the existing body of research which has acknowledged the importance of concepts such
as early supplier involvement (Wagner & Hoegl, 2006), and concurrent engineering (Takeishi,
2001). The results are also in line with prior research (Malhotra et al., 2008) that stresses the
need for a systematic approach towards supplier integration. This means that facilitating
activities must not only focus on strategic (i.e. planning) activities, or operational (i.e.
implementation) activities, but on both, in an orchestrated manner. Furthermore, automotive
OEMs must also focus on building an adequate infrastructure in terms of processes,
organizations, and IT systems that can serve as an effective interface with the suppliers.
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Tables
Table 1. Key challenges for supplier integration in the Chinese automotive industry.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Category

Internal
Constraints

No.

8
9

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

External
Constraints

10
11

Challenge
Product/process requirements
HQ rigidity (inertia)
Time constraints
Unrealistic HQ/customer expectations
HQ skepticism
Lack of on-site testing facilities
Lack of cross-cultural management
skills
Inconsistent supply strategy
Lack of process and project
management
Lack of know-how/engineering
Lack of quality management systems
and processes
Lack of proactive communication
Unstable product/process performance
Lack of quality mindset (paying
attention to details)
Lack of planning capabilities
Lack of long-term orientation
Lack of holistic thinking and acting
Lack of autonomous problem solving
capabilities
Lack of learning capability
Lack of accountability

Occurrence
[#]
18
8
8
5
4
3

Occurrence
[in % ]
60%
27%
27%
17%
13%
10%

2

7%

1

3%

30

100%

30

100%

30

100%

29
25

97%
83%

23

77%

22
21
19

73%
70%
63%

12

40%

9
1

30%
3%

Table 2. Necessary collaborative supplier capabilities for supplier integration in the Chinese
automotive industry.
Occurences
Occurences
No.
Collaborative Supplier Capability
[#]
[%]
1
Process management capability*
29
97%
2
- Quality management capability
28
93%
3
- Precision manufacturing capability
23
77%
4
- Project management capability
17
57%
5
- Delivery capability
8
27%
6
Communication capability
22
73%
7
Autonomous problem solving capability
21
70%
8
Engineering/Innovation capability
21
70%
9
Learning capability
16
53%
10
Planning capability
15
50%
11
Performance management capability
12
40%
12
Flexibility
10
33%
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ABSTRACT

The goal of this research was to examine and compare three affective constructs, perceived enjoyment
(ven der Heijden 2004), perceived playfulness (Moon and Kim 2001), and computer playfulness
(Venkatesh 1999) that have been used to augment the technology acceptance model (TAM). Additionally
we examined the entertainment construct from Uses and Gratification Theory (Palmgreen, Wenner, and
Rosengren 1985).

The data was from a study of the acceptance of information services (electronic newspapers) and
was analyzed using partial least squares. Factor analysis demonstrated that the four constructs were
distinct.

The theoretically based entertainment construct was significant predictor of use and the

perceived enjoyment construct was a significant predictor of intention to use.
playfulness nor computer playfulness were significant predictors of intent to use.

1

Neither perceived

Key words: User acceptance of IT, Information Services, Technology Acceptance Model, Uses and
Gratifications, Partial Least Squares

Introduction
Recent surveys have documented the widespread consumer use of Web-based information services (e.g.,
The Graphic, Visual, and Usability Center 1998; The UCLA Internet Report 2003). As a number of these
Web-based services are being designed with the needs of consumers in mind, the questions of why and
how the users will adopt and continue to use these services has become more important. To improve our
understanding of user acceptance behavior, we have augmented the technology acceptance model (TAM)
(Davis 1989) with constructs from Uses and Gratification Theory (U&G) to model affect in the
acceptance process for information services. This augment model was examined in modeling the use of
online newspapers and found to perform well (see Luo 2005, and Luo, Remus and Chea 2008).

The Augmented TAM and U&G Theory
Technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis 1989) is the major theory unique to information systems
and has been studied in well over 400 pieces of research. It posits that two belief constructs, perceived
ease of use (PEOU) and perceived usefulness (PU) are the predictors of adoption/intent to use of
information technologies (termed behavioral intention, BI). The model also proposes that perceived ease
of use (PEOU) effects perceived usefulness (PU) resulting in a causal relationship in the TAM model.

The major adoption theory in the communication literature is the uses and gratifications Theory
(U&G). U&G has been widely used by communication researchers to examine all forms of media use
from paper forms like newspapers to broadcast media like television and also to interactive media such as
the Internet. The theory’s potency in predicting media content choice and use patterns is supported by a
wide variety of literature (Lin 1999). The theory’s capacity in understanding information technology
adoption has drawn the attention of IS researchers in recent years (LaRose, Mastro, and Eastin 2001;
2

Stafford, Stafford, and Schkade 2004) but U&G Theory has not been formally integrated with TAM until
our recent work (Luo, 2005, and Luo, Remus and Chea, 2008).

U&G is a media use paradigm so it has a unique capacity to explain electronic services usage (for
example electronic newspapers) in a both workplace and non-workplace settings. U&G is as widely
studied and widely supported in the field of media usage as is TAM in the field of technology acceptance
(see Luo, 2005). One key postulate is that media use (we will term this behavioral usage BU) is
motivated by gratifications (Plamgreen, Wenner, Rosengren 1985); that is, media use can be predicted by
the same intrinsic and extrinsic motivations that drive traditional media use (Hoffman and Novak 1996).
There are five widely supported Internet motivations included in U&G. These are to be entertained, to
pass time, for escape, for social interaction, and to get information which we will notate at M1 to M5.
Also U&G Theory posits that media usage (BU) effects the personal satisfaction (S) one receives from
media use.

Integrating TAM and U&G Theory solves three problems with TAM. First it formally introduces
measures of usage (BU). It is a common practice for U&G researchers to measure audience’s frequency,
time, and years of media use which reflect more close to consumers’ actual use of technology/media.
Second it posits that motivations (M1 to M5) cause usage (BU), that is, not just behavioral intent (BI)
causes BU as would be implied in current TAM research. Third, it posits that usage (BU) leads to
satisfaction received (S) thus introducing an important measure of media success. Also we note that we
are linking two well researched theories and not just proposing ad hoc additions to TAM. So adding
U&G to TAM advances IT acceptance theories by bringing theoretical perspectives from the field of
communication to the field of electronic services.

In practice, information systems today embed diversified functionalities which enable these
systems to have characteristics of both information systems and media. This is particularly true of
3

systems like Web-based information services so integrating TAM and U&G should provide a more webrelated model.

The goal of this research is to examine the effects of affect on user acceptance of Web-based
information services such as online newspapers. The present research builds on the IS literature on affect
as well as introducing Uses and Gratification Theory with its affective constructs. These steps include: (1)
choosing U&G to formulate an integrated technology acceptance model with TAM; (2) reviewing
literature in both information systems and mass communication to demonstrate that empirical support
exists for various elements of the proposed model (3) developing and pre-testing the measures for the
model’s factors and (4) data collection and analysis to show that the integrated model improves our
understanding of IT usage in a non-workplace context.
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Multisourcing Decisions in Pharmaceutical R&D
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ABSTRACT
Although pharmaceutical companies still regard R&D as its core and strategic
competency, many of them are pursuing outsourcing as a way to cut costs, gain access to
special capabilities, and accelerate the development process. This research focuses on the
multi-sourcing strategy employed by pharmaceutical companies and develops a model for
making project allocation decisions.
INTRODUCTION
Research and development is considered by most pharmaceutical companies as
the most important core competency and is traditionally off limit to outsourcing. In
recent years, however, the pharmaceutical industry is facing increased competition from
generic drugs due to patent expirations, low success rate in developing new drugs, and
intense government pressure to lower drug prices. In search for continued profit growth,
pharmaceutical companies have to reexamine every aspect of their business, including
R&D, to cut costs and improve productivity. Specifically, R&D is required to identify
and develop more candidate drugs at a fast rate but with the same or reduced R&D
budget.
Increasingly, R&D is turning to outsourcing as a way to cut expenses, gain access
to special capabilities, and accelerate the development process. Some of the outsourced
R&D activities and processes include clinical trial management, formulation and
manufacturing, clinical laboratory testing, data management, and so on. The external
service providers are often referred to as the Contract Research Organizations (CRO).
Unlike IT and other business process outsourcing, outsourcing in pharmaceutical
R&D involves a number of additional risks and challenges. Literature suggests that
companies should only outsource non-core, non-strategic business processes. However,
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R&D remains as the core and strategic function for most pharmaceutical companies and
cannot be completely outsourced. So the challenge is how to decide what activities to
outsource and what to perform internally, and how to develop and retain strategic and
proprietary knowledge in such an outsourced environment.
Given the long and expensive drug R&D process, there is very low tolerance for
error. Even a small mistake could set back the delivery date and carry a huge price tag.
Thus, pharmaceutical companies need to not only monitor the quality of external service
providers but also find ways to mitigate the risks associated with relying on outsources
for service. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is heavily involved throughout
the drug R&D process.

Outsourcing any R&D activities requires pharmaceutical

companies to ensure that external service providers comply with FDA regulations and
guidelines. Fail to do so would render the results from that external service provider
invalid. The discussion above suggests that pharmaceutical companies should pursue a
mutlisourcing strategy that employs a disciplined approach to optimally source from a set
of internal and external service providers.
In this paper, we examine how pharmaceutical companies can allocate projects to
different internal and external service providers in order to minimize the costs and
maintain an acceptable level of risks. This research is motivated by problems faced by a
division within a major pharmaceutical company that had decided to outsource analytical
testing but was wary about the significant risks associated with completely relying on
external service providers.
Following the multisourcing strategy, the division has identified three types of
service providers. The first type is fee-for-service CRO, where services can be ordered
and scheduled based on the availability of CRO resources which are shared by different
pharmaceutical companies and costs are determined based on negotiated fixed hourly
rates. The second type is a dedicated lab within a CRO. In this arrangement, the
pharmaceutical company would work with the CRO to establish and manage a laboratory
on the CRO’s premise. The resources in this lab are dedicated to the pharmaceutical
company. In turn, the company has to commit in advance certain amount of work for a
number of years although the number of employees working in the lab may be adjusted
from year to year.

Finally, testing could be performed internally by laboratories
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maintained by another division. In this case, internal transfer prices can be negotiated
between the divisions.
Among the three options, the fee-for-service is the most flexible while the
dedicated lab offers the lowest costs if fully utilized. The insourcing option, on the other
hand, gives the company more control over the testing. Given a set of planned projects in
a period, we model the decision of sourcing these projects to any of the fee-for-service
CROs, the dedicated lab, or internal laboratories so that the division can minimize the
costs with an acceptable level of risks.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Most of the literature on sourcing focuses on the make-or-buy decisions, which
are often addressed in a strategic framework.

Cherbaka and Meller [2008] have

identified five key components that are common to strategic sourcing frameworks. They
include

defining

strategic

competences,

considering

outsourcing

non-strategic

competencies, evaluating external vendor capabilities, managing relationships with
selected vendors, and assessing the outcome for improvement. In the context of this
study, we assume that organizations have made a conscious decision to outsource a part
of the strategic R&D function but have decided to hedge the risks by employing a
combination of external vendors and internal resources. So our study emphasizes how to
best utilize the chosen capabilities so that outsourcing strategy is carried out successfully.
At the operational level, research on production planning in a supply chain
focuses on how to match demand with available production facilities or existing
inventory. Models developed in this area vary in terms of single or multiple products,
single or multiple customer generated demand, and different classes of production
facilities, including outsourcing. Huang, et al [2005], for example, modeled a system that
allocates demand of a single product from multiple customers to a set of production
facilities. Jolayemi and Olorunniwo [2004] considered production planning decisions
involving a mix of internal and subcontracted plants and warehouses. Their model
determined the production and inventory levels for multiple products at various facilities
and warehouses. Outsourcing is only considered when internal production cannot meet
the demand.
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Our model addresses a problem that differs from supply chain production
planning in three important aspects. First, analytical testing can be considered as a
service operation as its output is data and reports and not physical products. That
eliminates the possibility of made-to-stock and the need for inventory and warehouse.
Demand has to be fulfilled or be pushed back to the next period. Second, although we
assume all facilities are capable of performing the tests, they may vary in the likelihood
that they able to deliver the results on time and on budget. We explicitly assign different
risk factors to different classes of facilities. Third, our model considers two types of
outsourcing facilities with different cost structures.
A number of methods have been used to solve the production planning problem.
Some studies modeled the problem as generalized assignment problems [e.g., Freling et
al. 2003] while others addressed the problem as a queuing system [e.g., de Vericourt et al.
2002, Benjaafar et al 2002].
Another solution approach is to model planning as a multidimensional knapsack
problem, which is a special form of mixed integer programming problem. Beaujon et al
[2001] reported an application of multidimensional knapsack problem to the selection of
R&D projects at GM. Their objective is to identify a portfolio of R&D projects to invest
during a planning horizon (typically 1 year) so that the expected benefits of these projects
are maximized for the company, given a set of balanced constraints and targets.
Cherbaka and Meller [2008] modeled a multiple-plant sourcing problem as a
multiple-choice multidimensional knapsack problem that has varying capacities and costs
associated with internal and external facilities. In this study, our problem differs from the
multidimensional knapsack problem in that we try to minimize the costs as opposed to
maximize the benefits.

Also, instead of having limited production capacities, our

constraints are related to completing all the projects on time and with minimum costs.
ANALYTICAL MODEL
We will present the model and preliminary results at the conference.
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ABSTRACT
In this study, we benchmark financial performance of the apparel and
accessories retailers in the United States using the operations management
technique of data envelopment analysis (DEA). Specifically, we benchmark
Ann Taylor, BeBe Stores, Bernard Chaus, Cache, Inc., Chico's FAS, Coach,
Inc., The Gap, Inc., Guess, Jones Apparel, Liz Claiborne, New York Company,
Nordstrom, Inc., Polo Ralph Lauren, Saks, Inc., The Talbots, Urban Outfitters,
Limited Brands, Estee Lauder, Kenneth Cole, Perry Ellis, Phillips-Van Heusen,
and Warnaco Group against one another using the data envelopment analysis
methodology. The DEA analyzer is part of a decision support system that
stores company data and data on other firms to benchmark the company
performance. We also demonstrate that DEA can augment traditional ratio
analysis. DEA can provide a consistent and reliable measure of managerial or
operational efficiency and also helps identify areas in which a firm has
strengths or weaknesses relative to competition. When improvement is needed
relative to peers, DEA shows by how much improvement is needed.
INTRODUCTION
Retail industry in general and apparel and accessories industry in particular is
undergoing turmoil in recent months due to the economic crisis. As the financial crisis
continues to spread around the world, most industries are feeling the effects of
decreased business and consumer spending, retailers are no different. For instance,
Ann Taylor’s sales revenue shows a decline of 73% for the quarter ending October
2008 over the same quarter ending in 2007. Similarly, Liz Claiborne shows a decline
of 16% for the quarter ending October 2008 in comparison to the same quarter ending
October 2007 and has announced major job cuts. Liz Claiborne, for instance, has
already announced major job cuts to cut its costs. Therefore, there is a concern in the
market about probability of failure of many of these firms and its subsequent impact
on the job market and the U.S. fashion, apparel, and accessories industry.
This paper utilizes Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) to investigate the financial
performance of U.S. apparel and accessories industry. In this paper we benchmark
financial performance of firms in the apparel and accessories sector in the United
States using the operations management technique of data envelopment analysis
(DEA).
Rest of the paper is organized along the following lines. In section II, we provide a
review of previous studies that illustrate the use of DEA in financial decision making.
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Section III discusses the DEA model used in this study. In section IV, we discuss the
data and the methodology used in this study. Section V provides a discussion of our
empirical results. Section VI concludes and summarizes the study.
To study the performance of the apparel and accessories industry, we consider eleven
financial ratios that have been computed on the basis of information contained in the
income statement and balance sheet of these firms. The set of ratios that we use to
construct the DEA model are: operations (days cost of goods sold in inventory),
profitability (net profit margin, return on equity, and return on assets), liquidity
(current ratio and quick ratio), and financials (days sales outstanding, cash flow per
share, total debt/equity ratio, long-term debt per share, and 12-month revenue growth).
In order to evaluate a firm’s financial performance, a financial analyst usually uses
these set of ratios.1 We use the financial statement data available for the quarter
ending October 2008 from Hoovers Online for this study. October 2008 quarter was
chosen for several reasons. Firstly, financial crisis started unfolding during the third
quarter of 2007 and no one was aware of the extent of crisis and how this would
impact other sectors of the economy until the crisis really got out of control in
October 2008. We benchmark the financial performance of twenty two companies on
the basis of the following financial variables: Current Ratio, Quick Ratio, Days Cost
of Goods Sold in Inventory, Days of sales outstanding, Total debt/equity ratio,
Long-term debt per share, Cash flow per share, Net profit margin, Return on equity,
Return on assets, 12-month Revenue Growth.
In our study, the comparative evaluation among the companies is an important
consideration. Therefore, we select the envelopment models for our analysis. In
addition, the outputs are an outcome of managerial goals. Therefore, input-based
formulation is recommended for our study. The objective of the analysis is to suggest
a benchmark for the apparel and accessories firms. Furthermore, to investigate the
effect of scale of operations, if any, among the 22 companies, we consider both
variable returns to scale and constant returns to scale DEA models. Also, the structure
of the DEA model (in envelopment form) uses an equation and separate calculation
for every input and output. Therefore, all the input and output variables can be used
simultaneously and measured in their own units.
In this study, we use the
Input-Oriented Variables Return to Scale (VRS) to evaluate the efficiency of 22
apparel and accessories companies.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
Using the DEA methodology, we compute an efficiency score for the twenty two
companies on a scale of 1 to 100 on the basis of the financial data for the last quarter
1

See Corporate Finance by Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe, 8th edition, McGraw Hill/Irwin Publishing

Company, 2008.
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ending October 2008. As the DEA methodology does not work with negative values,
we first transform the variables by adding the highest negative value to each
observation. For example, net profit margin, return on equity, return on assets,
12-month revenue growth, and cash flow per share is negative for many companies.
Table 3 illustrates the efficiency scores for twenty two companies. Further, we also
study the peers (model companies) for inefficient companies.
Table 3 shows the relative performance of the U.S. apparel and accessories companies
benchmarked against one another. Table 3 also shows that twelve out of twenty two
companies were ranked as efficient based on the financial data for the quarter of
October 2008, and ten companies were inefficient companies. Ann Taylor, BeBe
Stores, Bernard Chaus, Cache, Inc., Coach, Inc., Kenneth Cole, Limited Brands,
Nordstrom, Inc., Perry Ellis, Polo Ralph Lauren, The Gap, Inc., and Urban Outfitters
are 100% efficient. On the other hand, Chico's FAS, Estee Lauder, Guess, Jones
Apparel, Liz Claiborne, New York Company, Phillips-Van Heusen, Saks, Inc., The
Talbots, and Warnaco Group are inefficient. Figure 2 shows the efficiency frontier
graph of the pooled company data. The 100% efficient companies (blue dots) are on
the efficiency frontier, where as the inefficient companies (red dots) are inside the
efficiency frontier. The DEA Analyzer calculates the level of inefficiency by
measuring the distance between the efficiency frontier and the inefficient companies.
Therefore, a financial analyst can use this efficiency frontier to assess the relative
efficiency of the firm in the industry. The DEA model compares the days of sales
outstanding, days cost of goods sold in inventory, total debt/equity ratio, long-term
debt per share, cash flow per share, net profit margin, return on equity, return on
assets, 12-month revenue growth, current ratio, and quick ratio.
We present the score in percentage value varying between 0% and 100%. We find that
the input efficiency of Ann Taylor, BeBe Stores, Bernard Chaus, Cache, Inc., Coach,
Inc., Kenneth Cole, Limited Brands, Nordstrom, Inc., Perry Ellis, Polo Ralph Lauren,
The Gap, Inc., and Urban Outfitters is 100%. On the other hand, the input efficiency
of the remaining companies is: Guess (25%), The Talbots (42%), Saks, Inc. (48%),
Liz Claiborne (50%), Estee Lauder (62%), Warnaco Group (64%), Phillips
Van-Heusen (67%), Chico’s (70%), Jones Apparel (71%), and New York Company
(90%). This means that the observed levels of cash flow per share, net profit margin,
return on equity, return on assets, 12-month revenue growth, current ratio, and quick
ratio for Guess can be achieved with 25% of the current levels of days of sales
outstanding, days cost of goods sold in inventory, total debt/equity ratio, and
long-term debt per share. The same rationale applies to The Talbots, Saks, Inc., Liz
Claiborne, Estee Lauder, Warnaco Group, Phillips-Van Heusen, Chico’s, Jones
Apparel, and New York Company.
As shown in Table 4, BeBe stores and Urban Outfitters serve as peer for Chico’s.
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Thus,Chico’s should scale up its cash flow per share, net profit margin, return on
equity, return on assets, 12-month revenue growth, current ratio, and quick ratio
relative to BeBe stores and Urban Outfitters with BeBe store carrying more weight
(67%) and Urban Outfitters with a lower weight (33%). Similarly, Guess has BeBe
stores (44%) as the closest peer that it should emulate and Ann Taylor (28%) and
Coach (28%) as the distant peer companies that can also be investigated. Similarly,
BeBe stores also serves as nearest peer firm for Jones Apparel (67%), Liz Claiborne
(72%), New York Company (56%), The Talbots (74%), Phillips-Van Heusen (71%),
and Warnaco Group (53%). A BeBe store is a distant peer for Saks, Inc. (10%) and
does not serve as a peer for Estee Lauder at all. On the other hand, Therefore, BeBe
store is the most efficient company among the given pool of companies in the DSS, as
not only is BeBe store 100% efficient, but it also serves as the role model for all other
companies except Estee Lauder. Polo Ralph Lauren is the next most efficient company,
because it serves as a peer for seven other companies that include Jones Apparel, Liz
Claiborne, The Talbots, Estee Lauder, Phillips-Van Heusen, and Warnaco Group.
Similarly, Urban Outfitters is the next most efficient company among the group of
companies. Urban Outfitters serves as the immediate peer for Chico’s, Saks, Inc.,
Estee Lauders, and Warnaco Group. Ann Taylor is a distant peer for Guess (28%),
Bernard Chaus is a distant peer for Liz Claiborne and The Talbots, Coach serves as a
distant peer for Guess and Estee Lauders. In addition, The Gap is a near peer for Saks,
Inc. (76%) and a distant peer for New York Company (44%). Also, Nordstrom is a
distant peer for Estee Lauder (17%), Limited brand is a distant peer for Estee Lauder,
and Perry Ellis is a distant peer for Jones Apparel.
The efficient peer companies have a similar mix of input-output levels compared to
that of the corresponding inefficient company, but at more absolute levels. The
efficient companies generally have higher output levels relative to the company in
question. The features of efficient peer companies make them very useful as role
models that inefficient companies can emulate to improve their performance.
After calculating the efficiency of a company and identifying the efficient peers, the
next step in DEA analysis is the feasible expansion of the output or contraction of the
input levels of the company within the possible set of input-output levels. The DEA
efficiency measure tells us whether or not a given company can improve its
performance relative to the set of companies to which it is being compared. Therefore,
after minimizing the input efficiency, the next stage involves calculating the optimal
set of slack values with an assurance that input efficiency will not decrease at the
expense of slack values of the input and output factors. Once the input efficiency
factor has been minimized, the model does seek the maximum sum of the input and
output slacks. If any of these values is positive at the optimal solution to the DEA
model, it implies that the corresponding output of the company (DMU) can improve
further after its output levels have been raised by the efficiency factor, without the
need for additional input. If the efficiency is 100% and the slack variables are zero,
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then the output levels of a company cannot be expanded jointly or individually
without raising its input level. Further, its input level cannot be lowered given its
output levels. Thus, the companies are pareto-efficient with technical output
efficiency of 1. If the company is 100% efficient but one slack value is positive at the
optimal solution then the DEA model has identified a point on the efficiency frontier
that offers the same level on one of the outputs as company A in question, but it offers
in excess of the company A on the output corresponding to the positive slack. Thus,
company A is not Pareto-efficient, but with radial efficiency of 1 as its output cannot
be expanded jointly. Finally, if the company A is not efficient (<100%) or the
efficiency factor is less than 1, then the company in question is not Pareto-efficient
and efficiency factor is the maximum factor by which both its observed input levels
can be reduced without changing its output. If at the optimal solution, we have not
only input efficiency < 1, but also some positive slack, then the output of company A
corresponding to the positive slack can be raised by more than the factor output
efficiency, without the need for additional input. The potential additional output at
company A is not reflected in its efficiency measure because the additional output
does not apply across all output dimensions.
Table 5 illustrates the slack values identified in the next stage of the DEA analysis.
The slack variables for 100% efficient companies are zero. Therefore, Ann Taylor,
BeBe Stores, Bernard Chaus, Cache, Inc., Coach, Inc., Kenneth Cole, Limited Brands,
Nordstrom, Inc., Perry Ellis, Polo Ralph Lauren, The Gap, Inc., and Urban Outfitters
are Pareto-efficient as the DEA model has been unable to identify some feasible
production point which can improve on some other input or output level. On the other
hand, for Liz Claiborne, besides decreasing the level of total debt / equity by 0.36,
long-term debt per share by 3.77 there is further scope for increasing net profit margin
by 0.20, return on equity by 0.37, return on assets by 0.23, current ratio 0.54, and
quick ratio by 0.76 units. Liz Claiborne can follow BeBe stores, Bernard Chaus, and
Polo Ralph Lauren as its role model and emulate their policies. Similarly, we can find
the slack factors for The Talbots, Saks, Inc., Estee Lauder, Warnaco Group,
Phillips-Van Heusen, Chico’s, Jones Apparel, and New York Company.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We provide an insight into the benefits of DEA methodology in analyzing financial
statements of firms. The decision support system stores the company’s historical data,
competitive firm’s data, and other industry specific data, and uses the DEA
methodology to analyze a firm’s performance. Moreover, DEA modeling does not
require prescription of the functional forms between inputs and outputs. DEA uses
techniques such as mathematical programming that can handle a large number of
variables and constraints.
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The Role of Green Advertising towards the Corporation Image in Impression
Management

Abstract
In this paper, we provided several propositions regarding the relationship for a corporation which
uses green advertising as an Impression Management (IM) tactics. We also developed a
framework to explain how green advertising is used as an IM tactics as well as the factors and
consequences of green advertising in three IM stages.

Introduction
Nowadays, customers are looking closely to corporation who makes claims emphasizing on the
involvement in social issues (e.g., green advertising).

Basically, the concept of social marketing

entails corporation using advertising (e.g., green advertising) for the corporation responsibility. Green
marketing is the latest manifestation of the corporation efforts to favorably shape impressions.
Corporations are now suing a variety of communication strategies, such as Impression Management
(IM) to be closer to their customers. In particular, it has been claimed that advertisements focused on
green or social marketing issues are effective forms of persuasive communication. In is paper, we tried
to describe the factors, such as self-monitoring, discrepancy and value of the outcome that affect the
construction of green advertising and finally result in the change of customers’ image towards the
corporation.

The Development of Integrative Framework
Green Advertising: Green advertising is defined as any advertisement that meets one or more of the
following criteria: 1. Explicitly or implicitly addresses the relationship between a product/service and
the biophysical environment. 2. Promotes a green lifestyle with or without highlighting a
product/service. 3. Presents a corporate image of environmental responsibility. How do corporations
respond to the environmental concerns of consumers and regulators? One way to respond is to create
"green advertising"- promotional messages that may appeal to the needs and desires of
environmentally concerned consumers.

Impression Management and Corporation Image
Impression Management : According to Bolino et al. (2008), research on organizational impression
management can be summarized by focusing on five areas. Those five areas are as following: increase
organization legitimacy, increase organization acceptance, create organization a specific image or goal,
the role of audience in organization, and the attempt of organization to harm the reputation of the
competitors. In current paper, we intended to apply IM tactics which were propose by Jones and
Pittman (1982) in the organizational/corporation level, they are as following:

The Forming of IM (three stages): Leary & Kowalski (1990) proposed a two-component
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conceptual model which identified that IM composed two discrete processes: IM motivation and IM
construction. Besides, Roberts (2005) also identified three components of professional image
construction in diverse organization setting: impression monitoring, impression motivation, and
impression construction. According to the statement above, we concluded that three distinct stages
form IM behaviors in organization: IM monitoring, IM motivation and IM construction.

Stage 1:

IM Monitoring: The IM processes begin with monitoring. In impression monitoring

stage, a corporation determines if the perceived current image is consistent or inconsistent with their
desired image. High self-monitors are individuals who regulate their expressive self-presentations for
the sake of public appearance. They are highly responsive to social and interpersonal cues concerning
situationally appropriate behaviors and are concerned with impression management issues. ccordingly,
a corporation with high ability of monitoring is inclined to pay attention on the targets’ impression of
itself. In a specific situation, some corporation which are more aware of and more easily to notice the
cues for the impressions formed by the target customers. The same with this notion, Turnley and
Bolino (2001) found that high self-monitors were able to use IM tactics more effectively than low
self-monitor. A corporation also can monitor specific cues or signals from feedback-seeking behaviors
toward the targets to see whether the discrepancy exists.

Basically, a corporation with

self-monitoring ability can detect the environment sensitively and perceive the discrepancy before the
image damaged.

Proposition 1a: A corporation with the ability of self-monitoring is likely to notice the
discrepancy, namely, the gap between current green concerned image and desired green
concerned image.
Stage 2: IM Motivation: It represents the degree to which a corporate is activated to control how
the customers perceived itself. Green advertising can help the corporation enhance the image, images
of a green lifestyle can be linked to product/service choices. Advertisers can highlight the
environmental benefits of their products and services by different strategies to tap the green segment
of consumers and which change the customers’ buying behavior. Alternatively, green advertisers can
strive to portray an image of corporation environmental responsibility as a part of their overall image
enhancement. The need to project a public image of environmental responsibility is an indication of
the influence of the environmental movement on corporate image advertising.
Furthermore, according to Schlenker (1980), people are motivated to claim images that have potential
values. Expectancy theory suggests that individuals will be more motivated to adjust their behavior to
earn a valuable reward than they will to earn a less valuable reward. A key component of expectancy
theory is the way in which individuals perceive their environment. In other words, corporations are
motivated to perform exert effort when they perceive that their performance will lead to positive
consequences, such as good rewards that are valuable.



Accordingly, it may imply the mechanism by
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which corporations are motivated to manipulate their behaviors in pursuit of a desired reward

Proposition 1b: A corporation with the ability of self-monitoring is likely to notice the
value of the outcome, namely, the value of green advertising.
Stage 3: IM Construction

it refers to the “how–to” strategy that originates once the monitoring

and motivation are established. Bolino and Turnley (2003) concluded that high self-monitors favor
positive IM tactics. Ingratiation and promotion are direct and assertive tactics, hence, we argued that
they are positive IM tactics. Turnley and Bolino (2001) didn’t clearly mention that which tactics that
high self-monitors are more likely to use.

However, Higgins and Judge (2004) found that

self-monitoring correlated positively with ingratiation and with self-promotion, in other words, we
argue that self-monitoring are positively related to assertive tactics. According to the above statement,
we proposed that:

Proposition 2a: A corporation facing discrepancy of green concerned is more likely to
use green advertising in different IM tactics (promotion, ingratiation, exemplification,
supplication and intimidation).
Proposition 2b: A corporation realizing the value of the green advertising is more
likely to use green advertising in different IM tactics (promotion, ingratiation,
exemplification, supplication and intimidation)

Corporation Image :Uncertainty

makes it difficult for stakeholders to identify and define

substantive actions. In other words, under this circumstance, it is more easily for the corporation to
manipulate desired impression.

That is, in ambiguous situations, a corporation can take more

liberties in its impression management efforts (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Meyer and Rowan, 1977;
Scott, 1995). Bansal and Clelland (2004) found that impression management reduced the market risk
associated with low environmental legitimacy. The public relations literature has shown that
stakeholders respond negatively if they believe they are being manipulated (Sallot, 2002). On the
contrary, Zajac and Westphal (1995) found that impression management efforts positively affected
stakeholders, regardless of whether the corporate substantively engaged in the activities it described.
Briefly, a corporation must be more careful using impression management efforts to convey their
substantive activities. Corporations use impression management to maintain an appearance of acting in
a way that is consistent with social values and, in so doing, build stronger stakeholder (e.g., customers)
relationships.
Similarity–attraction theory (Byrne, 1969) suggests that individuals are more likely to be attracted by
whom that share something in common. Therefore, when customers perceive that the corporation take
actions for green product or services, they may believe that both of them share many similar beliefs,
ideas and attitudes, thus would enhance the corporation image. Empirical evidence in their study
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suggests that the greater a corporation’s contribution to social welfare (e.g., green advertising), the
better its reputation. This may imply that customers would more willing to purchase its product or
services. Accordingly, many managers face the challenge of convincing customers that their
corporation is committed to the natural environment, they are motivated to do so because a
corporation’s environmental reputation has been shown to be positively related to its financial
performance (Hart, 1995; Russo and Fouts, 1997) and negatively related to unsystematic market risk
(Bansal and Clelland, 2004).

Furthermore, researchers have suggested that expressing commitment

to the natural environment creates a positive impression with stakeholders (Milne and Patten, 2002;
O’Donovan, 2002; Wilmhurst and Frost, 2000), this conclusion also

can convince customers to

believe the image that the corporation presented. In today’s environment, marketing is focused on
lasting relationship between the customer and the corporation, in particular, the customer demand for
corporate to be socially responsible can’t be underestimated. Most consumers claimed that they
would have a much more positive image of that company which did try to do something to make the
world a better place.
According to the above statement, we proposed that:

Proposition 3: A corporation using green advertising is more likely to enhance
customers image towards the corporation.
From the preceding discussion, the framework we proposed is as following

Conclusion and Future Research Direction
In the paper, we mainly focused the role of green advertising towards the corporation image in
monitoring stage, motivation stage and construction stage. Corporation green ads are much broader in
scope than product ads, and hence scrutiny is essential. It is hoped that the proposed framework can
add precision and direction to this emerging stream of research.
We suggested that future research direction could be focused on to what extent that the “green” is on
the advertisement (e.g., slight, moderate) would affect the image of the corporation which in turn
change customers’ buying behavior, especially towards the green customers.
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ABSTRACT
We present a workforce planning and staffing problem for the reservation call center of the hospital by
developing a nonlinear integer programming model, unlike traditional approaches with queueing theory. Our
objective is to minimize the weekly total costs by developing a workforce planning and staffing during the
planning horizon, i.e., determining the number of operators working for each shift, and the man-hours to assign
for handling inbound calls and making outbound calls for each time period. A trade-off between two conflicting
factors in the objective function – the labor cost incurred by operators and the abandonment cost due to lost calls
– is investigated to determine the right number of total operators and to dynamically allocate them to each task
over time in each day.

I.

Introduction

Operators in a reservation call center in the hospital are mainly responsible for promptly answering customers’
inbound calls and making outbound calls to remind customers’ appointments. While operators may have flexibility
to choose time slots to make outbound calls, they should respond to the inbound calls without delay. Customers
may abandon the calls while on hold due to long delays, and the lost calls will eventually incur loss of possible
revenue to the hospital.
Currently many hospitals determine the total number of operators for the reservation call center based on the
management and supervisors’ experiences and intuition without doing any scientific analysis. In addition, there
exist no guidelines of what kind of tasks to be done by individual operators for each time period, but they simply
decide what they like to do over time. As a result, the entire system is operated inefficiently without synchronizing
with the fluctuating demand for the inbound calls over time. Then, the main decision-making points for successful
operation of the reservation call center may be summarized as follows:



How many operators should be employed in total?
Which tasks should be done by each operator for each time period?

When the volume of inbound calls is heavy during peak times, delays may be long and, consequently, the
abandonment rate may be high even though most operators are assigned to handle inbound calls. On the other hand,
when the volume of inbound calls is low during off-peak hours, the number of lost calls may be negligible although a
considerable number of operators is assigned to the task for outbound calls. Therefore, the successful operation of
the reservation call center requires not only determining the right number of total operators, but also dynamically
assigning individual operators to each required task over time. The number of total operators and their assignments
to tasks may directly affect labor costs, efficiency, net profit, and customer satisfaction.

II.

Literature Review

Because arrival and service processes in the call center are not deterministic but stochastic in nature, the call
center has been investigated by queueing models; see Koole and Mandelbaum (2002), Gans et al. (2003), and Brown
et al. (2004). These models can be applied to determine staffing requirement in call center. The optimal staffing of
call center is the key issue in order to guarantee minimal staffing cost and a desired quality of service. Borst et al.
(2004) develop a framework for staffing problem of large call center with M/M/N queueing model. The M/M/N
queue, also known in call center as Erlang C, is the simplest and widely used model in Gans et al.(2003), however,
the model is over simplified without concerning of blocking, abandonments, and retrials in comparison with real call
center situations.
The queueing model with abandonments tends to make better performance as well as more realistic. Garnett,
Mandelbaum, and Reiman (2002) use the abandonment queueing model (M/M/N+M) to support staff management of

†
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center situations.
The queueing model with abandonments tends to make better performance as well as more realistic. Garnett,
Mandelbaum, and Reiman (2002) use the abandonment queueing model (M/M/N+M) to support staff management of
call center, where customer’s patience is exponentially distributed. Aguir et al. (2004), Whitt (1999), and Artalejo
et al. (2007) model the case allowing customer retrials. Whitt (2005) develops the M/GI/s/r + GI queueing model
considering customer abandonments and retrials.

III.

Problem Statement
3.1. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVE

When the number of total operators is given, the first issue in operating the reservation call center is how to
allocate the appropriate number of operators to the tasks of inbound calls and outbound calls dynamically over time
in each day of the week. If operators are appropriately assigned to each task over time for the given number of total
operators, all the required outbound calls can be made easily, and, at the same time, the abandonment rate for the
inbound calls may remain below the predetermined standard. However, when the volume of inbound calls is heavy
during peak hours, it is often observed in practice that more than necessary operators are making outbound calls that
can be flexibly made during other off-peak hours. As a result, the abandonment rates for those time periods become
higher than expected. In addition, during the following off-peak hours, more operators than necessary are allocated
to the task of inbound calls since not many outbound calls to make are left.
As long as we know how to appropriately allocate operators to each task dynamically over different time in each
day, another issue in operating the reservation call center is to determine the total number of operators, which will
optimize the entire system. For example, how hard do we try in assigning operators appropriately to each task over
time to meet the demand, there may exist some limitations in increasing the efficiency and decreasing the
abandonment rate if the total number of operators is not enough. Therefore, both the right number of total operators
and their dynamic assignment to each task are important in optimizing the entire system.
Generally speaking, if we increase the total number of operators and, subsequently, increase the number of
operators handling inbound calls, the abandonment rate may decrease. In that case, we may decrease the
abandonment cost for the lost calls, but the labor cost will go up with the increased number of operators. On the
contrary, if we decrease the number of operators to save labor cost, the abandonment cost due to the lost calls may go
up and, consequently, it will affect customer satisfaction and the revenue of the hospital. Therefore, a trade-off
between those two conflicting factors – the labor cost incurred by operators and the abandonment cost due to lost
calls – should be investigated to determine the right number of total operators and to dynamically allocate them to
each task over time in each day. Then, the objective of operating the reservation call center boils down to
minimizing a sum of the labor cost and the abandonment cost by the optimal number of total operators and their
optimal dynamic staffing to each task.

3.2. REQUIRED INFORMATION
We begin this section by considering operating days and hours of the reservation call centers. Some of the
reservation call centers are operated during the weekdays only, but others are operated even during the weekends and
the holidays considering the distinctive characteristics of the healthcare provider. Some are operated during the
specific time periods in the daytime, for instance, 9:00 – 17:00, but others, for example, those for the emergency care
centers are open for 24 hours a day by using the multiple shift system. Let D denote the set of days where the
reservation call center is open, and T denote the set of operating times. Then, the operating day d and the time
period t are elements of the sets D and T, i.e., d∈D⊂{Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday} and t∈T⊂{0:00, 1:00, … , 23:00}. Suppose that operating hours are the same in each operating day, and
let W denote the number of operating days of the reservation call center per week.
Unlike other types of call centers, the operator in the reservation call center should possess a certain level of
medical knowledge in order to correctly and efficiently help making an appointment which connects each patient to
the very right doctor possibly out of hundreds of doctors in the hospital. Since this high level of medical knowledge
and the counseling skill require extensive training at the beginning of employment, it is a common practice that
management and supervisors of the reservation call center prefer to hire full-time operators, rather than part-time
operators or intern workers.
Let K denote the number of allowable shifts per day in operating the reservation call center, and let Ni denote the
number of operators working for shift i for i = 1, 2, … , K. Let ci denote the mean daily labor cost per operator
∑
. Assume
working for shift i. Then, the weekly total labor cost for the reservation call center equals
that every operator works for the same shift continuously in each operating day and that every operator is able to
handle both inbound calls and outbound calls. By hiring those versatile operators, we have flexibility to allocate
2

more operators to handle inbound calls during peak hours and to assign more operators to make outbound calls
during off-peak hours.
Let Hdt denote the set of shifts which cover the operating day d and time t, i.e., Hdt ⊂{1, 2, … , K}. For
example, if d=Monday and t=14:00–15:00 is covered by shifts 2 and 3, then Hdt ={2, 3} for that specific d and t. If
there are Ni operators working for shift i, then for each one hour period in shift i there exist Ni total man-hours
available which can be used to the tasks of inbound calls and outbound calls. Under the ideal situation operators
may work continuously for either inbound calls or outbound calls without any break or loss of time, but that situation
is not realistic.
Out of those Ni total man-hours available, let zidt denote loss of time for non-value-added activities such as meal
break or rest for d and t in shift i∈Hdt. Out of those Ni total man-hours available, let xidt and yidt denote the manhours assigned for handling inbound calls and making outbound calls for all d and t in shift i∈Hdt, respectively.
Then, for all d and t in shift i∈Hdt, we have Ni=xidt+yidt+zidt. In addition, for d and t the total man-hours assigned for
handling inbound calls by operators from all shifts in Hdt equal ∑
, those making outbound calls equal
∑
, and those wasted for non-value-added activities equal ∑
.
While operators may have flexibility to choose time periods in a day to make outbound calls, they may have to
complete a minimum number of outbound calls for each day and for the entire week. In order to complete that
number of outbound calls, assume that it may be required to allocate at least vd hours for making outbound calls on
day d. Similarly, it may be required to allocate at least v hours for making outbound calls for the entire week.

3.3. INBOUND‐LOAD AND ABANDONMENT RATE
It might be generally believed that the abandonment rate would be high when the volume of inbound calls is
heavy during peak hours, but this may not be necessarily true. If there are not enough operators handling inbound
calls due to meal break or outbound calls, the abandonment rate may be high although the volume of inbound calls is
not that heavy. Therefore, the abandonment rate is affected not only by the volume of inbound calls, but also by the
number of operators handling inbound calls.
Let λdt denote the volume of inbound calls for d and t, and Adt be the abandonment rate at that time due to long
delays for answering the inbound calls. Recall that for d and t the total man-hours assigned for handling inbound
calls by operators from all shifts in Hdt equal ∑
. If we define Idt to be the inbound-load, which is the
number of inbound calls per operator handling inbound calls for one-hour period of d and t (excluding non-valueadded times), we have the following.
,

∑

That is, if Idt increases, it implies that for each one-hour period the number of inbound calls to be answered per
operator goes up. If Idt goes beyond operator’s capacity to handle, it will take long to answer inbound calls that
have been waiting, and, consequently, the abandonment rate Adt may increase.
According to statistical tests from the actual data collected, the value of Adt is affected by the magnitude of Idt,
but neither by d nor by t. Hence, it is possible to use a time-invariant function f(·) to represent the relationship
between Adt and Idt, i.e., Adt=f(Idt). If we collect enough data of (Idt, Adt) over different d and t, it is possible to
estimate the function f(·) by using some of statistical methods such as the least square regression model.
If we set the abandonment rate Adt to a specific value of adt, for example, 5%, for given d and t, we may be able
to calculate the required total man-hours to be assigned for handling inbound calls by operators from all shifts in Hdt
by

for the estimated volume of inbound calls λdt. Although ∑
can be obtained to achieve adt for given d and t
dt*
from the above equation, the individual optimal values xi may not be easily determined by experiences or intuition
for each d and t and for i∈Hdt.
In addition, adt*, the optimal target values of abandonment rate for all d and t cannot be determined by intuition
because a trade-off between labor cost and abandonment cost should be thoroughly investigated to optimize the
entire system. However, many reservation call centers internally may have the maximum allowable standard for
abandonment rate in consideration of service quality and customer satisfaction. For instance, a reservation call
center operated from Monday to Friday may set its weekly maximum allowable standard for abandonment rate u as
5%. One way to achieve this weekly maximum allowable standard for abandonment rate is to uniformly set daily
maximum allowable standard for abandonment rate ud as 5% for all d. Another way might be that 7% for Monday,
3

6% for Tuesday, 5% for Wednesday, etc., considering the different volume of inbound calls each day. In a similar
way, we may set hourly maximum allowable standard for abandonment rate udt differently for each one-hour period t
within a day d, considering the volume of inbound calls and the availability of operators handling inbound calls over
time.

IV.

A Mathematical Programming Model

In this section we present a workforce planning and staffing problem for the reservation call center of the
hospital by developing a mathematical programming model whose components are decision variables, the objective
function, and constraints.

4.1. Decision Variables
The decision variables of the optimal workforce planning and staffing problem for a reservation call center of
the hospital can be summarized as follows:
z Ni = the number of operators working for shift i for i = 1, 2, … , K.
z xidt = the man-hours assigned for handling inbound calls for d∈D and t∈T in shift i∈Hdt
z yidt = the man-hours assigned for making outbound calls for d∈D and t∈T in shift i∈Hdt

4.2. Objective Function
cost.

The objective function is to minimize the weekly total costs composed of the labor cost and the abandonment
These costs are evaluated as follows:

1) Labor cost. The reservation call center is operated by K shifts, there are Ni operators working for shift i, and
the mean daily labor cost per operator working for shift i is ci for i = 1, 2, … , K. Then, for operating days W in
∑
.
a week, the weekly total labor cost for the reservation call center equals
2) Abandonment cost. Denote the cost incurred by a lost call due to long delay by p. The value of p may be
estimated by comprehensively considering several factors such as the mean profit generated by a patient being
served, the percentage of lost calls which do not come back again, customer dissatisfaction, loss of good will, etc.
∑
, that is,
Then, the weekly total abandonment cost for the reservation call center equals ∑
multiplying p with the total number of lost calls over the week.
Hence, Ω, the weekly total costs incurred over the week for the reservation call center are given by the
following:
Ω

∑

∑

∑

.

Our objective is to minimize the weekly total costs by developing a workforce planning and staffing during the
planning horizon, i.e., determining the number of operators working for each shift, and the man-hours to assign for
handling inbound calls and making outbound calls for each time period. The values of the decision variables in the
objective function cannot be arbitrarily set, and they are subject to a variety of constraints. The next step in setting
up the mathematical programming model is to clearly define the constraints linking the decision variables.

4.3. Constraints
We now specify the constraints that the decision variables should not violate. They are as follows:
1) Inbound-load and abandonment rate constraints. Because the abandonment rate is affected by the inboundload, we use a function f(·) to represent the relationship between Adt and Idt where the inbound-load Idt is defined
with λdt, the volume of inbound calls and ∑
, the total man-hours assigned for handling inbound-calls by
operators from all shifts.
,

∑
,

2) Maximum allowable abandonment rate constraints. Many reservation call centers internally may have the
maximum allowable standard for abandonment rate in consideration of the quality of the service and customer
satisfaction. Denote the weekly maximum allowable standard for abandonment rate by u, the daily standard by
4

ud, and the hourly standard by udt. Then, the abandonment rates should satisfy the following maximum allowable
standards:
,
∑
∑
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
3) Outbound call constraints. While operators may have flexibility to choose time slots in a day to make
outbound calls, they may have to complete minimum numbers of outbound calls for each day and for the entire
week. In order to complete those numbers of outbound calls, assume that it may be required to allocate at least
vd hours for making outbound calls on day d. Similarly, it may be required to allocate at least v hours for
making outbound calls for the week. If we denote the man-hours assigned for making outbound calls by yidt for
d and t in shift i∈Hdt, we have the following constraints:
∑
∑

∑
∑ ∑

4) Man-hour balance constraints. For all d and t in shift i∈Hdt, the total available man-hours Ni may be used for
either handling inbound calls by xidt or making outbound calls by yidt. It is realistic to consider some loss of time
zidt due to meal break or rest. Then, we have the following balance equation:
, , and for

V.

Conclusion and Future Research

We presented a manpower planning and a work assignment problem for the reservation call center of the
hospital by developing a mathematical programming model, unlike traditional approaches with queueing theory
which mainly controls call waiting times. Our objective has been to minimize the weekly total costs of labor and
abandonment by determining the number of operators working for each shift, and the man-hours to assign for
handling inbound calls and making outbound calls for each time period. We examined two conflicting factors in the
objective function – the labor cost incurred by operators and the abandonment cost due to lost calls – to determine
the right number of total operators and to dynamically allocate them to each task over time in each day.
Preliminary numerical evaluation with actual data has illustrated that we need to consider increasing the number
of workers in order to reduce the abandonment cost, which is relatively high in the big cities where the competition is
high among the large-scale general hospitals. We will complete a numerical evaluation soon and plan to conduct a
sensitivity analysis to see the effect of abandonment cost on the staffing and the work assignment, which will
subsequently affect the total cost. Lastly, this research will be able to be extended to many call center systems where
workers handle both inbound and outbound calls and abandonment cost is relatively high.
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Abstract
We examine how operations management (TQM) and marketing management
(marketing effort) jointly achieve various performances for manufacturing
organizations possessing brand. We argue that for these organizations, promoting and
protecting their brand is equally imperative as to managing their operations. They
must leverage operations and marketing as keys for success. However, current TQM
literature does not provide any evidence of how these two together affect
organizations. We formulate a model comprising TQM and marketing effort, and
empirically show that they support each other and simultaneously affect various
organizational performances. More importantly, marketing effort and brand
performance possess comparable impact as TQM on achieving operations
performance and the bottom-line result. In other words, manufacturing organizations
with brand must capitalize both TQM and brand effort if superior performance is
expected.
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ABSTRACT
Creating environmentally sustainable operations without significantly increasing operating
costs is a massive challenge for national energy industries. This research found that the
Australian energy industry had operational objectives of output control, environmental
impact, quality control and cost control. Sustainability objectives were reduced carbon
emissions, energy consumption and associated resource consumption. Eighty percent of
respondents indicated that compliance with regulations was the most important reason for
being environmentally sustainable and the industry did not seek to be a leader in
sustainability. Current sustainability control systems were most frequently identified as
predictive and reactive, controlling, continuous and (to a lesser extent) technology based.
Operations management practices were most frequently identified as activity-based costing,
inventory management and quality control. An opportunity exists to use technology
management to improve sustainability performance because of the current reactive approach
to the use of technology in the industry’s sustainability operations management.
INTRODUCTION
Creating sustainable energy generation operations has been identified as a major challenge
globally (Kaygusuz, 2007). The Australian energy industry is one of the highest contributors
of greenhouse gases per head of population (World Trade, 2008). This industry has a major
challenge meeting Australia’s commitment to the Kyoto protocol, whilst maintaining costs at
reasonable levels. The creation of sustainable operations in the energy industry involves
technology and integration with other process operations. Its cost effective implementation
can be viewed as an operations management objective. Therefore, it is appropriate to
examine the operations management context for sustainable energy generation in Australia.
This paper reports on the findings of a survey conducted with all Australian energy industry
generators, energy retailers and energy industry consultants. The paper identifies the
industry’s operations and sustainability objectives, approaches they currently utilising and the
barriers to experiencing in establishing sustainable operations. The frameworks for this
analysis are key decision areas/competitive priorities (Hayes & Schmenner, 1978), order
winning versus order qualifying criteria (Hill, 1995b) and Miles and Snow’s (1978)
classification of technology approaches. A copy of the questionnaire is available from the
author.
LITERATURE REVIEW
An important area of sustainability for the energy industry is the sustainability of the
mining processes that provide the energy inputs (D'Esposito, 2000). Delivery reliability is
also an important factor (Desiderio, 1999), which requires capabilities in production and
planning. They can also be improved by shortening the supply chain, which has the added
advantages of improving quality and reducing costs by reducing administration and
simplifying overall processes. Typical supply chains in the energy industry include mines,
transporters, equipment construction and maintenance, energy retailers and agents. Other
important factors include management of material and energy flows and operations control to
minimise environmental impact (Basu, 2006).
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The strong relationship between the organisation's environmental conditions and the
Competitive Priorities (CPs), which create a competitive advantage (Boyer, 2002), mean that
there may be a high level of consistency in CPs across industries experiencing the same
environmental conditions (Fine & Hax, 1985; Wheelwright & Hayes, 1985). In an industry
such as the energy industry, the extensive use of energy in industrial societies and the
medium levels of industry rivalry (IBIS World, 2008) suggests that the most commonly
applicable CPs such as cost, quality, delivery and supply flexibility (Orr, 1995) would apply.
These CPs would lead to a focus on improving operations to reduce costs (including
inventory levels); product and service quality development; creating flexible production
plans; reducing delivery times and innovation in products, services and production processes
(Garvin, 1987).
A focus on the Key Decision Areas (KDAs) which are the principal operations choices the
organisation can make, in production process control, capacity, technology, planning and
control generally improves performance in CPs, such as cost and quality (Boyer, 2002).
Quality control/assurance, top management involvement, communication and product design
KDAs can also influence CPs of cost, quality, reliability and innovation (Orr, 1995).
Additional KDAs of production volume, sources, specifications, availability, geographical
location, distribution channel, lead-times, standardization and handling are likely to
contribute to CPs, such as cost and supply dependability (Hayes & Schmenner, 1978; Hayes
& Wheelwright, 1979).
Operations strategy (the strategic use of KDAs to improve CP performance in support of
corporate strategy) (Hill, 1995a) is a logical fit with the energy industry because of its longterm planning perspective (changes to products, capacity and supply characteristics take
many years in this industry) (Hayes, 1994; Porter, 1996; Hayes, 1998) and attention to the
effective management of valuable resources (energy sources, equipment and distribution
networks). The consolidation which has occurred in the energy industry, which is the
apparent result of a desire to be dominant in the industry, fits well with the operations
strategy objective of achieving a “unique positioning of a company in the market” (Hill,
1995b). The effectiveness of an operations strategy is generally determined by the degree of
consistency between CPs and corresponding KDAs (Leong, 1990). The difficulties the
energy industry faces, however, is in identifying which KDAs apply to which CPs, the
relative contribution a KDA can make to a given CP, the interactivity between KDAs and
CPs (Rusjan, 2005)and the competition for attention from other aspects of the organisation
due to ownership, regulation, historical behaviours and culture.
The difference between order winners and qualifiers (Basu, 2006) is also an important
operations management concept for the energy industry, because of the high level of
regulation it experiences (Basu, 2006). In this mature industry, competitive priorities such as
price are ‘order qualifiers’, but priorities such as levels of service will be ‘order winners’
(Größler, 2007).
Because of the industry’s heavy use of technology, operations strategy and technology
typologies provide a good approach for incorporating the external and internal technology
conditions when reviewing the energy industry’s behaviour. Ward et al’s (1996) taxonomy
categories of niche differentiator, broad differentiator, cost leader and lean competitor
particularly appropriate for the energy industry, which aims to be a cost leader (IBIS World,
2008). Technology and internal resources can drive companies into the strategic approaches
of being defenders, analysers, prospectors or reactors (least desirable) (Miles et al., 1978).
The energy industry operates as a reactor in relation to sustainability (Davidson, 2005).
Specific technology management approaches; however, such as traditional, moderate, high
investment or specific application only does not appear to affect company performance on
their own (Boyer, 1997).
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These perspectives were used to develop the following hypotheses for the project:
1. KDAs associated with normally important CPs, such as cost and quality, will also
improve performance in the CPs of sustainability.
2. The energy industry is dependent on technology to achieve its sustainability objectives.
3. The energy industry does not seek a leadership position in sustainable operations and so
focuses on order qualifying criteria.
4. The energy industry fits into the traditional technology user category in relation to
sustainable operations.
METHODOLOGY
The sample was constructed from searches in a business database (“Australia on Disc”)
supplemented by extensive manual online searches. A total of 391 addresses were identified
in the following categories; Consultant, Generator and Distributor. Respondents were sent a
letter inviting them to participate in a Web-based survey (survey took 5 minutes to complete).
The survey questions (available from the author on request) were constructed using the
operations management frameworks described above and the sustainability operationalisation
issues identified in the literature. Where possible, invitation letters were sent to a named
individual. The response rate was very low – only 5% in total; energy generators (22%),
consultants (7%) and distributors (0%). The small number of response precluded exploratory
statistical analyses, so findings have been represented as percentages or averages. Because of
this bias, the findings will predominantly reflect the views of energy generators (response rate
for generators and consultants only was 9%).
FINDINGS
Performance objectives for energy industry operations
The participants identified [scale 1-5 with 5 most important] the most important operations
objectives to be output control (ave. rating 4.7), raw materials supply control (4.5),
environmental impact (4.4), quality control (4.3) and cost control (4.2). The most important
objectives for sustainability identified were reduce carbon emissions (4.5), reduce input
energy consumption (4.6), reduce consumption of associated resources (4.0) and produce
fewer noncarbon pollutants (3.9).
The participants rated [scale 1-3 with 3 being high] the energy industry’s performance
against these sustainability objectives as being best in reducing consumption of associated
resources (ave. rating 2.2), reduce impact on natural landscape (2.2 – this objective was given
a low importance rating as an objective), recycling of waste materials and products (2.1 –
also given a low importance rating as an objective) and reduce input energy consumption
(2.0).
Drivers for sustainable operations
Seventy-one percent of responding (generator only) participants indicated that they had
specific environmentally sustainable operations objectives. Eighty percent of responding
(generator only) participants indicated that complying with regulations was the most
important reason for being environmentally sustainable and 20% indicated that minimising
environmental impact was the most important reason. One hundred percent of responding
(generator only) participants indicated that being a leader in sustainable energy was the least
important reason for environmentally sustainable operations.
Participants identified reducing input energy consumption (96% of respondents), reducing
carbon emissions (90%), reducing consumption of associated resources (81%) and producing
fewer non-carbon pollutants (80%) as being the most important objectives necessary to be
environmentally responsible. The respondents (both generators and consultants) provided an
identical ranking for the objectives necessary to be environmentally responsible and the
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objectives necessary to be a sustainable operations industry leader. This indicates that they do
not differentiate between order qualifiers (objectives necessary to be environmentally
responsible) and order winners (objectives necessary to be a sustainability leader).
The participants identified the most important barriers to sustainable operations as general
budget limitations (73%), conflict with other operations objectives (63%), low strategic
priority for sustainable operations (55%) and sustainable operations budget limitations (47%).
Current approaches for controlling sustainable operations
The participants identified their sustainable operations control systems as being mainly
predictive and reactive (26%), monitoring and control (24%), continuous (20%) and
technology-based (15%). The participants claimed [scale 1-3 with 3 being high functionality]
that all of these functioned reasonably well -- monitoring and control (2.0) continuous (1.9),
predictive and reactive (1.8) and technology based (2.1).
By comparison, the most common operations management practices in the industry were
activity-based costing (83%), raw materials inventory management (72%) and quality
control/management (65%). Forty-three percent of respondents (generators) claimed that their
current sustainable operation systems were integrated with other operations systems and 57%
claimed that they operated independently and in parallel with other operations systems.
DISCUSSION
KDAs associated with normally important CPs, such as cost and quality, will also improve
performance in the CPs of sustainability. The literature notes that these KDAs include
production process control, capacity, technology, planning and control , (Boyer, 2002),
quality control/assurance, top management involvement, communication and product design
(Orr, 1995). The performance objectives for the industry included quality and cost control in
the five most important objectives. Important company specific objectives for sustainability
included reducing consumption of associated resources and energy input which could be
considered to be cost focused objectives. In addition, reducing input energy and associated
resource consumption were also both considered to be important objectives for an
organisation to be environmentally responsible and the sustainability leader. This suggests
that cost and quality were important CPs for the industry (both in regards to sustainability and
general business objectives).
Popular control systems in place in the industry identified included cost control (activitybased costing) and quality control/management. This suggests that cost control and quality
control were industry KDAs. The high rates of importance for the CPs of cost and quality and
high frequency identification of KDAs of cost control and quality control implies a
relationship between the CPs of cost and quality for sustainability and the KDAs of cost
control and quality control/management. No evidence was identified linking the KDAs of
production, capacity, technology, planning control, top management involvement
communication and product design with the CPs of cost and quality in regards to
sustainability in the energy industry. This hypothesis was partially supported.
The energy industry is dependent on technology to achieve its sustainability objectives.
Only 15% of the total participants identified technology as a factor for sustainability
operations control. This suggests that technology is not used extensively in the industry as a
sustainable operations control (in fact, 0% of the responding consultants indicated that
technology was used a control for sustainable operations in the energy industry). As the
energy industry is a process industry, it can be concluded that there may be significant
potential to improve sustainability through the use of more advanced technology. The
industry’s slow adaptation of technological change (IBIS World, 2008) suggests that a
technology gap may indeed exist in this area. This hypothesis was not supported.
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The energy industry does not seek a leadership position in sustainable operations and so
focuses on order qualifying criteria. The finding that the energy industry did not differentiate
between order winning and order qualifying criteria in relation to environmental
sustainability, together with the finding that 80% of the (generator only) participants’
principal objective was to meet regulatory requirements, indicates that the industry is not
seeking a sustainable operations leadership position and focuses on order qualifying criteria.
This suggests that quality control type operations management practices would be the most
suitable for cost-effective implementation of sustainability in the industry. This hypothesis
was supported.
The energy industry fits into the traditional technology user category in relation to
sustainable operations. The finding that only 15% of participants felt that technology was
used as a control for sustainable operations together with predominant operations
management focus on cost, quality and raw materials control (just in time and six sigma were
identified by 35% and 18% of respondents respectively) suggests that the industry only uses
technology for long-term proven uses, such as the basic operations process and not for
recently emergent demands, such as creating sustainable operations — making it a traditional
user (Boyer, 1997) of technology for this purpose. The medium rating for the effectiveness
of these for creating sustainable operations identified (around 2.0 on a scale of 1-3) suggests
becoming a high investor in technology management would provide an opportunity to
improve sustainability in it operations. This change in technology management approach
would increase the potential for technology to improve the sustainability performance of
these organisations (Boyer, 1997). This hypothesis was supported.
CONCLUSION
Although response rates were low for this survey, some interesting findings have been
identified. The Australian energy industry, despite facing significant demand for achieving
cost-effective sustainable operations, has adopted an order qualifying and not an order
winning view of managing sustainable operations. The industry’s CPs of cost and quality are
supported by general operations KPAs of controlling cost and improving service and the
sustainability KPAs of cost control (reducing consumption of inputs) and quality control
(reducing emissions) and indicate that it is attempting to increase its sustainability whilst
controlling costs. The identified barriers to creating sustainable operations of budget
constraints and conflict with other activities, together with the low strategic priority for
sustainable operations confirms the industry’s objectives of achieving sustainable operations
cost effectively. The apparently limited (traditional) use of technology by the industry in
sustainability operations control suggests that becoming a technology high investor in its
operations sustainability may enable it to better achieve these objectives. The full reference
list is available from the author on request.
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Abstract
Technology Roadmap (TRM) is a framework or tool
that helps make better technology investment decisions
by identifying critical technologies based on the gap
between the current and advanced technologies and by
sharing technical and commercial perspectives regarding
future market and business value. TRM was originally
developed by Motorola over twenty years and a few
firms in Electronics Industry such as Phililps and national
research institutes began it to use as technology
estimation and planning tool. Since then, the approach
has been used as a supporting tool for mainly business
practices and thus its theoretical aspects have not been
very well exploited. This research study examines the
existing research work on TRM by extensively reviewing
current literatures. By observing how, for what purpose,
and in what area the TRMs presented in the published
papers have been developed so far, critical issues in the
current state of research are firstly identified. Based on
this observation, research directions for future TRM
development are also proposed.

1. Introduction
Nowadays companies are facing the extremely
competitive environment of technology innovation,
which explains their increasing interest in future
technologies. Decision making on corporation’s
next-generation technologies such as choosing a
technology path, projects, opportunities, and the right
product at the right time has become a critical factor in
business success. A strategic decision-making related to
technology should be based on accurate estimation of
technology. Even though accurate estimation cannot be
accomplished by one or a couple of experts, nor is it
something that can be resolved by mathematical models,
collective estimation by many experts sometimes brings
out predictions of great value [54].
The globalization of market and business competition
led companies to reconsider their competition strategy.
For example, the increased complexity of technology and
shorter product lifecycle make them more dependent on
R&D. Especially, companies in the environment of
uncertainty and rapid changes should own a
technological specialty because their competitive power
and competence stem from product innovation obtained
as a result of R&D activities [35]. In such circumstances,
it is important for companies to continuously monitor and
respond to the evolution of technologies as well as to
establish carefully technological strategies to better
position themselves and their products. Among the

schemes to discover promising future technologies and to
build corporation’s core technologies and competencies,
the most widely used one lately is TRM [26].
A TRM is a framework or tool that helps make better
technology investment decisions by identifying critical
technologies based on the gap between the current and
advanced technologies and by sharing technical and
commercial perspectives regarding future market and
business value. In general, it signifies documents related
to strategies and planning of future technologies
including the deliverables that graphically represent the
current and future state of technologies over time. The
process of generating these documents is called
Technology roadmapping [33].
TRM was originally developed by Motorola over
twenty years ago [57] and a few firms in Electronics
Industry such as Phililps and national research institutes
began it to use as a technology estimation and planning
tool [20]. Since then, the approach has been used as a
supporting tool for mainly business practices and thus its
theoretical aspects have not been very well exploited
[31].
This paper examines the existing research works on
TRM by reviewing current literatures. By observing how,
for what purpose, and in what area the TRMs presented
in the published papers have been developed so far,
critical issues in the current state of research are firstly
identified. Based on this observation, research directions
for future TRM development are also proposed.

2. Research Method
In this study, 58 research papers on TRMs are
collected from various publication repositories and
analyzed to figure out research trends in this subject. As a
means of trend analysis, classification of the existing
TRMs presented in the papers is performed by applying
various criteria, and valuable insights are gathered from
the classification.
In the first step of the study, the number of the
published research papers on TRMs over 10 years since
1999 is counted to measure quantitatively interest and the
growth of research work on this subject over time. The
papers were collected from reliable research literature
database with the keyword “Technology Roadmap”. In
addition, the objectives of using a TRM revealed in each
research are examined to understand the expectations for
the approach. Kim [26] proposes categories of
“objective”. And then, the collected research papers are
classified according to taxonomy presented in Figure 1.

[Figure 1] Taxonomy of TRM
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3. Technology Roadmap
3.1 Origin
Since 1999 the published papers on TRMs have been
increasing every year. The number of publications, that
was 246 in 1999, has increased to 1,565 in 2008,

showing the ratio of growth 63.6 % each year, 636.2%
over 10 years. Table 1 shows the number of published
papers by year and publication type. As shown in Table 1,
journal publications that occupy 86.6% of the total are
the most frequent means of publishing research work on
this subject.

[Table 1] Number of Publications by Year and Type of Publication
Year
Journal
Conference
Book
SUM

1999
216
13
17
246

2000
259
13
25
297

2001
320
17
49
386

2002
433
17
47
497

3.2 Objectives of using TRM
Kim [26] has reported that the objectives of using a
TRM can be divided into six categories - 1) Investment

2003
548
15
85
648

2004
694
21
88
803

2005
875
22
102
999

2006
958
36
106
1,100

2007
1,095
22
150
1,267

2008
1,383
20
162
1,565

decision making, 2) Assessment of future technology
development, 3) Common framework, 4) Consensus, 5)
Organizational communication, and 6) Supporting
strategy. Table 2 gives more detailed descriptions of these
categories.

[Table 2] Objectives of Using TRMs [26]
Objectives
Investment decision making
Assessment of
future technology development
Common framework
Consensus
Organizational communication
Supporting strategy















Descriptions
Better technology investment decisions
Assessment of future technology development
Identification of the gap between the current and future technologies
Common framework for enterprise-wide guidelines
Common framework for developing vision
Common framework for technology estimation and planning
Consensus on a set of needs
Consensus on the technologies required to satisfy those needs
Opportunities for sharing information and knowledge
Better communication between the related process
Better communication across functional boundaries in the organization
Coordination of strategic planning process
Business strategy support

Table 3 summarizes the author(s) and year of
publication of the collected research work classified
according to “objectives” of using a TRM. In general,
Organizational Communication and Supporting Strategy

are the objectives for which organizations adopt the
approach TRM. That is, they regard it as a valuable
mechanism of effective communication and strategic
support.

[Table 3] Classification by Objectives of Using TRMs
Objective
(the number of Literature)
Investment decision
making
(8)
Assessment of
future technology
development
(19)

Author (Year)
 Bruce and Fine(2004), Allan et al.(2002), Yasunaga et al.(2007), Yasunaga et
al.(2008), Martin and Eggink(2008), Kostoff et al.(2004), Da-wei and
Lu-cheng(2007), Petrick and Echols(2004)
 Lee and Park(2005), Lee et al.(2007), EIRMA(1997), Garcia and Bray(1997), Price
and Summers(2004), Kim(2008), Groenveld(2007), Wells et al.(2004), Yasunaga et
al.(2007), Yasunaga et al.(2008), Shengbin et al.(2008), Albright and Kappel(2003),
Kostoff and Schaller(2001), Eom et al.(2004), Bachlechner(2008), Fukuda et
al.(2008), Da-wei and Lu-cheng(2007), Slabbert and Buys(2007), Kanama and
Kondo(2007), Bray and Garcia(1997)
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Common framework
(20)

Consensus
(12)

 Lee and Park(2005), Lee et al.(2007), Lee et al.(2008), Bruce and Fine(2004),
Beeton(2007), Garcia and Bray(1997), Rinne(2004), Kim(2008), Probert and
Radnor(2003), Yasunaga et al.(2007), Yasunaga et al.(2008), Shengbin et al.(2008),
Martin and Eggink(2008), Albright and Kappel(2003), Kappel(2001), Kostoff and
Schaller(2001), Kostoff et al.(2004), Bachlechner(2008), Fujii and Ikawa(2008),
Petrick and Echols(2004), Bray and Garcia(1997)
 Beeton(2007), Garcia and Bray(1997), Kim(2008), Wells et al.(2004), Shengbin et
al.(2008), Martin and Eggink(2008), Kostoff and Schaller(2001), Eom et al.(2004),
Kostoff et al.(2004), Fujii and Ikawa(2008), Kanama and Kondo(2007), Petrick and
Echols(2004), Bray and Garcia(1997)

Organizational
communication
(23)

 Phaal et el.(2000), Phaal et el.(2001), Phaal et el.(2001), Phaal et el.(2002), Phaal et
el.(2004), Phaal et el.(2005), Phaal et el.(2007), Phaal and Muller(2008), Lee et
al.(2008), Bruce and Fine(2004), Beeton(2007), Rinne(2004), Kim and Park(2004),
Probert and Radnor(2003), Groenveld(2007), Wells et al.(2004), Yasunaga et
al.(2007), Yasunaga et al.(2008), Albright and Kappel(2003), Kappel(2001), Fukuda et
al.(2008), Fujii and Ikawa(2008), Kanama and Kondo(2007), Galvin(2004)

Supporting strategy
(21)

 Phaal et el.(2000), Phaal et el.(2001), Phaal et el.(2001), Phaal et el.(2002), Phaal et
el.(2004), Phaal et el.(2005), Phaal et el.(2007), Phaal and Muller(2008), Lee et
al.(2007), Lee et al.(2008), Daim and Oliver(2008), Beeton(2007), Rinne(2004), Kim
and Park(2004), Price and Summers(2004), Saritas and Oner(2004), Allan et al.(2002),
Groenveld(2007), Wells et al.(2004), Martin and Eggink(2008), Albright and
Kappel(2003), Galvin(2004)

3.3 Taxonomy of TRM
3.3.1 Definitions
Even though the terminology TRM has been widely
used, its definition has not been standardized. As a
consequence, there are many different definitions of TRM
(and consequently of TRM) [34][36][43][49].
The definition most widely used is the one given by
Galvin, former CEO of Motorola and initial advocate of
Technology Roadmap [5][12][17][28][51][53]. He stated
that a ‘roadmap’ is an extended look at the future of a
chosen field of inquiry composed from the collective
knowledge and imagination of the brightest drivers of
change in that field. On the other hand, it is defined as the
document or output that is generated by the technology
roadmapping process [8][18]. For Kostoff and Shcaller
[28], a technology roadmap is a supporting tool that
visualizes connection in R&D programs, development
programs, target competencies, and business requirements.
Kappel [22] in turn defined roadmaps as documents that
recognize the key defining parameters of the markets,
products, and technologies for one part of the business.
According to Probert and Radnor [52], a roadmap is the
view of a group of stakeholders as to how to get where
they want to go - to achieve their desired objective.
Similarly, Rinne [53] referred it to a map of the unfolding
evolution of technologies and the products that implement
them. Eom et al. [14] defined it as the documented result
produced by technology planning process based on the
market needs.
There are also several definitions of TRM. Garcia and
Bray [18] stated that “TRM is a needs-driven technology
planning process to help identify, select, and develop
technology alternatives to satisfy a set of product needs.”

According to Kappel [22], it is the activity of creating and
communicating a TRM whereas Phaal et al. [48] defined
it as a flexible technique widely used in industry to
support strategic and broad range technology planning.
According to Wells et al. [56], TRM is a process as well
as a communication tool supporting strategic
decision-making. Eom et al. [14] regarded it as a planning
process based on the market needs. Groenveld [20] said
that “roadmapping is a process that contributes to the
integration of business and technology and to the
definition of technology strategy by displaying the
interaction between products and technologies over time,
taking into account both short- and long-term product and
technology aspects.” Gerdsri and Kocaoglub [19] took it
as a collective approach to build a strategy that portrays
the integration of science/technological considerations
into product and business planning. For Fujii and Ikawa
[15], it is an effective tool to build a strategy on the basis
of future prospects.
3.3.2 Purpose
Phaal et al. [43][47][48] categorized TRM according
to the criterion of a “purpose” in their research, based on
observed content of a set of roadmaps. It has 8 categories
- Product planning, Capability planning, Strategic
planning, Long-range planning, Knowledge asset
planning, Program planning, Process planning, and
Integration planning
Table 4 shows the classification of the TRMs
according to the criterion “purpose”. Roadmaps do not
always fit neatly within the categories identified above
and can contain elements of more than one category. For
example, the TRM suggested in the research by
Groenveld [20] has three purposes matched - Product
planning, Program planning, and Integration planning.
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[Table 4] Classification by Purpose
Type
(the number of Literature)
Product planning (14)
Capability planning (1)
Strategic planning (5)
Long-range planning (15)
Knowledge asset Planning (1)
Program planning (7)
Process planning (1)
Integration planning (4)

Author (Year)
 Phaal et al.(2003), Phaal et al.(2005), Lee et al.(2007), Daim and Oliver(2008),
EIRMA(1997), Rinne(2004), Allan et al.(2002), Groenveld(2007), Martin and
Eggink(2008), Albright and Kappel(2003), Kostoff and Schaller(2001), Kim et
al.(2004), Lee and Lee(2007), Kanama and Kondo(2007)
 Wells et al.(2004)
 Allan et al.(2002), Yasunaga et al.(2007), Yasunaga et al.(2008), Shengbin et
al.(2008), Fukuda et al.(2008)
 Phaal et al.(2003), Phaal et el.(2004), Laat and Mckibbin(2003), Kim et
al.(2008), Allan et al.(2002), Kim et al.(2008), Wells et al.(2004), Yasunaga et
al.(2007), Yasunaga et al.(2008), Shengbin et al.(2008), Kim et al.(2004),
Lee(2005), Ling et al.(2008), Fukuda et al.(2008), Fujii and Ikawa(2008)
 Beeton(2007)
 Kim et al.(2008), Groenveld(2007), Wells et al.(2004), Yasunaga et al.(2007),
Yasunaga et al.(2008), Shengbin et al.(2008), Park(2006)
 Kostoff and Schaller(2001)
 Allan et al.(2002), Groenveld(2007), Albright and Kappel(2003), Fujii and
Ikawa(2008)

3.3.3 Format
Phaal et al. [43][47][48] categorized TRM according
to the criterion of a “format” in their research, based on
observed structure of a set of roadmaps. It is also divided
into 8 categories - Multiple layers, Bars, Tables, Graphs,
Pictorial representations, Flow charts, Single layer, and
Text.

The result of classification by the criterion “format” is
shown in Table 5. Same as above, the roadmaps can be
categorized into more than one category. For example,
the TRM in the work by EIRMA [13] is in the form of
Table and Graph; the TRM given by Yasunaga et al. [58]
is represented in three formats, Multiple layers, Bars, and
Text.

[Table 5] Classification by Format
Type
(the number of Literature)
Multiple layers (18)

Bars (12)
Table (2)
Graph (4)
Pictorial (3)
Flow (0)
Single layer (6)
Text (4)

Author (Year)
 Phaal et al.(2003), Phaal et el.(2004), Phaal et el.(2005), Daim and Oliver(2008),
EIRMA(1997), Laat and Mckibbin(2003), Kim et al.(2008), Rinne(2004),
Groenveld(2007), Wells et al.(2004), Yasunaga et al.(2007), Yasunaga et al.(2008),
Shengbin et al.(2008), Albright and Kappel(2003), Kostoff and Schaller(2001), Kim et
al.(2004), Fukuda et al.(2008), Kanama and Kondo(2007)
 Phaal et al.(2003), Kim et al.(2008), Kim et al.(2008), Wells et al.(2004), Yasunaga et
al.(2007), Yasunaga et al.(2008), Shengbin et al.(2008), Kostoff and Schaller(2001),
Kim et al.(2004), Lee(2005), Fukuda et al.(2008), Kanama and Kondo(2007)
 EIRMA(1997), Lee and Lee(2007)
 EIRMA(1997), Rinne(2004), Allan et al.(2002), Kostoff and Schaller(2001)
 Groenveld(2007), Albright and Kappel(2003), Fujii and Ikawa(2008)
 Lee et al.(2007), Allan et al.(2002), Kim et al.(2008), Albright and Kappel(2003), Kim
et al.(2004), Lee(2005)
 Yasunaga et al.(2007), Yasunaga et al.(2008), Shengbin et al.(2008), Park(2006)

3.3.4 Research Methodology
The methodologies used in the collected research
publications regarding TRMs can be categorized into five

types - 1) Observation, 2) Case Study, 3) Experiments, 4)
Survey, and 5) Empiricism. More detailed descriptions of
each category are presented in Table 6 [10].
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[Table 6] Descriptions of Research Methodology [10]
Research
Methodology
Observation

Case Study

Experiments
Survey
Empiricism

Descriptions
 Observation in every aspect of behavioral/non-behavioral action and state including
document analysis, physical state analysis, physical process analysis, non-linguistic
analysis, linguistic analysis, extra-linguistic analysis, and spatial analysis
 Understanding events, the resulting effect, and process; emphasis on correlation of a
single participant with the whole; methodology that records an individual or group
interview as a kind of pre-experimental design (one-shot case study) and ties it with
observation
 Systematic observation and measurement of a number of variables of interest within
a controlled environment; co-relational methods (coordination of single or multiple
variables to measure the effect of a variable to others)
 Measurement procedures involving highly structured interviews by means of
questionnaires, measurement scales, and interview scheduling
 Observation and suggestion based on inductive reasoning including empirical
experience and mathematical/statistical evidence

The classification according to the types of research
methodology described above reveals that Case Study is
the most frequently used, 16 research studies adopting
this methodology appeared; however, there is no research
using the methodology Observation. This indicates that
the majority of research regarding TRMs has focused on
studying how a roadmap is applied in a particular field.

Table 7 shows the authors and year of publication
classified according to the criterion “research
methodology”. For example, Lee et al. [36] proposed a
systematic process and detailed procedures to generate a
TRM and applied them in the domain of Korean
Materials and Parts Industry.

[Table 7] Classification by Research Methodology
Research Methodology
(The number of Literature)
Case Study (16)
Experiments (1)
Survey (9)
Empiricism (5)

Author (Year)
 Phaal et el.(2000), Phaal et el.(2001), Phaal et el.(2002), Phaal et el.(2003), Phaal
et el.(2004), Phaal et el.(2007), Lee et al.(2007), Bruce and Fine(2004), Daim and
Oliver(2008), Beeton(2007), EIRMA(1997), Rinne(2004), Yasunaga et al.(2007),
Yasunaga et al.(2008), Martin and Eggink(2008), Albright and Kappel(2003)
 Park(2006)
 Kim et al.(2008), Lopez-Ortega et al.(2006), Kim et al.(2004), Lee(2005), Eom et
al.(2004), Bachlechner(2008), Fujii and Ikawa(2008), Da-wei and
Lu-cheng(2007),Gerdsri and Kocaoglub(2007)
 Kim(2008), Kappel(2001), Kostoff and Schaller(2001), Kim et al.(2004), Lee and
Lee(2007)

3.3.5 Theory and Combined Techniques

as far as the author is aware.
There have been relatively more attempts of using
various techniques. For example, case studies using the
techniques QFD, AHP, Innovation Matrix, Portfolio
Analysis, KJ Method, and Conjoint Analysis can be
found. Table 8 lists the techniques appearing in the
existing research regarding TRMs.

Recently a few attempts utilizing theories or
techniques in developing a TRM have been made. Beeton
[5] classified TRMs using Grounded Theory and Kostoff
et al. [29] employed Literature-Based Discovery
Algorithm to classify existing technologies. Apart from
these two, there is no other theory-based work on TRMs,
[Table 8] Techniques Applied in Research on TRM
Objectives
Identification of the required
product functions

Techniques

Selection of technology
development priority

 AHP
 Portfolio Analysis
 KJ Method

Authors(Year)
 EIRMA(1997), Lee et al.(2007), Kim and Park(2004),
Groenveld(2007), Lee and Lee(2007)
 Kim et al.(2008), Eom et al.(2004), Park(2006)
 Lee et al.(2007)
 Fujii and Ikawa(2008)

Identification of technology
availability

 Innovation Matrix

 EIRMA(1997), Groenveld(2007)

 QFD
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Identification of customer
preference for technology

 Conjoint Analysis

 Lee and Lee(2007)

4. Discussion
In this work, the TRMs presented in the existing
research papers have been classified and examined in
various aspects. Despite a relatively short period of time
spent in research, a considerable amount of work has
been performed on the approach TRM. Especially, the
volume of research has largely increased over past 4 or 5
years. A few weaknesses in the existing work, however,
are observed in this study.
Firstly, while the expectations of using or developing
a TRM are well discussed in many researches, the
resulting effect gained from using a TRM has not been
thoroughly examined. More research based on sound
theories and management techniques that investigates
what are the effect brought by a TRM in terms of
organizational capability, ROI (return-on-investment), etc.
should be performed.
Secondly, the classification according the criterion
“purpose” shows that until now the majority of the
created TRMs have the purpose Product Planning and
Long-range Planning. Considering the fact that business
environment in recent years has become more
competitive and globalized [35][54], a strategy that is
established on the basis of organizational knowledge and
resources integration should be developed in order to
forecast and prepare for the future. As a consequence,
there should be more research work regarding TRMs
oriented towards the purpose Knowledge-asset Planning
or Integration Planning.

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

5. Conclusion
This study has examined the state of the current
research on TRMs. An extensive literature review was
performed and the collected TRMs were carefully
analyzed by means of classification according to various
criteria. Critical issues with regard to area and direction
of research of TRMs were identified from the analysis,
and three themes that future research should focus on
were also derived. In brief, they are 1) more empirical
research on TRMs is required, 2) development of TRMs
for the purpose of knowledge asset and integration
planning should be encouraged.
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ABSTRACT
This paper develops a research model on the determinants of transaction costs and production
costs of hospital information systems providers in China and these costs’ negative impacts on
HIS providers’ performance are also indicated. Factors from the hospital information system
(HIS) industry structure, HIS providers, hospitals, related government agencies, and HIS
developer market have been identified to theoretically explain the high levels of both transaction
and production costs for HIS providers. This model lays the foundation for future empirical
study.
Key words: Transaction Costs, Production Costs, Research Model, Hospital Information System
(HIS), China
INTRODUCTION
As China is advancing its economic reform quickly over the past 30years, its people are
increasingly challenging hospitals to provide more convenient and cost effective medical care.
Among many efforts and concrete actions by different parties, hospital information systems (HIS)
providers work very closely with hospitals and government agencies to develop and implement
HIS for hospitals to meet this challenge. However, good performance of HIS providers is lacking
and a lot of HIS providers are only barely profitable. This paper is to develop a theoretical model
by investigating a few factors that will influence the production and transaction costs of HIS
providers, which then negatively impact HIS provider’s performance.

TRANSACTION COSTS AND ITS ANTECEDENTS IN THE HIS INDUSTRY

Clemons et al. (1993) classified transaction costs into coordination costs, operations risk and
opportunism risk. Coordination costs include the cost of exchanging information on products
(e.g., price and product characteristics) and incorporating that information into decision
processes, the cost related to delays in the communication process, the cost of sharing design
changes, and the cost of informing and being informed of changes in products and services
delivery schedules. Conceptually, Gulati and Singh (1998) proposed that these coordination costs
originate from the complexity of ongoing coordination of activities to be completed jointly or
individually across firm boundaries. Operations risk is related to whether the other parties in a
transaction willfully misrepresent or withhold information, or under-perform (i.e., shirk) their
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agreed-upon responsibilities (Clemons et al. 1993). It originates from differences in objectives
among involved parties and is supported by information asymmetries or by difficulties in
enforcing agreements. Opportunism is defined as the self-interest seeking with guile (Williamson,
1985). Opportunism originates from the difference in bargaining power between before and after
relationship specific investments are made.
As to the antecedents of transactions costs for HIS providers in China, we identify three factors.
First, there are around 380 HIS providers and 15% of them are large in size, 60% are in mid size,
and 25% are small size providers and there are no absolute dominant providers in this industry1.
It is thus clear that competition in HIS market is intense and the HIS market is very fragmented.
Due to the intense competition, hospitals obviously have many choices and they may
simultaneously negotiate and design contracts with multiple HIS providers. These opportunistic
behaviors will certainly waste a lot of efforts made by HIS providers and these unfruitful efforts
undoubtedly increase HIS providers’ transaction costs and exhaust their limited resources.
Second, to sell HIS products, HIS providers need to obtain licenses from related government
agencies. As working with each agency takes time (e.g., sometimes one year) and quite a lot of
resources such as human and quality management equipments have to be invested in order to
pass various examinations and meet documentation requirements. So it is clear that the strength
of government regulation will positively impact transaction costs of HIS providers.
Third, when dealing with hospitals, HIS providers may very well collide with hospital
bureaucracy, which may be related to high productive efficiency but low innovative capacity
(Thompson, 1965). As we all know that the adoption and implementation of HIS in hospitals,
just as the adoption and implementation of other complex systems in manufacturing and
financial industries, is a very complicated innovation, both administratively and technologically.
It is required that top management need to support and lead the effort, carefully drafted
implementation plan be developed, all doctors, nurses, and staffs be adequately trained, various
implementation stages well designed, all hardware and software providers coordinated, and all
relevant hospital departments impacted be thoroughly informed. Under these conditions, it is
natural that during contracting process, HIS providers will have to make enormous amount of
efforts to communicate with hospital management across different vertical levels and persuade
different horizontal functions to collaborate with each other in order to appropriately reengineer
medical care processes. Further, in the implementation process, operations risks may be
unavoidable. for example, hospitals may very well accidently hold some important process or
structural information due to their lack of experiences or the information may just get lost in the
lengthy and bureaucratic processes.

PRODUCTION COSTS AND ITS ANTECEDENTS IN THE HIS INDUSTRY

Production costs are necessary for HIS providers to have enough human, computer, and other
resources to analyze the system requirements, organize a software development team, and
1

http://www.16quan.com/?viewthread-2840, Accessed in Feb 2009. In Chinese.
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advance the software project in a proper manner. Four factors will be proposed in the following
which impact production costs positively.
First, as the health management system is not mature enough and it is evolving very fast in China,
many health related policies such as insurance, health care data reporting, regulations regarding
medical equipment and system purchase, interface standards among hospitals and many other
related things are changing very frequently. These changes unavoidably create the need to
regularly revise system requirements and modify modular designs such as interfaces with banks,
insurance companies, and local health management government agencies, etc. Consequently, the
production costs of HIS providers will be increased with the fast changes of health management
policies.
Second, as the health management policies are changing fast, hospitals themselves are
transforming rapidly as well. Examples include such as the number of beds are increasing
annually, the merge of outpatient and inpatient drug services, the deconstruction of old buildings,
and the construction of new buildings. All these size, organizational structure, and facility
infrastructure changes challenge HIS providers continuously customize HIS even after sales have
been finalized for a long time. While the contract does contain charges on regular maintenance,
normally the annual fee may not be able to compensate for the costs of these maintenance
activities since the intense competition in the industry forces HIS providers set prices very low.
Consequently, changing hospital customization requirements increase the production costs of
HIS providers.
Third, HIS providers themselves may not be mature enough in their software development and
maintenance processes. Specifically, resuability and customizability (Nidumolu and Knotts,
1998) may be at a low level for most HIS providers in China. Resuability means whether it is to
a large degree that software components developed for one project can be used by another
project. A low level of reusability could be caused by the lack of system development
documentation due to insufficient quality control. Customizability means whether the software
development methodology can be easily applied in different HIS projects for various hospitals.
Keeping in mind both the reality of the unbalanced economic development and thus the varied
standards of health care across China and the efficiency generated by resuability, we propose
that a low level of resuability and customizability in HIS providers’ software processes,
production costs will be high.
Fourth, while China is producing quite a lot of computer and medical talents every year,
competent HIS developers are still in shortage 2 . This is because to be a well qualified HIS
developer, he/she needs to be good at both computer technology and medical care. However,
since the current educational system has not yet produced enough this type of graduates and
hospitals are competing with HIS providers in hiring well qualified HIS developers, it is really
challenging for HIS providers to keep enough well qualified HIS developers.

2

http://www.16quan.com/?viewthread-734, Accessed in Feb 2009. In Chinese.
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In summary, the research model proposed in this paper is displayed in the following figure 1. In
the model, it is also hypothesized that high levels of production costs and transaction costs
negatively impact HIS providers’ performance.

HIS Industry Competition
Government Regulatory
Strength

Transaction costs
of HIS providers

Hospital Bureaucracy

HIS Provider
Performance

Government Health Care
Policy Change
Hospital Customization
Requirements
HIS Providers Software
Process Maturity

Production
costs of HIS
providers

Lack of Qualified HIS Developer

Figure 1: Research Model: Determinants of HIS Providers’ Performance in China

CONCLUSION
Through the lens of transaction and production costs theoretical perspectives, this paper
developed a research model intended to explain the lack of good performance of many HIS
providers in China. Three factors such as HIS industry competition, government regulatory
strength, and hospital bureaucracy have been identified as determinants of transaction costs and
four factors such as government health care policy change, changing hospital customization
requirements, the low level of HIS providers’ software process maturity, and the lack of qualified
HIS developers have been proposed as the determinants of HIS providers’ production costs. And
these production and transaction costs will certainly lead to a low level of HIS provider
performance. This model lays a theoretical foundation for future empirical studies. Future
empirical studies could gather data from HIS providers, hospitals, and government agencies to
triangulate all the relationships proposed in the model.
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Abstract
As Gartner predicted that ‘80% of the new
development projects until the year 2008 would be based
on SOA,’ the subject has received heightened attention in
anticipation of smart business and saving cost in IT in
light of diversifying industrial environment and
accelerating business convergence. However, its
development is still in a nascent stage in Korea, and
many companies find it hard to establish strategies to
adopt SOA, unsure about realizing the goal of SOA
implementation. Also, the widely-used method of SOA
adoption – SOA maturity model – poses an issues of
heavy dependence on vendors and has limitation in
measuring performance after adopting SOA. This
research takes an exploratory approach based on 22
interviews in order to identify 20 factors for successful
adoption of SOA, and subsequently defines concrete
implementation policy for each factor. By conducting
comparative analysis from the viewpoint of both vendors
and users, the research demonstrates the similarities and
differences in their perspective. The research suggests
complementary methods that take into account both users
and vendors.
Keywords: SOA, Critical Success Factor (CSF),
SOA maturity model, comparison of provider and user

1. Introduction
The current business environment is in transition
from a vertical convergence led by independent
organizations and processes to a horizontal convergence
that emphasizes collaborative relationship among client,
provider and partners. Such a trend can be found in the
frequent convergence service between fixed and wireless
network providers of late as well as in convergence
product such as IPTV that links communication and
broadcasting. Under the circumstance, a competent
company should be able to promptly respond to rapidly
changing market demand [3]. This movement can be
explained by the fact that an ability of a company to
flexibly adapt to changes in both internal and external
environment has become the core competency due to
changes in business environment, which demand
interoperability among different systems due to
increasing partnership and swift development of new
products to satisfy customer needs. Among the
characteristics of future business, the most significant
capacity is innovation of business model that requires
prompt response, cooperation with client, and attempts to
dismantle the current competition environment. SOA

(Service-Oriented Architecture) is a leading IT
architecture to efficiently address the new business
environment.
According to the Gartner Group that first introduced
SOA in 1996, SOA is expected to bring a change of
paradigm in thinking, comparable to the transition from
device-based architecture to client/server architecture. By
2008, 80% of the new development projects are expected
to adopt SOA. In addition, according to the recently
published Forrester Group report, SOA has become an
indispensable part of IT. However, an IT research
institute Ovum, which is highly regarded in both Korea
and overseas, forecasted that most of the SOA-based
projects will not be successful at least for the next three
years.
Among concern and expectation on SOA provided by
various research institutes, many initiatives are
experiencing trial-and-error. With conflicting opinions on
the subject, IT managers are confused about how to
implement SOA. It is important to draw up strategies and
prepare a long-term roadmap according to individual
circumstances of companies. For this, SOA maturity
model is widely used. However, for now, many types of
the model co-exist and the standardized one is criticized
for its heavy reliance on vendors. Also, as SOA
implementation is only beginning in Korea, a chance is
high that there will be many more trials-and-errors.
Research on core considerations for SOA implementation
and provision of quantitative indicators is insufficient,
and it is in great demand to establish a guideline on what
a company should do to adopt SOA successfully and with
what criteria to consider SOA.
This research examines the concept of SOA and
current status of its adoption in Korea. Through
exploratory research based on Critical Success Factor
(CSF) interview, the research suggests CSF to consider in
order for successful implementation of SOA. The
research additionally analyzes two perspectives of
vendors and users to build a foundation to successfully
adopt SOA and actively utilize it, which has aroused
concern for acquiring genuine business value because of
its vendor-oriented approach and focus on technology.
SOA not only indicates simple change of
programming format or IT solution, but also involves
changes in IT paradigm that includes analysis/design
methodology, IT organization and architecture. Thus it
should be adopted with consideration for overall effect
on the company. And yet SOA implementation is still
regarded as a mere change of middle-ware and thus
technologically
approached.
For
successful
implementation of SOA, it is urgent to identify CSF to
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consider in terms of business operation and project
implementation planning. Also, the factors need to be
identified to measure the performance of SOA.
In order to identify CSF in adopting SOA, the
research makes use of overseas and domestic case studies,
CSF, and conducts empirical analysis. By using
frequency analysis, the research draws applicable CSF,
and further analyzes the interview result from the
viewpoint of vendor and user to identify their similarities
and differences. The result of comparative analysis is
expected to provide foundation for establishing strategies
that take into account standing of both vendor and user in
adopting SOA, and used for quantitative measurement of
its effect.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1 Definition and characteristics of SOA
The Gartner Group introduced SOA for the first time
in 1996. According to the definition provided by the
Oasis Group, SOA is a paradigm that organizes business
logics dispersed in different domains, create new services
from them, and compile them to create still new services.
Service indicates a function to provide information
system that has business value, present in dispersed

environment that can be called upon from the outside by
providing well-defined interface [3].That is, service is a
repeatedly applicable business task, measured in a unit of
provision to customer. Service-oriented approach links
the outcome from the combination of services with
business; service-oriented architecture indicates a style
that supports service-oriented approach. CBDI Forum
claimed that service-oriented approach is realized in a
technology-neutral manner, loosely coupled, and
manages provision and use of self-representative
business and service and its lifecycle. SOA is an
architecture with focus on utilization and management of
service. Service is a SW component that can realize
independent business functions, detectable by
applications and other services from the outside,
approached through an open interface, and used as a tool
for asynchronous message-based communication.
SOA indicates architecture or a software design
methodology to establish service-based application or
service itself (See Figure 1).
From the viewpoint of SOA, service is loosely coupled
among applications, independent of H/W and S/W
platform, and should be applicable repeatedly. The
following summarizes characteristics of SOA.

[Figure 1] SOA Definition
1.

Message orientation in loosely coupled form
Service should provide loosely coupled interface to
facilitate easy addition/change/expansion of business
logic. This enables flexible response to changes in
internal structure of service and business application.

2.

process.
3.

It includes various devices such as specification
requirement, security level and reliability guarantee
according to integration of various applications (by
business unit) and various platforms.

Process orientation
SOA defines business process within an application as
an independent component. As a component for
process service, it includes functions such as message
processing, message correlation, business transaction
processing and persistent process management. It is
described
in
a
standardized
language
of
BPEL(Business Process Execution Language), which
helps to automate complicated stages of a business

Integration of platform-independent applications

4.

Status management of message and process
It conducts overall management of message status
(overlapped message, asynchronous message, etc.) and
process status (which stage of the process is the service
in, etc.)

5.

Interoperability
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The higher the inter-module bonding rate is, the harder
it is to maintain system and service due to bigger ripple
effect. SOA adopts loosely coupled format that calls up
and uses services using standardized message, it
improves interoperability with operation platform
compared to the existing component format.
6.

1.
Operational Systems Layer: includes package
applications such as CRM, ERP and the existing Legacy
system
2.
Components Layer: includes service components
that realize service
3.
Services Layer: provides interface to use system
and component features

Transparent location
SOA service has an interface accessible through
network address, which can be found on the service
registry. The service can be dynamically detected and
called upon while the process is active.

2.2 SOA components
SOA has three basic service layers: service requester
(or consumer), service provider, service registry. Service
provider registers its service on service registry, and
service requester finds the service it wants from the
registry.
SOA consists of collection of services due to business
purposes. It is an organized enterprise IT architecture that
can instantly deliver resources due to a market demand.
Figure 3 demonstrates the SOA layer structure in terms of
architecture. The following explains components of the
structure.

4.
Business Process Composition Layer: defines
service group and flow to support business process
5.
Consumers: defines user interface for interaction
with users
6.
Integration (Enterprise Service Bus): provides
functions (Intelligent routing, Protocol mediation, etc.)
required for service integration
7.
QoS Control/Monitoring: provides functions to
control QoS (Quality of Service) in terms of security,
performance and availability
8.
Data Architecture and Business Intelligence:
access/collection/storage /analysis of data to support
business decision-making. Includes OLAP statistical
analysis and data mining

[Figure 2] Service Component
[Table 1] Function of service components
Component

Functions
Searches services registered on service registry and calls up one or more

Service Requester
services provided by service provider.
Processes input value of service requester, and provides corresponding
Service Provider

result. Occasionally, service provider can be a service requester that
makes user of services of other providers.
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Stores description information of services to provide search service.
Service Registry

Service provider registers its services, and service requester searches and
calls up necessary services.

[Figure 3] SOA layer structure

2.3 SOA application strategy
SOA works as a foundation for IT architecture of a
company and requires mid-to-long term vision and
strategy. ‘Strategically Planning Tactical Implementation’
is the optimal approach in adopting SOA [6]. SOA can be
established in the three steps as follows Figure 4. First is
a strategy planning. Scope of target is set to apply SOA
based on enterprise-wide Value Chain analysis. Scope of
project and priority are set as well as long-term SOA
evolution roadmap. Usually, SOA maturity model is
utilized in this step to measure the current level and to set
the target level in drawing a roadmap for evolution.

Second step is definition of a service model. Business
service is identified based on business components, and a
service model is designed to support each business
service. The identified services are itemized and service
practice methods are determined based on decisions from
the viewpoint of architecture. Last step is to realize
service. Service is developed and tested according to
actual SOA framework and technique in accordance with
the web service standard. This stage accompanies practice
of a governance system for continued management based
on reusability of service and efficiency.

[Figure 4] Established step
Since establishing SOA differs from the conventional
SI projects, details need to be carefully taken into account.
Major SOA companies such as Accenture, TMAX Soft,
BEA Systems Korea suggest various guidelines on

implementing SOA. The following lists 10 common
guidelines provided by the companies.
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[Figure 5] Methodology for SOA Application
1.
Pay attention to business benefit that can be
acquired by adopting SOA.
2.
Access SOA as an enabler for business strategy
instead of simple adoption of IT.
3.
Focus on business, and put priority on integrating
enterprise-wide architecture, business and IT.
4.
Establish strategy and roadmap to adopt SOA.
5.
Examine framework-type solution with definition
of service unit, automation, reusability, compatibility
with existing technology, assembly/disassembly of
service.
6.
Learn the SOA capacity level by examining current
capacity.
7.
Review possibility of a pilot project to adopt SOA.
8.
Pay attention to opportunity to reuse current
resource and services.
9.
Use standardized technology such as web service,
XML and BPEL in implementing SOA.
10. Share global vision between the company and its
employees before implementing SOA.

2.4 Benefits of SOA Adoption
The objective of SOA (Service Oriented Architecture)
is to establish an infrastructure capable of prompt
response to dynamic market demand by changing the
focus of IT environment from ‘technology-oriented’ to
‘task-oriented’ in order to utilize IT efficiently for the
company service [7]. With adoption of SOA, a system
consists of assembly of services and combination of
customized services. By changing the IT environment,
efficient response to changing business environment is
possible. The following shows more specific benefits
from implementing SOA.
1.
Increases sales volume
2.
Responsiveness of partnership is improved due to
safe and easy information sharing as business partners
can use Coarse Grained Service in a standardized
manner.
3.
Inter-company integration: requirements for

changes from business partner and stakeholders
improves responsiveness to the business change due to
altering business process business by selecting services
from available group of services. It also supports quick
integration between different systems, and facilitates
M&A.
4.
Saving of operating cost: SOA indicates realization
of architecture consisted of modules based on the
standards such as WSDL, SAML, SOAP and UDDI.
Ultimately it saves cost through reuse and sharing of
services.
5.
Provision of flexible business model: by
accelerating the process of turning a company system
into modules, the reusability of business service
improves while maintaining overall consistency.
6.
Saving of collaboration processing time and cost:
SOA provides common architecture and access to
companies with different Legacy System to improve
business operability.
7.
Risk-detection based on visibility: service usability
and business connection can be evaluated by managing
repository, which also enables continued portfolio
management, and can be used for business performance
assessment.
8.
Regulation observance: Loose modules of SOA
enables application of new technology without altering
service interface, providing a structure that can easily
accommodate new industrial and government regulations
and security requirements.

2.5 Current status of SOA implementation in
Korea
The Gartner Group prospected that most applications
will be built on SOA by 2008. According to the Global
CIO High Performance IT survey conducted by
Accenture, more than 50% of some 400 CIOs said they
are pursuing SOA; as for the expected benefit of SOA,
76% pointed out ensuring new capacity (39%), saving
cost for integration (23%) and establishment of
Composite Application (14%). Meanwhile, according to a
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report of a research specialist institute, IDC, the net sales
growth rate for SOA market between 2003 and 2008 will
be triple compared to the previous period, and the net
sales amount will be USD 2,500,000,000 in 2008,
indicating that the market will grow rapidly in consulting
and SI fields.

3. Research Methodology
3.1 Data collection method
3.1.1 CSF Interview
CSF Interview [10] is extensively used in IT and
information system fields as the only way to facilitate
managers to understand required information. To
minimize inter-role fallacy, the interviewees were divided
into three groups: developers, managers, senior managers.
22 interviews were conducted from 12 companies.
Since the companies volunteered to participate in the
interview, the research chose a more substantial method
than random sampling to narrow the error range [11]. The
sample company does not represent any particular group
[12]. Also, the companies were asked to pick 1~3 people
for an interview on their own. More than 82% of the
interview participants had experience of managing a
project on a level higher than pilot project. SOA-related
roles were diverse including developer, designer, architect
and PM. 64% of them had work experience of three years
and more, which helped to minimize sample
representativeness and error.
Open type of question was selected. An interview took
between 30 minutes and 1 hour at a place of the
interviewee’s choice. Prior approval was acquired for
relevant information, and the basic information about the
interview was explained to an interviewee, whose opinion
was respected and reflected.
The ratio between vendor and user (company) was 5:7,
and the number of interview for both parties was 11.
Opinions on both sides ensured representativeness as an
equal sample.

3.2 Data Analysis Method
Collected data was analyzed in a method suitable for
character of data. Content Analysis was employed to
quantify qualitative data as demonstrated in [3-2], and
Frequency Analysis was used to analyze significance of
quantitative data.
3.2.1 Content analysis CSF Interview
Content analysis method is defined in various manners
due to researchers and field of study. Berelson’s
definition (“a research technique for the objective,
systematic, and quantitative description of manifest
content of communications”) is widely used in
communication field. Riffe defined the method as “a
technique to allocate communication content to certain
categories according to rules, and to analyze relationship
among categories using statistical methods.” Krippendorf
[11] defined the method as “a research methodology to
induce valid reasoning based on data and context.” That is

to say, content analysis is a research methodology to draw
valid reasoning from text through a series of procedures
[13].
The research endeavored to confirm the participants’
perception and experience of positive factors on
implementation of SOA. The following process was
conducted to draw a category or common factors in
implementing SOA [14][15].
Content Analysis selects core factors in SOA
implementation from interview outcome. It defines CSF
drawn from the literature review. Comparison was made
between CSF interview record and the identified CSF to
confirm that the analysis reflected the interview result.
To organize categories, all the interview result was
reviewed one more time. Common themes were identified
and named, which were reviewed by experts for their
connection with CSF. The objective of an expert review is
to confirm representativeness of category division and
accuracy of CSF division mapping.
3.2.2 Frequency analysis
Frequency analysis draws a frequency table for
categorized variables, based on which bar chart and pie
chart are drawn. It demonstrates frequency and relative
percentage (%) of variables [16]. According to Seaman
(1999), frequency analysis is a methodology to draw
quantitative data from qualitative data for statistical
analysis in an empirical research. To assist use of
exploratory information, the qualitative data is processed
in terms of frequency, which is then made into a
frequency table to list frequency and percentage of data
[16]. Frequency is useful to make comparison among
variables or groups, and used as quantitative
nominal/ordinal.
The research endeavored that data from the interview
was categorized and encoded to conduct comparative
analysis and frequency analysis of CSF. Frequency
analysis was carried out on two levels.
By measuring frequency of critical factors in literature,
one critical factor was drawn from each research paper.
By comparing frequency of the critical factor and other
factors, their relative significance was calculated.
3.2.3 Verification of validity for CSF in implementing
SOA
An expert review was conducted to verify validity of
the result of frequency result. The result was forward to
experts by mail and their opinion was compiled. Four
people participated in the review process. An expert each
from the vendor and user side participated, as well as two
from the academic field.
The review result showed that one factor, ‘project
planning in consideration of SOA’ was pointed out as
overlapping with other factors, and subsequently deleted
to ensure exclusiveness among the factors. The experts
also reviewed whether the CSF can represent the
significance of the corresponding list, and whether the
specific implementation policy was established to be
applicable to preliminary preparation and post
implementation. Accordingly, CSF was re-defined to
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include representativeness. Implementation policy was
modified to practice task that anyone can apply.

‘building industry-wide foundation for SOA (9%)’,
‘training planning (18%)’ and ‘scope of technological
application/security foundation’ were regarded less
critical.
From the viewpoint of users, ‘strong support for
enterprise-wide core human resource’ and ‘clear
goal-setting based on business value’ were identified as
two most critical factors (91%) followed by
‘organizational model for SOA management’,
‘step-by-step evolution planning with consideration of
current capacity’, ‘strengthening perception by sharing
success
story’
and
‘scope
of
technological
application/security
foundation.’
In
comparison,
‘enterprise-wide
management
system
(9%)’,
‘standardization of business process (36%)’, ‘project team
organization with consideration of SOA (34%)’ were
considered relatively less important.

4. CSF analysis for realization
4.1 Analysis of Viewpoint
The following shows analysis result from 22
interviews conducted for 12 companies from the
perspective of the SOA vendors and SOA users
respectively ([See Table 2).
From the viewpoint of vendors, ‘clear goal-setting
based on business value’ earned the highest support (91%)
in the interview followed by ‘step-by-step evolution
planning with consideration of current capacity’, ‘strong
support for enterprise-wide core human resource’,
‘organizational model for SOA management’ and
‘partnership culture between business and IT.’ Meanwhile,

[Table 2] Comparison of providers and users
No
1

2

3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13

14

15
16

Critical Success
Factors
Deepening of
enterprise-wide
perception of SOA
Strengthening
perception by sharing
success story
Strong support for
enterprise-wide core
human resource
Clear goal-setting based
on business value
Step-by-step evolution
planning with
consideration of current
capacity
Organizational model
for SOA management
Partnership culture
between business and IT
Training planning
Standard definition of
SOA technology
Scope of technology
application/security
foundation
Standardization of
business process
Enterprise-wide
architecture
management system
Definition of
SOA-based
development
methodology
Project team
organization with
consideration of SOA
Strengthening business
service-oriented design
process
Strengthening

Vendor(N=11)

User(N=11)

Classification

Freq

Ratio

Ranking

Freq

Ratio

Ranking

7

64%

4

6

55%

5

Recognition

4

36%

6

8

73%

3

Recognition

8

73%

3

10

91%

1

Recognition

10

91%

1

10

91%

1

Strategy

9

82%

2

8

73%

3

Strategy

8

73%

3

9

82%

2

8

73%

3

7

64%

4

2

18%

8

3

27%

8

7

64%

4

8

73%

3

3

27%

7

7

64%

4

Technology
Structure

7

64%

4

4

36%

7

Technology
Structure

4

36%

6

1

9%

9

Technology
Structure

6

55%

5

7

64%

4

Project
Management

8

73%

3

5

45%

6

Project
Management

8

73%

3

7

64%

4

Project
Management

3

27%

7

4

36%

7

Project

Organization
Management
Organization
Management
Organization
Management
Technology
Structure
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17
18
19
20

communication within a
project
SOA policy
management process
Service
development/operation
management process
Service performance
assessment process
Building industry-wide
foundation for SOA

Management
8

73%

3

7

64%

4

Project
Management

8

73%

3

4

36%

7

Governance

7

64%

4

3

27%

8

Governance

1

9%

9

0

0%

10

Governance

Both vendors and users identified six factors (clear
goal-setting based on business value, strong support for
enterprise-wide core human resource, step-by-step
evolution planning with consideration of current capacity,
organizational model for SOA management, partnership
culture between business and IT, standard definition of
SOA technology) as critical, while their perception
differed for the other six factors. On the user side, two
factors (strong support for enterprise-wide core human
resource, scope of technological application/security
foundation) were deemed critical while the vendor
assessed their importance relatively weaker. On the
vendor side, four factors (standardization of business
process, enterprise-wide architecture management system,
service development/operation management process,
service performance assessment process) were considered
important, while the user regarded them as less important.
The analysis of similarities and differences produced four
implications as follows.
First, strategy planning and changes in terms of
organizational management are important.
Both parties acknowledged ‘clear goal-setting’,
‘step-by-step evolution planning with consideration of
current capacity’ and ‘strong support for enterprise-wide
core human resource’ as critical factors, and underlined
‘organizational model for SOA management’ and
‘partnership between business-IT.’ This suggests that it is
important to clarify a goal based on business value and to
establish a step-by-step roadmap that considers current
capacity of a company. In terms of organization, it is
emphasized that “CoE does not merely represent ESB,
but it should be an organization (including virtual
organization) that should be able to direct the overall
layer and module toward SOA and provide guideline,”
indicating that an organizational model for SOA
management and post-implementation operation should
be prepared. Especially, the focus is on business
initiatives rather than IT initiatives, and it is argued that
strong support on C-Level is a critical factor as well as
continued sponsorship.
Second, prepare for changes in project
management.
Emphasis on ‘SOA development methodology’ and
‘strengthening of business service-oriented design
process’ indicates that strategies for identify service need
to be further reflected in SI methodology and modified to
suit different company cultures. Also, a strategy is

required to prevent confusion in service design by
defining and distributing guideline on role of service. To
identify reusable service based on business-based design,
a project period needs to be extended to 1.2~1.4 of the
current length through fortified design process, design
confirmation and adaptation period for technology.
Changes in project management were all acknowledged
as critical factors, suggesting that the existing SI method
cannot ensure successful adoption of SOA.
Third, relieve user anxiety about SOA with
examples of successful implementation.
Users regarded ‘sharing of success story (73%)’ and
‘technological reliability (64%)’ critical, demanding
verification of business value of SOA and showing
anxiety over technological reliability. Thus, vendors need
to endeavor to persuade the users and to promote SOA
value with diverse domestic examples.
Fourth, user needs to do foundation work first
before adopting SOA.
Vendors emphasized ‘enterprise-wide architecture
management
system’
and
‘standardization
of
enterprise-wide process.’ This suggests that building an
enterprise-wide architecture asset is a prerequisite for
success of a project. Therefore, users should systematize
architecture and business process of a company prior to
adopting SOA so that both parties can communicate with
a clear blueprint at hand.
Like this, viewpoints of vendors and users on CSF of
SOA implementation showed weak correlation with some
similarities and differences. Vendors need to find a way to
confirm business value for users and present success
stories to build more trust on technological reliability.
Users need to overcome excessive reliance on vendors,
prepare a blueprint for system architecture and organize
system analysis data to maximize use of the existing
system to ensure successful adoption of SOA to realize
business value.
Based on the result of the literature review and the
interview, the research examined characteristics of CSF
and provided concrete implementation policy [Table 4],
which further defined how to practice it with clear
understanding of Critical Success Factors. This guideline
is applicable not only while implementing SOA but also
provides foundation for performance evaluation model.
The following lists main characteristics of CSF.
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[Table 3] CSF in implementing SOA
CSF

Deepening of enterprise-wide perception of SOA

Strengthening perception by sharing success story

Practices
P1. Achieve shared understanding of enterprise-wide SOA (including management/IT
organization)
P2. Conduct training for business division on value of SOA to view it as a tool to create business
value instead of a mere technology
P3. Clarify goal of applying SOA through strategic workshop with business division
P1. Gather success stories (Best Practice Bench Marking) and refer to them
P2. Verify with POC(Prove of Concept) and share success stories
P3. Verify effect with Pilot Project and measure time and cost

Strong support for enterprise-wide core human
resource

P1. Motivate core human resource to participate actively
P2. Ensure strong sponsorship on C-Level including board of directors

Clear goal-setting based on business value

P1. Clarify goals by selecting object of SOA based on business value (avoid IT initiatives)
P2. Blend company vision, core value-based business development model and target of SOA
P3. Draw new business elements by linking to company legacy and external system

Step-by-step evolution planning with
consideration of current capacity

Organizational model for SOA management

Partnership culture between business and IT

Training planning

Standard definition of SOA technology

Scope of technology application/security
foundation
Standardization of business process

Enterprise-wide architecture management system

Definition of SOA-based development
methodology

Project team organization with consideration of
SOA

P1. Set reasonable and realistic target
P2. Establish step-by-step evolution plan in consideration of capacity (technology, business goal,
operation organization)
P3. Plan gradual upgrade taking advantage of existing applications
P1. Form organization consisted of Chief BA, AA and service modeler (CoE, ICC), and ensure
powerful control system for design and coordinating system roles
P2. Re-establish internal R&R to fortify architecture group and assign reading authority
P1. Create culture of trust and collaboration for partnership between business and IT
P2. Organize a committee with an decision-making authority to adjust overall business and IT
work, and conduct continued control.
P3. Let business division lead the project with assistance of the committee
P1. Establish training planning on new technology and changes in development methodology
P2. Conduct training on the concept and technical element of SOA for the organization and project
staff
P1. Establish SOA architecture with consideration of enterprise-wide aspect
P2. Select framework, infrastructure and technical standard prior to launching on the project
P3. Maintain vendor independence and consider interoperability
P4. Define shared structure, using service repository
P5. Simplify architecture
P1. Set boundary of utilizing business solution or internal development
P2. Verify stability of technical elements through simple task process in the beginning stage of the
project
P1. Standardize business process of entire company or subject of SOA in advance
P2. Improve reusable legacy system in advance
P1. Define flow of information in terms of BA, AA, TA, DA, and secure blueprint for system
configuration
P2. Secure analysis information of AS_IS system to confirm connection with SOA-applicable
system
P3. Consider establishment of EA(Enterprise Architecture)
P1. Define development methodology blending top-down and bottom-up approach in
consideration of company standards
P2. Define development pattern and guideline for each pattern
P3. Clearly define the outcome, and ensure quality by fortifying quality management
P4. Calculate project period in consideration of verification period for SOA design and learning
curve for new technology (additional 1.2~1.4 times)
P1. Secure staff with high business understanding to be able to design SOA service, and resolve
design issues early on
P2. Integrate solution team and project team for efficient solution of technical issues
P3. Operate Relationship Management organization to resolve conflicts
P4. Define missing capacity through capacity diagnosis, and use external partners including
specialists

Strengthening business service-oriented design
process

P1. Design with focus on service
P2. Eliminate overlapping services (common deduction) and integrate them (litmus test) by
analyzing services from enterprise-wide perspective
P3. Adjust granularity of service to business provision unit in consideration of reusability
P4. Distinguish between common/private service and keep expanding common service
P5. Define service policy and security standard

Strengthening communication within a project

P1. Ensure method for effective communication with increasing layers prior to the project
P2. Define specific methods to reinforce communication capacity of service designer
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SOA policy management process
Service development/operation management
process

P1. Control service by establishing standard for roles of service and by defining continuous service
management policy
P2. Conduct portfolio management (project priority, adjustment, control of scope) through policy
management process
P1. Establish SOA development process
P2. Fine-tune granularity and supervise service life-cycle with continued monitoring

Service performance assessment process

P1. Define SOA goal and measurement method with client or business division in advance
P2. Define performance measurement matrix for reusability and re-design
P3. Consider business process-based performance analysis (BPM)

Building industry-wide foundation for SOA

P1. Strengthen national support and pursue standardization to enable B2Bi
P2. Ensure government-wide service management system, and accumulate SOA capacity
P3. Promote exchanges with private partners and foreign partners for revitalization

5. Conclusion and Suggestion for Future
Research
Through interview, the research identified 20 Critical
Success Factors (CSF) to consider in implementing SOA
and defined concrete implementation methods. Also, the
research drew implications by comparing perspectives of
vendors and users.
As a result, successful adoption of SOA should be
accompanied by factors including strategy, organization,
technological element, project methodology and
governance. It is of primary importance to set the scope
of work by clearly defining goal and vision. If SOA
project lacks clear scope of changes in system (IT
infrastructure) and process, and is undertaken with vague
anticipation for service (e.g. API convergence service,
process support, new product development), it is hard to
expect good ROI in terms of project period, cost and
technological improvement.
Especially, services defined in SOA are functioning
units of IT that utilizes overall features of business
process, which adjust and use flow of information for
relevant modules (IT system, business process). Thus, the
most important success factor for SOA project is visual
outcome of information for IT resource. In defining and
demonstrating the outcome, EA guide (output by BA, AA,
DA, TA and corresponding architecture, reference model
for each category, management system) needs to be
considered.
In addition, as a project involves multiple
organizations and various resource, it is important to
establish
control
principle,
organization
and
decision-making process. R7R human resource needs to
be clearly defined. Also, platform standard, technology
and roadmap in implementing SOA should be prepared
along with continued management and control system in
tandem with enterprise-wide goals. Lastly, to realize
ultimate goal of SOA, it is important to construct an
organic organization backed up by support and interest
from the top management. A SOA CoE (Chief BA, AA,
service modeler) should be an organization that leads
design centered on business know-how rather than
know-how, with an authority to adjust system roles and
powerful control system related to quality inspection.
This research is the first to provide systematic
approach to CSF in implementing SOA, reflecting the
current state in Korea. By distinguishing between
standing of vendors and users for their similarities and
differences, the research can support effective SOA

planning for both parties, and can be a foundation to
establish a performance assessment model for SOA.
CSF needs to be further examined and refined through
more extensive interview as more companies adopt SOA.
Future research needs to systematize how to classify and
practice CSF, examine their feasibility, endeavoring to
establish CSF that are easy to apply to a company. Also,
research should be conducted on more case studies, and
to develop specific indicators to build a tool for
quantitative measurement of the level of SOA
implementation and direction for improvement.
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The Relation of International Green Production Strategy and Performance
ABSTRACT
The environmental labels should have a positive influence on the consumer’s
evaluations of the environmental performance of the brands. Enterprise will
choose difference environment label that will be a difference performance.
The difference environment sensitivity industry will choose different strategy
for the difference environmental label that will influence enterprise
performance.
INTRODUCTION
The difference was that instructional theory tended to emphasize social rules,
expectations, norms, and values as the source of pressures on organizations to
conform, rather than the patterns of transactions and exchanges that formed the focus
for resource dependence (Pfeffer and Salancik, 2003). Perceived environmental
uncertainty (PEU) for each top management team was calculated as customer
component, supplier’s component, competitor component, socio-political, and
technological component (Duncan, 1972; Bourgeois, 1985). Environmental
associations can be considered firstly as attributes, in that the consumer uses these
beliefs in the product’s environmental performance to characterize the brand.
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) introduced a set of
environmental standards in 1996: ISO 14000 is intended to assess a company's
performance in terms of environmental responsibility. IECQ HSPM QC 080000 is a
standard developed by the International Electro Technical Commission (IEC) from
the Quality Assessment System for Electronic Components. It applies process
management to integrate and manage hazardous substances, and helps companies to
reduce the production of such substances and fulfill international Green Product
requirements such as RoHS. Our research could empirical the resource dependence
theory for decisions made inside organizations reflect pressures emanating from the
environment. ISO-14001 is a perceived environmental uncertainty strategic, but the
QC-080000 is a perceived environmental certainty strategic. Those two difference
environmental standards will have difference performance.
LITERATURE REVIEW
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Mintzberg (1973) defines strategy as a patterned stream of decisions, which focus on
a set of resource allocations that are employed in an attempt to reach a position
consistent with a firm’s environment (Tan 1994). The more recent perspective
adopted from industrial organization economics has a similar orientation, whereby
industry structure constrains firm conduct, which determines economic performance
(Hatten, Schendel, 1978). A consistent characteristic of the strategy paradigm,
regardless of perspective (Astley and Vandde Ven, 1983), is the assumption of a link
between a firm’s strategic profile and its external context (Venkatraman and Prescott,
1990). The strategy choice perspective and rooted in economic theory is that within
perfectly competitive environment only tactical decisions are possible (Tan 1994).
The strategic choice perspective asserts that this linkage has significant implications
for performance.
A positive effect of environmental associations on brand attitude though this effect is
smaller than that of other functional attributes (Rios, 2006). It also demonstrates using
independent environmental certifications strengthens beliefs in the product’s
ecological performance. According to Asker (1992), Brand equity is formed by,
among other aspects, perceived quality is formed by, among other aspects, perceived
quality and brand associations. Found that environmental labels helps to strengthen
beliefs regarding the environmental performance of the brand, as well as increasing
confidence in the judgments made on said performance (Rios, 2006). Environment
labels should have a positive influence on the consumer’s evaluations of the
environmental performance of the brands included in the research (Parkinson, 1975;
Scammon and Mayer, 1993, 1995; Roe et. al., 2001), though as far as we know, this
relationship had not been experimentally proved (Rios, 2006).
Proposition 1: Have environmental label (ISO-14001 or QC-080000) company will
better Performance.
Institutional theory suggests that external pressures shape organizational action.
Applied to the natural environment, most institutional studies have emphasized the
effects of coercion from regulatory and social pressures and how they encourage
homogeneous outcomes. Firms incurring these pressures may therefore be using ISO
14001 to signal their commitment to improved environmental management (Darnall,
2003). The ISO (International Organization for Standardization) introduced a set of
environmental standards in 1996: ISO 14000 is intended to assess a company's
performance in terms of environmental responsibility. With ISO 14000 certification,
enterprises can promote both their environmental and production performances (Lee,
2008). IECQ HSPM QC 080000 is a standard developed by the International Electro
technical Commission (IEC) from the Quality Assessment System for Electronic
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Components. It applies process management to integrate and manage hazardous
substances, and helps companies to reduce the production of such substances and
fulfill international Green Product requirements such as RoHS. The IECQ HSPM QC
080000 was published by IEC in November 2005 to response to the industrial demand
of having a recognized international standard for hazardous substances process
management (HSPM).
Proposition 2: Have QC-080000 environmental label company will be better
performance than only have ISO-14001 environmental label
company.
Regulation of industrial pollution increases with economic development for two main
reasons. First, the demand for environmental quality with income, both for aesthetic
reasons and because the valuation of pollution damage increases. Secondly, more
developed economies have (on average) more highly-developed public institutions
and are more capable of enforcing desirable environmental norms (Mani, 1999).
Identify pollution-intensive sectors as those which have incurred high levels of
abatement expenditure per unit of output in the US and other OECD economies
(Robison, 1988; Tobey, 1990; Mani, 1996).
For resource dependence theory, a firm’s scope for strategic change is strongly
bounded by the interests of external entities (customers, in this study). That provide
the resources the firm needs to survive (Christensen & Bower, 1996). One reason why
element of an environment may have little impact is that the organizational is isolated
or buffered from them. A second reason why organizations do not respond to every
event in the environment is that they do not notice every event, not are all occurrences
important enough to require a response. The term “loosely coupled “has been used to
denote the relationship between elements in a social system, such as those between
organizations. The effects of organizations on one another are frequently filtered and
imperfect (March and Olsen, 1975; Weick, 1976; Pfeffer 2003). Loose – coupling is
an important safety device for organizational survival. If organizational actions were
completely determined by every changing event, organizations would constantly
confront potential disaster and need to monitor every change while continually
modifying them. The fact that environmental impacts are felt only imperfectly
provides the organization with some discretion, as well as the capability to act across
time horizons longer than the time it takes for an environment to change( Pfeffer and
Salancik, 2003). The main popularly environmental labels were ISO-14000 and
QC-080000. The ISO-14000 published a comprehensive set of standards for
environmental management. The QC-080000 published a quality management
standard that companies can use to ensure their processes and controls adhere to local
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regulations about hazardous substances.
Proposition 3(a): The high environmental sensitive groups have not significant for
environmental label effect.
Proposition 3(b): The middle environmental sensitive groups and have significant for
environmental label effect.
Proposition 3(c): The low environmental sensitive groups have not significant for
environmental label effect.
COMCLUSION
The strategic choice perspective proposes that strategy, structure and process must fit
environmental circumstances and that these conditions may change over time (Child,
1972; Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967). Managers become more sensitive to the dictates
of the external environment conditions, and make informed strategic decision. Firm
should seek to perceive its environment as accurately as possible on the average. It
also demonstrates using independent environmental certifications strengthens beliefs
in the product’s ecological performance (Rios, 2006). The difference industry
adopting environment strategies depend on industry sensitivity. The difference
environmental labels should have a different influence to the enterprise.
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ABSTRACT
In this article, we summarize the general guidelines and procedures of conducting design
science research in the Information Systems discipline. After highlighting and discussing
the issues related to rigor in assessing the utility of design artifacts, we proposed five
guidelines pertaining to the evaluation activity in design science research. The paper
concludes with discussions about the applicability of the proposed guidelines.
INTRODUCTION
One of the core properties of the information systems (IS) discipline is the “managerial,
methodological, and technological capabilities as well as the managerial, methodological, and
operational practices involved in planning, designing, constructing, and implementing IT
artifacts” (Benbasat & Zmud, 2003, p. 186). Peffers et al. (2007) point out that IS is an applied
research discipline to solve problems at the intersection of information technology (IT) and
organizations. In planning, designing, constructing and implementing IT artifacts to solve
business problems, a diverse body of research has been conducted and the findings are published
the academic journals.
Some articles on design science research provide valuable guidance on research method and
presentation. Nonetheless, several critical issues surrounding the relatively new research
paradigm in the IS discipline remain unaddressed. In particular, the assessment of design
artifact’s utility needs to be further clarified through the lens of scientific inquiry (Kuhn, 1996).
This is of great importance because the demonstration and assessment of the utility is the essence
of design science (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004).
In this paper, we examine closely the evaluation activity, i.e., assessing the utility of the
proposed IT artifact, in design science research. A number of critical issues, including the
reliability and generalizability of the evaluation activity in design science, will be explored and
compared to their counterparts in behavioral science. These are important criteria in determining
the quality of design science research papers. Building on an in-depth analysis, we propose five
guidelines for assessing design artifacts’ utility. These context-specific guidelines supplement
the general guidelines in prior articles (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers et al., 2007), and further
promote the rigor of design science research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce key concepts within the design
science paradigm and explain primary activities in a design science research. Next, we examine

the key issues in the evaluation activity in design science and propose specific guidelines for
assessing the utility of design artifacts. Finally, we discuss the study’s implications and future
research directions.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Hevner et al. (2004) identified two complementary but distinct paradigms in IS research: the
behavioral science paradigm seeks to develop hypotheses and empirically justify theories that
explain or predict organizational and human phenomena surrounding the analysis, design,
implementation, and use of information systems; the design science paradigm seeks to create
innovations, or artifacts, that embody the ideas, practices, technical capabilities, and products
required to efficiently accomplish the analysis, design, implementation, and use of information
systems. In proposing a conceptual framework for understanding IS research, Hevner et al
(2004) further pointed out that the goal of behavioral science research is truth, while the goal of
design science research is utility. Truth and utility are inseparable in that “truth informs design
and utility informs theory”. In other words, “an artifact may have utility because of some as yet
undiscovered truth. A theory may be yet to be developed to the point where its truth can be
incorporated into design” (p.80).
Based on the information systems research framework, Hevner et al (2004) provided an in-depth
articulation of the essence of design science. They claimed that “design science research
addresses important unsolved problems in unique or innovative ways or solved problems in more
effective or efficient way” (p.81). They recognized the artificial nature of organizations and the
information systems that support them, and rooted their argument in the sciences of the artificial
(Simon, 1996).
According to March and Smith (1995), the IT artifacts that are produced by design-science
research in IS broadly include constructs (vocabulary and symbols), models (abstractions and
representations), methods (algorithms and practices), and instantiations (implemented and
prototype systems). In the context of systems analysis and design, an example of construct
artifact can be UML, which is standard vocabulary for object-oriented modeling. The diagrams
created following UML specifications, such as class diagrams and use case diagrams, can be
regarded as the model artifacts of the problem domain. A text that introduces the ways of using
UML to model business problem and system requirements is an example of method artifact.
Finally, a CASE tool that supports UML modeling activities can be considered as an
instantiation artifact.
The result of design science research in IS is a purposeful artifact that is created to address an
important organizational problem (Hevner et al., 2004). Hevner et al (2004) derived seven
guidelines from the fundamental principle of design science research. They are (1) design as an
artifact, (design-science research requires the creation of an innovative, purposeful artifact), (2)
problem relevance (the artifact yield utility for the specified problem domain), (3) design
evaluation (thorough evaluation of the artifact is crucial) (4) research contributions (the artifact
must be innovative, solving a heretofore unsolved problem or solving a known problem in a
more effective or efficient manner), (5) research rigor (the artifact itself must be rigorously
defined, formally represented, coherent, and internally consistent), (6) design as a search process,
(7) communication of research (the results of the design-science research must be communicated
effectively both to a technical audience and to a managerial audience).
Based on influential prior research and thoughts in design science research, Peffers et al. (2007)
summarized the well accepted elements and proposed a process model of doing design science
research, including six primary activities: (1) identify a problem and justify the value of a
solution, (2) define the objectives of a solution, (3) create the IT artifact, (4) demonstrate the use

of the artifact to solve the identified problem, (5) observe and measure how well the artifact
supports a solution to the problem, (6) communicate the results and findings.

ASSESSING DESIGN ARTIFACTS’ UTILITY
The core of evaluation in a design science research is the assessment of the utility of the design
artifact. Hevner et al. (2004) pointed out that evidence must be presented to address two
fundamental questions for design science research: “what utility does the new artifact provide?”
and “What demonstrates that utility?”
Design science research requires the application of rigorous methods in both the construction and
evaluation of the designed artifact (Hevner et al., 2004). The existing literature, however, does
not provide much information on how to ensure the rigor in design science research, particularly
in the evaluation activity. In the following, we discuss the issues of rigor with relation to
assessing design artifacts’ utility in design science research. Since the rigor as assessed in
behavioral science research may not be relevant to design science research, we explore the issues
through the lens of general scientific inquiry. Following the discussion of each issue, we derive
certain guidelines to help improve the rigor in evaluation activity in design science research.
How should evaluation be done?

Depending on the nature of the problem domain and the artifact, evaluation should take many
forms. More specifically, the IT artifacts that are produced by design-science research in IS have
different level of abstraction (March & Smith, 1995). Evaluation methods for highly abstract
artifacts (such as constructs) may be inappropriate for other artifacts (such as instantiations).
One way to assess the utility of design artifacts involves comparing the objectives of a solution
to actual observed results from use of the artifact in the demonstration (Peffers et al., 2007). In
this manner, design artifacts can be evaluated in terms of functionality, completeness,
consistency, accuracy, performance, fit with the organization, and other relevant quality
attributes (Hevner et al., 2004). Such evaluations are usually conducted in the form of empirical
testing or simulation.
Evaluation could take other forms, such as analytical metrics, logic proof, and conceptual
analysis. These types of evaluation are typically conducted to assess the utility of artifacts in high
abstract level, i.e., constructs and models.
In the context of SA&D, an example of the first category of evaluation is the one by (Arisholm,
Briand, Hove, & Labiche, 2006), which evaluated the utility of UML models on software
maintenance through two controlled experiments. The example of the second category of
evaluation is (Siau & Cao, 2001), which assessed the utility of UML constructs on facilitating
understanding through a complexity metrics analysis. Hence, we provide our first guideline as:
Guideline 1 for evaluation: Evaluation of design artifact’s utility should be conducted following
the method that is appropriate for its abstraction level.
Who should conduct the evaluation?

According to the general guidelines and procedures of (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers et al., 2007),
the creators of a design artifact must explicitly assess its utility with regard to the research
objectives. This is an important requirement for scientific inquiry. However, for a typical design
science paper, the space available for writing and documenting a full-scale evaluation is severely
limited after the description and discussion of the new design artifact. In addition, the
requirement of a full-scale evaluation may delay the publication of valuable design science
research in the fast-paced IT industry.
Therefore, we propose to let the research community, i.e., researchers other than the creators of
the design artifacts, to conduct full-scale and comprehensive evaluation on the utility of the

proposed design artifacts. There are several advantages of assessing the utility of design artifacts
by external researchers. First, by allowing other researchers to evaluate the design artifacts, using
different methods or based on different theoretical foundations, the assessment results are more
reliable and trustworthy. This is similar to the logic of replication in natural science and
behavioral science paradigm. Second, sometimes other researchers may conduct an evaluation in
a different context. The result will either strengthen the generalizability of the proposed design
artifact or reveal problems in a new domain that can be addressed by a separate design science
research. Third, extending the evaluation activity to the whole research community can make
good use of research expertise from behavioral science-oriented researchers. Hevner et al. (2004)
stressed that behavioral science and design science compose a complete research cycle to address
fundamental problems faced in the productive application of information technology. The two
paradigms complement each other nicely in the evaluation of artifacts’ utility.
Based on the above discussion, we provide the following two guidelines:
Guideline 2 for evaluation: A minimal evaluation of the artifact’s utility must be conducted by its
creators to complete the cycle of scientific inquiry.
Guideline 3 for evaluation: The research community should be encouraged to conduct full-scale,
comprehensive, or in-depth evaluation on the utility of design artifacts.
Should a design artifact be compared to other alternatives?

One issue that must be addressed in design science research is differentiating routine design from
design research (Hevner et al., 2004). In other words, we need to differentiate SA&D practice
from SA&D research. SA&D practice is the application of existing artifacts to routine SA&D
problems. For instance, we can represent users’ information requirements using UML’s use case
diagram for a conference registration system. On the other hand, SA&D research addresses
either important unsolved problems in unique or innovative ways or significant solved problems
in more effective or efficient ways. In the first situation, comparison with alternatives may not be
feasible. The evaluation should focus on whether the solution meets all the defined objectives. In
the second situation, the superiority to existing alternatives needs to be listed as one of the
solution’s objectives, prompting a comparison during the evaluation. Either way, the objectives
of the solution (i.e., the design artifact) must be clearly defined by the researchers at the
beginning. Thus, we propose the next guideline as:
Guideline 4 for evaluation: design artifacts should be evaluated against the solution’s objectives
that must clearly define the solution’s uniqueness, innovativeness, and/or improvement on
existing alternatives.
How should the evaluation result be generalized?

The generalizability of evaluation result should be further explained because many design
science studies have been criticized on this issue. For instance, some may claim that the use of a
design artifact on a single project may not generalize to different environments (Markus,
Majchrzak, & Gasser, 2002). We may need to go beyond the positivist’s perspective on
generalizability to find an acceptable level of generalizability in design science.
Some IS researchers argue that IS should emulate professions (Lee, 1999), such as medicine and
law (Davenport & Markus, 1999), and engineering (Peffers et al., 2007). This is particularly
appropriate for design science researchers in the IS discipline. However, many design science
studies have been examined and reviewed by inappropriate lenses. In particular, issues related to
the generalizability of results frequently plague design science researchers. In behavioral science
research, especially in the dominant positivism tradition, rigor is applied to produce knowledge
about what the world is (Lee, 1999). Hence, the findings or the conclusions of such studies aim

to be generalized to a setting different from the one where the study was conducted. Lee and
Baskerville (2003) cautioned on the risk of restricting researchers to just one particular notion of
generalizability, i.e., a statistical, sampling based notion. They offered several alternatives to the
statistical perspective on generalizability. We think one type of generalizibility – from empirical
statement to other empirical statement – is applicable in design science research. The concern
should be whether the presentational data (evaluation results) can be generalized into a valid,
empirical statement (conclusion). Thus, we propose the third guideline as:
Guideline 5 for evaluation: Evaluation results should be generalizable to a valid descriptive
statement of whether the solution’s objectives are met.
The purposes of the proposed guidelines are two-folded. First, they aim to help improve the rigor
of the evaluation activity in design science research. Second, they promote better acceptance of
design science research in the IS publication outlets. Not only complete design science research
with rigorous evaluation should be encouraged to appear in the IS journals, but some pure
evaluation studies should be accepted in such outlets as well. They form a good cycle in
scientific inquiry and therefore contribute to the knowledge base.

CONCLUSION
In this research, we summarized the general guidelines and procedures of conducting design
science research in the Information Systems discipline. After highlighting and discussing the
issues related to rigor in assessing the utility of design artifacts, we proposed five guidelines
pertaining to the evaluation activity in design science research. Using these guidelines,
researchers can review existing design science studies and evaluate the level of rigor in assessing
the utility of proposed IT artifacts. In addition, researchers who intend to conduct design science
research may follow the proposed guidelines in conducting the assessment activities.
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ABSTRACT
Although recent meta analyses of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) have
appeared in the literature, practitioners, students and unseasoned scholars may still
encounter difficulties in applying this TAM++ knowledge to real-world technology
implementations, or rationalizing TAM++ for possible theory development or indepth investigation. Therefore, this research addresses the issues by generalizing
TAM++ into a higher-level formalism for ease of understanding, as well as for
developing a tool to enable an interactive aggregation of the empirical TAM studies
for customized meta analyses.
Keywords: technology acceptance model, formalism, abstraction, specialization
INTRODUCTION
Since its first appearance in 1989, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) has been
cited 700++ times (Davis, 2007) in journal articles. While it is popular in IS/IT research
and practice, it has grown to a certain point where more TAM studies may only provide
marginal increment and may even diminish its original contribution and role in the IS/IT
field (Straub and Burton-Jones, 2007; Benbasat and Barki, 2007). In recent years, some
quantitative meta analyses of TAM began to appear in the literature (Ma and Liu, 2004;
King and He, 2006). While these meta analyses came out strong in supporting the
original two components of usefulness and ease of use, practitioners still remained in a
quandary in interpreting TAM for technology implementation in industry, culture,
domain, and regions. Straub and Burton-Jones (2007) concluded that no one has yet
conducted a comprehensive meta-analysis that accounts for all of TAM relationships,
associated external variables, and moderating factors.
Orlikowaski and Iacono (2001) classified papers in Information Systems Research into
five clusters, each with different conceptualizations of technology. The proxy-view
cluster containing perception, diffusion and capital conceptualizations was criticized as
undertaking a risk that the proxy is ambiguous with what is intended to be represented or
measured. Specifically, this type of study requires more careful theorizing about the
differences in IT artifacts and their role and function in different contexts and over time,
Thus, there is a need for communicating these results for researchers to quickly
understand and apply TAM++ in their own studies.
This study first addresses the issue of the confusing and sometimes conflicting TAM
studies by abstracting the TAM into a mathematical formalism easily understood by the
audience who may be new or inexperienced in this domain. Meanwhile, unlike the
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existing static meta-analyses that has collected a certain number of studies studying
relationships via quantitative methods, this study proposes a dynamic meta-analysis
environment for users to explore the relationships of TAM variables under different
parameters.
TAM FORMALIZATION
From the assumption of this study, we know that the set-theory based mathematical
expression can be more accurately enhanced by text semantics expression. In addition to
the set F’ containing TAM constructs, another set P’ is also needed for representing the
path relationship between two elements in F’. For instance, the relationship between any
two elements fi and fj in set F is the elements of set P.
The abstract concept of TAM formulism is shown in Figure 1. In theory, there exists a
comprehensive but unknown TAM factor set F and its corresponding path relationship set
P, and the empirically inferred TAM factor set F’ and path relationship P’. Assuming F
can be represented as a collection of factors influencing technology acceptance F = {fi,
where fi denotes any theoretically TAM related factor and i ∈ a positive integer set}.
When any assumed TAM research model obtains an empirical result, it merely reflects a
subset of F and the relationships of any two factors that present a significant path casual
consequence. Therefore, by retrieving the factors collected from the existing TAM related
empirical research literature, there exists a set F’, which can be assumed to be the most
representative set for the unknown F as defined by F’ = {f’i, where f’i denotes any TAM
related factor found in any TAM study and i ∈ positive integer set}

Figure 1 Concept of TAM formulism
Meanwhile, with the set F and TAM model, there also exists a theoretical set P containing
all the path relationships in the TAM model, where P = {fi → fj, which denotes fi
influences fj, and fi, fj ∈ F}. Similar to the existence of F’, set P’ represents the empirical
path relationship from the literature, such as the consequence of any two elements of f’i
and f’j in F’ as denoted by pij. The set P’ is defined by P’ = {f’i → f’j, which denotes f’i
influence f’j, and f’i, f’j ∈ F’ }.
In the TAM research models, there usually exist some moderating variables that influence
certain relationships of paired variables, which can be represented by set M and M’, as
follows: M = {mi, where mi denotes any theoretically TAM related factor that influences
one or more relationships in P, where i ∈ positive integer set} and M’ = { m’i, where m’i
denotes any empirically TAM related factor that influences one or more relationships in
P’, where i ∈ positive integer set}. Since M and M’ are collections of variables, it can be

considered as part of F and F’ without further distinguishing in Figure 1, and in the
following discussion of this paper.
Based on the concept of enumeration, if we can collect major academic research results,
sets F’ and P’ may approximate the theoretical sets F and P. In other words, F’ ⊆ F and
P’ ⊆ F, and when the TAM research studies have accumulated to a certain critical volume,
F’ ≈ F and P’ ≈ P . Although this critical volume is unknown and may also depend on the
context of research studies, this is a feasible approach to approximate the theoretical
unknown sets F and P.
Table 1 Categories of TAM formalism
Construct/sub-construct

Remark

TAM

Core TAM structure

External precursors (prior factors)

Situational involvement, prior usage or experience, personal
computer self-efficacy, etc.

Factors suggested by other theories

Intended to increase TAMs predictive power, including subjective
norm, expectation, task-technology fit, risk and trust.

Consequent factors

Attitude, perceptual usage, actual usage, etc.

Contextual
factors

Organizational

Voluntariness and task/profession, etc.

System or technology

Individual/group, purpose, complexity, etc.

Individual

Intellectual capability, cultural background, gender, age,
experience, etc.

Others

Other factor that may have moderator effects.

TAM has its basic structure, but some meta analyses have tried to generalize the
components of the TAM structure to conduct more generalized analyses and
interpretations. Much of the meta-analyses, such as Ma and Liu (2004), have a similar
conceptual model as specific as the original TAM model (Davis, 1989). King and He
(2006) proposed a TAM component structure that is closed to the objective of this study.
Their model dissects TAM into core TAM and four other categories, where category 1
contains prior factors to the TAM component, category 2 contains factors suggested from
other theories, category 3 contains contextual factors to the TAM component, and
consequent factors such as attitude, perceptual usage and actual usage. The contextual
factors can further be classified into subcategories, such as what Sun and Zhang (2006)
did, including organizational factors, system or technology factors, individual factors, and
other factors. The combined details and definition of the TAM categories and sub
categories are explained in Table 1. The path model of Table 1 constructs a graphical
representation of the above mathematical formalism.
DESIGN OF DYNAMIC TAM SPECIALIZATION
To bridge the higher-level understanding of the mathematical formalism to future TAMrelated research, an interactive meta-analysis based on an ad-hoc query is critically
important. In other words, the paradigm shift of a higher-level TAM mathematical
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formalism can prevent researchers from being confused by the diverse results of TAM++
empirical studies. Nonetheless, to further conduct TAM studies, researchers still need a
convenient tool to analyze past TAM studies to connect to the design of future TAM
studies. This section describes the design and implementation of such an interactive tool
for an on-demand basis of specialized representation of the above TAM mathematical
formalism.
The initial targeted paper collection is based on the following TAM meta analyses: King
and He (2006) screened 140 papers from the social science citation index (SSCI) in the
fall of 2004 and the Business Source Premier (EBSCO Host database) from 22 journals,
which are empirical studies with direct statistical tests of TAM. These papers have data
for correlations, path coefficients and possible multiple effects. Sun and Zhang (2006)
systematically selected 55 published papers from the primary IS journals and databases
such as ABI/INFORM, WilsonSelect, JSTOR and ACM Digital Library, and SSCI
articles from January 1986 to September 2003. Similar to King and He (2006), these
papers contain empirical studies for further meta-analysis.

Figure 2 TAM graphical formulism with popup window (left) & highlighted relationships
(right).
Due to the limitations of space, only a few screenshots helpful in illustrating the
important features of this research are captured and explained next. The graphical TAM
formalism is as shown in Figure 2, which is based on Table 1. Only the contextual factors
are not shown on top of the figure due to a technical issue. There is a need to
automatically display the unknown numbers of contextual factors from the many related
TAM studies, which has an easy resolution by popping up a new window to display as
many subcategories as possible. The different colors of the star icons represent different
significant statistical levels, i.e., yellow, red, green and black for above 75%, above 50%,
above 25% and under 25% significance in collected research studies. Different from
calculating the joint correlation in these quantitative meta analyses, this study uses
percentages to help the user roughly gauge the range of significant relationships in the

TAM formalism. To further view the distribution of the significant levels, the user can
click the start shape for a small popup window containing the significant levels of
*(significant but unknown level), 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.01 and NS (not significant)
and their corresponding percentages and number of studies shown on the left side of
Figure 2. When a user clicks any of the number of studies in the popup window, a large
popup window displays the listed references from the database. If the variables are too
many to be clearly seen from the screen, the user can click the small link indicated by
“show” at the right bottom location of each variable box. The screen changes to highlight
only the selected variable and its relationships with other variables, as seen on the right
side of Figure 2; the usage variable in the consequence category on the right hand side
and related variables and the relationships stand out from the whole graph.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study is in the belief that the mathematical formalism, including Figure 1, the
graphical representation of TAM constructs in Table 1, and the corresponding definitions
and explanations, will help practitioners, graduate students and unfamiliar scholars to
grasp the high-level understanding of TAM++ studies. Furthermore, although the criteria
setting function and its screen shot are not shown due to space limitations. The above
illustration of the graphical TAM formalism tool should be clear to see that through such
an interactive TAM graphical formalism, such that a user can easily build his or her own
mental model by bringing out a specialized TAM graphical formalism matching the given
criteria. The next step is to complete the input of all the empirical studies from the listed
data sources, and then conducting an unconventional visual meta analyses such that some
insightful observations not easily seen from the quantitative meta analyses may come out.
More importantly, any interested user can do the customized TAM meta analyses though
this interactive tool alone with the understanding of the TAM mathematical formalism.
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ABSTRACT
Personal response system (PRS) is increasingly adopted in Taiwan’s higher
education. A small-scale case study was conducted to compare the perceptions
of PRS usage of Taiwan’s college students on those issues reported by UK and
USA literature, and at the same time to empirically test an integrated model
that has not been tested in prior PRS studies.
INTRODUCTION
Instant response system (IRS) includes the interactive white board (IWT) and personal
response system (PRS). There has been an increasing trend of PRS application in
Taiwan’s higher education. However, to our knowledge, there is no related studies
outside the continents of Europe, America, and Australia. This is a situation of
concern since culture or region has been generally recognized as having a moderating
effect in the technology acceptance model (TAM) and related theories. Meanwhile,
only a few PRS studies touched upon theories in relation to education, and none on
the technology-based theories for establishing students’ usage of such educational
technology in classroom. In order to shorten the learning curve of PRS applications in
Taiwan’s higher education, it is important to compare how Taiwan’s college students
perceive PRS on those issues that had been reported in UK and USA so that more
effective implementation strategies or practices can be adopted. A small-scale study
was conducted with over fifty students registered in a course in a university in
southern Taiwan.
RESEARCH DESIGN
The research model is an integration of technology acceptance model (TAM) and
expectation confirmation theory (ECT) since they are supplementary to each other as
implied by Premkumar and Bhattacherjee (2008). Therefore, this research used
learning performance in place of the usage intentions and actual usage of TAM, which
not only was more meaningful in practice, but also provided a fine link from TAM to
ECT. The research model can be seen in Figure 1 in the later section.
The PRS study was conducted in a required course--System Analysis and
Design--offered by the Department of Information Management at the National
University of Kaohsiung in Taiwan. In the eighteen-week course design, the instructor
taught the first five chapters of the textbook “System Analysis and Design in a
Changing World, 4th Edition” by Stazinger, Jackson and Burd, and 10 groups of
students prepared and presented the remaining 10 chapters in the following 10 weeks.
In each of the three-hour session, PRS was used to do the roll call at least twice and to
perform at least three Q&A’s regarding the materials. The students first experienced
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how PRS was used in the first five meetings taught by the instructor before designing
their own PRS application in their presentation. Fifty-three students registered in this
course, but one dropped out after the first mid-term exam. Forty-seven students filled
out the online questionnaire at the end of this course.
The questionnaire has two sections. The first section collected data on questionnaire
items from existing PRS literature and the second section contained items for
measuring the TAM and ECT constructs adopted from the literature. Students were
asked to respond to each questionnaire item (except item 22) using a 5-point Likert
scale with 1 representing “extremely disagree” and 5 representing “extremely agree”.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Descriptive statistics is used to analyze the questionnaire items in the first section, and
simple regression is used to analyze the measurement items for the research model.
Regression is used because of the small sample size of 47 in this study. Table 1
enumerates the questions with supporting references and average scores calculated
from the 47 observations. To give meaning to this survey result, we summarized our
interpretations into nine points which are listed below.
Table 1 Questionnaire items, references and average scores
#

Item & references

Score

1

I prefer the Harvard style that students preview class materials and answer
some questions at the beginning of each class meeting, and then the instructor
adjusts teaching outline and materials accordingly. In the class, PRS is still
used to guide students to answer quick questions and discussions for
clarifying some misconceptions and perceptions. (Anonymous, 2008)

3.66

2

I prefer not to preview class materials before each class meeting, but to use
PRS during the class for identifying students’ understandings for reinforcing
certain topics. (http://www.habook.com.tw/default.as)

3.88

3

I prefer to preview class materials before each class meeting, and use PRS
during the class for dynamically adjusting class materials and schedule.
(http://www.habook.com.tw/default.as)

4.02

4

I prefer that PRS is not used to monitor student attendance and cumulate
points for participation. (D’Arcy et al., 2007)

3.49

5

Using PRS increases students’ class attendance. (Briggs, 2006)

3.72

6

Using PRS increases students’ class concentration. (Murphy, 2008)

3.68

7

Using PRS helps the instructor quickly get the quick answers from students.
(Skiba, 2006)

3.7

8

Using PRS helps the instructor discover students’ misconceptions.
(Linsenmerier, et al., 2006)

3.13

9

I prefer increasing the discussion time and the depth after the PRS Q&A.
(Linsenmerier, et al., 2006)

3.7

10

I prefer some discussions before a quick Q&A with PRS in class. (d’Inverno
et al., 2003)

3.53

11

When there are student discussions before or after answering the questions,
PRS can effectively support peer instruction and discussions. (Linsenmerier,
et al., 2006)

3.81

12

I can accept the delay in class schedule for increasing the use of PRS.
(d’Inverno et al., 2003)

3.3
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13

I can accept taking a quiz using PRS in class. (Vernaza, 2007)

3.17

14

I prefer using PRS for a simulation test before a conventional test. (Vernaza,
2007)

3.21

15

PRS increases the interactions between an instructor and the students. (Skiba,
2006)

3.68

16

PRS increases the interactions among students. (Skiba, 2006)

3.51

17

The use of PRS perfectly fits the student profile of the Millennium generation
who were born after 1981. (Murphy and Smark, 2006)

3.55

18

I am willing to rent or buy the remote device if the school implements a
large-scale use of PRS in many courses. (Briggs, 2006)

3.77

19

The use of PRS may be better for the students if the remote device were
changed from infrared- to RFID-based. (Murphy, 2008)

3.66

20

The learning effect will be increased if the question types can be extended
from simple multiple choices to open-ended questions by replacing the remote
device to a WiFi-based mobile phone, notebook computer or PDA.
(Beuckman et al., 2006; Anonymous, 2008)

3.74

21

Experts suggest that it is more appropriate to use PRS 4 times at most in a
class session. (Jensen et al., 2008)

3.74

22

How often do you wish to use PRS in class? (Brewer, 2004)

a.

a. Every 50-minute session

15 (31.91%)

b.

b. Every week (three 50-minute sessions)

22 (48.81%)

c.

c. Every two weeks or longer

7 (14.89%)

d.

d. Never

3 (6.38%)

1) Students in general held positive attitude toward the use of PRS in class as shown
from their responses toward items 1-3 which list the PRS application strategies.
However, the average scores of items 3 and 2 are both higher than item 1, which
seemed to indicate that Taiwan’s college students prefer less time-consuming ways to
prepare for class when PRS is used. The average score of 3.49 for item 4 also echoed
such stereotype because it revealed that more students rejected the idea of using PRS
to monitor their attendance and participation.
2) Items 5 and 6 were intended to confirm whether the use of PRS can increase
students’ attendance and concentration in class. The average scores were relatively
high among all items and seemed to lean toward such positive assumptions.
3) The result from item 7 mildly confirmed that instructors could quickly get some
answers from the students. However, the average score of 3.13 for item 8 indicated a
less support from the students that instructors are able to discover students’
misconceptions with the use of PRS. It has something to do with how the instructor
responded after obtaining students’ responses.
4) In terms of whether PRS really can help students learn class materials, the result
from item 11 indicated that students recognized the effects of peer instruction and
discussion better when there are discussions before or after the PRS Q&A (3.81). In
particular, the result from item 9 reflected a general feeling of insufficient quality time
after the quick PRS Q&A, and item 10 further expressed students’ need to have more
discussion before making the quick answers. Many students would accept some delay
in class schedule for the increasing use of PRS, as indicated by item 12.
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5) In addition to using PRS for quick Q&A in class, can students accept taking tests
using PRS? The low 3.17 score of item 13 indicated that students did not like the idea
of using PRS to conduct the quiz evaluation toward their final grades. Even the idea
of serving as a practice test before a conventional test (item 14) was not well received,
which scored only an average of 3.21, slightly higher than that of item 13.
6) For increasing class interactions, students believed more on the effect between an
instructor and the students as shown by the 3.68 score on item 15 than that among the
students (3.51 on item 16). However, the average scores may be higher if the
instructor could design and facilitate the use of PRS better, which sometimes may
cause delays in the class schedule as pointed out in item 12.
7) One interesting question, item 17, regarding whether PRS was more suitable for
current college students born after 1981? The average score of 3.55 was not as high as
expected, which implied either PRS was suitable for all generations or PRS might not
be as attractive or natural to fit in the learning framework(Murphy and Smark, 2006).
8) About the PRS handheld device, more students were willing to rent or buy the
remote device if a large-scale implementation is in place by item 18. Students also
agreed for a better alternative such as RFID-based remote device (3.66 on item 19), or
a WiFi-based mobile phone, notebook computers or PDA (3.74 on item 20)
9) Students in general accepted the suggestion of using 4 times of PRS in a class
session as indicated by item 21. However, when asked differently on the PRS usage
frequency as shown in item 22, 21.27% of the students answered over two weeks or
never.

Figure 1 Integrated research model and results
The research model, hypotheses and the results are all summarized in Figure 1, with
the average scores under the variable names within the square, and the path
coefficient with corresponding significance level on the path with the hypothesis
number. From the macro view, it is clear that the ECT hypotheses, H4-H6, were all
supported while only the perceived ease of use significantly impacted learning
performance, H2, among TAM hypotheses, H1-H3. This research substantiated the
ECT model in PRS usage. Specifically, learning performance influences the
confirmation, which in turn influences the satisfaction of students, and thus leading to
the intention to continue using PRS in the future. However, what were considered the
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two most robust relationships in TAM, H1 and H3, were not supported in PRS
adoption while the supposedly weaker relationship, H2, was supported in this study.
There are three possible explanations. First, in this study of PRS for Taiwan’s college
students, the sample size was too small to adequately test prior hypotheses statistically.
Secondly, PRS has its unique features as a technology to be applied in higher
education which may require some modifications. Thirdly, a study on PRS may
require a large-scale investigation with more sophisticated research model.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Most of the observations above about the college students’ perceptions of PRS usage
in Taiwan were consistent with the originating literature, although Taiwan’s college
students exhibited more stereotypical attitude of less effort in class participation.
However, while the integrated research model on the ECT side is encouraging, the
TAM portion presented a deviated result from the majority TAM studies. Our study
showed that perceived usefulness was neither impacted by perceived ease of use nor
significantly impacting the learning performance when PRS was used.
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ABSTRACT
Supply chain management (SCM) plays an important role in enhancing firm performance and research in this
field has been increasing during recent years. In order to capture the recent trend in supply chain research and
compare research status between the fields of operations management (OM) and information system (IS), this
paper reviews papers published from 2004-2008 in one top-tier OM journal and three top-tier IS journals. 128
papers were selected to be reviewed on eight dimensions, including published year, region, industry, discipline,
level of analysis, research method, data analysis technique, and topics related to SCM. The differences of
supply chain research between OM field and IS field are also generated from these dimensions. The major
findings indicate: (1) the number of publications in IS journals is much less than that in OM journals; (2) the
main discipline categories of OM papers and IS papers are different; (3) for supply chain research in both OM
and IS field, prevalent analysis level and research method are similar; (4) papers cover various topics while IS
papers are more concerned with information related areas.

Keywords: Supply chain, Review, Information systems, Operations management

INTRODUCTION

With rapid globalization and increased competition, supply chain management (SCM) is becoming more and
more important for a firm to survive and succeed in the business environment. Competition has evolved from firm
versus firm to that in terms of supply chain versus supply chain. Therefore, SCM is an important field for both
researchers and practitioners. Publications on SCM have experienced a significant increase in recent years.
Supply chain embraces a series of functions, such as logistics, transportation, operations management,
materials and distribution management, marketing, purchasing and information technology (IT). Most previous
research focuses on some particular aspects of supply chain issues. Consequently, it would be interesting to
know which aspects have been emphasized and which aspects have been neglected.
Although there are previous reviews of SCM research, most tend to focus on some particular aspects of supply
chain. For example, the review by Mondragon, et al. (2006) focused on the supply chain models and techniques
in the automobile industry; Leng et al. (2005) focused on the use of game theory in SCM; Gunasekarana and
Ngai (2005) reviewed the production strategy in SCM; and Huang et al. (2003) considered the impact of
production information sharing on supply chain dynamics. There are also some reviews focusing on a larger
scale of issues in supply chain, e.g., Kouvelis et al. (2006) examined 399 papers (1992-2006) in one journal on
topics in SCM research; Sachan & Datta (2005) examined 442 papers (1999-2003) in three journals on the state
of SCM in Operations Research; Burgess et al. (2006) reviewed 100 randomly selected papers (1985-2003)
from 31 journals on SCM conceptualization and methodologies; and Giunipero et al. (2008) reviewed 405 papers
(1997-2006) in 9 journals on SCM subject areas, level of analysis, data analysis techniques, etc.
Our paper extends previous reviews in the following ways. First, while previous reviews focus on papers
published from a single journal to more than thirty journals, our study focuses on four top tier journals, specifically
Journal of Operations Management (JOM), MIS Quarterly (MISQ), Information Systems Research (ISR), and
1
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Journal of Management Information Systems (JMIS). Second, our focus is on journals that primarily publish
empirical research. Consequently, journal such as Management Science is not chosen. Third, we compare SCM
research in Operations Management (OM) with the other three Information System (IS) journals. In doing so, we
can examine what supply chain issues are dominant in the OM area compared to the IS areas.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the methodology of selecting papers, the review
process, and the classification framework. Section 3 describes the main result. Section 4 concludes the paper.

Method

Paper Selection
As research on SCM has been published in many different journals, we decided to focus on four top tier
journals, namely, JOM, MISQ, ISR and JMIS. We selected papers published from 2004-2008. Papers were
included if and only if the word “supply chain” appeared in their title, or abstract, or keyword. We excluded papers
that do not address a particular research area, e.g., editorial comments, introduction to special issues and
literature review papers on supply chain. A total of 128 papers were obtained for review.

Review Process

By referring to past research, three PhD students majoring in SCM discussed and constructed eight key
dimensions for coding: Year of publication; Region distribution of authors; Industry; Discipline; Level of analysis;
Research method; Data analysis technique; and Topics related to SCM. Ten papers were chosen and each coder
independently classified them on the eight dimensions. All three coders discussed the classification results and
resolved any conflict. Another ten papers were chosen and the process was repeated. After four rounds, no
conflicts were obtained among the coders. We then divided 128 papers into three groups for coding. On
completion, each coder then reviewed another coder’s papers, i.e., coder A reviewed coder B’s papers; coder B
reviewed coder C’s papers; and coder C reviewed coder A’s papers. All three coders discussed any classification
conflicts until agreements were reached. The inter-coder reliability is assessed as the percentage of agreement
between coders A and B (92.3%), coders B and C (91.4%) and coders C and A (94.7%).

Results

Year of Publication
Table 1 No. of papers in each year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Total

OM
JOM
%
8
10.8
21
29.2
12
19.4
38
39.6
25
34.7
104 27.7

MISQ JMIS
1
3
1
3
2
4
0
3
1
2
5
15

IS
ISR
0
0
1
3
0
4

Total in
4
IS
4
7
6
3
24

%
4.2
3.7
5.7
5.3
2.6
4.3

The number and proportion (%) of supply chain
papers are shown in Table 1. Giunipero, et al.
(2008) found that the total number of supply chain
papers in JOM from 1997 to 2006 is 54. From Table
1, from 2007-2008, the number of SCM papers in
JOM is 63. Hence, research on supply chain has
increase significantly. In fact, the proportion of SCM
papers is about 30% in OM journals. For IS
journals, most SCM research is published in JMIS.

Region distribution of authors
The region is the location of the university or the organization that the author is affiliated when the paper was
published. When there are more than two authors in a paper, we count the region as 1 if they are from the same
region. If they are from different regions, e.g., if one author’s affiliation is located in the US and the other two
authors are located in Asia, we count North America as 1/3, Asia as 2/3. The results indicate that most authors
are from North America (OM: 83%; IS: 86%), followed by Europe (OM: 7%; IS: 2%), Asia (OM: 7%; IS: 12%), and
other countries such as Australia, South America and Africa (OM: 3%; IS: 0%). The predominance of North
American authors is expected since the four journals selected are based in the United States. Interestingly, the
percentage of SCM papers in IS journals from Asia is more than that for OM. One reason could be that in Asia,
SCM is increasingly recognized as important due perhaps to many business operations being offshored to Asia.

Industry
Table 2 shows the industry sector of papers we reviewed. Most research focused on the manufacturing
industry, including automotive manufacturing, equipment manufacturing, etc. This is expected as the need for
SCM is prevalent in manufacturing in order to streamline operations, reduce cost and gain competitive
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advantage. The next prevalent industry is retail trade, followed by transportation and warehousing. Interestingly,
IS journals focus on on a broader range of industries compared to OM.
Table 2 Industry sector
OM
44
7
2
1
0
0
0
15
19

IS
9
3
1
0
1
1
1
4
3

Discipline

Burgess, et al. (2007) classified papers into 9 disciplines
which appear most relevant to SCM. Interestingly,
operations management is defined as “activities involved in
transforming raw materials into goods and services but
excluding logistics and purchasing functions” (p. 710). Here,
we use their categories to classify the articles. From Table 3,
most papers in JOM are based on the strategy discipline
area, followed by psyc./soci., info./comm., operations
management and logistics. In contrast, most articles in IS
journals are based on the discipline of information/communication, marketing/services and strategy.
Table 3 Discipline bases
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Wholesale Trade
Information
Finance and Insurance
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Multiple industry sectors
Not mentioned

Marketing/services
Logistics
Purchasing
Strategy
Psychology/sociology
Finance/economics
Information/communication
Operations management
Others

OM
IS
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total 2004 2005 2006 2007
0
3
1
2
0
6
1
3
1
3
3
1
1
3
0
8
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
4
1
0
1
0
1
6
4 10 12 33
2
1
2
0
0
4
4
3
3 14
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
11
2 14
1
2
2
3
3
2
1
1
2
9
0
0
0
0
3
3
1
1
0
8
0
1
1
0

2008
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0

Total
8
1
2
7
0
1
9
0
2

Level of analysis
Table 4 shows the number and proportion (%) of papers focusing on each level of supply chain. Most authors
focused on the firm level, followed by dyadic level, chain level and network level in both JOM and the other three
IS journals. One probable reason is that it is easier to collect data at the firm or dyadic levels than at chain or
network levels. However, with the increasing complexity of supply chain, more research is likely at higher levels.
Table 4 Level of analysis
Firm
Dyadic
Chain
Network
Subtotal

2004
5
1
1
1
8

2005
9
5
3
0
17

2006
6
5
0
1
12

OM
2007
11
6
9
4
30

2008
8
6
6
0
20

Total
39
23
19
6
87

%
45
26
22
7
100

2004
0
2
1
1
4

2005
2
1
1
0
4

2006
1
1
2
2
6

IS
2007
2
1
1
1
5

2008
2
1
0
0
3

Total
7
6
5
4
22

%
32
27
23
18
100

Research methods
Research methods can be divided into empirical and nonempirical. Empirical research includes survey, interview, case
study, simulation/modeling, and secondary data. Non-empirical
research can be categorized as conceptual and theoretical.
The classification results are shown in Figure 1. For papers
using multiple methods, we counted them in each method they
used, so the total is greater than the number of papers. Papers
in both OM and IS fields show similar characteristics, with
survey being the most popular method. Overall, in JOM, nearly
half (43%) papers used survey. The second prevalent
empirical method in JOM is interview (12%). There appears to

Figure 1 Research methods in OM & IS
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be a need for more IS research to use case analysis, simulation and secondary data.

Data Analysis Technique
Table 5 shows the frequency and proportion (%) of data analysis techniques. As one paper may use more than
one technique, the sum is greater than the total number of papers. Factor analysis is the most common data
analysis method in both OM and IS, followed by path analysis/SEM. These two techniques dominate more than
50% in OM. In IS journals, factor analysis and discriminant analysis (DA)/cluster analysis are most popular. The
proportion of ANOVA/MANOVA in IS journals is higher than that in OM.
Table 5 Data analysis technique
OM
IS
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total % 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 Total %
Regression
2
2
3 12
5 24 17
1
2
1
1
2
7 16
Factor analysis
4
5
7 14 11 41 29
2
3
3
3
0 11 25
Path analysis/SEM
3
4
6 10
9 32 23
3
0
3
2
0
8 18
ANOVA/MANOVA
0
3
3
3
3 12
8
1
3
2
0
1
7 16
DA/cluster analysis
3
3
7
9
9 31 22
3
2
3
3
0 11 25
Others
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Topics Related to SCM
Eleven topics related to supply chain research were adapted from Carter and Ellram (2003) as follows:
Coordination/Relationships (supply chain integration, cooperation, coordination, and other types of
relationships between the focal firm and its business partners or between various suppliers to the focal firm)
SCM strategy (strategy of supply chain members, supply chain risk management)
Information technology (role and usage of IT in supply chain, EDI)
SCM trends (future trends of supply chain, supply chain framework design, the problems/benefits of SCM)
Time-based strategies (just-in-time, inventory management, supply chain agility and flexibility, cycle time,
postponement and supplier managed inventory)
EC/WWW (e-commerce, e-business, e-integration, e-procurement and the role of the Internet)
Supplier development/selection/management (supplier selection criteria, supplier management and
assessment)
Environmental/social responsibility (recovery, environmental policies, government regulations, human rights,
green supply chain)
Quality (supply chain quality management, quality measurement)
Outsourcing (third-party logistics, contract manufacturing)
Buyer behavior (virtual teams, negotiations, new product development, internal integration, information flows,
and
organizational
decision
processes).
More than one topic can be present;
hence the total is more than the sum of
papers.
From
Figure
2,
coordination/relationships and SCM
strategy are the top 2 topics in OM,
while IT and coordination/relationships
are the top 2 topics in IS journals. In
general, articles in JOM cover a wider
variety of topics compared to IS journals.
There is potential for more research on
the interface between IS and various
SCM topics.
Figure 2 Topics related to SCM

CONCLUSIONS

This paper reviewed and compared supply chain research in one OM and three IS journals based on eight
dimensions such as industry, level of analysis, research methods, subject, etc. Generally, compared with the
number of publications in OM journal, fewer papers on supply chain are published in IS journals. Although supply
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chain is prevalent in almost all industries, results indicate that papers on supply chain display a distinct
concentration on manufacturing. Relatively limited attention was paid on other industries. This represents a
potential avenue for future research as it will be interesting to examine how SCM practices vary by industries.
Besides, research on supply chain is more concentrated on firm level. This also suggests potential opportunities
for future research to focus on deeper level of supply chain, since supply chain coordination and cooperation are
prevalent in current economic activities.
To conduct the research on supply chain, various methods are used, with a dominance of surveys and
interviews. Two editorials (Boyer & Swink, 2008; Singhal, et al., 2008) and one discussion (Carter, et al., 2008) in
JOM stress the importance for combining multiple research methods in SCM research. Researchers should
attempt to combine quantitative research (based on surveys) with qualitative methods (based on interviews and
case studies). By triangulating research using different research methods, more confidence in the results could
be obtained which also helps to build up a cumulative tradition in SCM research.
In terms of research topics, a large portion of articles are concerning with supply chain
coordination/cooperation, strategies. For future research, more attention could be paid on the following areas:
electronic business (e-business), outsourcing/off-shoring and green supply chain. E-business has increased
significantly in recent years with the widespread availability of broadband connections; outsourcing and offshoring are attracting increasing attention by companies because they can reduce the labour cost; and also the
requirement for environmental/social responsibility of supply chain is becoming more and more important.
However, insufficient research has been conducted on these three topics.
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The Influence of Involvement on online customization for apparel
(MKTandIOC)
ABSTRACT
From firms’ viewpoints online customization is a powerful marketing strategy. In fact, customers’
attitudes and intention toward acceptance of online customization play a critical success factor.
Based on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) this study examined the relationships among
consumers’ beliefs, attitudes and intentions toward online customization for apparel. We also
explored how the moderating effects of involvement, individual trait, in this specific context. The present
sample comprised 303 customers from Taiwan. The results for the replication of TAM and the moderating
effect of involvement were found. The data indicated consumers who have higher involvement and lower
perceived usefulness of online customization tend to have lowest level of attitude toward online
customization. In practice this study will allow firms to understand their target segmentation and to adjust
their e-commerce strategies.
INTRODUCTION
In the ever-competitive environment many companies have been changing their business processes and
building information technology (IT) solutions that enable them to internationalize their business
including acquiring potential customers, retaining existing ones, and maximizing the lifetime value.
Benefits from continuing progress of IT, nowadays, firms can respond to more individual requests (Pine,
Peppers & Rogers, 1995) and provide the “right stuff” for their customers (Cox & Alm, 1998). Online
customization just provides firms with one of core competency strategies to compete others.
Apparel has been identified as the most suitable product category for customization (Goldsmith & Freiden,
2004) through Internet, an important means for customizing. The pioneer in apparel customization is
Levi's Straus' use of body-scanning technology to offer customization at reasonable price ranges at its
flagship store in San Francisco. According to Kelly (2000), the use of customization features among the
top 100 apparel companies in the year 2000 increased 120 percent compared with the previous year.
However in order to operate successful online customization, it is important to understand what factors
influence consumers’ willingness to use online customization.
We based on Technology Acceptance Model (TAM; Davis et al., 1989; Davis, F. D., Bagozzi et al., 1989)
and the potential moderation of personality trait (Bosnjak et al., 2007) to predict users’ acceptance of
online customization for apparel. This paper introduces the construct of involvement due to its helpful
metric for explaining consumer behavior and segmenting consumer markets (Kim, 2005). To understand
involvement of consumers should contribute to the development of new technology and speed up adoption
process in customization apparel online market. The construct of trust will serve as the controlling variable
in our study because it had been found an effect on e-commerce (Bart et al., 2005; Fukkuyama, 1995;
Jarvenpaa et al., 2000; Keen, 1999; Koufaris & Hampton-Sosa, 2004; Pavlou & Gefen, 2004; Tan and
Sutherland, 2004). Cho and Fiorito (2008) also found its effect on consumer acceptance of online
customization for apparel. The purpose of this study is to replicate TAM and to examine the influential
moderator factors, involvement, on consumers’ attitude and intention toward online customization for
apparel. The research framework is described as Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research framework for Attitude toward acceptance of online customization in apparel market
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METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE
Online surveys were employed to examine the research model with Taiwan college students. The survey
participants were directed to explore developed websites for customizing jeans before answering a
questionnaire. The sample included 303 female customers in Taiwan which collected from two sources:
five universities in different cities and consumer panels of a marketing firm. Participants’ mean age was
21.16 (SD= 2.75), and most of them (87%) had at least one time online purchase experience in the past
year.
Data were first analyzed by LISREL8 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993) with confirmatory factor analysis for
the variables. Structural equation modeling (SEM) was applied to all research items to determine which
items should be removed; we applied suggestions found in the scale development literature (Bagozzi & Yi,
1988). The window software SPSS 14.0 was used for model examination.
We also employed several procedures to avoid common method variance (CMV) due to many researchers’
concerns (Peng et al., 2006; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003). The result suggested that
CMV was a problem in the study as our expectation; therefore, the third variable (trust) was added. By
controlling the impact of trust in the model, more accurate correlations were obtained.
FINDING AND RESULTS
The means, standard deviation, Cronbach’s alpha and bivariate correlations of research variables are
presented in Table 1. Many significant relationships were found among research variables. The dependent
variable, attitude toward online customization was significantly positive correlated with consumers’
perceived usefulness (r = .69, p< .01) and perceived ease of use (r= .51, p< .01). The moderator variable,
involvement, was significantly positive correlated to consumers’ perceived usefulness (r= .19, p< .01),
ease of use(r= .27, p< .01), attitude toward online customization (r= .17, p< .01), and behavioral intention
(r= .21, p< .01).
Hypothesis 1 was confirmed (shown as Table 2); consumers’ perceived usefulness of online customization
and attitude toward online customization had significant positive correlation (△R2 = .104, p< .01).
Hypothesis 2 was also confirmed; consumers’ perceived ease of use of online customization had
significant positive correlation (△R2 = .014, p< .01).

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Matrix among Variables
Variable

Mean

SD

α

1

2

3

4

5

1. PU

4.51

1.24

0.93

2. PEOU

5.23

1.03

0.91

.58**

3. ATT

4.26

1.34

0.95

.69**

.51**

4. BI

4.20

1.06

0.88

.58**

.40**

.69**

5. INVL

5.55

0.97

0.92

.19**

.27**

.17**

.21**

6. Trust

4.76

1.00

0.91

.68**

.61**

.67**

.59**

.32**

Note: Listwise excluded, N=303. **p<.01. *p<.05, two-tailed. PU (perceived usefulness), PEOU (perceived ease of use), ATT (attitude
toward online customization), BI (behavioral intention), INVL (involvement).

Table 2. Hierarchical Regression Results of Consumer Attitude toward Online Customization
Variables

Model 1
β
.38**
.43**

Control variable: Trust
PU
PEOU

Model 2
β
.58**

R2

R2
.453**
.102**
.015**

.555**
.467**

.16**

Note: As Table1.

Three-step regression procedure for mediation (Baron & Kenny, 1986) was used as Table 3. Hypothesis 3a
was supported; the complete mediation of attitude toward online customization is present between
consumers’ perceived usefulness and consumers’ behavior intention of online customization. However,
Hypothesis 3b, the mediating effect of attitude toward online customization between ease of use and
behavior intention was not supported.
Hierarchical moderated multiple regression analysis (Cohen & Cohen, 1983) was used to examine
hypotheses 4, 5 and 6. Hypothesis 4 was supported, but hypotheses 5 and 6 were not supported. The
results for hypotheses 4 were shown in Table 4, the interaction term of usefulness and involvement
explained a significant incremental portion of variance ( R2 = .014, p<.05) in consumers’ attitude toward
online customization over and above that explained by the main effects of usefulness and involvement.
Consumers’ attitude toward online customization was dependent upon the level of usefulness ( R2= .102,
p< .01) and was moderated by the usefulness and involvement interactive effect.
To explore the form of the interaction, we plotted Figure 2, showing the relationship between usefulness
and consumers’ attitude in both high and low levels of involvement. This interactive graph illustrates that
consumers who have higher involvement and lower perceived usefulness of online customization tend to
have lowest level of attitude toward online customization (M=2.91). While the highest level of attitude
toward online customization (M=6.17) was reported by those low in involvement and low perceived
usefulness of online customization.
Table 3. Hierarchical Regression Analyses for Examining Effect of Attitude on Behavioral Intention
Equation
Control variable
Part I – equation 1

Variables
Independent
Trust
PU

F

df

β

R2adj

Dependent
ATT

149.99**

300

.38**
.43**

.451
.552

Control variable
Part I – equation 2
Control variable
Part I – equation 3
Control variable
Part II – equation 1
Control variable
Part II – equation 2
Control variable
Part II – equation 3

Trust
PU
Trust
PU and
ATT
Trust
PEOU
Trust
PEOU
Trust
PEOU and ATT

BI

69.01**

300

BI

57.65**

299

ATT

131.69**

300

BI

59.69**

300

BI

57.05**

299

.37**
.32**
.19**
.12
.48**
.58**
.16**
.56**
.06
.25**
- .03
.54**

.348
.403
.348
.505
.451
.464
.348
.348
.348
.500

Note: As Table1.

Table 4. Hierarchical Moderated Regression Results for Consumers’ Attitude toward Online
Customization
Variables
Step 1: Trust (control var.)
Step 2: PU
Step 3: INVL

b
.376
-.207
-.404

t
7.02
-.99
-3.28

p
.000
.323
.001

R2
.453**
.102**
.001

Step 4: PU* INVL

.813

3.15

.002

.014*

Note: As Table1.

Figure 2. Moderating Effect of Involvement on Perceived Usefulness and Consumers’ Attitude toward Online Customization

CONCLUSION
Two main results this study concerned were found. One is that the replication of TAM was confirmed in apparel
context. The declaration as “one of the most influential research models in studying the determinants of IT usage”
(Chau, 2001) still function. The other is that involvement, individual’s trait, had a moderating effect on the
relationship between perceived usefulness and attitude toward online customization, however, which did not present
for perceived ease of use. This result is consistent with the previous research (Davis, 1989; Hu et al., 1999). They
found that perceived usefulness was even more important than perceived ease of use in the workplace.
Hence we argue that customers with high level of involvement the more usefulness they perceived, the
less effort to search for information and to explore new stimuli (Balabanis & Reynolds, 2001). No
doubtful, they would pay more positive attitude toward online customization.
In this consumer-centric economy, consumers desire to have more opportunity to design their own product. From

firms’ viewpoints online customization is a powerful marketing strategy. In fact, customers’ attitudes
toward acceptance of online customization play a critical success factor. Conducting this study to exam the
moderating effects of individual differences will help firms to understand their target segmentation and to adjust their
e-commerce strategies.
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ABSTRACT
This paper focuses on multi-model assembly lines, where work abilities differ largely and the processing time of
a given operation is diverse among workers. Considering workers’ different processing time of each operation,
worker allocation schemes of each model may be different. Therefore, whenever a model switches, switch time
may occur due to the worker allocation change. Taking total processing time (makespan) as objective function,
the process and operation planning problem of such an assembly line is discussed. Since this is a complicated
and large-scale problem, an algorithm based on genetic algorithm (GA) is developed in this paper. A heuristic
crossover procedure is proposed, which focuses on not only the workload balance loss of each lot but also the
switch loss between adjacent lots. Our approach is tested and confirmed to be effective for shortening makespan
compared to the following two production approaches: SWT-oriented production approach and CT-oriented
production approach.
INTRODUCTION
The assembly line operation planning problem is also called “assembly line balancing problem (ALBP)”. It has
been studied widely during the past several decades, and a large number of exact and heuristic solutions have been
developed and reported. Moreover, there is also a good deal of research on solution reviews for this problem [1-6].
For instance, Baybars [1] conducted a survey of exact algorithms for SALBP(Simple ALBP), Scholl and Klein
[5] compared several famous heuristic procedures for GALBP (Generalized ALBP including mixed-model and
multi-model ALBP), and Boysen et al. [6] classified branches of the ALBP in detail from various viewpoints.
SALBP only consists of assigning operations of a single model to an ordered sequence of workstations such that
the precedence relations among operations are satisfied and some performance measure is optimized, such as
optimizing workstation number for a given cycle time (CT) or vice versa. It is widely applied for mass production
systems, where operations can be conducted under a standard processing time. Methods such as branch and bound,
tabu search, simulated annealing and genetic algorithms (GAs) are applied. Beginning in the late 1990s,
approaches for GALBP became essential for manufacturing since the number of models in a line have increased
rapidly. Moreover, the assembly operations for each model differ greatly, such as the number of operations and
precedence relation constraints. Furthermore, due to workers having different levels of experience, capabilities and
specializations, the processing time for a given operation or different operations varies widely. Therefore, it’s
important to match workers to workstations with an operation subset to minimize makespan. A few reports
consider the worker allocation problem for solving the ALBP, such as [7-10], but all of them only deal with
SALBP. Pastor et al. [11] expanded and mixed together some approaches applied in SALBP to solve a multimodel ALBP, however, differences in worker abilities are omitted in the research.
In this paper, a multi-model assembly line is focused on. In our target line, various models need to be produced in
small lots everyday. At the same time, the differences in work ability among workers are also dealt with. We take
makespan as the objective function, which is influenced by two main factors: the CT of each lot and switch time
(SWT) between adjacent lots. Different worker allocations should be considered for each lot because of the large
difference in worker skills and the difference in operations among lots. However, different worker allocations may
cause longer lot SWT as workers may have to move whenever a model changes. Therefore, a trade-off method is
required. It should assign the operations for each model considering the different skills of each worker to minimize
CT and SWT, since they are the two essential factors for makespan optimization. According to the complexity of
such problems, we develop an approach based on GA.
DESCRIPTION OF THE LINE OPERATION PROBLEM
The preconditions of the planning problem are shown as follows:
(1) A line is composed of an ordered sequence of workstations. The number of workstations is set in advance.
(2) A model is produced in a small lot. The lot size (product quantity) of each model is set in advance. One lot
contains only one model.
For each model:
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(3) A set of operations is required to complete the product. There are technological predecessor / successor
requirements among these operations. An operation cannot be performed until all of its predecessor
operations are finished.
(4) One worker can be assigned to only one workstation.
(5) Any operation cannot be split amongst two or more workstations.
(6) A worker can perform all the operations, but the time required to perform them differs among operations.
(7) The processing time of a given operation differs among workers because of diverse work experience levels.
(8) The time required for a worker to conduct each operation is given in advance.
(9) Parts / semi-completed products are transferred among workstations at cycle-time intervals.
(10) The necessary machines/tools for each lot are pre-prepared, and will be set to the line simultaneously
whenever lots are switched. Therefore, machine changeover time can be ignored.
[Notation]
N: total number of lots
M: total number of workstations (workers)
i: lot (model) no. i ∈{1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, N}
Qi: size of lot i
Li: number of operations for lot i
k : workstation no. k ∈ {1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, M}
w: worker no. w∈ {1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, M}
j: operation no. j ∈ {1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, Li }

Tiw, j : worker w ’s processing time for operation j of model i
tranT: the unit transfer time for a worker to move from one workstation to an adjacent one
[Decision Variables]
WSij: workstation no. that lot i’s operation j is assigned to, WSi , j ∈ {1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, M}
WWiw: workstation no. that worker w is assigned to for lot i, WWi ,w ∈ {1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, M}
Seqi: prodution sequence no. of lot i in the line, Seqi ∈ {1, 2, ⋅⋅⋅, N}
[Interim Parameters and Objective Function]
FKi ,k : workload of workstation k in lot i, which is decided by the operations and the worker w assigned to
workstation k
FKi ,k = ∑ Ti ,wj s.t. WSi , j = k and WWi , w = k

(1)

j

CTi: cycle time of lot i.

CTi = max {FK i ,k }
k =1..M

(2)

p(i) : predecessor lot no. of lot i in line, if i is the first to be produced in line, then p(i)=0
s(i) : successor lot no. of lot i in line, if i is the last to be produced in line, then s(i)=0
STi ,lk : start time point of workstation k producing the l-th product of lot i.
The objective function of multi-model line operation planning is to minimize the total processing time required for
a line to complete all of the products (makespan, see Eq.(3), i is the last lot produced in the line).
Qi
(3)
makespan = STi ,M
+ CTi s.t. Seqi = N
DETAILS OF OUR PROPOSAL
Outline of the GA for multi-model assembly line operation planning is as follows:
(1) Randomly generate a set of initial solutions (the details will be shown later; population size=P).
(2) Encode initial solutions to chromosomes.
(3) Randomly select a pair of chromosomes from the current generation and produce two new offspring using the
crossover procedure. Deal with the production sequence of lots; insertion of mutations is used. For a given
sequence, randomly select a lot no. and location, and then insert the lot no. into the selected location in the
line. The production sequence is shuffled in this way.
(4) Repeat Step(3) until the offspring number becomes P.
(5) Decode the offspring to evaluate their fitness value (makepan).

(6) Rank the offspring and parent chromosomes together in the ascending order of the makespan. Only the top
half of them will survive to the new generation.
(7) Repeat Step(3) – Step(6) until the iteration that no improvement of the best-in-solution becomes Z (Z is set in
advance).
[Chromosome Representation]
We propose the following approach to encode a solution to a chromosome. Firstly, each lot’s line operation
planning scheme (operation assignment & worker allocation) is represented as a genome of a chromosome. The
genome length (number of genes) of one lot is Li+M, which describes the operation number (Li) of that lot and the
worker number (M) in the line, respectively. Secondly, the genome of each lot is ordered in lot sequence. For
example in Fig. 1, the lot sequence is Lot 1→Lot 3→Lot 4→Lot 2; therefore, the genome of each lot is listed in
this order. Each solution can be encoded to a chromosome according to this approach.
A Chromosome
A B C O31 O32 O33 O34 A B C O41 O42 O43 O44 O45 A B C O21 O22 O23 O24 A B C
Ⅰ Ⅰ ⅠⅡ ⅢⅢ ⅡⅢⅠ Ⅰ Ⅱ ⅡⅢ ⅡⅠⅢ Ⅰ Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ ⅢⅢⅠⅡ Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅰ ⅢⅡ
O11 O12 O13 O14 O15 O16

Lot 1
Encode

Ⅰ
O11 O12 O13

C

Lot 3

Lot 4

Decode

Ⅱ
O14

Lot 2

I,II,III ：Workstation No.
A,B,C：Worker No.
O21：the 1st Operation of lot 2

Ⅲ
O15 O16

B

A

Lot 1’s Operation Planning

Lot Sequence: Lot1→Lot3→Lot4→Lot2

Figure 1 An example of chromosome representation
[Crossover Procedure]
A selected pair of chromosomes will produce a pair of offspring. In order to find out a good solution efficiently,
we propose a crossover method which focuses on (i) workload balance loss of each work-station in each lot (BLi,k),
and (ii) switch loss time of each workstation generated by lot switching (LSi,k). Hence, the work loss of one
workstation in a lot is defined as the sum of this workstation’s workload balance loss and the switch loss with the
same work-station no. in adjacent lots.
(4)
WLi ,k = BLi ,k + LSi ,k
The workload balance loss of workstation k in lot i is evaluated by the product of lot size Qi with the absolute
value of the difference between that workstation’s workload and the average workload of the lot.
M

BLi ,k = FKi ,k − ∑ FKi ,k / M × Qi

(5)

k =1

Switch loss time of workstation k according to its production sequence in the line (LSi,k) is calculated by Eq. (6).
⎧ STs1( i ), k − ( STi ,Qki + CTi ), if p (i ) = 0;
⎪
Qp (i )
1
(6)
⎪⎪ STi , k − ( ST p ( i ), k + CT p ( i ) ), if s (i ) = 0;
LS i , k = ⎨
Qi
1
⎪( STs ( i ), k − ( STi , k + CTi ) +
⎪
Qp (i )
1
⎪⎩ STi , k − ( ST p ( i ), k + CT p ( i ) )) / 2, otherwise.
We take this work loss as a heuristic strategy to select workstation candidates for crossover.
The procedure of generating one offspring (C1) from a pair of crossover candidates (chromosome P1 and P2) by
crossover is described as follows:
(1) Clone P1 to C1
(2) C1; Lot i=1
(3) Compute WLi,k for k=1..M according to Eqs.(10)~(12)
(4) Sort WLi,k in the descending order; select [M×ws_per/100] number of workstations having the bigger WLi,k
to crossover
(5) For each selected workstation k in Lot i :
• Find its allocated worker (w); find (w)’s workstation k’ in the same lot of P2; then find the worker (w’)
allocated to k’ in C1. Switch these two workers’ (w and w’) genes in C1.
• Find its assigned operations, then find their assignments in the same lot of P2, rewrite their genes in C1 by
copying the related assignment genes in P2
(6) i++; if i >N stop, else goto Step (3)
Since a pair of chromosomes produces a pair of offspring, another offspring C2 can also be generated by the above
procedure. The difference is that C2 is cloned by P2 while P1 is the reference.

The precedence constraints among operations may be destroyed after the crossover procedure, so a remedy method
is needed to make the offspring feasible. A previously reported repair method [10] is used. The idea of repairing
the operation processing sequence is a greedy algorithm, which checks arbitrary operation pairs (j1, j2) in each lot
i, if WSi, j1 > WSi, j2 and j1 is the predecessor operation of j2, then switch the workstation no. of j1 and j2. Repeat
this kind of checking and switching until there are no changeable operation pairs left.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PRODUCTION APPROACHES
Our proposal is a production approach which considers SWT and CT simultaneously. In this section, we evaluate
this approach by comparing it with:
(i)
The SWT-oriented production approach (all lots have an identical worker allocation scheme).
(ii) The CT-oriented production approach (CT of each lot is optimized separately).
Heuristic of SWT-oriented production approach is shown as follows:
(1) Decide operation assignment and worker allocation for each lot by a previously reported method [10].
(2) Process current lot no. i=1
(3) Temporarily adopt lot i’s worker allocation for the rest of the lots, and solve the operation assignment subproblem for them using the Helgeson-Birnie approach [1]. Calculate makespan under the condition that lots
are produced in descending order of CT.
(4) i=i+1, repeat Step (3) until i exceeds N.
(5) The shortest makespan obtained from the above calculations is taken as the result of the SWT-oriented
production approach.
For the CT-oriented production approach, which aim is to minimize the CT of each lot, the Levitin’s method [9],
optimal assignment of robots to workstations and a balanced distribution of workload among different
workstations, is adopted to consider the different skills of workers instead of robots in our target assembly line.
Using his “consecutive assignment procedure”, the objective is to find the current assignable worker who can
perform the rest of the sequenced but unassigned operations as many as possible, and then let the selected worker
perform the possible operation subset. The selected worker is deleted from the current assignable worker set and
the remaining operations are updated. The combination of worker and operations will be assigned to each
workstation in the line consecutively. The sequenced order of operations is generated by his GA- based method.
Whenever a chromosome (which describes the processing order of operations of a model) is generated, operation
assignment and worker allocation are determined by the above consecutive assignment procedure. Lot production
sequencing is determined by the descending order of CT.
[Test data range]
Average processing time of each operation: 30 sec.
Type of Worker:
Type 1: A worker who can process almost all of the operations in the shortest processing time.
Type 2: A worker who can process most of the operations in short processing time.
Type 3: A worker who lacks work experience and needs a longer time to complete the operations.
• Difference in processing time of an operation among workers:
Large: Type1:Type2:Type3=1:2:3 ; Small: Type1:Type2:Type3=1:1.5:2
• Worker Combination: Type1:Type2:Type3=3:4:3
• Number of workstations: 10, 20
• Number of models: 10, 20
• Number of operations involved in a model: 30-120
• tranT: = 5 sec.
•
•

One-hundred test problems are created based on the data range shown above. They are testified and one of the
results is shown in Table 1 as an example. It is obvious that our proposal is superior. The SWT-oriented production
approach performs worse because CT is inferior in most of its lots. Levitin’s approach achieves the shortest CT of
each lot since his method takes CT as the objective function. The trade-off is that its SWT is the largest and it still
performs worse than our approach. The test result proves that our proposal, which deals with worker difference
and lot switch time simultaneously, performs better than considering them separately (average improvement of
19.5 and 7.8% in makespan compared to the SWT-oriented and CT-oriented production approach, respectively, for
the 100 test problems).
The total computation time of our proposed GA is about 90 sec. on average (IBM T60, Intel core (TM) 2CPU
T7200 2.0GHz 2.0GHz, Mem 2G). Therefore, we believe that the CPU time is acceptable, and the proposed
approach can be applied in similar multi-model assembly lines.

Table 1 Comparison of CT and SWT
Lot
Proposal SWTCTNo.
oriented
oriented
approach approach
1
412
490
369
2
361
904
305
3
165
232
144
CT
4
187
260
177
(sec.)
5
205
612
160
6
350
550
284
7
206
547
164
8
363
308
308
9
230
338
192
10
361
859
313
9,222
0
15,328
SWT(sec.)
39,737
59,271
42,854
Makespan(sec.)
CONCLUSION
This paper focused on the multi-model assembly lines, in which there are various operations in a model, and the
operation combinations differ largely among models. Additionally, the processing time of a given operation differs
largely among workers. The line operation planning, with the aim of minimizing the makespan of such a line, was
discussed. The GA approach is adopted to solve such kind of NP-hard problem. A heuristic crossover procedure is
proposed, which simultaneously consider the workload balance of each lot and the SWT between any adjacent lots.
It is confirmed that our proposal is effective in shortening makespan. By making a comparison with two
production approaches, the SWT-oriented production approach and the CT-oriented production approach, we
verified that the trade-off existing in SWT and CT should not be ignored by optimizing only one of them separately.
Our proposed production approach, focusing on the trade-off of these two factors influencing our final objective
function-makespan, achieved a state-of-the-art outcome, through our experiments. As our future work, the
performance of our production approach needs to be analyzed in more detail by considering the distribution of
worker skill differences and the criteria of operation complexities (such as F-ratio, WEST-ratio [9]).
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ABSTRACT
Firms develop vertical linkages with their customers and suppliers in order to improve their competitive position on
cost, quality, and delivery. We find that a continuum exists that characterizes the intensity of these relationships in the
supply chain extending from arms-length collaboration through more involved team relationships. This study
employs survey data from small and medium sized manufacturing firms (SMMs) to define three specific levels of
relations and show how knowledge facilitates movement along the linkage continuum. A much higher level of
knowledge creation and innovation exists for firms that practice teaming with customers and suppliers even to the
point of sharing equipment and personnel.

INTRODUCTION
The study of supply chain management (SCM) is made both complex and interesting by the problem of establishing a
governance mechanism that assures fair and equitable distribution of revenues and costs among the various firms that
operate in the supply chain (SC). This problem can be represented quantitatively by the objective to minimize total
system-wide costs to achieve global optimization (Simchi-Levi et al., 2008). Somewhat more qualitatively, the
dilemma is usually described in classical transaction cost economics terms. When an original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) demands that a small to medium-sized manufacturer (SMM) supplier make relation-specific
investments, they enter into a mutually dependent relationship or partnership (Williamson, 1985). This dependency
arises as much from the specific knowledge that each party develops of the other as from specialized capital
investments. To minimize holdup and information leakage, the OEM and the specialized supplier can adopt
governance procedures. This may occur through formal governance procedures (e.g., supplier certification) or
informal mechanisms such as trust and reputation (Dyer and Singh, 1998). For example, supplier certification
establishes a method for OEMs and suppliers to agree on quality, delivery, and cost (Krajewski et al., 2007). Firms
may enter a single-sourcing or long-term contract to reduce the risks associated with specific asset investments
(Cooper and Slagmulder, 1999). Arrangements such as concurrent engineering and technical assistance allow the
OEM and the supplier to work collaboratively in designing and manufacturing components (Dyer and Chu, 2003).
Over time the development of inter-firm teams makes it possible for the firm to collaborate with suppliers that provide
complementary, specialized inputs. When this inter-firm collaborative effort succeeds, both the firm and its suppliers
learn the capabilities and gain trust in each other (Barney and Hansen, 1994; Dyer and Chu, 2003). Unlike vertical
integration, these inter-firm relations sustain the market’s division of labor and pricing (information) system, while
enhancing the flow of information and know-how across firm boundaries (Cook and Brown, 1999). Success and trust
allow the customer and supplier to enter partner-like business deals, in which they share operational risks and quasirents, say, by joint marketing and bidding agreements and by joint product development, and asset risks by sharing
personnel and equipment. In this way, customers and suppliers form an inter-firm risk-sharing team.

Collaboration and Risk-Sharing
For this study collaboration is defined by a specific set of practices: the use of partnership programs, supplier
certification, single sourcing, long-term contracts, concurrent engineering, and technical assistance. These variables
were developed and tested in an earlier set of studies (Wood, Kaufman, and Merenda, 1996; Kaufman, Wood, and
Theyel, 2000). In that sense, the collaboration (as well as the technology) variables are confirmed here.
The concepts of teams and teaming are frequently addressed by groups of employees within departments to improve
quality and efficiency and by cross-functional groups to develop new products and redesign processes (Shiba and
Walden, 2001). These same team concepts applied beyond the boundaries of the individual organization create interfirm vertical and horizontal teams. An intimate and automatic knowledge of working together is required which is
constantly being updated by detailed discussion among the team members. Contractual agreements become

unnecessary among team members. Interactions among team members expand and deepen from professional armslength transactions to more intuitive actions. Team members develop inherent knowledge about the capabilities of
other team members and rely on this knowledge when taking action. A closer, more highly coordinated mode of
operation is required to achieve competitive performance. It is no longer possible to coordinate actions without
knowing whom you are working with and being able to anticipate some portion of their responses. Teaming is one
very effective method of reducing the transaction costs of doing business with suppliers and customers (Hill 1995).

Technology and Inter-Firm Relations
Advances in manufacturing technology facilitate inter-firm relations. Use of technologies such as CAM, CAD, CAE,
and SPC can be used to form a common platform between firms and help extend the firm’s boundaries, thus
generating an extended enterprise, or “a networked firm”. These advances increase a firm’s potential to gain access to
more information while at the same time incrementally lowering the cost of acquiring and managing information
(Argyres, 1999).
Effective sharing of information has led to strategic outsourcing by OEMs allowing them to divest their in-house
operations and opt to purchase components from reliable, outside vendors (Dyer et al., 1998)), because the adoption of
technology has made it easier for suppliers to be an extension of the OEM. Over time, the linkages between the
systems of OEMs and their suppliers tend to obligate OEMs to limit their suppliers, obligate suppliers to concentrate
on a few customers, and create significant cost, technical, and cultural barriers. As such, trust, not market
mechanisms, form the basis for successful inter-firm information exchanges and collaboration (Dyer and Chu, 2003).

METHODS
We identified leading industries in Massachusetts and New Hampshire by comparing five measures (location quotient,
employment level, nominal wage level, index of state industry wage to the U.S. industry wage, and the number of
establishments) at the two-digit SIC level. The five leading manufacturing industries were chemicals (SIC 28),
fabricated metals (SIC 34), industrial equipment (SIC 35), electrical and electronic equipment (SIC 36), and
instruments (SIC 38). From these five industries, we randomly chose firms from Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
We selected New Hampshire because it led the United States in productivity growth between 1977 and 1988 and
nearly all of this growth was in manufacturing (Kaufman et al., 1994). We surveyed firms in Massachusetts in order
to compare them to firms in New Hampshire. We completed interviews with 150 firms, 100 located in Massachusetts
and 50, in New Hampshire. We used a five point ordinal scale ranging from 1 (never/not at all) to 5 (always/to a great
extent) for these questions, and we included objective background questions on growth in profit margin and number of
employees.
We used descriptive statistics (means and frequencies) and Pearson correlation analysis to test for significant
relationships between measured variables and to analyze the bivariate relationships among measured variables and
factors. We used factor analysis to assess the presence of latent constructs in the measured variables. We used an
oblimin nonorthogonal rotation to understand the degree of relationship (correlation) between the factors. We used
the results of the factor analysis to identify which variables to include in each construct. We calculated each construct
score by adding together the responses to each measured variable.

RESULTS
Our factor solution narrowed the original group of 40 questions down to 24 for a three-factor solution. Table 1 shows
the results of this analysis. This analysis resulted in four variables for Factor 1, 12 variables for Factor 2, and eight
variables for Factor 3.
Insert Table 1 here
We named the first factor Asset Risk-Sharing because these four variables entail joint management of physical assets
and sharing of the cost and use of these resources. Suppliers and customers act as extensions of each other’s
production capacity and staff as they share equipment and personnel. This level of interaction calls for joint decision
making between the parties and usually indicates an advanced relationship and high level of trust. Asset risk-sharing
practices are the least common of inter-firm relations we studied. From 8 percent (share personnel with suppliers) to
24 percent (share equipment with customers) of the firms reported using these practices with most estimating slight to
moderate degree of use. Firms using these practices have fewer employees than the average manufacturing firm in
this study, but these firms have higher levels of adoption of advanced technology including CAD, CAM, CAE, and
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SPC. These results may be explained as the strategy of small firms in need of advanced equipment and skilled
personnel that is beyond their financial means, but are capable of employing advanced technology platforms when
sharing these physical assets with their OEM customer.
We named the second factor Collaboration because these 12 inter-firm relations variables involve teaming and
governance relations focused on lowering transaction costs between customers and suppliers. Partnership programs,
certification, single sourcing, long-term contracts, concurrent engineering, and technical assistance entail closer
supply chain relations focused on improving efficiency and productivity by reducing the operational distance between
customers and suppliers and by attempting to streamline relations. Collaboration is the most used of the practices we
studied. A core group of about 20 percent of the firms uses these practices to a large or very large degree. Firms in
this core group have more employees and have higher adoption levels of advanced manufacturing technologies.
These firms appear to use collaboration practices to improve their operational efficiency, and their change in gross
margin over three years is higher than the average for all firms in our study.
We named the third factor Operational Risk-Sharing because these eight inter-firm relations entail firms focusing
beyond transaction costs to join efforts with customers and suppliers to share new markets and pool efforts for joint
bidding, manufacturing, and product development. These practices represent ways to combine forces for strategic
operations but are less prevalent than collaboration practices and slightly more than asset risk-sharing practices. From
20 to 50 percent of the companies have adopted operational risk-sharing practices. Firms that use operational risksharing practices have more employees than average for the firms in this study and have higher levels of adoption of
most forms of advanced manufacturing technology. These firms appear to use these practices to pool resources within
their supply chains and strategically leverage the trust they have developed with their customers and suppliers.

Inter-Firm Relations and Technology Adoption
Companies that have adopted CAM, CAD, CAE, and SPC are significantly more likely to collaborate with their
customers and suppliers (see Table 2). Firms that have adopted most of the advanced manufacturing technologies are
significantly more likely to have operational and asset risk-sharing relations with their customers and suppliers.
These findings support the assertion that advanced technologies such as these can form a common platform that
facilitates closer relations with customers and suppliers. With this common platform, firms can collaborate more
easily as bid documents, proposals, and design documents can flow more easily between firms lowering transaction
costs in the process. Likewise, asset and operational risk-sharing are aided when partners share common technology
platforms. This makes joint efforts and sharing equipment, people, and markets easier and more likely.
Insert Table 2 here

Relationships Between Different Types of Inter-Firm Relations
Our research shows significant relationships among the types of inter-firm relations. Table 2 shows how the indices
for these practices are significantly correlated. Firms that use operational risk-sharing practices also collaborate, and
firms that use asset risk-sharing practices also use operational risk-sharing practices and collaborate. These results
suggest a progression in the adoption of inter-firm relations. It is possible that these firms begin with collaboration
and, with increased familiarity and trust, a subset of these firms develops operational risk-sharing relations. A smaller
subset of these firms progresses further to develop asset risk-sharing relations.
This research also shows that inter-firm relations with customers are reciprocal with suppliers. Table 1 shows that
Factor 1 has the same asset risk-sharing variables - sharing equipment and sharing personnel – with high loadings for
both customers and suppliers. Factor 2 shows the collaboration variables - partnership programs, certification, single
sourcing, long-term contracts, concurrent engineering, and technical assistance – with high loadings for both
customers and suppliers. As with Factor 1, this indicates that the linkages firms have in one direction in their supply
chain (with customers) are likely to exist in the other direction (with suppliers) as well. Factor 3 shows the same
relationship for operational risk-sharing as firms share new markets, joint bid, joint manufacture, and develop joint
products with both customers and suppliers.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The implications of these findings for managers and their organizations are several. First, a key contribution of this
research is a deeper understanding of inter-firm relations that have been largely generalized as alliances and networks.
We have found that different types and levels of inter-firm relations are suited to address different goals.
Second, the data analyses suggest that technology provides a shared language by which teams learn. Firms with
advanced technology are leaders in inter-firm relations. However, managers and workers from both customers and
suppliers elaborate a technology’s potential as they establish best practices and improve on the technology’s
performance. This makes managers and workers active participants in the production process rather than passive
artifacts on which "nature" works its wonders.
Third, empowerment is an important technique in risk-sharing. This seems to be related to the same phenomena that
are observed in the Hawthorne studies of the 1920s. By enabling employees to focus most of their attention on their
work and allowing them to make decisions about what they know best, productivity and quality improve. This is also
demonstrated in our results in another way. The techniques and practices learned from a risk-sharing focal firm’s
customers are taught to that firm’s suppliers, so that the results of risk-sharing multiply on their own accord because
of prior success in using them.
Finally, although risk-sharing may develop serendipitously, formal tools and techniques (such as Shiba and Walden’s
(2001) seven-step problem solving process or Akao’s (1990) quality function deployment) have been developed to
systematically guide the transfer of knowledge. At this point, the interaction of using formal tools and techniques and
empowering individuals enables the development of new knowledge and effective inter-firm relations for
accomplishing greater feats with reduced risk of failure. This suggests that the learning process of organizations can
be directed to some degree and that appropriate means to change direction do exist.
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Table 1. Rotated Factor Loadings for Inter-Firm Relations
ASSET RISKSHARING

COLLABORATION

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

.604
.645
.676
.675
.579
.599
.591
.596
.660
.611
.662
.616
.210
.173
.228
.197
.263
.279
.163
.211
.272
.419
.397
.451
12.22

.350
.399
.128
.202
.172
.287
.234
.241
.365
.354
.221
.334
.278
.289
.371
.266
.619
.605
.705
.504
.635
.688
.517
.565
7.59

Customer - Partnership Programs
.142
Supplier - Partnership Programs
.218
Customer - Supplier Certification
.116
Supplier - Certification
.101
Customer - Single Sourcing
.173
Supplier - Single Sourcing
.191
Customer - Long-Term Contracts
.045
Supplier - Long-Term Contracts
.149
Customer - Concurrent Engineering
.193
Supplier - Concurrent Engineering
.297
Customer - Technical Assistance
.161
Supplier - Technical Assistance
.283
Share Equipment with Customers
.663
Share Equipment with Suppliers
.669
Share Personnel with Customers
.644
Share Personnel with Suppliers
.994
Share New Markets with Customers
.209
Share New Markets with Suppliers
.394
Joint Bidding with Customers
.213
Joint Bidding with Suppliers
.194
Joint Manufacturing with Customers
.400
Joint Manufacturing with Suppliers
.471
Joint Product Develop. With Cust.
.065
Joint Product Develop. With Suppliers
.449
Percent of Variance Explained
30.36
Extraction Method: Maximum Likelihood; Rotation Method: Oblimin
Note: Loadings >.50 are highlighted in bold face.
Source: Telephone Survey

OPERATIONAL
RISK-SHARING

Table 2. Pearson Correlation Coefficients
Variable
1
1. Collaboration
2. Operational Risk-Sharing
.450**
3. Asset Risk-Sharing
.371**
4. Number of Employees
.347**
5. Use Strategic Goals
.220
6. Change in Gross Margin (3yrs) .141
7. CAD
.414**
8. CAM
.442**
9. CAE
.441**
10. SPC
.563**
N=150
** = 0.01 Statistical Significance
* = 0.05 Statistical Significance

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

.407**
.261**
.113
.122
.161
.284**
.327**
.205*

.098
-.069
-.033
.205*
.261**
.307**
.071

-.046
.196*
.250**
.253**
.230**
.284**

-.098
.059
.165
.010
-.090

.033
.113
.173
.209*

.539**
.654** .615**
.403** .563** .427**
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Abstract: As altruism idea types and different reference points (with and without reference points) are
given, varying distances between the subjects’ anchor point and the reference point exist. The results
show that giving a reference point message to the audience have a greater effect on their anchor point,
cognition, attitude, and behavior intention than when giving them a non-reference point message. The
case of Altruism is the Resources recycling. In the present study, giving a low rate of Resources
recycling will have a better communication effect so that the audiences pay attention to the issue and
strengthen their reactions. When marketers in non-profit organizations plan to communicate social
ideas, giving a reference point message to the audience provides a better effect.
1.

RESEARCH MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVES
Kotler and Zaltman (1971) defined that social marketing is “influencing the acceptability of

social ideas through product planning, pricing, communication, distribution, and marketing research”.
They believed that specific social causes could benefit from marketing thinking and planning. To
suggest this definition is to limit it to social ideas. Many social marketers believe that social marketing
should focus on affecting attitudes and behaviors (Kotler & Roberto, 1989).
According to the views of the above-mentioned scholars, we can’t force an individual to adapt an
appropriate social behavior. Thus, it is important to probe into the concept of idea marketing which is
one of the motivations for the present study.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Reference Point Messages
Ducoffe’s (1996) concept of advertising value comes from a perspective which views advertising as
a potential “communication exchange” between the consumer and the advertiser (Ducoffe, 1996).
Ducoffe’s (1996) reasons out that advertisers may see the exchange for the purpose of information, but
for consumers, “a satisfactory exchange is proposed as one in which the value of the advertising itself
is considered to meet or exceed their expectations”. A previous research examined advertising
messages and how audiences are influenced by those messages (Laskey, Fox, & Crask, 1995).
Fischhoff (1983) devised an ingenious set of experiments to provide insights into how people
select a particular frame of reference. Nevertheless, the effects of changing reference points have been
conducted in situations in which the framing of the decision problem highlighted the differences
between gains and losses in the case of a simple good (e.g., a theater ticket, a chocolate bar) on a single
point in time (Kahneman & Tversky, 1984: Knetsch, 1989).
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Hypothesis 1: Different reference point messages have different significant idea communication
effects.
Hypothesis 2: When presenting reference point messages of advertisement, audiences’ perception
will be higher than those who were given non-reference point messages.
Hypothesis 3: When presenting high reference point messages of advertisement, audiences’
perception will be higher than those who were given low reference point messages.
2.2 Advertising effectiveness
The Models of Consumer-Response Stages
In order to communicate effectively, marketers need to understand the consumer-response stages
underlying an effective communication. In observing the reaction of consumers, the marketers might
want to put something into the consumer’s mind, change his/her attitude, or get the consumer to act.
Integrating the previous researches, we could find different models of consumer-response stages
(Foekens, Leeflang, and Wittink, 1997), which can be categorized into three stages dimensions are
described as follows:.
Cognitive responses those that indicate the receipt of the message.
Affective responses those that indicate the development of an attitude (linking or unlinking)
toward the stimulus.
Behavioral responses actual actions taken by the members of the target
2.3 The effect of anchors
Henrik & Tommy (2000) proposed that before giving a counteroffer, subjects were asked to
indicate whether it was higher or lower than an arbitrary anchor point. In four different groups of
subjects, high vs. low reference points was crossed with high vs. low anchor points. As expected, the
results showed that the counteroffers were higher for a high than for a low anchor point, and higher for
a high reference point, when the anchor point was perceived as a gain, than for a low reference point,
when the anchor point was perceived as a loss.
3. RESEARCH METHOD
In the pilot study, we referred to the case of Altruism as “Resources recycling”.
The research framework is as follows:
Reference point message
1.

2.

Idea communication effect

Non-reference point



Cognition

messages



Attitude

Reference point



Behavior

messages
 Low- reference point

Anchoring effect

 High- reference point

Anchor point

Figure 3-1 The Research Framework of the present study.
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The two variables in the present study are as follows: reference point message, and anchor point.
1. Reference point message: Examine advertising messages and how audiences are influenced by
those messages.
2. Anchor point: The assimilation of a numeric estimate to a previously considered standard.
3. The communication effect: The effect of cognition, attitude, and behavior intention. Every
audience saw the three messages: non-reference message, low-reference message, and
high-reference message.
3.1 Research design of main study
3.1.1 Sample.
One hundred and sixty undergraduate students of the Commerce Department of ISU participated
in the present study. They were randomly assigned to one of two conditions and that both the number
of male and female students is 10 for each condition.
3.1.2 Design.
The Reference points were presented in two ways: Situation A is from non-reference point
message to low-reference point message, while Situation B is from non-reference point message to
high-reference point message.
The Altruism idea case has Situation A and Situation B. In Situation A, we gave the audiences
the non-reference point message of percentage of Resources recycling at first, and then gave them the
low-reference point message (the percentage of Resources recycling is 27%). In Situation B, as
compared with Situation A, we gave them the non-reference point message at first, and then gave them
the high-reference point message (the percentage of Resources recycling is 75%).
3.2 Reliability Test of main study
Table 3-1 Reliability Test of main study
Idea type

Situation A

Situation B

Altruism

Cognition Cronbach's Alpha

0.7354

0.7914

Resources recycling

Attitude Cronbach's Alpha

0.7353

0.9046

Behavior Cronbach's Alpha

0.723

0.8976

Note: Situation A: presented non to low reference point messages.
Situation B: presented non to high reference point messages.
Table 3-1 shows the Cronbach's Alpha of the main study constructs. The Cronbach's Alpha of
each construct (Cognition, Attitude, and Behavior) are all more than 0.7. Thus, the questionnaire has
good intercrop relations in the items for each construct.
4. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULT
4.1 The Paired t- test of Altruism
We tested the pair relations for NonLow, and NonHigh, and tested the effect of the anchor
point, and tested the effect of communications in cognition, attitude, and behavior of audiences for
Altruism.
4.1.1 Non-reference point message to Low-reference point message in situation A
3
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Only the anchoring effect is significant in Altruism. Given a low-reference point message, the
anchor point will be reduced significantly. (see Table 4-1).
Table 4-1 The Paired-test of Altruism in situation A
Altruism
(Resources recycling)
The effect of anchor point

The effect of Cognition

The effect of attitude

The effect of behavior intention

Point

Mean

Std

t

P

Non

46.5000

16.6102

3.722

0.001**

Low

38.5500

12.1528

Non

4.3750

0.5401

-1.312

0.197

Low

4.4625

0.5476

Non

3.2625

0.5429

-0.781

0.440

Low

3.3125

0.4339

Non

3.4500

0.5164

-1.602

0.117

Low

3.5875

0.6591

4.1.2 Non-reference point message to High-reference point message in situation B
As shown in Table 4-2, only the anchoring effect is significant in Altruism. Given a high-reference
point message, the anchor point will be reduced significantly.
Table 4-2 The Paired-test of Altruism in situation B
Altruism
(Resources recycling)
The effect of anchor point

The effect of Cognition

The effect of attitude

The effect of behavior intention

Point

Mean

Std

t

P

Non

49.8750

15.5038

-4.97

0.000***

High

60.0000

14.2775

Non

4.5375

0.5592

-0.495

0.623

High

4.5625

0.5683

Non

3.4000

0.8564

-0.896

0.376

High

3.5125

0.8585

Non

3.6500

0.7355

-1.759

0.086

High

3.7750

0.7922

4.2 The Independent t-test of Altruism
We used the independent t-test to analyze the values for recognizing the effect of communication.
Table 4-3 shows that there is no clear effect of cognition, attitude, and behavior intention which were
given low/high reference points in the Altruism.
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Table 4-3 The Independent t-test of Altruism between Situation A and Situation B

The effect of Cognition

The effect of attitude

The effect of behavior intention

Point

Mean

Std

t

P

low

4.5438

0.54758

0.501

0.618

high

4.4812

0.56826

low

3.3812

0.43394

-0.411

0.683

high

3.4438

0.8585

low

3.6875

0.65913

0.077

0.939

high

3.675

0.79219

5. CONCLUSION
The present study’s hypotheses that the results of the hypotheses 1 to 3 were accepted partly. The
results showed that giving a reference point message to the audience will have a greater effect on their
anchor point, cognition, attitude, and behavior intention than when giving them a non-reference point
message. The case of Altruism is the Resources recycling. In the present study, giving a low rate of
Resources recycling will have a better communication effect so that the audiences pay attention to the
issue and strengthen their reactions. When marketers plan to promote social ideas, giving a reference
point message to the audience gives a better effect.
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Global Agility:
Operational Innovations for Managing Diverse Disruptions
Businesses, especially global businesses, face a variety of shifts – we call these global
disruptors – that can have significant impact on their strategy and business performance.
Depending on how firms respond to them, these disruptors can be either threats or
opportunities for enhanced performance. The distributed nature of global operations also
offers a unique set of operational innovation levers for dealing with these disruptions. We find
that the best performing firms act rapidly and proactively by wielding multiple innovations to
convert these disruptions into opportunities. Yet, developing such agile responses across
multiple areas of innovations is a daunting challenge that seems to stump a large number of
global firms, especially in resource constrained settings. We trace the success of the high
performers to development of collaboration and alignments between diverse functions and
geographies. Our observations point to emerging approaches and frameworks that enable
global managers to prepare and respond to a diverse set of disruptions.
Much of the debate on the evolution of global firms has focused on either the structure of effective global
organizations (Prahalad and Doz, 1987; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989), successful operational models that
involve flexibility (Huchzermeir and Cohen, 1996; Frenkel, Hommel, Dufey, and Rudolf, 2005), global
innovation (Eppinger and Chitkara, 2006; Khurana, 2006) or the hidden costs of integrating outsourcing and
off-shoring efforts (Anderson et al 2007). We offer additional fodder for these debates by contending that
global operations are particularly exposed and susceptible to a diverse set of disruptions owing to significant
shifts in the political, economic, social and geographical environment. At the same time, global organizations
also offer a unique set of managerial levers for driving operational innovations, such as access to multiple
markets, operational footprints, currency hedging, access to international talent, and others, which may not
be otherwise available to domestic firms. Based on ongoing research, and a recent survey of 242 senior
executives around the globe, we characterize the diverse nature of these disruptors, their impact on firm
performance, and the nature of technological and operational innovations that are required to deliver
superior performance.
Extant studies, starting with the body of evidence offered by Christensen (1998), have documented the
difficulties faced by firms in anticipating and managing decisions that emerge from shifts in markets, owing to
technological shifts – a single source of disruption – and so, it is no surprise that managers in global
enterprises are deeply concerned by the specter of dealing with a wide variety of disruptions. Our analyses
indicate that superior performance hinges, not only on a firm’s global footprint, but also on its global agility,
i.e., its ability to be proactive and decisive while making operational innovations – defined by a blend of
technology, supply chain, organizational, and strategic actions – in order to respond to global disruptors and
build sustainable competitive advantage.
Creating the global innovation agility for dealing with such diverse variety of global disruptions can require
significant resources. We argue that the approaches to create the right combination of responses in
anticipation of a diverse set of disruptions, especially in resource constrained environments ought to be on
every global manager’s mind. In the course of our research, we have defined “stand-alone agility” as the
readiness of an organization to innovate along every key dimension of its business operations in an
uncoupled manner. In contrast, we define “aligned agility” as a scenario when an organization invests in a
select few dimensions within its business model in a coupled manner (the term “coupled” indicates that
desired enhancement in one dimension of performance is achieved through innovations on multiple
dimensions). For instance, improved customer service can be achieved by coupling innovations within the
service function and the supply chain. Our findings suggest that with some creativity and strategic thinking,
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“aligned agility” might be the answer and is associated with the best performing firms. We trace the success
of the high performers to development of collaboration and alignments between diverse functions and
geographies. However, these choices put managers in a conundrum: stand-alone agility might be costly and
lacking in focus, while aligned agility may be risky, and require prescient decision making. We conclude this
article by exploring an application framework and a set of tools that can help unlock the choices associated
with preparing global organizations in dealing with diverse global disruptions.

Nature of Disruptions in Global Business
Global businesses are faced with diverse, frequent, and deep disruptions. Though such disruptions cannot be
predicted, it is safe to state that the volatility of such events, either in terms of their frequency or depth, as
measured by the magnitude of the change, has been rising over the past two decades. For instance, the
volatility in the price of oil, a key factor of production, has been rising over the past 20 years. Such volatility
makes capacity hedging – for instance the yield management process in the airline industry – rather difficult,
especially when faced with reduction in demand due
to a recession. Even a major player like South West
Airlines, well known for its ability to implement fuel
Research Methodology and Data Collection
cost savings, had to report its first quarterly loss in
17 years in Q4, 2008 in part due to the rise in fuel
PRTM sponsored Business Week and the Economist
costs.
Intelligence Unit (EIU) during 2007 and 2008 to
Disruptions in global operations are not limited to
frequency and depth of changes in the natural
resources. They may also come from other sources.
The concern about climate change is causing a
dramatic change for the auto and utility industries,
among others. The shortage of technical talent
around the world has given birth to IT offshoring
industry along with globalization of R&D, but it has
also lead to changes in ex-patriate labor regulations
in many countries. Regulations aside, markets and
local economies in certain geographies may go
through dramatic cycles. For example, Chinese toy
manufactures worked hard to overcome SARS
epidemic early in this decade, but more recently,
even this seemingly unstoppable engine of export
out of southern China seems to be running out of
steam with its problems aggravated by the global
financial crisis.
We have studied nine types of such disruptions
classified into four groups: Resources, Financial/
Economic, Markets and Policy as shown in table 1.

conduct surveys of senior executives around world on
to explore their innovation practices and allied
operational and strategic decisions. During the 2008
survey, the research team studied how innovative and
high-performing businesses respond to disruptive
forces in today’s global businesses. 242 senior
executives – mostly CEOs, CFOs, and COOs – from
around the world completed the online questionnaire.
33% of the respondents work for companies
headquartered in North America, 31% in Europe and
26% in the Middle East, Africa and the emerging
markets of the Asia-Pacific region. The companies are
from over 20 industries, with about equal split between
product-based (46%) and service-based (54%). A little
over 25% of the participating firms operate in just one
or two geographic regions, while nearly 33% of the
participating firms operate in 7 regions. The survey
was supplemented by financial data collected by EIU on
a subset of 90 public companies from the participating
firms.
In addition to these data, this research draws upon
numerous case studies, executive interviews, and
roundtable discussions jointly conducted by Boston
University and PRTM.
The Boston University team is also independently
collecting financial and operational data from
alternative sources to test and complement the survey
findings.
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Table 1: A Taxonomy of Disruptions Affecting Global Businesses
Categories

Disruptors

Resources

→
→

Financial/ Economic

→

Market

→

constraints on the availability of natural resources
global shifts in access to labor and talent uncertain and shifting global financial
markets and sources of capital economic cycles of boom and bust
uncertain and shifting global financial markets and sources of capital economic cycles
of boom and bust

the growth and decline of markets and competitors across geographies
geopolitical instability and change
→ the emergence of low-income and rural mass markets
→ increasing requirements for transparency and accountability
Policy
→ growing requirements to manage resource consumption, emissions and disposal
→ heightened complexity of operating in many different social, political and regulatory
environments.
Source: Adapted from PRTM-EIU 2008 Survey “Addressing global disruptors through operational strategy”
→

Next, we review the impact of these diverse disruptions in terms of managerial responses and firm
performance.

Responding to Global Disruptors
One may ask why such disruptions only affect global firms. Indeed, any one or all of these disruptions may
affect a business such as a RV Manufacturer based in the US Mid West, whose markets are limited to North
America. For instance, this firm too may be hit by the sudden credit squeeze due to the upheaval in the global
financial markets. However, in the following section, we assess the performance of global firms, to argue that
it is the response to the diverse set of disruptions, in terms of multiple levers that can be pulled by a global
business, that separates the global firms from firms that operate in a single geography.
Global Firms Deal Better With Disruptors: It has been argued that global footprints provide operational
flexibility (take the example of hedging of exchange rate risks in global manufacturing – see for example,
Huchzermeier and Cohen 1996) and strategic flexibility (competitive strategy is often played out through
coordinated multi-country product launches – see Prahalad and Doz, 1987). Our survey bears out these
researchers’ position – firms that are more global and geographically dispersed are significantly better on
multiple dimensions of financial performance than their less global counterparts as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: The Most Geographically Dispersed firms Have Superior Performance
a

Mean Rank
(Least global)
70.7

Mean Rank
(Most global)
82.8

Significance level
b
(2-tailed)
0.07

Profitability

70.4

82.1

0.08

Return on invested capital

69.0

83.7

0.03

Performance metric
Revenue growth

a.

b.

The performance metrics are based on answers to question “Over the past two years, how has your company performed,
compared with its main competitors?” The answers are coded following a three-point Likert Scale, with 3= higher than main
competitors, 2= same as main competitors, 1=lower than main competitors. The total sample was split into three nearly equal
size groups according to the weighted score of geographic dispersion. For each of the 7 regions, a firm without presence = 0,
recently established = 1, well established = 2. The cut off scores are <4 (least global), 4-10 (somewhat global) and >10 (most
global). There are 79 “least global” firms and 73 “most global” firms in this sample.
Mann-Whitney non-parametric mean tests are performed.
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A case in point is Bayer’s global pharmaceuticals business, which reached over $14B in 2007 with annual
growth expected to top 20%. Bayer Healthcare started investing in China nearly 20 years ago, and has used
China as both a manufacturing site (China provides access to significantly lower cost labor and materials) and
a means for multi-country product launch to deal with the shifts in accessing new customers. Further, the
firm recently spent $39M for a plant expansion in Beijing, and acquired the OTC cough and cold portfolio of
Qidong Gaitianli Pharmaceutical Company for over $163M. Aside from the fact that Qidong’s award-winning
supply-chain team has sourced raw materials and servic
services
es for global drug production from various suppliers
across greater China, the acquisition also enabled Bayer to set a China sales growth target of 20% over the
next 5 years for the company, with China sales for 2008 targeted to reach over $650M.
It should also be pointed out that firms are reacting to disruptors in many different ways. For example, Desa
LLC, a privately held US manufacturing company, recently moved their heating products manufacturing
operations from China back to Bowling Green, KY, citi
citing
ng the weakening US dollar, high fuel and energy cost,
and rising labor cost in China as the factors. On the other hand, Infosys, an Indian IT solution provider, is
looking to China in search of relatively skilled labor, due to concerns over the shortage of talents in its home
country and to access the Chinese market.
Leaders Are Proactive: Broadening a firm’s strategy and footprint from domestic to global, however, is not
the key differentiation between the best performing firms and the rest. A forward-thinking firm must bring
about operational innovations in order to respond to disruptions in a speedy manner. We term the firms that
take positions in anticipation of the needed innovations to be “proactive”. We argue that proactive actions
enable agile responses when firms are faced with disruptions. As shown in Figure 2, firms that anticipate the
need for operational innovations and changes in response to disruptors, succeed (as measured by Return on
Assets).

Figure 2: Proactive Innovations Achieve Significantly Higher Return on Assets

Based on survey and financial data. N=76 (19 proactive and 55 reactive)

Think about the success of the Toyota Prius. The first hybrid electric vehicle was sold by Toyota only in Japan
11 years ago, and worldwide distribution did not start until 2001. Through rapid and continuous
improvement by investing in R&D, it is already in its 3rd generation. By being a forward thinker about the
environment and a proactive first mover – despite the fact that the prevailing price of oil alone did not justify
such investments back then – Toyota now commands a 90% market share worldwide. And, after the initial
product launch, Toyota has continuously adjusted its supply chains, manufacturing, product architecture, and
services to extend its advantage. It has also ensured that this knowhow is globally known and leveraged. By
2007, Toyota had sold over 1 million hybrid vehicles globally. Moreover, Toyota has taken advantage of
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economies of scale and transferred their Prius technology into new hybrids such as Camry, Highlander, and
Lexus GS 450h. The market share of hybrids has grown considerably at the expense of conventional internal
combustion technologies. During the period between 2004-2007, at least 5 of the top 10 Hybrid cars sold
across the global markets were made by Toyota.
The importance of being proactive, in the face of uncertain future is not a new insight (Courtney et al 1997).
And, the knowledge transfer and deployment of tacit knowhow have been studied carefully in the global R&D
settings (Subramaniam and Venkatraman 2001). However, the notion that global firms may face a variety of
disruptions, and must get proactive along multiple dimensions of their core operations in order to innovate
rapidly, requires further scrutiny.

Conclusion
Forces of globalization have an inherently disruptive effect on multiple dimensions of operations because
responding to these forces of changes inevitably alters the competitive status quo. Management of diverse
disruptions stumps a majority of firms observed by us. Managers recognize dealing with single dimension of
disruption is problematic enough, and are looking for alternative methods that prepare them for potentially
diverse set of changes. Our data illustrate that merely enlarging a foot print or trying to be agile in each core
dimension of operation are inadequate alternatives. Operational disruptions have many modalities, and
there cannot be one silver bullet for managing them. Firms need to be smart in terms of seeking innovative
alignments while converting the disruption into opportunity in a resource constrained setting. We trace the
success of the high performers to development of collaboration and alignments between diverse functions
and geographies. A bias toward proactive operational innovations that promote such alignment is a key
success factor in dealing with diverse set of disruptions faced by global operations.
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